APPENDIX

SOURCE CRITICISM ILLUSTRATED

For an example of the source critic's task and the potential value of his
work the student may examine Mt. 12:1-8 and its parallels (Mk. 2:23-28;
Lk. 6:1-5) with the aid of a synopsis of the gospels in Greek.
1. The source critic's task

This passage is part of the so-called triple tradition, and Matthew, Mark
and Luke overlap extensively, notably in Mt. 12:3, 4 and parallels. Compare
Mt.'s av" aviyvwu 'fl bw{17aev ..1avib, OU brdvaaev ,cai oi µn' avwv,· 7CW<;
daijJ.0ev de; 'fOV omov WV 0eov "at wvc; aewvc; -riic; neo0foewc; erpayov with Mark
and Luke. As well as agreements between all three gospels, there are
agreements of Matthew and Mark against Luke (e.g. in various minor points
of grammatical construction in Mt. 12:1-2 and parallels; also of Mark and
Luke against Matthew (e.g. eyevno Mk. 2:23 and parallels, ibw"ev v.26, "at
i..:iryev avwic; v.27); most modern critics would want to treat Mark here as
elsewhere as the source of Matthew and Luke. But there are complications,
notably in the agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark, e.g. positively in the use of the words ea81etv (Mt. 12:1 and parallels) and µovo;(Mt. 12:4
and parallels), and in the order of words in the expression K vewc; yae fonv
WV aa{Jf)awv o vioc; WV av0ewnov (Mt. 12:8 and parallels), and negatively in
the omission of several Marean phrases, including most strikingly the whole
of Mark's verse 27. These agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark
raise difficult questions for the source critic. Is their agreement perhaps coincidental? Certainly Matthew and Luke might both independently have
omitted Mark's t,7e'i, 'A{Jia0ae dexieeewc; since Mark's dating of the incident in
question is problematic and apparently mistaken; but can all the other
agreements be equally simply explained? If not, then one alternative view is
that Matthew and Luke had a common non-Marean source at this point;
Mark's verse 27 (which is introduced by his characteristically vague imperfect phrase xa, iJ.eyev amoic;) could then be regarded as a Marean interpolation into the context. Whether this view or another is correct is not important for our argument at present; the example is cited simply to illustrate
the sort of data which the source critic seeks to interpret.
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2. The value of source criticism
If some sort of answer can be given to the source critical questions, of
what value is that answer? First, it will help us to understand something of
the history of the gospel traditions and of the evangelists' method of writing.
If, for example, it is concluded that Mark's verse 27 is a saying imported
into the context by Mark, then this is a piece of evidence which supports the
view that Mark's gospel is in part at least arranged topically not
chronologically; it may also be seen as evidence confirming the view that
gospel traditions (or some of them) circulated in the early church without
any particular historical context.
Second, it should help us to understand something of the evangelists'
redactional concerns. If it is concluded that Mark was Matthew's primary
source here, then his omission of Mark's radical saying about the sabbath
being made for man is striking, as is his addition of the saying about the
priests working on the sabbath and his quotation (for the second time in his
gospel, cf. 9:13) of Hosea 6:6, "I desire mercy not sacrifice." (His change in
the order of Mark's verse 28 may also be regarded as significant.) Matthew
may be thought among other things to be reacting against the possible antinomian tendency of Mark's verse 27 and to be showing that Jesus' concern
was not for the abolition of the law, but for its proper interpretation.
Conversely if Mark's verse 27 is his own addition to the tradition (whether
the saying goes back to Jesus or not), then this may tell us something significant about Mark's liberal view of the law (cf. also Mk. 7:19).
Thirdly, answering the source critical questions may help us decide about
some of the difficult points of interpretation in the different gospels. For example, some scholars have wanted to take Mark's verses 27 and 28 very
closely together, interpreting the one by the other. Thus it has been
suggested on the one hand that the av6ew:noi:; referred to in verse 27 is really
the vioi; roii dv6ew:nov ofv.28, i.e. it is Jesus himself who is the man for whom
the sabbath was made; it has been suggested on the other hand that the vioi:;
rov dv6ew:nov of v.28 is really the av6ew:noi:; of v.27 and that the Son of man
who is lord of the sabbath is not Jesus in particular, but man in general.
Whether either of these views is to be recommended is doubtful on any
source critical hypothesis; but if the source critic were able to establish that
Mark's verse 27 is the evangelist's interpolation and that Mark's source had
his verse 28 following on from his verse 26, then this would be an additional,
though still not decisive, argument to be weighed on the side of those who
want to take verses 27 and 28 separately. Similarly in Matthew: his train of
thought in verses 5-8 is not immediately straightforward, and verse 8, for
~xample, does not at first sight appear to follow very well from verse 7. Now
tf the source critics who say that Matthew used Mark as a source are correct, this disjointedness is simply explained. Matthew has added his own
material in verses 5-7, and verse 8 is as a result left hanging. It is not
necessary on this hypothesis - and indeed it may be a mistake - to try by ingenuity to interpret Matthew's verses 5-8 as a coherent unity. If on the
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other hand Matthew is regarded as the oldest form of the tradition, then it
will at least be reasonable to see if sense can be made of the sequence as it
stands. Answering source critical questions may help the exegete in this sort
of way to interpret the gospel texts accurately.
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CHAPTER IX

FORM CRITICISM
Stephen H. Travis
Form criticism of the New Testament has two aims - to classify the
various New Testament books according to their literary genre (German
Gattungsgeschichte), and to analyse the smaller units of traditional material
according to the "form" or "shape" they have assumed during the oral,
preliterary period. The German word Formgeschichte ("form-history") is
often used in a broader sense with reference to attempts to trace the development of units of tradition during the oral period and thus to make historical
value-judgments on the material. But this is, strictly speaking, the function
of "tradition criticism", which is treated elsewhere in this volume. My contribution will be confined to the more purely analytical aspect of form
criticism, and to units of tradition in the Gospels. 1
I. Some Axioms of Form Criticism

Form-critical methods were first applied systematically to the Gospels by
three German scholars - K. L. Schmidt, M. Dibelius and R. Bultmann. ' In
order to understand how the method works, we must now list some of the
axioms from which form criticism proceeds.
(l) The Synoptic Gospels are "popular" or "folk" literature rather than
literary works in the classical sense. And the evangelists, according to
Dibelius, "are only to the smallest extent authors. They are principally
collectors, vehicles of tradition, editors." 3 Although both these claims are
regarded by more recent scholars as over-statements, they are important
because they emphasize that the evangelists were not historians employing
modern methods of research, but receivers and transmitters of traditions
cherished by Christian communities.
(2) Between the time of Jesus' ministry and the writing of the Gospels
, there was a period when the sayings of Jesus and stories about him were
communicated orally among Christians. Even though "Q" may have existed
as a document as early as A.D. 50, the church continued to set great store
by oral tradition until well into the second century. Thus Papias stated: "l
supposed that things out of books did not profit me so much as the
utterances of a voice which lives and abides" (Eusebius, H.E. Ill.39.4).
(3) During this oral period the traditions about Jesus circulated as in153
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dependent units. It can hardly have been otherwise, since the acts and
sayings of Jesus would be recounted by preachers and teachers as occasion
demanded. We cannot imagine the apostles giving a series of lectures in the
temple precincts on the life of Jesus. Rather they would use some particular
story or word of Jesus to bring home some point in the course of their
preaching. This is why when we look, for example, at Mk. 2:1-3:6 we find a
collection of short paragraphs (known as pericopae), each complete in itself
and with no essential connection with what precedes or follows.
However, there are exceptions to this general rule. All three early form
critics agreed that some joining up of pericopae had taken place before
Mark compiled his Gospel. But this was normally on a topical basis, for example the "controversy stories" in Mk. 2:1-3:6, and the "miracle stories" in
Mk. 4:35-5:43. Only very rarely is there reason to believe that such
groupings of traditions preserved memory of the chronological order of
events - the most famous example of this being the insertion of the story of
the woman with the haemorrhage into the story about Jairus' daughter (Mk.
4:21-43), which is probably due to recollection that "this is how it actually
happened."'
The major exception to the rule about independent pericopae is the Passion Narrative, where the paragraphs are joined together in a continuous
story.' From early times the Passion Story may have been recounted as a
whole, both in worship and in apologetic to outsiders. For such a connected
account was necessary in order to answer the question, "How could Jesus
have been brought to the cross by people who were blessed by his signs and
wonders?" 6
(4) During the oral stage these "units of tradition" assumed particular
forms according to the function which they performed in the Christian community. Form critics recognize certain forms or categories in the gospel
tradition - such as "pronouncement-stories" and "miracle-stories" (see
below) - and insist that these distinctive forms are no creation of accident or
free invention, but are determined by the setting in which they arose and the
purpose for which they were used. The technical term for this setting is Sitz
im Leben ("life-situation"). Just as information about the qualities of a particular toothpaste will be told in a distinctive manner by an advertisement,
but in a quite different manner by a scientific report, so stories about Jesus
acquired different forms or shapes according to their Sitz im Leben. Thus
form critics claim the ability to deduce the Sitz im Leben of a gospel
pericope from its form. If we find several pericopae with the same form, we
may assume that they all had the same Sitz im Leben, i.e., they all performed the same function in the church's life, whether it be worship or
apologetic or catechesis or some other function. 7
It is important to understand that for form critics "Sitz im Leben" is
primarily a "sociological" term, denoting a whole "area" or function of the
community's life (e.g., worship, or missionary preaching). Only in a secondary sense is it applied (as often by Bultmann) to the particular historical
situation which gave rise to a particular story or saying. Thus, for example,
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Bultmann might say that the pericope about paying taxes to Caesar (Mk.
12: 13-17) had its Sitz im Leben (in the general, "sociological" sense) in the
apologetic of the Palestinian church, while its Sitz im Leben (in the specific
sense) was the problem about whether Christians had obligations to Caesar
as well as to God.~ A further refinement of this "specific" sense is the
distinction made between the life-situation of the early church where a piece
of tradition was created or transmitted (Sitz im Leben der a/ten Kirche) and
the historical situation in the life of Jesus where the piece of tradition
9
originated (Sitz im Leben Jesu).
II. The Various Forms

10

A form critic's main purpose, then, is to classify the gospel pericopae according to their forms, and to assign them to their respective Sitze im
Leben. Apart from the Passion Narrative, Dibelius found five main
categories. I shall now list them, noting some variations suggested by other
scholars.
1. PARADIGMS

These are brief episodes which culminate in an authoritative saying of
Jesus, or sometimes in a statement about the reaction of onlookers. A
typical "pure paradigm" is Mk. 3:31-35:
And his mother and his brothers came; and standing outside they sent to him
and called him. And a crowd was sitting about him; and they said to him, "Your
mother and your brothers are outside, asking for you." And he replied, "Who
are my mother and my brothers?" And looking around on those who sat about
him, he said, "Here are my mother and my brothers! Whoever does the will of
God is my brother, and sister, and mother."

Dibelius also cites as "pure paradigms" Mk. 2: 1-12, 18-22, 23-28; 3: 1-5,
20-30; 10:13-16; 12:13-17; 14:3-9. He also speaks of "less pure
paradigms" - pericopae including extraneous features, such as names of
characters in the story, which are not found in the pure paradigms. These include Mk. l:23-27; 2:13-17; 6:1-6; Lk. 9:51-56; 14:1-6.
Dibelius believed that paradigms attained this shape in order to serve as
examples or illustrations in the preaching of the early missionaries. Hence
their name (Greek paradeigma = "example"). His list of five characteristic
features of the paradigms shows how ideal they would be for this purpose:
(l) independence from the literary context; (2) brevity and simplicity - we
are told nothing of biographical interest about the participants, who act
merely as foils for the saying of Jesus; (3) religious rather than artistic
colouring; (4) the word of Jesus is made to stand out clearly as the climax of
the narrative (as in a "punch-line" joke); (5) the pericope ends with a
thought useful for preaching - either a word or act of Jesus or the reaction
of the onlookers. 11
. Dibelius' location of the Sitz im Leben of the paradigms in early Christian preaching has been criticized by Bultmann as too narrow. He prefers
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the term "apophthegm" for pericopae of this type, and subdivides them into
controversy-dialogues (e.g. Mk. 3: 1-6), scholastic dialogues (e.g. Mk.
12:28-34), which arose from the needs of polemic and apologetic, and
biographical apophthegms (e.g. Lk. 9:57-62), which purport to contain information about Jesus and were used as "edifying paradigms for
sermons". 12 V. Taylor has criticized the terminology of both Dibelius and
Bultmann, and claims - with some justification - that his term
"prowuncement-story" is simpler and puts the emphasis in the right place. 13
2.

TALES (NOVELLEN)

These are stories of Jesus' miracles which, unlike paradigms, include
details betraying ·• a certain pleasure in the narrative itself", 14 and which
Dibelius therefore attributed to a special class of story-tellers and teachers
(for whose existence there is no New Testament evidence, unless these
stories are themselves evidence). The stories may be subdivided into exorcisms (e.g. Mk. 5:1-20; 9:14-29), other healing miracles (e.g. Mk. 1:40-45;
5:21-43) and nature miracles (e.g. Mk. 4:35-41; 6:35-44, 45-52). All the
stories follow the same basic pattern: (I) a description of the disease or
situation to be remedied; (2) a statement of the cure or solution achieved by
Jesus; (3) a statement of the results of the miracle - either the effects on the
person healed or the reaction of the onlookers. This is a natural pattern for
any story of this kind, shared by Jewish and pagan miracle-stories, as well
as by TV adverts for vitamin pills and medicated shampoos.
In these tales, says Dibelius, there is "a lack of devotional motives and the
gradual retreat of any words of Jesus of general value", and "didactic
applications altogether fail." 15 Thus, in contrast to the paradigms, they
were not formed for the purpose of illustrating sermons. Rather, their Sitz
im Leben was their use by the story-tellers "to prove the miracle-worker was
an epiphany of God, and this was done by the Tale as such apart from inclusion in a sermon." They were used especially in a Hellenistic setting to
demonstrate Jesus' superiority over rival gods and miracle-workers. 10
Bultmann, who calls these narratives "miracle-stories", does not endorse
Dibelius' belief in a special class of story-tellers, but agrees with him that
these stories were formed for propaganda and apologetic purposes. 11
3.

LEGENDS

Dibelius took over this term from its application in later Christian centuries to "legends of the saints". It does not necessarily imply that what is
recorded is unhistorical - though that may often be the case, in the opinion
of Dibelius, and particularly of Bultmann, who treats these pericopae under
the heading "historical stories and legends". What is important is the purpose of these narratives. They are "religious narratives of a saintly man in
whose works and fate interest is taken". And they arose in the church to
satisfy a twofold desire: the wish to know something of the virtues and lot of
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the holy men and women in the story of Jesus, and the wish which gradually
arose to know Jesus himself in this way!'
Thus there are legends about Jesus (e.g. Lk. 2:41-49; 4:29f), Peter (e.g.
Mt. 14:28-33; 16:13-23), Judas (Mt. 27:3-8) and other characters. In
narratives like this the characters are not simply foils for some word of
Jesus, as in paradigms - they become real people and are presented as examples to foHow.
4.

MYTHS

Myths are narratives which depict "a many-sided interaction between
mythological but not human persons" - the supernatural is seen breaking in
upon the human scene. 19 Only three narratives are listed in this category:
the baptismal miracle (Mk. 1:9-11 and parallels). the temptations (Mt.
4: l-11 and parallel), the transfiguration (Mk. 9:2-8 and parallels). Bultmann does not use the term "myth" to denote a category, but includes these
three narratives among the "historical stories and legends".
5.

EXHORTATIONS

Exhortations (Paranesen) is Dibelius' term for the teaching material in the
Gospels. Their Sitz im Leben is catechesis. Formally, the sayings of Jesus
may be divided into maxims, metaphors, parabolic narratives, prophetic
challenges, short commandments, and extended commandments including
some kind of motive clause (e.g. Mt. 5:29f, 44-48; 6:2-4).
Bultmann's treatment of the sayings of Jesus is more extensive. He
divides them according to content into three groups: (1) logia or wisdom
sayings; (2) prophetic and apocalyptic sayings; (3) laws and community
regulations. Formal characteristics cut right across these categories,
provoking B. S. Easton to ask: "Whatformal difference is there between the
'logion' - Whosoever exalteth himself shall be humbled - the 'apocalyptic
word' -Whosoever shall be ashamed ofme, the Son of Man shall be ashamed of him - and the 'church rule' - Whosoever putteth away his wife and
marrieth another committeth adultery?" 20 On grounds of form rather than
content, Bultmann was able to isolate only two main types: "I-sayings" in
which Jesus speaks of himself, his works and his destiny (e.g. Mt. 5: 17; Mk.
10:45); and "Parables". His analysis of the parabolic material is particularly
illuminating. 21
Ill. Some Limitations of Form Criticism

We must now mention some limitations of form criticism as it has hitherto been practised, and some questions which it has not yet answered
satisfactorily.
(I) How many of the forms or categories commonly referred to by form
critics have in fact been satisfactorily established? We can agree that the
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"paradigms" and "tales" are distinctive types (though the names
"pronouncement-story" and "miracle-story" are more meaningful in
English), and that parables are a particular form within the sayings tradition. But what of the rest? Dibelius' "myths" are classified by their content,
not by their style or form. On grounds of form alone, the temptation story in
Mt. 4: 1-11 would more naturally be described as a controversy dialogue (it
is not very different from Mk. 10:2-9; 11 :27-33 or 12: 18-27), and is in fact
so described by M. Albertz. 22 Similarly the "legends", though they may
have certain typical features in common, can hardly be said to have a common form or shape. "What common form can be perceived in the stories of
the Confession of Peter, the Entry into Jerusalem, the Transfiguration, and
Jesus in the Temple at the age of twelve?" asks Redlich. 23 He therefore calls
such pericopae "form-less stories", and Taylor for similar reasons speaks
simply of "stories about Jesus". Most of the discourse material, too, refuses
to be categorized according to form. Bultmann's categories, for instance,
"do little more than describe stylistic features; they do not denote popular
forms into which an individual or a community unconsciously throws
sayings." 24
Admittedly, too sharp a distinction must not be drawn between form and
content - they do influence each other. Thus it is legitimate to speak of
miracle-stories as a distinctive form - even though "miracle" is a designation of content - because all miracle-stories are told in the same basic form.
But to describe "legends" or "myths" as forms, when no common shape is
discernible in the various examples adduced, is not form criticism. Thus
R.H. Lightfoot, who did much to introduce form-critical methods into Britain, admits that we may have to be content with the form critics' success in
distinguishing and classifying two types of story, paradigms and
miracle-stories - and no others. 25
Furthermore, even these two types are not as distinct as is sometimes
suggested. Compare, for example, Mk. 3:1-6 (the man with the withered
hand - a "pure paradigm" according to Dibelius), Mk. 10:46-52 (Bartimaeus - a "less pure paradigm") and Mk. 5:25-34 (the woman with the
haemorrhage - a "tale"). Is there really as much difference between them as
Dibelius' classification would suggest? Since Mk. 3: 1-6 so obviously contains a "didactic motive" (which according to Dibelius a "tale" does not
have), Dibelius classes it as a paradigm, saying that the healing is only
incidental. 26 Yet the pericope concludes not with the saying about the sabbath, but with the miracle and its effect on the Pharisees. "The plain fact",
comments A. Richardson, "is that we have here a miracle-story which is
something more than what the form critics have decided that a miracle-story
ought to be." 27 To take another example, Mk. l :29-31 is a perfect little
healing-story following the pattern of description of the illness, the cure and
the results. Yet it betrays none of the "delight in the narrative itself' which
Dibelius regards as a feature of his "tales". Is it because it does not fit his
theory that he nowhere discusses it in From Tradition to Gospel?
In fact there are many pericopae in the Gospels which do not fit neatly
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into categories, but are of"mixed type". Bultmann makes a virtue out of this
problem, claiming that "it is no objection to the form-critical approach, but
rather a demonstration of its fruitfulness, to find that one piece of the tradition is seldom to be classified unambiguously in a single category.'' It is
difficult to see how this can be reconciled with his statement about the Sitz
im Leben earlier on the same page: "The proper understanding of formcriticism rests upon the judgment that the literature in which the life of a
given community ... has taken shape, springs out of quite definite conditions and wants of life from which grows np a quite definite style and quite
specific forms and categories." 28 When dealing with a living tradition, we
must certainly resist excessive systematization; but the more we resist
systematization, the more we undermine form criticism itself. 29
This question about how far it is possible to establish fixed and clear-cut
"forms" does have exegetical implications. Thus, for example, many
scholars assert that Mk. 2: l 9b--20 is an addition by the early church to the
pronouncement-story about fasting in vv. l 8- l 9a. Part of their argument
for this is that vv. 18- l 9a so clearly form a perfect paradigm or controversy
dialogue that the extra sayings of Jesus can hardly have stood there
originally.-10 But what if the definition of a paradigm, from which this conclusion is drawn, is too rigid and doctrinaire? Similarly with parables, it is
too readily assumed that Jesus could not have included allegorical traits in
his teaching, and that a parable must have been designed originally to have
only one point, so that a second point must be an addition by the church. '
(2) The assumption that there was an "oral period" before any of the
gospel material came to be written down has been questioned by H. Schtirmann. He suggests that during Jesus' ministry his disciples may have written
notes on main aspects of his teaching. 32
(3) How did the traditions about Jesus arise and how did they develop?
These are questions which form criticism has not taken seriously enough.
Dibelius and Bultmann wrote confidently about the "laws of tradition", giving the impression that these were well-proven laws of the development of
oral tradition which could be scientifically applied both to biblical narratives
and to extra-biblical material. Their main contention was that traditions
develop from the simple to the more complex - hence, in general, legends
were regarded as later creations than paradigms. But in fact no one has
thoroughly examined these "laws of tradition", and there is no agreement on
this matter among the experts on "folk tradition". 33 E. P. Sanders has
shown that in the manuscript tradition and the apocryphal gospels there are
developments both from the simple to the more complex, and from the complex to the simpler. 34 The situation is not straightforward.
Moreover, H. Riesenfeld and B. Gerhardsson have contended that the
transmission of traditions by the early Christians must be understood on the
analogy of transmission of traditions by the Jewish rabbis. Since the rabbis'
concern was to transmit accurately the traditions as they received them, we
should assume that the Christian churches were similarly concerned for accurate transmission, rather than being the "creative communities" which
1
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form critics often imagine them to have been. 35 Although this thesis has
been widely criticized, its insistence that the transmission of Christian
traditions should be understood in the light of the way Jewish traditions
were transmitted in the first century deserves serious attention. 36
This question of how the traditions about Jesus developed has bearing on
the problem of "doublets" in the Gospels, among which we may note the
following:
The parable of the talents/pounds
The miraculous draught of fishes
The anointing of Jesus
The feeding of the 5000/4000
The healing of the centurion's
servant/nobleman's son

(Mt. 25:14-30; Lk. 19:12-28)
(Lk. 5:1-11; Jn. 21:4-14)
(Mk. 14:3-9 = Mt. 26:6-13;
Lk. 7:36-50; Jn. 12:1-8)
(Mk. 6:30-44; 8:1-10)
(Mt. 8:5-13 = Lk. 7:1-10;
Jn. 4:36-54)

The usual form-critical approach to such doublets is that divergent
traditions have developed from one original story. But since form criticism
itself involves the assumption that different stories of the same type have
come to be told in a similar way to each other, is it not also possible that two
originally different stories have assimilated features from each other in· the
course of transmission? The answer to this question may not be the same in
each case, but it is a question which ought to be considered.
A similar question could be asked about parables with more than one
"moral" attached to them (e.g. Lk. 16: 1-9; or the different applications of
the parable of the lost sheep in Mt. 18:1~14 and Lk. 15:3-7). Must we
assume that this is always the result of development in the church, rather
than of development in Jesus' mind? 37 Is it not likely that Jesus would use
similar stories on separate occasions to drive home different points, just as
Paul does with his athletic metaphor or his imagery from slavery?
(4) The concern to draw parallels with extra-biblical material can
sometimes distort rather than help exegesis. This is the fault of many form
critics' approach to the miracle-stories. Noting formal parallels with stories
of Hellenistic "divine men" and miracle-workers, they have underplayed the
didactic purpose of the miracle-stories and regarded them as quite distinct
from the proclamation of Jesus as bringer of the kingdom of God. 38 This is
ironical when we observe that Bultmann, for example, regards as genuine
sayings of Jesus Mt. 11:4-6 and 12:28, where Jesus clearly relates his
miracles to his message of the kingdom. 39 It is quite misleading to suggest
that the miracle-stories have "no didactic motive". In Acts 3:lff, often in
John's Gospel, and in the paradigms involving a miracle, we see miracles
used as springboards for teaching. And Richardson has shown how suitable
many of the miracle-stories are, not just to exalt Jesus as a wonder-worker,
but to point to various aspects of the Christian message. 40
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IV. Some Insights of Form Criticism
We have seen that form criticism has limitations, and that there are some
questions it has left unanswered. But there are also real gains for our understanding of the New Testament, including the following.
(1) Form criticism has helped us, however tentatively, to penetrate into
the "tunnel period" between A.D. 30 and 50, before any of our New Testament documents were written down. For instance, it has given us clues
about methods of preaching and teaching among the early Christians, and
about their debates with Jewish opponents.
(2) The search for the Sitz im Leben of a tradition is an aid to exegesis.
Once we can discover how and why a particular story was used in the early
church, we shall have a surer way of knowing how we should use it to speak
to our own situation. It is true that suggested Sitze im Leben are often only
tentative, and frequently scholars disagree about the life-situation of a particular pericope. 41 So we must beware of claiming too much. It is true that
the quest for a Sitz im Leben involves a circular argument - "The forms of
the literary tradition must be used to establish the influences operating in the
life of the community, and the life of the community must be used to render
the forms themselves intelligible." 42 But the method is not thereby
invalidated, since all advances in historical precision involve a certain circularity of method. Also, the evidence of the Acts and Epistles provides
some external check on any postulated life-situation. Despite these
difficulties, therefore, form criticism has drawn valuable attention to the
question of the Sitz im Leben. "In this way the gospels can be to us ... ,
within limits which need to be carefully guarded, a mirror of the hopes and
aspirations, the problems and the difficulties, of the early church." 43
(3) Linked with this is the emphasis that the early Christians preserved
stories and sayings of Jesus not because of mere antiquarian interest, but
because they were useful for worship, preaching, teaching or some other
situation. And this helps us to understand why the Gospels ought not to be
regarded as biographies of Jesus. Independent pericopae, transmitted
because of their practical value to the church, tell us less about Jesus' inner
development than about what he meant to the church. 44 This may well mean
that we can expect to deduce from the Gospels only the barest of
chronological outlines of Jesus' life. 45
(4) An understanding of the form of a pericope is often of major importance for its accurate exegesis. Attention has already been drawn to the ex. egetical value of understanding the parable form - and the dangers of applying this too rigidly. 46 Another example of form-analysis guiding exegesis is
K. Koch's study of the beatitudes in Mt. 5:3-12. He shows that these
"blessings" follow the pattern of "apocalyptic blessings" in the Old Testament and Jewish literature, rather than the quite different type of blessings
found in Old Testament wisdom-sayings. On formal grounds, therefore, it
can be established that these beatitudes are not speaking of general worldly
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well-being, but should be related to Jesus' eschatological teaching - and the
content confirms this impression. 47
(5) Form criticism draws attention to the presence of the "gospel in a
nutshell" in each pericope. "It was probably to the light thrown by the
historical traditions on these great themes [of life and death, judgment and
salvation, etc.), even more than to their historical interest, that the traditions
themselves owed their preservation; and if form criticism can show once
more the vital connexion in this respect between the gospels and the Gospel,
it will have proved its value." 48 This insight can be overdone - plainly, the
message contained in one pericope is of limited meaningfulness to the hearer
unless he can relate it to an overall impression of Jesus which he has derived
from other pericopae. But it points the interpreter of the Gospels in the right
direction: to the authoritative and saving message contained in the gospel
tradition.

V. What Now?
Form cnt1c1sm is not merely something to be studied as an aspect of
modern theology. Since an appreciation of form is necessary for the understanding of any literature, form criticism will remain a basic tool for exegesis of the Gospels. And so the work goes on, as scholars seek to build on
the insights of their predecessors and to correct the weaknesses of earlier
studies. More recent trends have included attempts to discern behind the
Fourth Gospel some of the same basic forms as have been found in the
Synoptics; 4 ~ and to throw light on Gospel pericopae by comparing them
with Jewish forms known to us from rabbinic literature. 50 If all this makes
the study of the Gospels more complicated, it can also make such study
more fruitful.
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CHAPTER X

TRADITION HISTORY
David R. Catchpole
The German word Traditionsgeschichte is often translated into English as
"tradition criticism", but this term suffers from the same defects as the term
"form criticism" when that stands for Formgeschichte. For Geschichte does
not mean "criticism" but rather, in this context, "meaningful process" and
"changeful movement". In New Testament study, therefore, the term "tradition criticism" would be better abandoned and replaced by the term "tradition history", interpreted in the sense of an on-going process of development
in the form and/or meaning of concepts or words or sayings or blocks of
material. The pattern, the limits and the range of such a development may of
course vary. One example would be the evolution in the thought of a given
writer, as for instance the use of the term "head" for an unspecified member
of the body of Christ in the earlier Pauline letters (e.g. 1 Cor. 12:21) but its
application to Christ alone in later Pauline letters (e.g. Col. I: 18; Eph. 4: 15).
Another example would be the idea suggested by some that "Son of man" is
a term used by Jesus without implying any equation between himself and
that figure, while at a subsequent stage in the traditional process the identification is established. As to the range of the overall tradition-historical
development, the most widely used is that which stretches from the
historical Jesus via the Aramaic-speaking/Palestinian Jewish-Christian community and the Hellenistic Jewish-Christian community through to Gentile
Christianity. 1
It follows from this summary that "tradition history" includes "redaction
criticism/history". The latter term, which in the case of the gospels stands
for the refashioning and editing of material by the theologically active
evangelist, is only a special case of the former. But as such it draws attention
to evidence within the text which permits comparisons and contrasts
between different versions. This demonstrates the fact of development and
indicates certain tendencies within the transmission process, with the result
that tradition-historical study as such is protected from any charge of imposing an alien pattern upon the text. That is, we are not limited to
dependence upon a priori presuppositions or the making of statements
about what may conceivably have happened; we can repeatedly see with our
eyes what actually did happen. So tradition history, as an idea, can be tested
by the evidence provided by redaction criticism, its special case.
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But tradition history stretches much further. It is not simply concerned
with the interaction of a man and his sources but also with the process of
development in material which, though related, does not have that
relationship structured by direct literary dependence. Thus, for instance,
redaction criticism is concerned with the use made by Matthew and Luke of
the earlier Markan and Q versions of the parable of the mustard seed (Mk.
4:30--32, and par.). In this way it contributes evidence of one stage of tradition history. But the latter will also be concerned with how a postulated
original form of the parable may have developed into those variant forms
which underlie the Markan and Q versions. Similarly, redaction criticism is
concerned with the use made by John of, for example, his sources underlying John 2: 13-22, but tradition history as a whole includes this and also the
process which has produced the variant forms of the material in John's
sources and in Mark 11:15-18, 27-33; 14:58.
If the relationship between redaction criticism and tradition history is so
close, it is just the same in respect of form criticism. The work of the
pioneers of form criticism, 2 and indeed already before them D. F. Strauss
and the Tiibingen school of the 19th century, makes this plain. For as soon
as the post-Easter churches are seen creatively at work inside the gospel
traditions; as soon as variations in outlook among those early churches are
appreciated; as soon as distinct concepts and traditions are assigned to
various sources and settings; as soon as history-of-religions parallels are invoked to this end; just so soon has form history become, in fact, tradition
history. So it is not too much to say that the totality of the application of the
historical-critical method can be described as tradition-historical criticism.
As with other areas of New Testament study, so in this attempt to
reconstruct a tradition-historical scheme, important questions about
methods and criteria for decisions are raised. It is necessary to ask about the
criteria for deciding whether or not given traditions belong to one and the
same tradition-historical development. It is also necessary to ask about
criteria for determining the setting of any given material in the mission of
Jesus or in the life of a post-Easter community. And at every stage questions
therefore arise about implications concerning historicity or otherwise. A few
examples may perhaps help in exposing the issues.
I. Post-Easter Material
Firstly, there seems to be some relationship between Luke 22:27: "I am
among you as the servant", and Mark 10:45: "The Son of man came not to
be served but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many", and also 1
Timothy 2:5: " ... the man ... who gave himself as a ransom for all".
Powerful arguments have been put forward by J. Jeremias in favour of
locating Mark 10:45 within Palestinian tradition, while 1 Timothy 2:5 has
"a more pronounced Greek flavour in every word". 3 But what about Luke
22:27? This saying is not in a direct literary relationship with Mark 10:45
but, if it emerges that the variations between the Lukan and Markan forms
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are typical of the sort of fluctuation shown by the gospel tradition as a
whole, it would appear likely that some non-literary relationship exists
between the two. Now in view of its less advanced theological content, Luke
22:27 is unlikely to be a later form of Mark 10:45, but it could very easily
be, as often suggested, an earlier form. And if it does turn out that these
forms are neither unrelated nor explicable in terms of a "Jesus might have
said it twice" argument, we shall not only have here the raw material of a
tradition-historical development but also find ourselves confronted by
evidence that gospel sayings cannot without more ado be taken as ipsissima
verba of Jesus.
Secondly, there are marked divergences in the wording of Peter's confession, "You are the messiah" (Mk. 8:29). Matthew has in addition the term
"the Son of the living God", and Luke the extra words "of God". How
should the variation be explained? A harmonizing additive. approach would
produce the form, "You are the messiah of God, the Son of the living God",
but this would immediately run into difficulties. Firstly, the overloaded wording is awkward, and all the more so if we add extra wording from the
parallel in John 6:69: "the holy one of God". 4 Secondly, it is hard to
envisage the evangelists reducing the wording of Peter's statement and scaling down his acclamation of Jesus as ex hypothesi they did. More likely is
the view that Matthew and Luke have added phrases which amount to their
own commentary on the idea of messiahship. But in that case we reduce
drastically the likelihood that their additions are historical, and again we
find ourselves involved inexorably in the tradition-historical enquiry.
Thirdly, to argue that a phrase here or a nuance there is unhistorical
would not worry many who would, however, be seriously disturbed by the
idea that any sayings are as a whole inauthentic. In other words, the fact
that a saying is in the gospel tradition at all is for those persons a sufficient
guarantee that it goes back substantially to Jesus. But since we are compelled to include in a discussion of tradition history an examination of the
criteria for authenticity, this approach must be examined. And when it is examined the actual contents of the gospel tradition suggest (in the view of the
present writer, though on this, as on all controversial topics, opinions would
be divided ' ) that this approach has serious flaws, and correspondingly that
allowance needs to be made for a greater degree of post-Jesus creativity
within that tradition.
Take, for instance, Matthew 18: 17: "If he (the offending brother) refuses
to listen to the church, let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector." This saying has in mind a disciplinary purification of the community,
which is somewhat discordant with the message of the two parables of the
wheat and the tares (Mt. 13:24-30), and the dragnet (Mt. 13:47f)."
Moreover, the saying presupposes an audience which is Jewish and which
also depreciates and excludes Gentiles and tax collectors. 1 This seems most
unlike the historical Jesus. The exclusion of the Gentiles was hardly his approach: quite the contrary, he announced in word (Mt. 8: l lf.) and action
(Mk. 11: 15- J7) their acceptance and continually held them up as those
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whose example the Jews should follow in responding to the appeal or word
of God (Lk. 7:9; 10:12-14; 11:3lf). And what applies to the Gentiles
applies even more forcefully to the tax collectors. It was their inclusion, their
joyful participation in his fellowship meals, their genuine repentance, which
Jesus was prepared to defend with vigour and in the teeth of scathing
criticism (Lk. 7:34; 15:lf; Mk. 2:15-17). 8 So it appears to be unlikely that
Matthew 18:17 is authentic: indeed, it seems to represent a later acceptance
of attitudes which Jesus himself had resisted. 9
Similar issues are raised by Matthew 23 :2f: "The scribes and the
Pharisees sit on Moses' seat; so practise and observe everything they say to
you ...". Such a saying undergirds Pharisaic traditional teaching with
Mosaic authority, 10 and accepts Moses as the final court of appeal. Far
from making any distinction between law and tradition, 11 this saying
belongs to the same rabbinic outlook as that expressed in, for instance, Peah
2:6: "Nahum the Scrivener said: 'I have received a tradition from R.
Measha, who received it from his father, who received it from the zugoth,
who received it from the prophets as a halakah given to Moses from Sinai"
(cf. Aboth 1:1). But the historical Jesus does not seem to have adopted so
conservative an attitude to either tradition or law: indeed, it is probable that
the combined effect of the evidence in Mark 7: 15, 10:2-9, the traditions underlying Matthew 5:21--48, and Luke 9:60 12 is that Jesus authoritatively
declared the will of God and proceeded on that basis to evaluate certain
laws, but not that he set about deducing the will of God directly from the
law. In that case, we would have to ask whether an alternative post-Easter
setting is available for Matthew 23 :2f. In view of the Pharisaic membership
and theological influence within the church, which is attested in Acts 15:5;
2 I :20 (cf. Gal. 2:4f, 12), the answer might not be hard to reach.
We therefore conclude that the gospel tradition itself compels us to
engage in tradition-historical enquiry. In looking to the gospels as sources
for the sayings and actions of Jesus we can hardly avoid attributing to the
later post-Easter stage both the redaction of material, and, on occasion, its
creation. But we still have to discuss the validity of two related arguments
which are often used in order to restrain tradition-historical work. The first
takes the form of a denial of differences between parallel traditions in the interests of a harmonistic uniformity and in heavy reliance on the hypothesis
of eyewitness testimony. The second maximizes the differences and argues
for the separate distinctness of the incidents or settings or sayings concerned. These arguments and approaches to the text must be taken seriously and
submitted to the test of the text itself in order that the problems of method
which they raise may have justice done to them. We shall, therefore, take
some relevant examples and, in so doing, hope not only to assess these approaches but also to illustrate the tradition-historical method in action.
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II. Unique Sayings and Incidents
In principle there is of course every likelihood that Jesus did say certain
things twice though in variant forms, and also that certain sorts of incident
did occur more than once. The question is whether the actual phenomena of
the tradition are adequately accounted for in every case by the invocation of
such a principle. We can, I believe, see the guidelines for the use of the
tradition-historical method emerging specially clearly in cases where a unique and unrepeated (and often unrepeatable) situation is in involved. This
uniqueness can be grounded in either literary or historical considerations.

I.

AN EXAMPLE OF LITERARY CONSIDERATIONS.

The New Testament contains several passages which presuppose an
equation: Jesus = Wisdom. This is the case in the pre-Pauline material in
Philippians 2:6-11 and Colossians 1: 15-20, as well as in the Johannine
prologue.'-' In the fourth gospel, indeed, this equation is presumed not only
in sayings about Jesus but also in sayings of Jesus (see especially 4: 14;
6:35). But what about the synoptic tradition?
In Matthew 11:2-19 = Luke 7:18-35 a long section of material common
to both gospels is climaxed in a saying about wisdom. For Matthew
"wisdom is justified by her works" ( 11: 19), but for Luke "wisdom is justified
by all her children" (7:35). It is the relationship between Jesus and wisdom
in the developing tradition which here concerns us. It must, first, be quite
clear that the literary setting of each version of the saying proves that the
same saying is under consideration. That is, "Jesus might have said it twice"
is not a viable option. Secondly, we clearly have to choose between the two
rather than to amalgamate them 14 if we are to avoid producing a
theologically confused hybrid version. Thirdly, the identity of the "children
of wisdom" in the Lukan strand is already made plain by the word nav-rwv
which negatively precludes John and Jesus (7:330 and positively takes up
nac:; o A.aoc:; ...... xat Ot -rdwvai in 7:29. The link between 7:29 and 7:35 is
reinforced by the common use of lltxawvv. For Luke, John and Jesus are the
messengers of wisdom, and the people at large and the tax collectors are her
15
children. It is probable that Luke's understanding is broadly in line with
that of Q (even though the nav-rwv of 7 :35 is typical of his style and is
probably his own editorial insertion), for 7:29f contains un-Lukan features
and is probably substantially drawn from Q. 16 At the Q stage it probably
did not include mic:; o J.ack but did refer to prostitutes, in view of Matthew
21:32 which is related to Luke 7:29f, and in view of Luke's addition of
7:36-50 immediately afterwards: 17 the latter passage, which centres on "a
woman which was a sinner", may well have been introduced at this point in
reminiscence of the Q form of Luke 7 :29. Be that as it may, Q like Luke saw
John and Jesus as wisdom's messengers, 18 and those who responded to their
missions as wisdom's children. This usage of the "children of wisdom" idea
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is of course in line with the Old Testament tradition of wisdom's children as
those who listen attentively to her teaching (Pr. 8:32f; Ecclus. 4: 11; 15 :2).
This reconstruction depends, however, on the Matthaean reference to
wisdom's "works" being secondary. But this is indeed extremely likely. For
Matthew 11 as a whole exhibits a uniform pattern of concern with "works".
This is the case in 11 :2 where the words Ta eeya roii Xewrov are unlikely to
have been omitted by Luke if they stood in Q, and therefore are attributable
to Matthew.'" This is also the case in 1 I :20-23 which Matthew has added
after 11 :2-19, and in which Jesus reproves unrepentant cities who have
witnessed but rejected his mighty works. 20 So the form of Matthew 11: 19 is
the product of the evangelist's intervention, and this intervention has significant theological overtones. Above all, the correlation between Ta leya rov
Xqwwv and Ta eqya njr; aorpim; automatically intensifies the rapprochement
between Jesus the messiah and wisdom. This rapprochement is not yet a
straight equation, in view of avrryc; (Mt. 11: 19). 21 But it is a rapprochement
which we can, as it were, see growing closer before our eyes as Matthew
brings together some traditions which view Jesus as the person sent by, but
not the same as, wisdom, 22 and others (for example, Mt. 11 :28-30 23 ) where
the equation has probably already been established. 24 All the more
interesting, incidentally, is Luke's determined faithfulness to the less
developed christological viewpoint.
Here then is a case where literary setting puts us on the track of a
divergence in the tradition of one and the same saying, and consequently on
the track of an extended tradition-historical development. In the process, not
only are important questions about method posed and answered, but also
important restraints imposed on any attempt to construct too neat a
sequence in terms of time and place. By this I mean the following: (a) While
Q and Luke are witnesses to the existence of a christology which does not
go beyond the view that Jesus is a messenger of Wisdom to the "Jesus =
Wisdom" equation, Matthew is a witness to the survival of both schemes in
one and the same community without the more developed pattern
obliterating the less developed one. (b) With pre-Pauline material acting as a
witness to the remarkable earliness of the stage at which the "Jesus =
Wisdom" scheme was constructed, it is important to see that schemes later
in time can still be more primitive in content. Tempting though it must have
been to make the synoptic Jesus claim pre-existence or agency in creation as
did the pre-Pauline material, and later indeed the Johannine Jesus, the first
three evangelists still held back. (c) Luke ( a Gentile Christian) and Q
(belonging perhaps to a Hellenistic Jewish Christian environment) have in
common the view that Jesus was simply a messenger of Wisdom; Matthew's
community stands at the point of convergence of this and the more
developed view. Therefore we have to learn to live with a greater degree of
raggedness at the edges and a less neat evolutionary process than would
emerge if we envisaged a straight and consecutive development from Jesus
to the Aramaic-speaking and Hellenistic Jewish-Christian outlooks and ultimately to the Gentile Christian position. Not only were the early com170
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munities mixed in membership (as the Pauline correspondence also
demonstrates), but they were also communities within which spectrums of
membership probably varied in theology.
2.

AN EXAMPLE OF HISTORICAL UNIQUENESS.

The visit of Mary Magdalene to Jesus' tomb on the first Easter morning
is a case in point this time. Since it is an unrepeated occurrence there is in
principle the possibility that the different accounts may form a traditionhistorical sequence. This is, incidentally, by no means ruled out if the
traditions prove capable of harmonization, for the differing perspectives of
the various traditions could still form such a sequence; but it is positively
required if, as D. F. Strauss 25 argued with characteristic vigour long ago,
harmonization proves impossible.
Now the timing of the visits of Mary to the tomb in Mark 16: 1-8 and
John 20: lf. means that they represent one and the same event, and the content of each tradition reinforces this view. The incident in John 20: lf. could
not have happened before the Mark 16:1-8 one, for it would be absurd for
the women to speculate about how the stone might be moved away (Mk.
16:3) if it had already been seen to be moved (John 20:2); equally, it would
be absurd for the women to set out to anoint a body (Mk. 16:1) which was
already known by at least cine of them to be no longer there (Jn. 20:2). But
the John 20:lf. incident could not have happened after the Mark 16:1-8
one, for the words of Mary (Jn. 20:2), "They have taken the Lord out of the
tomb and we do not know where they have laid him", far from presupposing
the angelic message announcing resurrection (Mk. 16:6), show that "the
thought of a resurrection did not enter her head.'' 26 Attempts to achieve a
harmony between the traditions have certainly been made. Thus Z. C.
Hodges has argued for a decision by Mary not to tell of the angelic vision, 27
but this falls foul of Luke 24:23, not to mention Matthew 28:9f., and it also
leaves us wondering why at the later stage Mary is still consumed with
anguish and grief and still genuinely convinced that the body has been stolen
(Jn. 20:11, 13). For similar reasons, D. Guthrie has suggested that Mary set
out for the tomb and then, seeing the stone moved, rushed back to the disciples and left her companions to see and hear the angel. 28 But this attempt
at harmonization only produces disharmony with Luke 24:9f. It therefore
seems to respect the intentions and the contents of each tradition rather
more if we accept that one and the same event has been presented by means
of divergent traditions, and that the forms and functions of each must be
·determined within the tradition-historical process.
To determine these forms and functions means taking into account a
number of possibilities, a.,d to decide between these means a more
protracted investigation than we can accommodate here. Suffice to mention
two possibilities: (a) If John 20:3-10 were treated as separable and then
removed from the narrative, John 20: lf., 11 ff. could then be taken as one
unit which has been remodelled to accommodate the intervening passage.
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This underlying unit with its reference to Mary and the angels could then be
taken as parallel to, but later in composition than, Mark 16:1-8. Since this
latter passage may itself have been subject to editorial modification - for instance, an intrusion may have occurred with verse 7, or even with verses 1,
4, 5, 7 and 8b, 29 or with some other combination - the tradition-historical
sequence might consist of a primary pre-Markan unit which was then
modified by literary means into the present Markan unit (with or without a
lost ending!), which in turn developed, but not by direct literary intervention,
into the Johannine form. 30 The theological and apologetic considerations
which were in force at each stage would then need to be uncovered. (b)
Alternatively, it could be that John 20:l l-14a, a passage which plays little
part in the chapter as a whole, is itself an editorial bridge passage based on
general acquaintance with synoptic data and leading to the appearance of
Jesus to Mary, an event presented in a separate and self-sufficient unit of
tradition in Matthew 28:9f. In this case, John 20:lf. might also represent a
separate independent unit complete in itself, 31 which could then be
correlated with Mark 16: 1-8 as a whole. If so, one possibility worthy of
consideration is that John 20:lf. is more or less the earliest form of the
tradition, 32 and a form which is uninfluenced by post-Easter convictions and
unhampered by the historical-critical objections 33 often felt to be involved in
Mark 16:1-8. On this showing the tradition-historical sequence would be
from John 20:lf. to the pre-Markan form, and then to Mark, and then to the
versions of Matthew and Luke.
Here then is another example of the tradition-historical enquiry in action.
Certainly there is room for legitimate difference of opinion among scholars
as to the actual pattern of the tradition-historical development, but there can
be no doubt that the content of the gospel tradition itself demands that the
attempt to discover one be made.
III. Which Community?

The attempt to establish criteria by means of which traditions might be
attributed to Jesus, to the Palestinian community, to Hellenistic JewishChristian communities or to Gentile Christian communities, is beset with
formidable difficulties and is probably incapable of producing firm results.
In part this is due to the nature of contemporary Judaism, and in part to the
nature of primitive Christianity. To the degree that we do know something
of each we can detect an extremely fluid and flexible situation in both, and to
the degree that we do not know enough about each any observations are
bound to be tentative. Again and again it is apparent that it is easier to
replace old certainties with new uncertainties than to produce assured
results, and it is as well to be open about this. Perhaps a few observations
along this line may help.
(l) The distinction between Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism cannot
be treated as absolute. Long-established "Hellenistic" influence inside
Palestine is a firm datum by the time the Christian movement begins. One
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has only to recall the non-Palestinian origin of prominent Jewish leaders
(e.g. the high priest Ananel or the great Hillel, both of whom came from
Babylon), or the movements of distinguished rabbis in and out of Palestine
(e.g. Joshua ben Perahjah in b.Sanh. 107b), or the wide adoption of nonSemitic loan-words, or the occurrence of so-called Hellenistic terminology
and thought forms at Qumran, or the existence of a Hellenistic synagogue in
Jerusalem (Acts 6 :9). 34 The openness of the channels of communication is
also suggested by the evidence of the hold kept by the Jerusalem authorities
on the Diaspora (Acts 9:2; 28:21). It is not to be thought that all influence
of "Hellenistic" thinking was shaken off with the dust of a person's feet
when he crossed the frontiers of Palestine. And if Judaism is not susceptible
to division into totally separate and water-tight compartments, it is not to be
thought that nascent Christianity could be. For the varied phenomenon of
Judaism was the most prominent feature of the circumstances within which
the growing Christian church developed, and theological development was,
in part at least, a response to circumstances.
(2) Distinctions between one sort of community and another may have
been less significant than distinctions within communities. And while internal distinctions are likely to have brought about creative interaction between
varieties of emphasis and even confrontation and controversy, there are
clear signs in the gospels of processes of accommodation and conciliation.
Not that such processes were bound to be successful, but the fact that they
were necessary confirms that different views could be maintained within a
single community. An example of this is the rigorist tendency which emerges
in material like Matthew 5:18f. (cf. the comments above on Mt. 23:2f.), a
point of view which is preserved rather than suppressed by both Q and
Matthew, and even in a reduced form by Luke (Lk. 16:17). 35 Yet in all these
documents material of this sort is set alongside other material whose
perspective is different. This is a particularly illuminating issue because the
spectrum of opinion existing within the Matthaean (non-Palestinian Jewish?)
community seems to mirror the spectrum existing within the early Jerusalem
community. That the leadership could safely stay in Jerusalem after a
persecution dispersed those who were "liberal" in the matters affecting law
and temple (Acts 8:1) strongly suggests that they were inoffensively conservative and advocates of a Matthew 5:18f.-type position. The judgment we
make on the relative faithfulness to Jesus of the apostles and of the Stephen
group will have a big influence on our decision about the authenticity of
Matthew 5: l Sf., but for the present it is enough to note that the pre-persecution period in Jerusalem was one when differing outlooks co-existed inside
· one Christian community. The upshot is consequently that it is more advisable to speak of variant theological schemes or developing trends than to
allocate the different patterns to separate slots.
(3) There is no automatic means of deciding whether material containing
Semitisms belongs to Jesus or to the Aramaic-speaking communities. Equally, the absence of Semitisms or, say, the use of the LXX does not
demonstrate a non-Semitic or non-Jesus point of origin. Any writer may
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reformulate tradition in his own language or idiom, and he may equally adjust scriptural quotations and allusions to conform to the received biblical
text in use in his own community. But the existence of tradition is not
thereby disproved.
To sum up, Christianity was born into an exceptionally varied world of
thought, and itself responded - indeed, within a missionary context, could
not but respond - to that variety. It could no more preserve a compartmentalized character than the environment did. As far as tradition-history is
concerned, the text of the New Testament permits us to reconstruct
developments and successive stages of theological reflection, but not to be
too confident about assigning these successive developments to specific
areas or times.

IV. Suggested Criteria for Sayings of Jesus
The criteria for distinguishing Jesus-material from later church
developments are still vigorously debated, 36 and uncertainty about this
fundamental issue of method is in no small way the cause of the marked
variation in the conclusions of various scholars, and ultimately the cause of
the pessimistic declaration that "faith cannot and should not be dependent
on the change and uncertainty of historical research."
The criterion of dissimilarity has been formulated in a particularly clearcut manner by R. H. Fuller: "Traditio-historical criticism eliminates from
the authentic sayings of Jesus those which are paralleled in the Jewish tradition on the one hand (apocalyptic and Rabbinic) and those which reflect tht!
faith, practice and situations of the post-Easter church as we know them
outside the gospels." 37 It will be noticed that this lays down dissimilarity as
a necessary condition, and takes material outside the gospels as the primary
data for the life of the church. But these are two of a range of considerations
which call the dissimilarity criterion in question. Firstly, the deceptive
simplicity of this test should not mask the fact that at most it can produce
the distinctive Jesus but cannot guarantee the characteristic Jesus. And
since there can be no assurance, nor indeed any likelihood, that Jesus
overlapped in no way with contemporary Judaism and contributed nothing
to primitive Christianity, the distinctive Jesus can hardly be the historical
Jesus. 38 Secondly, by separating the "distinctive Jesus" (who is wrongly
assumed to be the historical Jesus) from what functions as the
"characteristic community", it is a necessary presupposition of the method
that the community members must have regarded authentic Jesus-material
as neither vital nor important, since they did not ground their life and faith
upon it. In effect, Easter becomes the point of discontinuity. But that is very
doubtful since (a) H. Schiirmann has rightly drawn attention to the
pre-Easter beginnings of the community based upon a response to Jesus and
his words, and the consequent sociological continuity, 39 and (b) whatever
else Easter was not, it certainly was about the vindication of Jesus, his
pre-Easter cause and his pre-Easter words. Thirdly, it is not possible to
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salvage continuity by proposing, for example, an evolution from pre-Easter
implicit christology to post-Easter explicit christology. 4° For if the
post-Easter community members were correct, as is suggested, to regard
Jesus as the messiah on the basis of what he had said and done, it follows
that such implications must have been intended deliberately by Jesus, and
that the disciples could just as easily have drawn the correct inference before
Easter. Fourthly, the gospels themselves belong to the living experience of
the communities, and it is highly doubtful whether anything at all within
them can fail to represent the standpoint of some one community. 41 As a
consequence, the dissimilarity principle should logically produce one and
only one result. That is, concerning the historical Jesus we know absolutely
nothing. In view of the truly radical nature of this result which the dissimilarity criterion inevitably constructs, it is not surprising to see that its
continued existence in principle has had to be allied to its tacit abandonment
in practice. Thus: (a) R. H. Fuller declares that in the authoritative 'Aµ1v
"Jesus pledges his whole person behind the truth of his proclamation. This
formula has certainly been added secondarily to some of Jesus' sayings, as a
synoptic comparison will show. But it cannot be doubted that it was
characteristic of the historical Jesus." 42 But surely secondary additions
imply that the word figures in community theology, and that consequently
what Fuller says cannot be doubted can, and indeed by the criterion of dissimilarity should, be doubted. (b) H. Conzelmann has analysed and assessed
sayings which refer to "the Father", "my Father", and "your Father". 43
None of the first group, he suggests, goes back to Jesus. Nor do any of the
second group, though somewhat surprisingly he writes: "If the form of address goes back to Jesus .... " In the third group, Conzelmann with.obvious
reserve allows that Matthew 5:48; 6:32 and 23:9 may go back to Jesus. But
with much greater, and therefore rather surprising, confidence he then
affirms: "There is no doubt that Jesus designated God as 'Father'." But surely again, by the criterion of dissimilarity, there must be some doubt.
References to "Father" should be treated as inauthentic because of their
overlap with Judaism, and references to "Abba" should be treated as inauthentic because of their overlap with Aramaic-speaking and Pauline
Christianity, as attested by Romans 8:15 and Galatians 4:6. 44 (c) N. Perrin
has argued that the coming of the kingdom is an authentic element in Jesus'
preaching, and has used the dissimilarity criterion to ground such an argument, first of all, on the verbal distinction between the kingdom's "coming"
(so, Jesus) and its "being established" (so, Judaism); secondly, on the Jesustradition's use of the "kingdom" as "a comprehensive term for the blessings
of salvation", which is only rarely paralleled in Judaism; thirdly, its application to "the final act of God in visiting and redeeming his people". 45 But
while the distinction between Judaism and Jesus in respect of the future
coming of the kingdom is probably over-emphasized here, it is the impossibility of distinguishing Jesus from the church on this point which
jeopardizes the argument. Indeed Perrin appears to be aware of precisely
this Achilles' heel in his thesis, when he writes: "A reasonable explanation is
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that usages of 'kingdom of God' characteristic of the teaching of Jesus and
not of the early Church live on in the snyoptic tradition. This does not mean,
of course, that even in the kingdom sayings the tradition suddenly becomes
historically reliable. If the Church had not had her own use for the sayings,
she would not have preserved them, and if they could not have been made
46
expressive of his purposes, no evangelist would have used them." It is that
last sentence which makes the fatal concession. For once it is allowed that
the coming of the kingdom is indeed a theme of early Christian theology and who can doubt that "May your kingdom come" (Mt. 6: 10 = Lk. 11 :2) is
the church's prayer, even though it involves all three features listed by
Perrin? - then there are only two options open: Either accept a line of continuity from Jesus to the church, which rules out the criterion of dissimilarity, or apply the criterion of dissimilarity, which rules out the line of continuity_ If the second option is chosen, yet more material drops out of the authentic Jesus-tradition. And we are left to move step by step with inexorable certainty, but surely with increasing disquiet, to the truly radical conclusion
mentioned above: that is, concerning the historical Jesus we know absolutely nothing.
The criterion of multiple attestation, i.e. whether or not a saying occurs in
more than one independent strand of gospel tradition, cannot be tested independently of the assessment of the dissimilarity test. For traditions which
are unrelated in literary terms could still emerge as an independent but common response to similar problems or insights. But if the logical possibility of
a line of continuity from Jesus to the church is accepted, multiple attestation
may have a part to play. For it can suggest that a deep impression has been
made by a particular saying or theme, or that an earlier archetype exists
behind the various forms, an archetype which is closer in time to the beginnings of the tradition. Even here, of course, the tradition-historical enquiry
must at some stage take over, as the examples quoted earlier demonstrate.
The same necessity is clearly indicated by the variations within multiple
attestation in the cases of, for example, the traditions of the anointing (Mk.
14:3-9; Lk. 7:36-50; Jn. 12:1-8) or the saying about blasphemy against
the Spirit (Mk. 3 :28f; Mt. I 2 :3 I f. = Lk. I 2: 10). One must also add in connection with multiple attestation that using it can only produce eccentric
results if it is taken to mean the laying down of a necessary condition.
The criterion of coherence also lacks the force to operate as a primary
test, for it depends upon the existence of material which is already proved to
be authentic, and with which other material may cohere. It can, however,
prove useful in such circumstances. Thus, if a series of features of "Son of
man" sayings can be shown to be among features of Jesus' mission in such a
way thatthe only extra element in those sayings is the actual term "Son of
man" itself, it is bound to be extremely difficult to dismiss all such "Son of
man" sayings as inauthentic. 47 On the negative side, suggestions of a lack of
coherence have to be used with caution, for, as M. D. Hooker and R. S. Barbour have pointed out, there is a risk of supposing incoherence when in fact
there is paradox. ~8 But equally, one must be alive to the risk of too freely
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invoking paradox in such a way as to attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable.
The problems which emerge during any critical examination of criteria
might suggest that there is no future for the enquiry except in pessimism or
even agnosticism. But this would, I believe, be more sceptical than is
necessary, though it must be conceded that any reconstruction of the content of Jesus' message or the shape of his mission will involve much that is
tentative.
Dissimilarity is, as already noted, a doubtful tool when the relationship
between Jesus and the post-Easter churches is under scrutiny. It also has
some drawbacks in respect of a discussion of his relationship with Judaism,
in view of the incompleteness of our knowledge of Judaism. But even though
our understanding of Judaism must remain open to modification and
supplementation, we can do no more than work from what we actually do
know. And if we do that we can begin by taking account of that gospel
material which, after the tradition-historical investigation has got as far as
establishing the earliest form of the tradition, marks a deviation from the
basic principles of Judaism. Now certainly that earliest form may represent
the outlook of some person or community after Easter. But if there is no
reason to suppose that anything intrinsic to Easter as such has created the
tradition, we are bound to ask what decisive impulse may have led to such a
new development and deviation from Judaism. And the most probable
answer to that question is Jesus. It is important to be clear about what we
are doing. That is, dissimilarity is not being regarded as necessary. It is
merely being taken as a starting-point in the discussion of the relationship
between the tradition and Judaism, and it is at the same time being
supplemented by considerations of evolutionary continuity (not dissimilarity) in the relationship between Jesus and the churches. As an example one could take legal material. Mark 7:15 is a saying widely regarded as
radical vis-a-vis the law. 49 It could theoretically be the product of Pauline
influence, in view of the comparable outlook expressed in Romans 14: 14.
But instead of arguing that this deviation from the law is a post-Easter construction (which a consistent use of the dissimilarity criterion in a necessary
sense should oblige us to do), we ask what could have moved Mark and
Paul to take such a view. The most probable answer is Jesus, so that behind
this material there can be heard his ipsissima vox. By the same method one
could confidently attribute radical positions on divorce and discipleship ( l
Cor. 7:l0b, l lb; Mk. 10:2-9; Lk. 16:18 and Mt. 8:22 = Lk. 9:60) to Jesus.
With multiple attestation (used positively rather than actually required) adding strength to the argument that in these sayings critical of law and tradition we do hear his voice, we have confidence in a wide range of gospel
material which expresses this position. And we are, incidentally, working
forward by this means to a position which stands some chance of explaining
adequately post-Easter phenomena. That is a substantial advance.
To this modified use of the dissimilarity test there can be added considerations of coherence. That is, we assess next the material whose most
primitive form coheres with the theological presuppositions and explicit
Jrrl - L
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affirmations in the material already secured as authentic tradition. Again
there are admittedly margins for error at every stage of the process, but this
argumentation is not unique in that respect. Certainly coherence can lead
too far, and should only be operated on the basis of a clear understanding of
what sort of documents the gospels are. And, of course, there must also be a
coherence of the context presupposed by a tradition with the context of
Jesus' mission, as well as a coherence of content. But at least the use of
coherence, after dissimilarity to Judaism has been explored, does offer certain advantages: (a) It allows for the incorporation of other material reflecting similarity between Jesus and Judaism. (b) It allows for the continuity
between Jesus and some at least of the post-Easter Christian developments.
And, as we have seen, no collection of criteria which prohibits in advance
such factors can hope to do justice to the historical Jesus as he was in
himself and as he participated in the development of events and ideas of his
time.
All this is but the beginning of a process which is arduous and exacting.
The suggestions above are but guidelines, and the implementation of them is
just as certain to allow room for judgment by the individual, and therefore
room for disagreement between individuals, as any other suggestions. For
this we must settle, even if it seems by comparison with older but, in view of
the character of the gospels, unrealistic certainties to be unsettling. But it
does at least have the merit of recognizing that the gospels do belong to
Jesus ·and also to the churches. For Jesus this means that he is seen as not
merely historisch, a figure of the past, but also one whom we can see within
the developing tradition as truly geschichtlich, that is, a person whose
relevance is explored and exploited ever and again in places far removed
from Galilee and Jerusalem and in times long after AD. 30.
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REDACTION CRITICISM
Stephen S. Smalley
New Testament critics in the last century were preoccupied with the
sources of the Gospels, chiefly the synoptic Gospels. At the beginning of this
century they turned their attention to the first stages in the history of the
Gospel tradition, to the original form of the teaching of Jesus. 1 Tradition
criticism, as we have seen, was a special case of form criticism. Today, in a
relatively new approach to the analysis and study of the Gospels, the centre
of interest in New Testament criticism is moving from source criticism and
form criticism to an examination of what happened at the final stage in the
composition of the Gospels. Redaction criticism (Redaktionsgeschichte) has
come to birth. 2
These critical methods belong together, and any sharp distinctions drawn
between them must necessarily therefore be artificial. They arise out of each
other, and can be used to complement each other in the study of Gospel
origins. It is important to recognize this as we consider redaction criticism
on its own.
What is redaction criticism? The term "redaction" in Gospel criticism
describes the editorial work carried out by the evangelists on their sources
when they composed the Gospels. 3 It has been suggested by Ernst
Haenchen 4 that "composition criticism" would better describe the study of
this process. In fact, however, "redaction" and "composition" criticism,
although close together, are strictly speaking different disciplines. One
(redaction criticism) is the study of the observable changes introduced by
the Gospel writers into the traditional material they received and used. The
other (composition criticism) examines the arrangement of this material, an
arrangement which is motived by the theological understanding and intention of the evangelists. And some scholars expand the term "composition"
in this context to include the construction of wholly new sayings by the
Gospel writers, which are then (so it is claimed) attributed by them to
5
Jesus. It is possible that in the future composition criticism will need to be
distinguished from redaction criticism, just as redaction criticism is currently distinguished from form criticism. But meanwhile, and for convenience,
the term "redaction criticism" can be understood as the detection of the
evangelists' creative contribution in all its aspects to the Christian tradition
which they transmit.
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Why is it necessary at all in the study of the Gospels to move beyond
form criticism into redaction criticism? Since both disciplines are concerned
with the editing and shaping of the tradition about Jesus, although at
different stages, need they be separated? The answer to these questions is
straightforward. There is an important difference between the approaches of
form criticism and redaction criticism in the method used and the conclusions reached, as well as in the fact that they are concerned with different
stages in the history of the Christian tradition.
Form criticism (especially in its older versions) tends to view the Gospels
as collections of material which originated as independent units (an assumption that itself needs qualification), and the evangelists as little more than
"scissors and paste" men who gathered these units together with a special
interpretative slant in mind. Redaction criticism, on the other hand, looks at
the Gospels as complete documents, and sees the evangelists as individual
theologians (even "authors") in their own right. Form criticism deals with
the origins of the Gospel tradition, redaction criticism with its later stages.
Redaction criticism thus builds on form criticism, in the sense that formcritical method enables us to detect the work of the evangelists themselves
more clearly. The newer discipline of redaction criticism moves away from
form criticism, however, in that it sets out to discover the theological uniqueness of the evangelists in relation to their sources. To this extent redaction criticism is not a real part of form criticism. But once the two have been
separated, it is important to notice that redaction criticism does not then
become simply a study of "the theology" of the evangelists. 0 It is rather a
consideration of the creative way in which these writers have handled their
sources at the final stages of composition.
Any saying or narrative in the Gospels may have taken shape originally
in three basic "settings" (Sitze im Leben): first in the teaching of the
historical Jesus, then in the life of the early church, then in the thought of the
evangelists. 7 In the third setting, the Gospel writers' own understanding, a
new and decisive forward movement in the transmission of the Gospel tradition becomes apparent. From the moment when the Gospels as such come
to birth, the oral period of the Christian tradition fades out, and individual
writers (perhaps in the context of a "school" or even church) take over from
an otherwise anonymous community. By looking carefully at the individual
comments of the evangelists, their editorial links and summaries, and
generally at the selection, modification and expansion of the material they
use (when Matthew or Luke, for example, is compared with Mark), it is
possible to discover how each writer understood and interpreted (as well as
edited) the tradition he received. This is redaction criticism. 8 We shall
consider the practice, the presuppositions and the implications of this
method after a brief glance at its history.
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I. How it arose
Redaction criticism came to the fore after the second world war, and is
associated in the first place with the names of three prominent German New
Testament scholars: Gunther Bornkamm, Hans Conzelmann and Willi
Marxsen." These critics worked independently of each other on the three
synoptic Gospels, Matthew, Luke and Mark respectively. It was Marxsen
who gave the common approach which resulted from these studies the German name of Redaktionsgeschichte. 10
Gunther Bornkamm's work on the Gospel of Matthew marks the rise of
redaction criticism. As a pupil of Rudolf Bultmann, he proceeded from
form-critical assumptions to the further stage of analyzing Matthew's own
theological outlook and intention as this is to be discerned in his handling of
traditional material. In two articles which were later included in the volume
now translated as Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew, 11 Bornkamm
set out his conclusions about the first evangelist and his work. The earlier
essay 12 is a study of the episode of the stilling of the storm in Matthew
8:23-27, and attempts to show how Matthew treated the source from which
he derived this pericope (Mk. 4:35-41). The new context and presentation
given to the incident, Bornkamm claims, reveal the independent meaning it
has for the evangelist. The miracle thus becomes to him "a kerygmatic
paradigm of the danger and glory of discipleship". 13 The other essay of
Bornkamm 14 deals with the construction of the discourses of Jesus in
Matthew, and discusses the extent to which these are controlled by the
evangelist's own understanding of the church, the end, the law, Christ
himself, and the inter-relation of all four. Together, these two studies reflect
Bornkamm's dominant conviction that Matthew is a distinctive redactor; an
"interpreter of the tradition which he collected and arranged". 15
Hans Conzelmann's work as a redaction critic has been concerned mainly with Luke-Acts. His book Die Mitte der Zeit, first published in 1954, and
translated into English as The Theology of St. Luke, 16 marks a watershed in
Gospel studies and an important advance in the method of redaction
criticism itself; for it is an analysis of Luke's unique role as a theologian.
Perhaps Dr. Norman Perrin goes too far when he concludes that as a result
of Conzelmann's work, "Luke the historian becomes a self-conscious
theologian, and the details of his composition can be shown convincingly to
have been theologically motivated." 11 Not everyone would dismiss so easily
the historical basis from which Luke writes in both his Gospel and Acts. 18
But undoubtedly Conzelmann has helped us to discern Luke's special contribution to a proper understanding of the biblical history of salvation
(Hei/sgeschichte), which is presented and developed by the third evangelist
in three distinct stages: the periods of Israel, Jesus and the church. The
problem which Luke answers by this scheme, with its greater degree of
"realized" eschatology, is alleged to be the so-called delay of the parousia. '''
However we view some of Conzelmann's assumptions and final conclusions,
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he has at least helped us to see more clearly than ever the extent to which
history and theology, not one or the other, co-exist in Luke-Acts.
The third redaction critic in chronological order whose pioneering work
in this field must be mentioned is Dr. Willi Marxsen, whose book Der
Evangelist Markus (1959 2 ) 20 contains four studies of the second Gospel
which use the redaction-critical method. Like Bornkamm, and indeed
Conzelmann, Marxsen accepts the method and conclusions of form
criticism as a basis for his work. But once more, like them, he goes beyond
this to emphasize the important contribution made by Mark himself when
he collected together the independent units of the evangelic tradition and
wrote them up into a Gospel as such, characterized by his own theological
outlook. 21 That outlook is seen particularly, Marxsen claims, in Mark's
treatment of such features as the tradition about John the Baptist and the
geographical references in his narratives. (Galilee, for example, is "obviously
the evangelist's own creation". 22 ) Throughout, Marxsen sees the second
evangelist as a theologically motivated redactor, whose doctrinal interpretations become clearer when the use by Matthew and Luke of the Marean tradition and its interpretations is considered.
One of Marxsen's more important contributions to the whole discussion
of redaction criticism is his clarification of the threefold setting of all Gospel
material (in the teaching of Jesus, in the life of the early church and in the
writing and intention of the evangelists), of which mention has already been
made. In this as in many other ways, Marxsen laid down methodological
precedents which other redaction critics have followed. 23
These three scholars, Bornkamm, Conzelmann and Marxsen, have been
succeeded by others in redaction-critical studies of the synoptic Gospels.
For Matthew, Bornkamm has been followed (among others) by Gerhard
Barth and H.J. Held, both pupils of his. 24 (Two other pupils, H. E. Todt 25
and F. Hahn, 26 have also used this method in the more general area of New
Testament christology.) For Mark, Marxsen has been followed among
others by the two English-speaking writers J. M. Robinson 27 and E. Best, 28
and by the Swiss scholar E. Schweizer. 29 And for Luke, Conzelmann has
been followed by H. Flender. 30 Redaction criticism has not been applied so
frequently to the study of St. John's Gospel as to the Synoptics, but a start
has been made in the work of J. L. Martyn,31 B. Lindars 32 and W. Nicol. 33
II. How it works
An example of redaction criticism at work may help to clarify the purpose and value of this method, as well as its results. 34 Before we begin, it will
be useful to spend a moment longer recapitulating the principles of redaction
criticism. We can then see these at work in our example.
The best way of examining the distinctive contribution of any evangelist
to his sources is to investigate the precise method by which he has brought
together and handled the materials available to him. 35 This means looking
carefully at the "seams" by which the sources are joined together, the sum184
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maries, modifications, insertions and omissions made, and in general the
selection and arrangement of the material. It may also be illuminating to
consider the evangelist's vocabulary, his theological standpoint (especially
as this is discernible from his christology and his use of titles for Jesus), and
finally the introduction and conclusion to his Gospel. These lines of approach will not necessarily be of equal value or yield equally important
results; but together they will provide a firmly based method by which to
carry out any redaction-critical investigation.
We will confine our present sample to the Gospel of Matthew, and consider in this light first the Gospel as a whole, then a pericope within it, and
finally a single logion. The method of redaction criticism, we hope to show,
can be used in each case for the purpose of understanding and illuminating
the evangelist's approach. Each example, moreover, will reveal the way in
which source criticism, form (tradition) criticism and redaction criticism
belong together and can be used together in the study of the Gospels.
l.

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW

One view of the problem of the four Gospels 36 will suggest that the writer
of Matthew has composed his Gospel by editing the sources Mark, Q and
M. But we can see that by the selection and arrangement of his material he
has imposed his own understanding and interpretation of the kerygma on
the underlying tradition with which he is working. This gives rise, for example, to Matthew's characteristic christology (Jesus as both king and servant;
cf. Mt. 1: 1; 12:15-21, et al.), his attitude towards the law (transcended and
yet remaining in force; cf. 5:38f.; 5:17-20, et al.), and his presentation of
the gospel itself (exclusive but also universal; cf. 15:24; 8:5-13, et al.). ·0 In
general, the evangelist works with the theme of fulfilment in mind. Evidently
he writes to present Jesus as the Christ, the Messiah who has absorbed the
functions of Moses and gone beyond them. 38 Taking full account of the
character of his over-all redaction, therefore, we can hazard a guess at the
position and needs of his audience. It is possible that he wrote for a cell-type
Jewish-Christian group under pressure from orthodox Jews for alleged antinomianism, and that this accounts for some of the distinctive Matthean
ambivalences of which we have just taken note. 39

2.

A PERICOPE FROM MATTHEW

The same technique can be applied to one section of the first Gospel, with
· similarly illuminating results. Take, for example, the account of the
transfiguration in Matthew 17: 1-8. Source-critical analysis tells us (on one
view, at least) that this comes from Mark 9:2-8. Redaction criticism reveals,
by a comparison of the two narratives, the editorial changes which Matthew
has made ~nd further study may suggest the theological reasons for these
modifications.
Matthew handles his Marean source for the transfiguration individually,
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and in line with the theological understanding evident throughout his
Gospel. First, he presents Jesus "after the manner of Moses". 4 ° For
example, he alters Mark by referring to Moses before Elijah, thus making
the Mosaic reference more emphatic (Mt. 17:3). He adds to the description
of the actual transfiguration the detail that the face of Jesus "shone like the
sun" (verse 2), recalling the appearance of Moses after receiving the law on
Sinai (Ex. 34:29-35). He alone of the synoptic evangelists describes the
cloud which over-shadowed the group on the mountain as "bright" (rpwmv1
verse 5), thus reminding his readers of the Shekinah glory in the Israelite
wilderness. Matthew also draws attention to the fact that after the
transfiguration Jesus remains alone after Moses and Elijah have disappeared; he adds in verse 8 avTov (µ6vov) to the Marean version. Jesus is
now seen as the unique teacher (verse Sb) and also the new Moses.
But, as W. D. Davies points out, 41 although the new Moses/new exodus
theme is undoubtedly present here and elsewhere in Matthew, it is ultimately
restrained. For Matthew sees clearly that Jesus in his uniqueness finally
supersedes Moses. At the climax of the transfiguration narrative, for example, Matthew adds to the words of the bath qol in Mark 9 :7 ("This is my
beloved Son; 42 listen to him"), the phrase "with whom I am well pleased".
This echoes Isaiah 42:1 as well as Psalm 2:7, 43 and reminds us not only of
Matthew's particular (servant) christology, but also of his individual
soteriology, since this redaction suggests that Jesus was the one destined to
bring law to the nations (as in Is. 42:4). Thus the first evangelist's motivation in his report of the transfiguration is not merely one of reverence,
despite his mention of the disciples' "awe" immediately after the command
of God to listen to his Son has been heard. 44 He writes out of a particular
christological understanding, and with the needs of a particular audience in
mind.
3.

A SAYING IN MATTHEW

The method of redaction criticism may also be used, finally, for the examination of individual logia within the Gospel of Matthew. We may consider briefly, as one instance, the crux interpretum Matthew 16:16. Peter's
confession at Caesarea Philippi, according to Matthew's account, reads
"You are the Christ, the Son of the living God." Mark (8:29) has "You are
the Christ", and Luke (9:20) "(You are) the Christ of God."
One explanation of these variations is to say that Matthew has simply expanded Mark. (This assumes, of course, that Peter did not make different
confessions on the same occasion.) In that case, the expansion was either
the result of a Q tradition containing both elements of the confession (Christ
and Son of God), and reflected in the Lucan version, or due to a straightforward explanatory redaction on Matthew's part. 45 Knowing his approach
as we do, it need not surprise us if Matthew at such an important moment as
this should heighten as well as deepen his christology, and remind his
readers of the real and exalted status of the central figure in his Gospel. 40
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III. Some Presuppositions

The critical method we have been reviewing, and illustrating in terms of
Matthew's Gospel, rests on a number of presuppositions. It is important to
recognize these, and to be aware of the fact that the conclusions of redaction
criticism (like those of form criticism) are to some extent subjective, and
should not therefore be accepted uncritically. We shall consider two major
presuppositions belonging sometimes to redaction criticism.
(1) Form criticism relies, as we have seen elsewhere, on the so-called
"traditio-historical" approach, which can involve two basic assumptions
about the sayings of Jesus. The first is that the christology of the New Testament, including the Gospels, does not spring from the authentic teaching of
Jesus himself, but from the response to Jesus made by the first Christians.
The second is that the genuine teaching of Jesus preserved by the evangelists
(a relatively small deposit) can be isolated from the large quantity of
material created in the early church by identifying and removing the additions made to that teaching at various stages of the church's development.
The traditio-historical approach is also used in redaction criticism, which
(as we have seen) stems from form criticism. In this case, the same basic
assumptions are sometimes made. The only difference is that the whole
process is now used to investigate the additions made by the evangelists to
the already interpreted tradition they received, in the final stages of writing
their Gospels. And the conclusion, we are not surprised to learn, may now
be that any saying of Jesus which could have been created by the
evangelists, or shaped by them, was so created or shaped. It is possible to
recognize the particular contribution of each Gospel writer, it is further
claimed, once their own way of thinking, as distinct from that of earlier
Jewish and Hellenistic Christianity, has been identified. To recover the
authentic words of Jesus these different layers, beginning with the one for
which the evangelists themselves were responsible, can simply be stripped
off. 47
Clearly these assumptions are open to question if they are to serve as the
only basis for the conclusions of the redaction critics. No one doubts that an
important influence was exercised on the formation of the Gospel tradition
and the final composition of the Gospels by the background of the authors
as well as their audience. But the presuppositions about the basic nature of
the Christian tradition and its transmission which have been mentioned are,
as we have seen elsewhere, suspect. 48
(2) There is a tendency on the part of some who use the method of redaction criticism to assume that the special contribution of the evangelists can
be discovered only when they depart from their received sources, or do not
depend on them at all, rather than when they reproduce them without alteration. This assumption leads Norman Perrin, for one, to conclude that redaction on the part of the evangelists involves something other than preserving
the historical tradition about Jesus. For Perrin, the "old way" of regarding a
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narrative in the Gospels as historical (he uses Mk. 8:27-9: 1 par. as his
main sample), is set over against a redaction-critical approach to it. 4~ But
the use of the Christian tradition as it stands, without editorial shaping, may
be just as much an indication of the evangelist's theological outlook. In such
a case we must assume that the tradition expressed his intention and understanding so clearly that alteration was unnecessary. 50 We do not need,
that is to say, to equate "redaction" in the Gospels with unhistorical
theologizing. It can involve the use of sources as they stand. 51

IV. Some Implications
Provided that we are aware of the hazards inherent in the method of
redaction criticism, especially when sceptical and subjective presuppositions
form a starting-point, it can prove to be a very useful aid to the understanding of the Gospels. It is not intended, and should not be used, as an end in
itself, or simply as an academic exercise. On the contrary when it is properly
used it has many advantages, as we shall see, and some far-reaching implications for any reading of the Gospel material. Three of these must now
be mentioned.

1.

THE JESUS OF HISTORY DEBATE

First, redaction criticism impinges on the "Jesus of history" debate. 52 The
"new quest" for the historical Jesus has made us aware that any search for
the central figure of the Jesus tradition must be allied neither to the extreme
of history alone nor to that of faith alone; it must maintain a balance (as the
evangelists do) between them both.
The method of redaction criticism is clearly of importance to this question
of Christian origins. For we are bound to recognize that the Gospels were
written from within a circle of faith, by those who in a particular first-century environment became convinced that Jesus of Nazareth was the Christ
of God, and that he had risen from the dead. Inevitably, therefore, the
evangelists reported the Jesus tradition from their own understanding, and
coloured it with their own outlook.
Such a view, when honestly advanced, affects the Christian faith at its
central point. Have we any reason to suppose that the evangelists' redacted
version of the tradition about Jesus is at all historical? If they redacted part,
could they not have redacted all of it; leaving us with a picture of Jesus
which is interpretative and therefore informative, but essentially an unhistorical product of the human imagination? How do we know, in fact, that
any continuity exists between the Jesus of history and the Christ of faith?
The suggestion that no continuity of this kind exists largely depends for
its validity on the assumption that the evangelists themselves were unaware
of the distinction between history and faith, and were prepared to disregard
the former completely in the interests of the latter. We are not, in fact, compelled to believe that this was the case . .1 3 If the Gospel writers were, on the
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contrary, sensitive to what was historical and what was kerygmatic (as there
are real grounds for supposing), 54 it is unlikely that they would have treated
their traditional sources for the words and works of Jesus with anything but
respect. All the more would respect have been shown by the evangelists, indeeed, if (as is probable) eyewitnesses were still around. These considerations lead us to the second implication of the redaction-critical method
to be considered.

2.

THE AUTHORITY OF THE GOSPELS

The second implication arises out of the first, and in many ways it has
been anticipated. Redaction criticism has an obvious bearing on the issue of
the authority of the Gospels (and indeed of the New Testament generally). If
the evangelists have redacted their tradition, can we be sure that the Gospels
are not (as the followers of Bultmann would say) simply products of the early church, which have been written in the light of the post-Easter situation to
meet the demands and answer the questions of that day?
In answer to this important challenge, three points may be made briefly.
These· are in addition to the suggestions offered in the previous section in
support of an historical rather than an existential approach to the Gospel
tradition.
(a) First, although we now recognize the theological content of all four
Gospels, it is becoming increasingly clear that theology and history belong
together (as we have noticed) at all stages in the transmission of the Jesus
tradition. So far from abandoning one or the other, all the evangelists apparently drew out the theological implications of the history which they
recorded. This can be illustrated very easily from the contemporary debate
on the Fourth Gospel, with its discovery that there is a greater element of
reliable, historical tradition in John (its high theological content notwithstanding) than criticism ever previously allowed. 55
(b) Secondly, as we have seen, the redactional element in the Gospels is
· not necessarily opposed to the historical and traditional. Redaction can
mean the use of the tradition as it stands, without any redactional editing.
An example of this may be found in an early section of Mark's Gospel
(2: 1-3 :6). 56 Form criticism tells us that here Mark has assembled originally
independent units of material, the primary setting of which in the teaching of
Jesus was probably unknown to the evangelist as it is lost to us. Redaction
criticism then shows us how Mark has interpreted these incidents according
to his own theological understanding of the person and work of Jesus. The
key to this is to be found in the concept of authority; for the authority of
Jesus here is constantly questioned and constantly vindicated (2:6f., lOf., et
al.). Indeed this (a significant comment on Mark's christology) is the only
link in a collection of pericopes, each of which could otherwise stand
anywhere in the Jesus tradition. But while we can in this way discover
Mark's specialized approach to his material, we are also made aware of the
fact that his contribution lies not in altering the tradition (which mostly con189
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sists of evidently primitive "pronouncement stories" suiting his theological
purpose) but in combining its separate elements and providing for them a
context and therefore a particular meaning. 57 The authenticity and authority
of the tradition at this point are thus not diminished by the Marean redaction, but increased. 58
(c) Thirdly, it may be suggested that in order to establish the authority of
the sayings of Jesus (at least), we are not necessarily confined by the
Gospels themselves to the pre-resurrection logia. The word of the risen Jesus
spoken through the evangelists can still be authoritative. To this extent the
editorial activity of the evangelists can be regarded as a medium of revelation rather than an obstacle to it.
As an illustration of this point, we may consider the famous saying of
Jesus about divorce in Matthew 5:32 and 19:9 (= Lk. 16:18; cf. Mk.
10: 11 f.). Only the Matthean version of this logion contains the exceptive
clause naeeKror; l6yov noevetar; (19:9, µ~ in',, 3lO(!'Vetp), and the question of the
origin of this phrase therefore naturally arises. (Even in Paul the prohibition
of divorce remains absolute; see 1 Cor. 7:10-13.)
One view is that Matthew has carried out a straight redaction, reflecting
his accommodation to the Christian legislation of his day. As there was
hardness of heart in Israel (Mk. 10:4f.}, so there could be in the new Israel.
But equally Matthew may be making explicit what was assumed by Jesus
and the other evangelists, that divorce was made necessary by Jewish law
when sexual irregularity was discovered among partners before or after
marriage. Betrothed couples could separate when unfaithfulness was
suspected, as in the case of Joseph and Mary (Mt. 1: 19); and strict Hebrews
insisted on divorce when marriage within the forbidden degrees of kinship
was uncovered.
In any case Matthew is reporting and upholding the principle laid down
by Jesus, that marriage is a God-given ordinance within creation, and
therefore to be regarded as hallowed. But his explanatory redaction, we can
now see, draws out for his readers both the importance of the original
teaching of Jesus, and also the sole but inevitable grounds for departing
from it - grounds which were already recognised and accepted by the Jews.
In no case may we claim that Matthew's redaction weakens the authority of
the teaching he preserves, or departs from the mind of Christ. 59
In the light of all that has been said, it is possible to take account of the
fact that the Gospel writers have redacted their basic tradition, and still
come to the Gospels with confidence in their essential authority and
trustworthiness. For the redaction of the Jesus tradition in accordance with
the perspectives of the writers and the community surrounding them does
not remove the discoverable historical basis on which that tradition rests.
Nor does it prevent the post-Easter words of Christ from being heard and
transmitted. 60
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3.

THE INTENTION OF THE EVANGELISTS

The final implication of redaction criticism for the study of the Gospels
concerns the intention of the evangelists. Again, this question arises out of
some of the issues already discussed in detail.
The work of redaction critics such as Bornkamm, Marxsen and
Conzelmann has helped us, as we have seen, to appreciate the theological
themes and concerns which motivated the evangelists when they wrote their
Gospels. Just as form criticism enables us to detect the shaping of individual
sayings of Jesus or pericopes about him in the course of their transmission,
so redaction criticism makes it possible to uncover this process of shaping in
each of the Gospels as a whole.
This point can be developed in one further direction. By examining the
theological perspective of an evangelist, and the way he has selected and
used his material, it is also possible to suggest why he wrote his Gospel in
the first place. We have already applied this test to Matthew. The aim of the
other Gospels may be similarly investigated. On the basis of a redactioncritical approach it may be guessed that Mark wrote his Gospel for
would-be or present disciples, to supplement Paul's kerygma; 61 that Luke's
intention was the kerygmatic and didactic presentation of gospel history for
the benefit of mostly non-Christian Gentile readers; 62 and that John wrote
for an audience that was in the end as wide as it could be, to enable his
readers to "see" that Jesus was the Christ, the revealing and glorified Word
of God, and so to live. 63 Broadly speaking the intention in each case is
evangelistic, but redaction criticism focuses attention on the precise interpretation and therefore presentation of the kerygma by the four writers,
which gives their theology its individual character. 64 In fine, we no longer
need to spend time trying to "harmonize" the Gospels. Their differences, uncovered by the redaction critical approach, stand as a positive pointer to the
distinctive outlook of their writers, and their unique understanding of and
witness to the Jesus tradition.

V. Some Conclusions
Our discussion of redaction criticism as a method of studying the Gospels
has made one point clear at least. It has both advantages and disadvantages.
We may summarize the disadvantages as follows. (1) The traditio-critical
criteria on which the redaction method normally depends are often open to
question because of the assumptions involved in them. (2) It is too often
presupposed that redaction on the part of an evangelist means "composition", in the sense of invention. This is unwarranted. (3) Redaction
critics are at times too subtle and subjective in their approach to the
Gospels, and in their assessment of the evangelists' motives and methods.
This is the reason for the wide variation in their results; although this need
not surprise us with a discipline still in its infancy. 65 Caution is obviously
needed in the analysis of any editorial activity, particularly when, as in the
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case of the Gospels, we are not always sure who the "editor" is, or the exact
nature of his sources. 66
On the other hand, there are positive advantages to be gained from using
this approach. (1) It treats the Gospels whole, and is a useful method for discovering the exact contribution of the evangelists to their traditions. In this
way it is an extremely fruitful aid to exegesis, which helps us to perceive
more clearly the evangelists' many-sided witness to Christ. (2) It also helps
us to see precisely how the evangelists handled their sources, with or without
shaping them. {3) We can also detect more easily by this method the intention of the Gospel writers, and see the reason for the existence of four
variations on one theme; four Gospels illuminating one gospel from different
stand points.
Clearly we must use redaction criticism in any serious study of the
Gospels. But we must use it with care. It is not a question of redaction or
history in the New Testament, but both. If we accept that, the method of
Redaktionsgeschichte can be a positive aid to understanding the four
Gospels, and using them intelligently for Christian preaching and teaching.
By this method also further light can be thrown on the crux of the whole
matter, the origins of Christianity itself.
NOTES

I. See P. Benoit, Jesus and the Gospel, vol. 1 (E.T. London 1973), pp. 11-45.
2. The flowering of redaction criticism was in fact anticipated long ago by New Testament
scholarship in both Germany and the English-speaking world. F. C. Baur, for example, in
Das Markusevangelium nach seinem Ursprung und Charakter (Tiibingen 1851), saw Mark
as a (non-historical) late compilation dependent on Luke and Matthew, written to reconcile
the differences, reflected in the other Synoptists, between the Gentiles and the Jews. Early in
this century W. Wrede's study of Mark, Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien (Gottingen
1901; E.T. The Messianic Secret, Cambridge and London I 971), suggested that the so-called
"messianic secret" in Mark was a dogmatic intrusion and not an historical account. Cf. also
the latter part, on "the editing of the traditional material", of R. Bultir,ann's form-critical
study, Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition (Gottingen 1958 ), pp. 3471T., esp.
393-400 (E.T. The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford 1963, pp. 3211T., esp. 368-74).
From England, the work of R. H. Lightfoot, in his famous Bampton Lectures for 1934
(published as History and Interpretation in the Gospels, London 1935) foreshadows redaction-critical method. We also have redaction criticism under another name, no doubt, in the
work of B. W. Bacon (e.g. Studies in Matthew, London 193 I}, N. B. Stonehouse (e.g. The
Witness of Luke to Christ, London 1951), P. Carrington (e.g. According to Mark: A running
commentary on the oldest Gospel, Cambridge 1960) and A. M. Farrer (e.g. St. Mauhew and
St. Mark, London 1966\ See J. Rohde, Rediscovering the Teaching of the Evangelists,
(E.T. London 1968), pp. 31-46.
3. The method of redaction criticism can also be applied to the study of other parts of the
New Testament, notably Acts and Revelatiqn.
4. E. Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu (Berlin 1968 }, p. 24.
5. So N. Perrin, What is Redaction Criticism? (London 1970), p. 66. See the whole section
on "Redaction and Composition", pp. 65-7.
6. Dr. Ernest Best's redaction-critical essay, The Temptation and the Passion: The Markan
Soteriology (Cambridge 1965), falls into this trap in its declared aim of "understanding the
Markan theology", and by taking Mark himself to be essentially an "author and theologian"
(see pp. xi f.).
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7. Among form-critical scholars, J. Jeremias in Die G/eichnisseJesu (Zurich 1947), p. 15
2
(E.T. The Parables ofJesus, London 1963 , p. 23), distinguishes usefully between the original
context of a dominical discourse (in this case the parabolic teaching) ard its subsequent setting. See also C. H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (London 1936 ), pp. 111-53.
8. See further R.H. Stein, "What is Redaktionsgeschichte?", JBL 88 (1969), pp. 45-56, for
a useful historical survey, and an explanation of the method. See also on the discipline in
general D. Guthrie, New Testament Introduction (London, 1970\ pp. 214-9; and J. Rohde,
op. cit.
9. N. Perrin, op. cit., p. 25, points out that just as the work of three German theologians
gave rise to the method of Redaktionsgeschichte after the second world war, so the work of
three other German theologians (K. L. Schmidt, M. Dibelius and R. Bultmann) gave rise to
the method of Formgeschichte after the first world war. We have already noticed, however,
that this method in its final form was anticipated in the work of F. C. Baur, R.H. Lightfoot
and others (see note 2).
10. w. Marxsen, Der Evangelist Markus (Gottingen 1959\ p. 11; E.T. Mark the
Evangelist (New York and Nashville 1969), p. 21. The subsequent page references are to the
English edition.
J J. G. Bornkamm, G. Barth and H. J. Held, Uberlieferung und Auslegung im
Matthiiusevange/ium (Neukirchen 1960; E.T. Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew, London l 963) = Tradition. The subsequent page references are to the English edition.
12. G. Bornkamm, "The Stilling of the Storm in Matthew", in Tradition, pp. 52-7.
13. Ibid., p. 57.
14. G. Bornkamm, "End-Expectation and Church in Matthew", in Tradition, pp. I 5-5 I.
15. Ibid., p. 49. See also J. R-ohde,.op. cit., pp. 11-13, 47-54.
5
16. H. Conzelmann, Die Mille der Zeit (Tiibingen 1964 ; E.T. The Theology of St. Luke,
London 1960). The subsequent page references are to the English edition.
17. N. Perrin, op. cit., p. 29.
18. See, for example, C. K. Barrett, Luke the Historian in Recent Study (London 1961), pp.
9-26; also I. H. Marshall, Luke: Historian and Theologian (Exeter 1970), esp. pp. 21-76.
19. H. Conzelmann, op. cit., esp. pp. 13lf. But see S. S. Smalley, "The Delay of the
Parousia", JBL 83 (1964), pp. 42-7. On Conzelmann's work generally, see J. Rohde, op. cit.,
pp. 154-78.
20. See note 10. For a study of Mark's theological (esp. christological) activity as a clue to
the nature of "Gospel" as such, see N. Perrin, "The Literary Gattung 'Gospel' - Some
Observations", Exp.T 82 (1970-71), pp. 4-7.
21. W. Marxsen, op. cit., pp. 18-23, et al.
22. Ibid., p. 59.
23. See further J. Rohde, op. cit., pp. l 13-40; also N. Perrin, What is Redaction Criticism?,
pp. 33-9.
24. See Tradition, pp. 581T. Note also E. Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Matthiius (Gottingen 1973; E.T. The Good News according to Matthew, London 1976); J. D. Kingsbury.
Matthew: Structure, Christology, Kingdom (London 1976\
2
25. Cf. H. E. Todt, Der Menschensohn in der synoptischen Uberlieferung (Giitersloh 1963 ;
E.T. The Son of Man in the Synoptic Tradition, London 1965).
~6. Cf. F. J-Jahn, Christologische Hoheitstitel: Ihre Geschichte imfriihen Christen/um (Gottmgen 1964·; E.T. The Titles of Jesus in Christology, London 1969). Note also R.H. Fuller,
The Foundations of New Testament Christology (London 1965), for a similar theological approach in this area from beyond Germany; and cf. the useful review article of this book by I.
'H. Marshall, "The Foundations of Christology", in Theme/ios 3 (1966), pp. 22-34.
27. J. M. Robinson, The Problem of History in Mark (London 1957).
28. E. Best, The Temptation and the Passion.
29, E. Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Gottingen 1967; E.T. The Good News According to Mark, London 1971; the subsequent page references are to the English edition).
Cf. also for studies in Markan redaction, D. Blatherwick, "The Markan Silhouette?'", NTS
17 (1970-71), pp. 184-92; R. H. Stein, "The Proper Methodology for Ascertaining a
Markan Redaction History", Nov.T 13 (1971), pp. 181-98; F. Neirynck, Duality in Mark:
NTI - H
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Contributions to the Study of the Markan Redaction (Louvain 1972); R. P. Martin, Mark:
Evangelist and Theologian (Exeter 1972), esp. pp. 84-162.
30. H. Flender, Heil und Geschichte in tier Theologie des Lukas (Miinchen 1965; E.T. St.
Luke: Theologian of Redemptive History, London 1967). Cf. also I. H. Marshall, Luke:
Historian and Theologian (Exeter 1970, 1979').
31. J. L. Martyn, History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel (New York 1968); also id.
"Source Criticism and Redaktionsgeschichte in the Fourth Gospel", in D. G. Miller and D.
Y. Hadidian (ed.), Jesus and Man's Hope, Vol. l (Pittsburg 1970), pp. 247-73. Cf. also M.
Wilcox, "The Composition of John 13:21-30", in E. E. Ellis and M. Wilcox ·(ed.),
Neotestamentica et Semitica: Studies in Honour of Matthew Black (Edinburgh 1969), pp.
143-56.
32. B. Lindars, Behind the Fourth Gospel (London 1971); id., The Gospel of John (London
1972).
33. W. Nicol, The Semeia in the Fourth Gospel: Tradition and Redaction (Leiden 1972).
See further S. S. Smalley, John: Evangelist and Interpreter (Exeter 1978), esp. pp.
173-190.
34. See also N. Perrin's redaction-critical analysis in What is Redaction Criticism?, pp.
40-63.
35. Cf. R. H. Stein, "The Proper Methodology for Ascertaining a Markan Redaction
History", Joe. cit.
36. In these days of the "new look" on John, this is a more acceptable description of the inter-relation of the Gospels than "the synoptic problem". See S. S. Smalley (n. 33), pp.
38-40.
3 7. Cf. the study of Matthew's theology in D. Hill, The Gospel of Matthew (London 1972),
pp. 60-72.
38. Cf. W. D. Davies, The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (Cambridge 1964), pp. 92f.
39. So C. F. D. Moule, "St. Matthew's Gospel: Some Neglected Features", in F. L. Cross
(ed.), Studia Evangelica 2 (TU 87, Berlin 1964), pp. 91-9, esp. 92-4.
40. Cf. W. D. Davies, op. cit., p. 56.
41. Ibid. For this whole section, see pp. 50-6.
42. O&o,; eOT1v & vi'o,; µov & ayam,Tat; may also mean (as in RSVm')"This is my Son, my1(or
the) Beloved".
43. Cf. the bath qol in Mt. 3:17, at the baptism of Jesus.
44. In Mark, the mention of the disciples' reaction is made after the transfiguration and subsequent vision; in Luke, it comes after the descent of the cloud. Notice, however, the use of
Kv(!tE in Mt. 17:4 (Mark has'PaPPI and Luke 'EmOTaTa).
45. For another explanation of tl>..: conjunction of "Christ" and "Son of the living God" in
Mt. 16: 16, see 0. Cullmann, Petrus, Jiinger-Apostel-Mortyrer: Das historische und das
theologische Petr~sprob/em (Zurich 1952), pp. 190-206 (E.T. Peter: Disciple, Apostle, Martyr, London 1962, pp. 176-91). As always when using the method ofredaction criticism, the
source-critical presuppositions involved (in this case, the use of Mark by Matthew) will to
some extent affect the conclusions reached.
46. See further G. M. Styler, "Stages in Christology in the Synoptic Gospels", NTS 10
( 1963-64), pp. 404-6. Despite his heightened christology, Matthew does not give to this incident the same climactic significance as Mark.
47. On the other side see B. Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript (Uppsala 1961), esp. pp.
324-35. Gerhardsson argues for the place and importance of (Jewish-Christian) tradition in
the primitive transmission of the Gospel material.
48. For a critique of the assumptions involved in the tradition-historical approach, see
further D. Guthrie, op. cit., pp. 208-11; also I. H. Marshall, "The Foundations of
Christology", loc. cit., pp. 29-34. See also D. R. Catchpole's article in this volume.
49. N. Perrin, What is Redaction Criticism?, p. 40.
50. See I. H. Marshall, Luke: Historian and Theologian, pp. 19f.
51. The dangers involved when redaction critics base their conclusions on presuppositions
such as those outlined, are highlighted in Dr. Norman Perrin's work, Rediscovering the
Teaching of Jesus (London 1967). Using the redaction-critical approach, Perrin formulates
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three stringent and questionable criteria for establishing the authentic elements in the
teaching of Jesus (dissimilarity, coherence and multiple attestation), and on this foundation
reaches the doubtful conclusion that the parables of Jesus in their earliest form, the kingdom
of God sayings and the tradition of the Lord's Prayer can be accepted as a genuine part of
the dominical teaching, but little else. For a critique of Perrin's general method, and its
results, see M. D. Hooker, "Christology and Methodology", NTS 17 (1970--71), pp. 480--7.
The commentary by Barnabas Lindars, The Gospel of John, important as it is, exemplifies
the likelihood of subjectivity in redaction criticism. See further G. N. Stanton's article in this
volume.
52. See F. F. Bruce's article in this volume.
53. Against e.g. N. Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, pp. 234-48.
54. See further C. F. D. Moule, The Phenomenon of the New Testament: An Inquiry into the
Implications of Certain Features of the New Testament (London 1967), pp. 43-81, for a
positive discussion of the continuity between the Jesus of history and the Lord of faith.
55. See, inter alios, J. A. T. Robinson, "The New Look on the Fourth Gospel", in K. Aland
(ed.), Studia Evangelica, Vol. 1 (TU 73, Berlin 1959), pp. 338--350, reprinted in J. A. T.
Robinson, Twelve New Testament Studies (London 1962), pp. 94-106; also S.S. Smalley,
"New Light on the Fourth Gospel", Tyn. B 17 (1966), pp. 35--62.
56. This passage is part of a complete section of the Gospel, Mark 1:1-3:6.
57. The saying in Mk. 2:20 (with its mention of the bridegroom being taken away) is
probably an exception, and may derive from a later setting. For Mark's redactional use of
this verse, see R. P. Martin, op. cit., pp. 184-8. See also the treatment of this passage (sceptical, however, in the form-critical conclusions on which it is based) in E. Schweizer, op. cit.,
pp. 59-77.
58. It is possible that the "assembly" in Mk. 2:1-3:6 was wholly or in part pre-Markan (see
2
V. Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition, London 1935 , pp. 177-81), in which
case we cannot be sure about the redactional interests which guided this early Sammler. But
even if the collection were pre-Marean, it is likely that Mark took it over unchanged because
it fitted his interests so exactly.
59. See further on this passage D. Hill, op. cit., pp. 124f., 280f.; also R. Bultmann, op. cit.,
E.T. pp. 132, 148.
60. On the general issue of New Testament authority, see R. E. Nixon's article in this
volume.
61. Cf. R. P. Martin, op. cit., pp. 140--62, esp, 16lf.
62. As it happens, T. Schramm's study, Der Markus-Stojf bei Lukas: Eine Lilerarkrilische
und Redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung (Cambridge 1971) sounds a note of caution in
the use of Redaktionsgeschichte for discovering the intention of Luke. See also C. H. Talbert,
"The Redaction Critical Quest for Luke the Theologian", in D. G. Miller and D. Y. Hadidian
(ed.), op. cit., pp. 171-222.
63. Cf. S.S. Smalley, "Diversity and Development in John", NTS 17 (1970--71), pp. 289f.
64. See further, C. F. D. Moule, "The Intention of the Evangelists", in A. J.B. Higgins (ed.),
New Testament Essays (Manchester 1959), pp. 165-79; reprinted in C. F. D. Moule, The
Phenomenon of the New Testament, pp. 100--14.
65. This is clear from the most cursory reading of J. Rohde's book, Rediscovering the
Teaching of the Evangelists.
66. Cf. C. F. D. Moule, "The New Testament", in F. G. Healey (ed.), Preface to Christian
Studies (London 1971), pp. 50f.
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PART THREE

The Task of Exegesis

CHAPTER XII

HOW THE NEW TESTAMENT USES THE OLD
E. Earle Ellis

I. The Character of New Testament Usage
1.

GENERAL

Old Testament phraseology in the New Testament occurs occasionally as
the idiom of a writer whose own patterns of expression have been influenced
by the Scriptures (1 Thess. 2:4; 4:5). Most often, however, it appears in the
form of citations or intentional allusions or reminiscences. Dr. Hartman
suggests three reasons for an author's citation of another: to obtain the support of an authority (Mt. 4:14), to call forth a cluster of associations (Mk.
12: lf.), and to achieve a literary or stylistic effect (Tit. 1: 12). He rightly
observes that an allusion sometimes can be discerned only after the total
context of a passage has been taken into account. 1
As might be expected in Greek writings, citations from the Old Testament
are frequently in agreement with the LXX, the Greek version commonly
used in the first century. But they are not uniformly so, and at times they
reflect other Greek versions, Aramaic targums, or independent translations
of the Hebrew text. 2 Apart from the use of a different text-form, a citation
may diverge from the LXX because of a lapse of memory. However, this explanation is often less probable than has been supposed in the past. 3 More
frequently, as will be detailed below, citations diverge from the LXX
because of deliberate alteration, i.e. by ad hoe translation and elaboration or
by the use of a variant textual tradition, to serve the purpose of the New
Testament writer. The variations, then, become an important clue to discover not only the writer's interpretation of the individual Old Testament
passage but also his perspective on the Old Testament as a whole.
2.

INTRODUCTORY FORMULAS

Formulas of quotation, which generally employ verbs of "saying" or
"writing", correspond to those found in other Jewish writings, e.g. the Old
4
Testament, the Qumran scrolls, 5 Philo and the rabbis. 6 They locate the
citation with reference to the book or writer or, less frequently, the story ("in
Elijah," Rom. 11 :2; "at the bush," Mk. 12 :26). At times they specify a par199
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ticular prophet (Acts 28:25), a specification that on occasion may be important for the New Testament teaching. 7 When one book is named and
another cited, the formula may represent an incidental error or, more likely,
the cited text may be an interpretation (Mt. 27:9) 8 or elaboration (Mk. 1:2)
of a passage in the book named.
Introductory formulas often underscore the divine authority of the Old
Testament, not in the abstract but within the proper interpretation_ and
application of its teaching. Thus, the formula "Scripture (yeaip1) says" can
introduce an eschatological, i.e. "Christianized" summation or elaboration
of the Old Testament (Jn. 7:38; Gal. 4:30), and reaip1 can be contrasted to
traditional interpretations (Mt. 22:29). That is, it implies that the
revelational, "Word of God" character of Scripture is present within the
current interpretation. In the words of Renee Bloch, Scripture "always concerns a living word addressed personally to the people of God and to each of
its members .... " 9 The formula "it is written" can also have the intended
connotation of a specific and right interpretation of Scripture (Rom. 9:33;
11 :26) even though the connotation may not always be true (Mt. 4:6).
Sometimes an explicit distinction between reading Scripture and knowing
or hearing Scripture may be drawn. It is present in the story of the Ethiopian
eunuch (Acts 8:30) and, implicitly, in Jesus' synagogue exposition at
Nazareth (Lk. 4: I 6f., 21 ). It may be presupposed, as it is in rabbinical
writings, in the formula "have you not (ov;,,:) read?" 10 That is, "you have
read but have not understood." This formula is found in the New Testament
only on the lips of Jesus and usually within a Scriptural debate or
exposition. 11
A few formulas are associated with specific circles within the Christian
community. The nine Uyt:1 "1Jf!toi; ("says the Lord") quotations probably
reflect the activity of Christian prophets. 12 The iva 1lA1Jew0fi ("that it might
be fulfilled") quotations, found especially in the Gospels of Matthew and
John, may have a similar origin. 13 Both kinds of quotations contain
creatively altered text-forms that facilitate an eschatological re-application
of the Old Testament passages, similar to that found in the Qumran
scrolls, 14 to the experiences and understanding of the early church. This is a
kind of activity recognized in first century Judaism to be appropriate to
prophets as well as to teachers. 15
Somewhat similar are the mrnoi; J ).eyoi; ("faithful is the word") passages
in the Pastoral letters. 16 They appear to be instructions of Christian
prophets (cf. I Tim. 4:1, 6, -roic; AO)lotc; rijc; 1rtauwc;) and/or inspired teachers,
used by Paul in the composition of the letters. Although they do not contain
Old Testament quotations, some of these "faithful sayings" may refer to the
exposition of the Old Testament. 17 They appear to arise out of a prophetic
circle engaged in a ministry of teaching. Cf. Rev. 21:5; 22:6.

3.

FORMS AND TECHNIQUES IN QUOTATJON

(a) Combined quotations of two or more texts appear trequently in a
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variety of forms: a chain of passages (Rom. 15:9-12), a commentary
pattern (Jn. 12:38-40; Rom. 9-11) and composite or merged citations
(Rom. 3:10-18; 2 Cor. 6:16-18). With the exception of the last type these
patterns were commonly employed in Judaism. 18 They serve to develop a
theme and perhaps exemplify the principle in Dt. 19:15 that two witnesses
establish a matter. Sometimes (Rom. 10:18-21), in the fashion of the rabbis,
they bring together citations from the Law, the Prophets and the Writings.
Such combinations usually were formed in conjunction with catchwords important for the theme (e.g. "stone", "chosen" in 1 Pet. 2:6--9).
(b) Testimonia. Citations "testifying" to the messiahship of Jesus were of
special interest to the early church. Sometimes they appear as combined
quotations {Heb. I), combinations that possibly lie behind other New Testament citations. 19 Such "testimonies" were primarily thematic combinations
for instructional and apologetic purposes and, as the testimonia at Qumran
indicate (4Qtest), some may have circulated in written form during the
apostolic period. However, the hypothesis that they were collected in a precanonical "testimony book," used by the Church in anti-Jewish apologetic, 20
is less likely.
The "testimonies" apparently presuppose a worked-out christological understanding of the particular passages and are not simply proof texts randomly selected. The earliest Christians, like twentieth century Jews, could
not, as we do, simply infer from traditional usage the "Christian" interpretation of a biblical word or passage. Proof texts standing alone, therefore,
would have appeared to them quite arbitrary if not meaningless.
According to a thesis of C. H. "Dodd 21 the "testimony" quotations were
selected from and served as pointers to larger Old Testament contexts that
previously and as a whole had been christologically interpreted. For example, Mt. 1:23 in citing Is. 7: 14 probably has in view the total section, ls.
6:1-9:7, as the additional phrase "God with us" (Is. 8:8, 10 LXX) and the
frequent use of Is. 6-9 elsewhere in the New Testament indicate. Dodd correctly perceived that the testimonia were the result of "a certain method of
biblical study" (p. 126). But what precisely was that method? It may well
have included, as Dodd thought, a systematic christological analysis of certain sections of the Old Testament. Beyond this, however, the method
probably corresponded to a form and method of scriptural exposition used
in contemporary Judaism and known to us as midrash.
4.

QUOTATION AND MID RASH

(a) The Hebrew term "midrash" has the meaning "commentary" (cf. 2
Ch. 13:22; 24:27), and in the past it has usually been associated with certain
rabbinic commentaries on the Old Testament. Recently it has been used
more broadly to designate an activity as well as a literary genre, a way of
expounding Scripture as well as the resulting exposition. 22 Thus, "the house
of midrash" (Sirach 51 :23) was a place where such exposition was carried
on (and not a library of commentaries). According to Miss Bloch (op. cit.,
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note 9) the essence of the midrashic procedure was a contemporization of
Scripture in order to apply it to or make it meaningful for the current situation. It can be seen, then, in interpretive renderings of the Hebrew text(= implicit midrash), e.g. the Greek LXX 23 and the Aramaic targums, as well as
in more formal "text+ exposition" pattern(= explicit midrashJ, e.g. the rabbinic commentaries. 24 Both kinds of midrash appear in first-century
Judaism in the literature of the Qumran community.
(b) In the use of the Old Testament by the New, implicit midrash appears
in double entendre, in interpretive alterations of Old Testament citations and
in more elaborate forms. The first type involves a play on words. Thus, Mt.
2:23 cites Jesus' residence in Nazareth as a "fulfilment" of prophecies identifying the Messiah as a Na1:,weaio<; (= ?Nazirite, Jud. 13:5, 7 LXX) or a
netzer (= branch, Is. 11: 1; cf. 49:6; 60:21). 25 Possibly the double meaning
of "lift up" in Jn. 3:14; 12:32fT., i.e. hang and exalt, alludes to an Aramaic
rendering (z'kaph) of Is. 52:13, which carries both meanings; the
terminology is clarified in the Synoptic Gospels where Jesus prophesies that
he is to "be killed and rise" (Mk. 8 :31; cf. Lk. 18 :31). 26 A similar double
entendre may be present in Acts 3:22-26 where "raise up" apparently is
used both of Messiah's pre-resurrection ministry and of his resurrection.
The second type can be seen in Rom. 10: 11:
For the Scripture says, "Everyone (:mic;) who believes on him shall not be put to
shame."

The word "everyone" is not in the Old Testament text; it is Paul's interpretation woven into the citation and fitting it better to his argument (10: 12f.).
Similarly, in the citation of Gen. 21: 10 at Gal. 4 :30 the phrase "son of the
free woman" is substituted for "my son Isaac" in order to adapt the citation
to Paul's application. More elaborate uses of the same principle will be discussed below.
More complex forms of implicit midrash occur (1) in making a merged or
composite quotation from various Old Testament texts, altered so as to apply them to the current situation, and (2) in the description of a current
event in biblical phraseology in order to connect the event with the Old
Testament passages. Contemporized composite quotations appear, for example, in 1 Cor. 2 :9; 2 Cor. 6: 16-18. The use of Scriptural phraseology to
describe and thus to explain the meaning of current and future events is
more subtle and reflects a different focus: the event appears to be of primary
interest and the Old Testament allusions are introduced to illumine or explain it. This kind of midrash occurs, for example, in the Lucan infancy
narratives, in Jesus' apocaly~tic discourse and his response at his trial and
in the Revelation of St. John. 7
In the infancy narratives the Annunciation (Lk. 1:26-38) alludes to Is.
6:1-9 :7 - e.g. 7:13f. (27, nae0ivo<;, oixov.::lav,b); 7:14 (31); 9:6f. (32, 35)a section that C. H. Dodd has shown to be a primary source for early Christian exegesis. 28 It probably also alludes to Gen. 16:11 (31); 2 Sam. 7:12-16
(32, ?35, VtO<; ewv); Dan. 7:14 (33b); and Is. 4:3; 62:12 (35, aytov

e~
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KJ.110,foernt). The Magnificat (1 :46-55) and the Benedictus (1 :68-79) appear
to be formed along the same lines. It is probable that family traditions about"
the events surrounding Jesus' birth were given this literary formulation by
prophets of the primitive Jerusalem church. 29
The response of our Lord at his trial (Mk. 14:62 par) is given by the
Gospels in the words of Ps. 110:1 and Dan. 7:13. It probably represents a
summary of Jesus' known response, a summary in biblical words whose
"messianic" exegesis either had been worked out in the Christian community or, more likely, had been taught to the disciples by Jesus. That Jesus
made use of both Ps. 110:1 and Dan. 7:13 in his preresurrection teaching is
highly probable. 30
The apocalyptic discourse (Mk. 13 par), which also includes the use of
Dan. 7:13, apparently consists of a midrash of Jesus on certain passages in
Daniel, a midrash that has been supplemented by other sayings of the Lord
and reshaped by the Evangelists and their predecessors "into something of a
prophetic tract" linked to the Church's experiences. In the course of
transmission the midrash "lost many of its once probably explicit
associations with the OT text". 31 If this reconstruction is correct, it shows
not only how teachings of Jesus were contemporized in a manner similar to
the midrashic handling of Old Testament texts but also how our Lord's explicit midrash was modified so that the Old Testament references, although
not lost, were largely assimilated to the current application. The process is
much more thoroughgoing than is the case in the composite quotations cited
above.
These examples suggest that implicit midrash sometimes presupposes and
develops out of direct commentary on the Old Testament, i.e. explicit
midrash. We may now tum to that form of the early Christian usage.
(c) Explicit midrash in the New Testament has affinities both with the
pesher midrash at Qumran and with certain kinds of midrash found in rabbinic expositions. The ancient expositions of the rabbis are preserved in
sources that date from several centuries after the New Testament writings. 32
However, in their general structure they provide significant parallels for early Christian practice since (1) it is unlikely that the rabbis borrowed their
methods of exposition from the Christians and (2) similar patterns may be
observed in the first-century Jewish writer, Philo. 33 They probably
originated not only as "sermon" or "homily" but also as "commentary",
that is, not only as the complement of the synagogue worship but also as the
product of the synagogue school. 34 The type of discourse that finds most
affinity with New Testament expositions is the "proem" midrash. 35 As used
in the synagogue, it ordinarily had the following form:
The (Pentateuchal) text for the day.
A second text, the proem or "opening" for the discourse.
Exposition containing additional Old Testament citations, parables or other
commentary and linked to the initial texts by catch-words.
A final text, usually repeating or alluding to the text for the day.
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The general outline of this pattern, with some variation, occurs rather frequently in the New Testament. Without the text for the day, it appears in
Heb. 10:5-39:
5-7
8-36

37-39

- Initial text: Ps. 40:7-9.
- Exposition containing additional citations ( l 6f., 30)
and linked to the initial text by catchwords: 0vata (8,
26), 11:(!0U<pO(!ClV (8, 10, 14, 18), :n:ee't aµa(!Tta<; (8, 18,
26), aµa(!Tta <17).
- Final text and application alluding to the initial text
with the verbs rf,mv and evhoiceiv: ls. 26:20; Hab.
2:3f.

The pattern is expressed more specifically in Rom. 9:6-29:
6f.
9
10-28
29

- Theme and initial text: Gen. 21:12.
- A second, supplemental text: Gen. 18:10.
- Exposition containing additional citations (I 3, 15,
17, 25-28) and linked to the initial texts by the
catch-words icaAeiv and vi6c; (12, 24fT., 27).
- A final text alluding to the initial text with the
catchword a:n:ieµa.

A less complex form occurs in 1 Cor. 1: 18-31. Here the second, supplemental text has been merged with the initial text; and the final text, the only subsequent citation, does not allude to the opening text:

18-20
20-30
31

- Theme and initial texts: Is. 29:14 and 19:llf.; cf.
33:18.
- Exposition linked to the initial and final texts by the
catchwords aorp6c; (26f.), aorpia (2lf., 30), µwe6c; (25,
27), µweia (21, 23), icavxaa0at (29).
- Final text. Cf. Jer. 9:22f.

In I Cor. 2:6-16 the initial texts are a composite and highly interpreted
quotation:
6-9
10-15
16

- Theme and initial texts. Cf. Is. 64:4; 65:16, LXX.
- Exposition linked to the initial and final texts by the
catchwords avfJpw:n:oc; (11, 14; cf. 13), ibeiv (1 lf.),
ytvwaicetv (11, 14).
- Final text and application: Is. 40:13.

Instead of a composite quotation the initial text of the commentary at Gal.
4:21-5:1 is itself a summary of a Genesis passage, an implicit midrash introducing the key word D.ev0iea. It is probably Paul's summation, but it
might have been drawn from a Genesis midrash similar to Jubilees or to the
Qumran Genesis Apocryphon:36
2lf.

- Introduction and initial text. Cf. Gen. 21.
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23-29

30tf.

- Exposition with an additional citation, linked to the
initial and final texts by the catchwords eA.ev0eea (22,
23, 26, 30), :rraihtUK1J (22, 23, 30, 3 I) and ben/vM~=
rexvov (22, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31).
- Final text and application, referring to the initial text:
cf. Gen. 21:10.

The pattern in 2 Pet. 3:5-13 is similar, although less clear. As in Gal. 4, the
initial "text" is a selective summary of a section of Scripture:

Sf.
7-12

13

- Initial text (with eschatological application). Cf. Gen.
1;6.
- Exposition (with an additional citation: 8) linked to
the initial and final texts by the catchwords oveav6~
(5, 7, 10, 12), y,j (5, 7, 10), a:rr6.Uvµt (6, 9, cf. 7). Cf.
~µeea (7, 8, 10, 12).
- Final text and applications. 37 Cf. ls. 65:17.

The above examples show how a composite, interpreted citation and an
interpretive summary of a larger section of Scripture may serve as the '"text"
in a midrash. The use of short, explicit midrashim as "texts" in a more
elaborate commentary-pattern is only an extension of the same practice.
One instance. of this appears in 1 Cor. 1: 18-3 :20,38 which is composed of
the following sections, all linked by catchwords, e.g. ao<pta, µwefo:
1:18-31
2:1-5
2:6-16
3:1-17
3:18-20

-

Initial "text."
Exposition/ Application.
Additional "text."
Exposition/Application.
Concluding texts: Job 5:13; Ps. 94:11.

The synoptic Gospels also display exegetical patterns similar to those in the
rabbis. 39 Mt. 21 :33-44 corresponds to an ancient form of a synagogue
address: 40
33
34-41

42-44

- Initial text: Is. 5:lf.
- Exposition by means of a parable, linked to the initial
and final texts by a catchword AWo; (42, 44, cf. 35;
Is. 5 :2, saqal); cf. oixohoµei.v (33, 42).
- Concluding texts: Ps. 118:22f.; Dan. 2:34f., 44f. 41

In Lk. 10:25-37 42 appears a somewhat different pattern, called in the
rabbinic writings the yelammedenu rabbenu ("let our master teach us"), in
· which a question or problem is posed and then answered. Apart from the interrogative opening it follows in general the structure of the proem midrash
(see above, p. 203):
25-27

28

- Dialogue including a question and initial texts: Dt.
6:5; Lev. 19:18.
- A second text: Lev. 18:5.
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29-36
37

- Exposition (by means of a parable) linked to the initial texts by the catchwords 1rA7Jawv (27, 29, 36) and
noteiv (28, 37a, 37b).
- Concluding allusion to the second text (no1eiv ).

Mt. 15:1-9 is similar: 43
1-4
5-6
7-9

- Dialogue including a question and initial texts: Ex.
20:12; 21 :17.
- Exposition/application linked to the text and/or the
dialogue by the catchwords -riµeiv ( 4, 6, 8), naeahoo~
(3, 6), cf. mol~/m:aJ.µa (3, 9).
- Concluding text: Is. 29:13.

Compare also Mt. 19:3-8: 44
3-5
6

- Question, answered by the initial texts: Gen. l :27;
2:24.
- E~pos!tion ~inked to the initial text by the catchwords
hvo,

7-Sa
Sb

oae! µw.

- Additional citation (Dt. 24: I), posing a problem,
with exposition.
- Concluding allusion to the (interpolated!) initial text

<an' am,).

As the Gospels uniformly attest, debates with scribes, i.e. theologians,
about the meaning of Scripture constituted an important part of Jesus'
public ministry. They were certainly more extensive than the Gospel accounts although they may have followed the same general pattern. In any
case a yelammedenu pattern known and used by the rabbis is the literary
form often employed by the Gospel traditioners. 45 In the rabbinical writings
the pattern is usually not a dialogue but the Scriptural discourse of one rabbi. In this respect the exegetical structure in Rom. 9-11 is closer to the rabbinic model than are the Gospel traditions. 46
Certain differences between rabbinic and New Testament exegesis should
also be noted. Unlike the usual rabbinic practice the New Testament
midrashim (l) often do not have an initial text from the Pentateuch, i.e. do
not employ the sabbath text of the synagogue lectionary cycle. (2) They
often lack a second, proem text. (3) They often have a final text that does
not correspond or allude to the initial text. (4) They have an eschatological
orientation (see below, p. 209f.). Nevertheless, in their general structure they
have an affinity with the rabbinic usage that is unmistakable and too close to
be coincidental.
(d) A kind of exposition known as the pesher midrash appears in the
Qumran writings, e.g. the commentary on Habakkuk. It receives its name
from the Hebrew word used in the explanatory formula, "the interpretation
(pesher) is." This formula and its apparent equivalent, "this is" (hu'h),
sometimes introduce the Old Testament citation (CD 10:16) or, more
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characteristically, the commentary following the citation. Both formulas occur in the Old Testament, 47 the latter translated in the LXX by the phrase
•
'. \
ovw~
I/>eur1v
/.

Besides the formula, the Qumran pesher has other characteristics common to midrashic procedure. Like the midrashim discussed above, it apparently uses or creates variant Old Testament text-forms designed to adapt
the text to the interpretation in the commentary. It also links text and commentary by catchwords. It is found, moreover, in various kinds of commentary patterns: anthology (4Qflor), single quotations (CD 4:14) and consecutive commentary on an Old Testament book (lQpHab).
More significantly for New Testament studies, the Qumranpesher, unlike
rabbinic midrash but very much like early Christian practice, is both
charismatic and eschatological. As eschatological exegesis, it views the Old
Testament as promises and prophecies that have their fulfilment within the
writer's own time and community, a community that inaugurates the "new
covenant" of the "last ('aharit) days ",48 and constitutes the "last ('ah"r6n)
generation" before the coming of Messiah and the inbreaking of the
kingdom of God. 49
This characteristic feature, the pesher formula combined with an eschatological perspective, appears in a number of New Testament
quotations:
"In Isaac shall your seed be called" (Gen. 21:12). That is (roiiT' iariv) ... the
children of the promise are reckoned for the seed. For this is (ovroc;) the word
of promise," ... for Sarah there shall be a son" (Gen. 18:10).
Rom. 9:7-9
Do not say in your heart, "who shall ascend into heaven" (Dt. 30:12), that is
(TOiiT' iariv) to bring Christ down ....

Rom. 10:6-8
"On account of this shall a man leave father and mother and be joined to his
wife, and the two shall be one flesh" (Gen. 2:24). This is (roiiTo ... lariv) a great
mystery ... for Christ and the Church.
Eph. 5:3lf.
It is written, "Abraham had two sons.... " (cf. Gen. 21). These are (mhai ...
dmv) two covenants....

Gal. 4:22-24
All our fathers were under the cloud .... But with many of them God was not
pleased, for they were destroyed in the desert (cf. Ex. 13f.; 16f.; Num. 20; 14).
These things (ravra) happened as types for us....
l Cor. 10:1-5, 6f.
They were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues ....
This i~ (roiiro ilariv) what was spoken by the prophet Joel, "I will pour out my
spirit ..." (Joel 2 :28).
Acts 2:4, 16f.
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Jesus Christ of Nazareth .... This is (o-0r6, eanv) "the stone that was rejected by
you builders, which has become the head of the corner" (Ps. 118:22).
Acts 4:!0f.

The Qumran pesher is regarded by the community as charismatic exegesis, the work of inspired persons such as the Teacher of Righteousness
and other wise teachers (maskilim). The Old Testament prophecies are understood, as they are in the book of Daniel (9:2, 22f.; cf. 2:19, 24), to be a
"mystery" (raz) in need of interpretation (pesher), an interpretation that
only the maskilim can give. 50
(e) From midrash to testimonia: "Words lifted from their scriptural context can never be a testimonium to the Jewish mind. The word becomes a
testimonium for something or other after one has brought out its meaning
with the aid of other parts of Scripture." 51 With this perceptive observation
J. W. Doeve goes beyond the thesis of C. H. Dodd, mentioned above
(p. 201), to contend that "testimony" citations in the New Testament are
derived from midrashim, i.e. expositions of those particular Old Testament
passages.
In support of Doeve are several examples of a "Christian" interpretati0n
of a text that is established in an exposition and presupposed elsewhere in a
"testimony" citation of the same text. 52 ( l) The exposition in Acts 2: 17-35
and that underlying Mk. 13 (see above, p. 203) apply Ps. 110:1 and Dan.
7: 13, respectively, to Jesus. This interpretation is presupposed in the use of
the verses at Mk. 14:62. (2) Heb. 2:6-9 establishes by midrashic procedures
that Ps. 8 is fulfilled in Jesus; in l Cor. 15:27 and Eph. 1:20, 22 this understanding of Ps. 8 (and Ps. 110) is presupposed. (3) Acts 13:16-41 is
probably a (reworked) midrash in which 2 Sam. 7:6-16 is shown to apply to
Jesus. 53 This interpretation of 2 Sam. 7 is presupposed in the testimonia in
Heb. 1:5 and 2 Cor. 6:18.
The midrashic expositions in these examples are not, of course, the immediate antecedents of the cited testimonia texts. But they represent the
kind of matrix from which the "testimony" usage appears to be derived.
They show, furthermore, that the prophets and teachers in the early church
were not content merely to cite proof texts but were concerned to establish
by exegetical procedures the Christian understanding of the Old Testament.
We may proceed one step further. Rabbinic parables often are found in
midrashim as commentary on the Old Testament texts. Christ's parables
also occur within an exegetical context, e.g. in Mt. 21 :33-44 and Lk.
10:25-37 (seep. 205f.); and elsewhere, when they appear independently or
in thematic clusters, they sometimes allude to Old Testament passages. 54
Probably sucp. independent and clustered parables originated within an expository context from which they were later detached. Their present context,
then, represents a stage in the formation of the Gospel traditions secondary
to their use within an explicit commentary format.
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II. The Presuppositions of New Testament Interpretation
l.

GENERAL

To many Christian readers, to say nothing of Jewish readers, the New
Testament's interpretation of the Old appears to be exceedingly arbitrary.
For example, Hos. 11 :1 ("Out of Egypt I called my son") refers to Israel's
experience of the Exodus; how can Mt. 2:15 apply it to Jesus' sojourn in
Egypt? In Ps. 8:4ff. the "son of man" (ben-'adam) given "glory" and
"dominion" alludes to Adam or to Israel's king; 55 how can Heb. 2:8f. and 1
Cor. 15:27 apply the text to Jesus? If Gen. 15:6 and 2 Sam. 7 are predictions of Israel's future, how can New Testament writers refer them to Jesus
and to his followers, who include Gentiles as well as Jews?
As has been shown above, the method used to justify such Christian interpretations of the Old Testament represents a serious and consistent effort
to expound the texts. The method itself, of course, may be criticized. But
then, our modern historical-critical method also is deficient: although it can
show certain interpretations to be wrong, it can achieve an agreed interpretation for virtually no biblical passage. "Method" is inherently a limited
instrumentality and, indeed, a secondary stage in the art of interpretation.
More basic are the perspective and presuppositions with which the interpreter approaches the text.
The perspective from which the New Testament writers interpret the Old
is sometimes stated explicitly, sometimes it can be inferred from their usage.
It is derived in part from contemporary Jewish views and in part from the
teaching of Jesus and the experience of the reality of his resurrection. Apart
from its christological focus, it appears to be governed primarily by four factors: a particular understanding of history, of man, of Israel and of Scripture.

2.

SALVATION AS HISTORY

Jesus and his disciples conceive of history within the framework of two
ages, this age and the age to come. 56 This perspective appears to have its
background in the Old Testament prophets, who prophesied of "the last
(_'ah"n't) days" and "the day of the Lord" as the time of an ultimate redemption of God's people and the destruction of their enemies. 57 It becomes more
specific in the apocalyptic writers, who underscored the cosmic dimension
and (often) the imminence of the redemption and, with the doctrine of two
ages, the radical difference between the present time and the time to come.
~his point of view is clearly present in the message of the Baptist that "the
kingdom of God is at hand" and that the one coming after him, Jesus, would
accomplish the final judgment and redemption of the nation (Mt. 3:2, IOff.).
The two-fold consummation of judgment and deliverance that
characterized the teaching of apocalyptic Judaism becomes, in the teaching
HTI - N
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of Jesus and his disciples, a two-stage consummation. As "deliverance" the
kingdom of God that Judaism expected at the end of the age is regarded as
already present in the person and work of Jesus.5 8 As "judgment" (and final
deliverance) the kingdom awaits the second, glorious appearing of
Messiah. 59 This perspective may be contrasted with that of Platonism and
of apocalyptic Judaism as follows:
Platonism
(and Gnosticism):

Eternity

1'
Time
This Age

Age to Come (Kingdom of God)

Judaism:

C

p

New
Testament:

~1_ _ _ _ _t~f__ _ _~•lr~----------

C

- - _p

➔

Platonic and later Gnostic thought anticipate a redemption from matter,
an escape from time and history at death. The Jewish hope includes
redemption of matter within time: The present age, from creation (C) to the
coming of Messiah (P), is to be succeeded by a future age of peace and
righteousness under the reign of God. The New Testament's modification of
Jewish apocalyptic rests upon the perception that in the mission, death and
resurrection of Jesus the Messiah the age to come, the kingdom of God, had
become present in hidden form in the midst of the present evil age, although
its public manifestation awaits the parousia (P) of Jesus. Thus, for Jesus
"the kingdom of God does not culminate a meaningless history, but a planned divine process." 60 Equally, for the New Testament writers faith in Jesus
means faith in the story of Jesus, the story of God's redemptive activity in
the history of Israel that finds its high-point and fulfilment in Jesus.
For this reason the mission and meaning of Jesus can be expressed in the
New Testament in terms of a salvation history "consisting of a sequence of
events especially chosen by God, taking place within an historical
framework. " 61 Although the concept ohtovoµta as used in Eph. 1: 10
represents this idea, that is, a divinely ordered plan, the term "salvation
history" does not itself occur in the New Testament. The concept is most
evident in the way in which the New Testament relates current and future
events to events, persons and institutions in the Old Testament. That
relationship is usually set forth as a typological correspondence.

a

3.

TYPOLOGY

(a) Typological interpretation expresses most clearly "the basic attitude
of primitive Christianity toward the Old Testament." 62 It is not so much a
system of interpretation as, in the phrase of Dr. Goppelt, a "spiritual
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perspective" 63 from which the early Christian community viewed itself. As
a hermeneutical method it must be distinguished from ru:n:oi;- ("model,"
"pattern") as it is widely used in the Greek world. 64
Only occasionally using the term rv:n:o~, typological interpretation appears,
broadly speaking, as covenant typology and as creation typology. The latter
may be observed in Rom. 5, where Christ is compared and contrasted with
Adam, "a type (rv:n:oi;-) of the one who was to come" (5: 14). The former
appears in l Cor. 10 where the Exodus events are said to be "types for us",
to have happened "by way of example" (rvm;,ew,;-) and to have been written
down "for our admonition upon whom the end of the ages has come" (10:6,
11 ). Covenant typology accords with the Jewish conviction that all of God's
redemptive acts followed the pattern of the Exodus; 65 it is, then, an
appropriate way for Jesus and his community to explain the decisive
messianic redemption. More generally, covenant typology approaches the
whole of Old Testament as prophecy. Not only persons and events but also
its institutions were "a shadow of the good things to come" .66
New Testament typology is thoroughly christological in its focus. Jesus is
the "prophet like Moses" (Acts 3 :22f.) who in his passion brings the old
covenant to its proper goal and end (Rom. 10:4; Heb. 10:9f.) and establishes a new covenant (Lk. 22:20, 29). As the messianic "son of David",
i.e. "son of God", he is the recipient of the promises and ascriptions given
to the Davidic kings.67
(b) Because the new covenant consummated by Jesus' death is the occasion of the new creation initiated by his resurrection, covenant typology and
creation typology may be combined. As the "eschatological Adam" and the
"Son of man", i.e. "son of Adam" ,68 Jesus stands at the head of a new
order of creation that may be compared and contrasted with the present
one. This combination in Paul and Hebrews finds its immediate background in the resurrection of Jesus. 69 But it is already implicit in Jesus'
own teaching, e.g. his temple saying, his promise to the robber and his
teaching on divorce. 10 It is probably implicit also in his self-designation as
the Son of man (Mk. 14:62), a designation that is derived from Ps. 8:4 and
Dan. 7:13f., 27. The Son of man in Ps. 8 refers not only to Israel's
(messianic-ideal) king but also to Adam; 71 likewise the Son of man in Dan.
7 is related not only to national restoration but also to a new creation. 12 In
apocalyptic Judaism also Israel was associated with Adam and the new
covenant with a renewed creation. 73 Jesus and his followers shared these
convictions and explained them in terms of the mission and person of Jesus.
(c) The Old Testament type not only corresponds to the new-age reality
but also stands in antithesis to it. Like Adam Jesus is the representative
headman of the race; but unlike Adam, who brought death, Jesus brings
forgiveness and life. 74 Jesus is "the prophet like Moses" but, unlike Moses'
ministry of condemnation, that of Jesus gives righteousness. 75 Similarly, the
law "is holy, just and good" and its commandments are to be "fulfilled" by
the believer; 76 yet as a demand upon man it can only condemn him. 77 One
may speak, then, of "synthetic" and of "antithetic" typology to distinguish
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the· way in which a type, to one degree or another, either corresponds to or
differs from the reality of the new age. 78
(d) Since the history of salvation is also the history of destruction, 1" it
includes a judgment typology. The flood and Sodom, and perhaps the A.D.
70 destruction of Jerusalem, become types of God's eschatological
judgment; 80 the faithless Israelite a type of the faithless Christian; 81 the
enemies of Israel a type of the (Jewish) enemies of the Church 82 and,
perhaps, a type of Antichrist. 83
(e) In a brilliant and highly significant contribution to New Testament
hermeneutics Leonard Goppelt has set forth the definitive marks of
typological interpretation. 84 (1) Unlike allegory, typological exegesis regards
the words of Scripture not as metaphors hiding a deeper meaning (v,rovota)
but as the record of historical events out of whose literal sense the meaning
of the text arises (pp. 18f., 243ff.). (2) Unlike the "history of religions" exegesis, it seeks the meaning of current, New Testament situations from a
particular history, the salvation-history of Israel. From past Old Testament
events it interprets the meaning of the present time of salvation and, in turn,
it sees in present events a typological prophecy of the future consummation
(pp. 235-248). (3) Like rabbinic midrash, typological exegesis interprets the
text in terms of contemporary situations, but it does so with historical distinctions that are lacking in rabbinic interpretation (pp. 31-34). (4) It identifies a typology in terms of two basic characteristics, historical correspondence and escalation, in which the divinely ordered prefigurement
finds a complement in the subsequent and greater event (p. 244).
In a masterly essay 85 Rudolf Bultmann rejected Goppelt's conclusion
that salvation history was constitutive for typological exegesis and sought to
show that the origin of typology lay rather in a cyclical-repetitive view of
history (cf. Barnabas 6:13). Although Judaism had combined the two
perspectives, the New Testament, e.g. in its Adam/Christ typology,
represents a purely cyclical pattern, parallels between the primal time and
the end time.
However, Professor Bultmann (pp. 369f.), in interpreting the New Testament hermeneutical usage within the context of the traditional Greek
conception, 86 does not appear to recognize that the recapitulation element in
New Testament typology is never mere repetition but is always combined
with a change of key in which some aspects of the type are not carried over
and some are intensified. Exegetically Goppelt made the better case and established an important framework for understanding how the New Testament uses the Old.
4.

OTHER PRESUPPOSITIONS

(a) In agreement with the Old Testament conception, the New Testament
views man as both individual and corporate existence. It presents the corporate dimension, the aspect most difficult for modern Western man to appreciate, primarily in terms of Jesus and his church. 87 For the New
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Testament faith in Jesus involves an incorporation into him: 88 It is to eat his
flesh (Jn. 6:35, 54), to be his body (1 Cor. 12:27), to be baptized into him
(Rom. 6:3), or into his name (I Cor. 1:13; Acts 8:16), to be identified with
him (Acts 9:4[), to exist in the corporate Christ (2 Cor. 5:17) who is the
"tent" (Heb. 9:11) or "house" (2 Cor. 5:1) in the heavens, God's eschatological temple.
Corporate existence can also be expressed as baptism "into Moses" (l
Cor. 10:2), existence "in Abraham" (Heb. 7:9f.) or "in Adam" (l Cor.
15:22) and, at its most elementary level, the unity of man and wife as "'one
flesh" (Mt. 19:5; Eph. 5:29ff.). It is not merely a metaphor, as we are
tempted to interpret it, but an ontological statement about who and what
man is. The realism of this conception is well expressed by the term "corporate personal1·ty. " 89
The corporate extension of the person of the leader to include individuals
who belong to him illumines the use of a number of Old Testament
passages. It explains how the promise given to Solomon (2 Sam. 7: 12-16)
can be regarded as fulfilled not only in the Messiah (Heb. l :5) but also in his
followers (2 Cor. 6:18) and, similarly, how the eschatological temple can be
identified both with the individual (Mk. 14:58; Jn. 2:19ff.) and corporate (I
Cor. 3:16; l Pet. 2:5) Christ. It very probably underlies the conviction of
the early Christians that those who belong to Christ, Israel's messianic king,
constitute the true Israel. 90 Consequently, it explains the Christian
application to unbelieving Jews of Scriptures originally directed to
Gentiles 91 and, on the other hand, the application to the church of Scriptures originally directed to the Jewish nation. 92
Corporate personality also offers a rationale whereby individual, existential decision (Mk. 1 :17; 2 Cor. 6:2) may be understood within the
framework of a salvation history of the nation or. the race. These two
perspectives are considered by some scholars to be in tension 93 or to be
mutually exclusive. 94 However, in the words of Oscar Cullmann, 95 the "'now
of decision" in the New Testament is not in conflict with the
salvation-historical attitude but subordinate to it: "Paul's faith in salvation
history creates at every moment the existential decision." For it is precisely
within the context of the community that the individual's decision is made:
Universal history and individual history cannot be isolated from one
another.%
The history of salvation often appears in the New Testament as the
history of individuals - Adam, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus; yet they are
individuals who also have a corporate dimension embracing the nation or
the race. The decision to which the New Testament calls men relates to
them. It is never a decision between the isolated individual and God but is,
rather, a decision to "put off the old man" and to "put on the new man," to
be delivered from the corporeity "in Moses" and "in Adam" and to be
"immersed. in" and to "put on" Christ, i.e. to be incorporated into the
"prophet like Moses" and the eschatological Adam of the new creation in
whom the history of salvation is to be consummated. 97
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(b) The early Christian prophets and teachers explain the Old Testament
by what may be called charismatic exegesis or, in the words of L.
Cerfaux/~ "spiritual interpretation". Like the teachers of Qumran, they
proceed from the conviction that the meaning of the Old Testament is a
"mystery" whose "interpretation" can be given not by human reason but
only by the Holy Spirit. 99 On the basis of revelation from the Spirit they are
confident of their ability to rightly interpret the Scriptures. 100 Equally, they
conclude that those who are not gifted cannot "know" the true meaning of
the word of God. 101
This view of their task does not preclude the New Testament writers from
using logic or hermeneutical rules and methods. However, it does disclose
where the ultimate appeal and authority of their interpretation lie.
Correspondingly, an acceptance of their interpretation of Scripture in
preference to some other, ancient or modern, also will rest ultimately not on
the proved superiority of their logical procedure or exegetical method but
rather on the conviction of their prophetic character and role. 102

NOTES

I. L. Hartman. "Scriptural Exegesis in the Gospel of Matthew and the Problem of Communication", L 'evangile selonMatthieu, ed. M. Didier (Gembloux 1972), pp. 131-152, 134.
2. Cf. E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh 1957), pp. 11-16, 150-152;
R. H. Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's Gospel (Leiden 1967), pp.
9-150; K. Stendahl, The School of St. Matthew (Lund 1969 (1954)), pp. 47-156.
3. Cf. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. l4f.
4. E.g. I Ki. 2:27; 2 Ch. 35: 12.
5. E.g. I QS 5:15; 8:14; cf. J. A. Fitzmyer in NTS 7 (196o-6l), pp. 299-305.
6. E.g. Philo, de migr. 118. Cf. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 48f.
7. E.g. Mk. 12:36; cf. R. T. France,Jesus and the Old Testament (London 1971 ), pp. 10 If.,
163-169.
8. er. J. W. Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts (Assen 1954),
pp. I 85f.; Gundry, Matthew, p. 125n.
9. R. Bloch, "Midrash", Dictionnaire de la Bible: Supplement (Paris) 5 (1957), 1266. Cf.
B. B. Warfield, The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible (Philadelphia 1948), p. 148:
"Scripture is thought of as the living voice of God speaking in all its parts directly to the
reader"; M. Barth, "The Old Testament in Hebrews," Current Issues in New Testament
l11terpretatio11, ed. W. Klassen (New York 1962), pp. 58ff.
I0. er. D. Dau be, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London 1956), pp. 423-436.
11. er. Doeve, Hermeneutics, pp. 105f., l63f. Cf. Mt. 12:3, 5; 19:4.
12. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 107-112 = Ellis (n. 49), pp. 182-187.
13. Stendahl, School, pp. 163, 200f.: "Matthew's formula quotations give evidence of
features of text interpretation of an actualizing nature, often closely associated with the context in the gospel." "(They) seem to us ... to be a decisive indication that we must postulate a
School of Matthew."
14. er. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 139--47. See notes 48, 49.
15. Cf. E. E. Ellis, "The Role of the Christian Prophet in Acts", Apostolic History and the
Gospel. ed. W. W. Gasque (Exeter 1970), p. 58; " 'Wisdom' and 'Knowledge" in I
Corinthians", Tyn.B 25 (1974), pp. 93-96 = Ellis (n. 49), pp. 129-144, 45-62.
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16. Cf. G. W. Knight, The Faithful Sayings in the Pastoral Epistles, (Kampen 1968).
J7. Tit.1:9, 14; 3:5f., 8; 1 Tim. 2:13-15;3:la. Cf. asimilar formula in 10271:8.
18. For the practice in classical literature cf. F. Jol]nson, The Quotations of the New Testa·
ment from the Old (London 1896), pp. 92-102. On merged citations, see below, p. 202f.
19. Cf. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 98-107; P. Prigent, L'epitre de Barnabe I-XVI et ses sources
(Paris 1961 ).
20. So, J. Rendel Harris, Testimonies, 2 vols. (Cambridge 1916, 1920).
21. C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (London 1952), pp. 78f., 107f., 126.
22. Cf. E. E. Ellis, "Midrash, Targum and New Testament Quotations'', Neotestamentica
et Semitica, edd. E. E. Ellis and M. Wilcox (Edinburgh 1969), pp. 61-99; M. P. Miller,
"Targum, Midrash and the Use of the Old Testament in the New Testament", Journal for
the Study ofJudaism 2 (1970), pp. 29-82. Cf. Ellis (n. 49), pp. 188-197.
23. E.g. in Is. 9: 11 (12) "Aramaeans and Philistines" becomes in the LXX the contemporary
"Syrians and Greeks". In agreement with Bloch, G. Vermes (Scripture and Tradition in
Judaism (Leiden 196 l), p. 179) characterizes the LXX and targums as a "re-writing of the
Bible" in which contemporary interpretations are woven into the text. He distinguishes two
purposes for such midrash, to eliminate obscurities in the biblical text and to justify current
beliefs and practices from the Scripture. Cf. his ''Bible and Midrash", Cambridge History
of the Bible I, ed. P.R. Ackroyd (Cambridge 1970), p. 221. On other midrashic elements in
the LXX and targums cf. D. W. Gooding in JTS 25 (1974), pp.1-11.
24. A. G. Wright (CBQ 28, 1966, 105-38, 517-57) prefers to restrict the use of the term to
explicit midrash. On the continuing problem of defining the relationship of targum and
midrash cf. R. Le Deaut in Biblical Theology Bulletin 4 (1974), 18-22; Ellis, "Midrash,
Targum", pp. 63f; A. Diez-Macho in Revue des Sciences Religieuses 47 (1973), 171-175.
25. Cf. H. H. Schaeder in TDNT 4 (1967/1942), pp. 878f.; Stendahl, School, pp. 198f.; for
the various interpretations, Gundry, Matthew, pp. 97-104.
26. Cf. M. Black in BJRL 45 (1963), 315tT.
27. In Revelation no formal quotations occur, but almost 70% of the verses contain allusions
to the Old Testament.
28. See note 21.
2
29. See E. E. Ellis, The Gospel of Luke (London 1974 ), pp. 27ff., 67f. Lk. I :5-2.40 is a
literary unity and reflects a Hebraic source or sources that were composed in part, at least,
from the perspective of a narrator in Jerusalem (e.g. 2:38). The New Testament evidence for
the presence in the Jerusalem church of the Virgin Mary and of the brothers of Jesus (Gal.
I : 19; Acts I : 14; 12: l 7; 15: I 3; 2 I : 18) is not without significance for this matter, even if their
presence in diaspora churches also is attested (l Cor. 9:5; Epiph., Panarion 78, 11, 2).
30. On the use of Ps. 110: l by Jesus cf. D. M. Hay, Glory at the Right Hand; Psalm l/0 in
Ear(v Christianity (Nashville 1973), p. 110 (on Mk. 12:35-37); France, Jesus, pp. IOltT.
31. So, L. Hartman (Prophecy Interpreted (Lund 1966), pp. 235-52, 242), who identifies the
original midrash with Mk. 13:Sb-8, 12-16, 19-22, 24-27. His analysis is largely
persuasive.
32. E.g. W. G. Brande, Pesikta Rabbati, 2 vols. (New Haven 1968). He dates the expositions
in this seventh century collection from third and fourth century Palestinian rabbis.
33. Cf. P. Borgen, Bread from Heaven (Leiden 1965), pp. 59-98.
34. In Judea, apparently, the synagogue served in the pre-destruction period primarily for
the study of Scripture and only later as a center of worship. Cf. J. W. Bowker, "Speeches in
Acts", NTS 14 (1967-68), pp. 96-99 and the literature cited there.
35. Cf. Pesikta Rabbati 33:7: Text (Is. 51: 12) + Second Text (Hos. 6: I) + Exposition (with
parable and application, linked verbally to the second text) + Additional Text (La. 1: 13) +
Concluding Text (Is. 51:12). Also: Pesikta Rabbati 44:7. For Acts 2 and 13 cf. Bowker
("Speeches", pp. 96-111) and Doeve (Hermeneutics, pp. 168-86); for Jn. 6:31-58,
Rom. 4:1-22, Gal. 3:6-29 cf. Borgen (Bread, pp. 37-52); for 1 Cor. 1:18-3:20, Rom.
1:17-4:25 cf. E. E. Ellis ("Exegetical Patterns in I Corinthians and Romans", in Grace
upon Grace, Essays in Honor ofL. Kuyper, ed. J. I. Cook (Grand Rapids 1975) pp. 137-42
= Ellis (n. 49), pp. 213-220).
36. Cf. Ellis, "Midrash, Targum", p. 63. A somewhat different pattern appears in 1 Cor. 10:
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Implicit Midrash (1-5, cf. Ex. !3f.; Nu. 14; 20) + Application (6) + Additional Text (Ex.
32:6) + Exposition/Application, alluding to the preceding midrash and other texts (8-13).
Such midrashic summaries also appear to form the "texts" on which the letter of Jude makes
its commentary, e.g. Jude 5 (Nu. 14), 6 (Gn. 6), 7 (Gn. 19), 14f. (I Enoch I :9; cf. Gn. 5:22).
This is, in effect, midrash on midrash. One can, thus, understand how Jude and others could
use an interpretation of biblical material, e.g. I Enoch, as a "text" without necessarily regarding the book of Enoch eo ipso as Scripture. The targums provide an analogy in Jewish practice: they set forth an interpretation of Scripture for the synagogue hearers without
themselves being given the status of Scripture. Cf. Ellis (n. 49), pp. 190, 221-236.
37. The application following the final quotation, which appears in a number of the examples
above, has a parallel in Philo and the rabbis. Cf. Philo, leg. alleg. III, 75b-76; Sacr. Abet.
87b; Borgen, Bread, p. 53; E. Stein, "Die homiletische Peroratio ... ", Hebrew Union
College Annual 8-9 (1931-32), pp. 353-71, 368; cf. Pesikta Rabbati 5:4; 9:2; 22:1.
38. See note 35 and, for the structure of I Cor. 1:18-31; 2:6-16, above p. 204.
39. Cf. E. E. Ellis, "New Directions in Form Criticism", Jesus Christus in Historie und
Theologie. Festschriftfar H. Conzelmann, ed. G. Strecker, (Tiibingen 1975), pp. 299-315; B.
Gerhardsson, The Testing of God's Son (Lund 1966) (on Mt. 4: 1-11). Cf. also J. A. Sanders
inEssaysin OldTestamentEthics, ed. J.L.Crenshaw (New York 1974 pp.247-271) (on
Lk. Cf. Ellis (n. 49), pp. 237-253.
40. So SB IV, 173 citing Mek Exod. 19:2 (69b). See note 35.
41. As Is. 5:lf. appears in the Gospels, the phrase "cleared it of stones" is lacking; but it was
probably in the original form of the midrash. Here the gospel tradition tends to reduce the
Old Testament references. Luke curtails them further and the Gospel of Thomas (65f.)
eliminates them altogether. On the dependence of Thomas on canonical Luke (here) cf. E. E.
Ellis in ZNW 62 (1971), p. 102; (in other sayings) cf. H. Schiirmann in BZ 7 (1963), pp.
236--260. Otherwise: H. Montefiore and H. E.W. Turner, Thomas and the Evangelists (London 1962), pp. 62ff. Cf. Ellis (n. 49), p. 206.
42. On the original unity of the pericopes, Mt. 21 :33-44 and Lk. 10:25-37, cf. Ellis, "New
Directions", pp. 309-315. Cf. further J. D. M. Derrett, Law in the New Testament (London 1970), pp. 208-227 = NTS 11 (1964-65), pp. 22-37; B. Gerhardsson, The Good
Samaritan (Lund 1958), p. 28.
43. D. Daube (The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London 1956), p. 143) regards
the passage, Mt. 15:1-20 as an original unity, "one whole from the outset", with a close
parallel in structure to Gn. Rabba 8:9 (on Gn. I :26) and Nu Rabba l 9:8 (on Nu. 19:2). Even
so, Mt. 15: 1-9 remains an original literary unity, relatively self-contained, and the mid rash
from which the rest of the passage proceeds.
44. A more complex stating of a problem is found in Mt. 22:23-33 = Mk. 12: 18--27, the
Sadducees' question about the resurrection.
45. For the Gospels, as the above examples indicate, the forms in Matthew are at times
clearer and closer to the Jewish, rabbinical patterns, i.e. presumably more primitive; those in
Mark are at times broken and somewhat dissipated. This raises questions about the source
criticism of the Gospels that cannot be discussed here.
46. Cf. the midrash in Rom. 9:13, 14-23 (Ellis, "Exegetical Patterns", pp. 140f.).
47. Cf. Is. 9:14.; Ezk. 5:5; Zc. 1:10; 5:6; Dn. 4:21 (24); 5:25f.; at Qumran, 4Qflor 1:21:,
l lf., 14; IQpHab 3:lff. Cf. E. E. Ellis, "Midrashic Features in the Speeches of Acts",
Melanges bibliques en hommage au B. Rigaux, ed. A. Descamps (Gembloux, 1969), pp.
306--309. For the use of the formula in the rabbinic literature cf. W. Bacher, Die Proomien
der a/ten jiidischen Homilie, (Farnborough {Eng.) 1970 (I 913), p. 17; Exegetische Terminologie der judischen Traditionsliteratur (Darmstadt 1965 ( 1899, 1905)), pp. l 73f., I 77f.
48. Je. 31:31; !QpHab 2:3-6; cf. CD 6:19; 8:21; 19:33; 20:12f.; I Cor. 11:25; Heb.
8:7-13.
49. CD I: 12; JQpHab 2:7; 7:2; 4Qplsa' 8; Mk. 13:30; cf. Mt. 4: 14-17; Acts 2: 17; I Cor.
10:11. Cf. E. E. Ellis, Prophecy and Hermeneutic(Tiibingen 1978), pp. 179, 189.
50. Cf. lQpHab 7:1-8; IQH 12:IIIT.; R. N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the
Apostolic Period (Grand Rapids 1974), pp. 41-45; F. F. Bruce in Neotestamentica et
Semitica, ed. E. E. Ellis and M. Wilcox (Edinburgh 1969), pp. 225IT.; 0. Michel, Paulus und
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seine Bibel, (Darmstadt 1972 \ pp. 2 I 5!T.; H. C. Kee, "The Function of ... Quotations ...
in Mark I l-·16", in E. E. Ellis and E. Grii.s8er (ed.),.!esus und Paulus (Gottingen 1975). pp.
179-82.
5 l. Doeve. Hermeneutics, p. 116.
52. ef. Ellis, '"Midrash, Targum". pp. 65-69; "Exegetical Patterns", p. 137 (cf. I eor. I :31
with 2 Cor. 10:17); Michel, Paulus, p. 213. Somewhat different perhaps is Hab. 2:4; it
appears with On. 15:6 = Rom. 4:3 as the initial text of a midrash, Rom. I: 17-4:25, and is
apparently interpreted in terms of the exposition of the same text in Gal. 3:&--29.
53. See note 35.
54. E.g. Mk. 4: 1-22 (on Jc. 4:3); Lk. 15:3-6 {on Ezk. 34: 11 ).
55. er. F. Dclitzsch, ThePsalms(Grand Rapids 1949(1871)),pp. 154-157:(retheking)A.
Bentzen, Fortolkning . .. Salmer, (Copenhagen 1939, cited in H. Ringgren. The Faith of the
Psalmists (Philadelphia 1963). p. 98.
56. E.g. Mt. 12:32; Mk. 10:30; Lk. 20:34f.
57. Nu. 24: 14: Is. 2:2; Dn. JO: 14: Ho. 3:5; Am. 5: !SIT.; Mi. 4: I; Zc. 14; cf. Hg. 2:9; G.
Kittel and G. von Rad, TDNT 2 (1964/1935), pp. 697, 944f.; U. Luz, Das Geschichlsverstiindnis des Paulus (Miinchen 1968), pp. 531T.
58. ef. Lk. 7: I 9-22; 11 :20-22, 31 par; Rom. 14:17; Gal. I :4; Col. I: 13; 0. Cullmann.
Christ and Time {London 1952), pp. 81-93: Salvation in History (London 1967). pp.
193-209; Luz. Paulus, p. 5.
59. Cf. Lk. 11:2; 21:27; 22:16, 281T.; Mt. 25:31.
60. Cullmann, Salvation, pp. 233. 236.
61. Ibid., p. 25. er. F. F. Bruce, "Salvation History in the New Testament," Man and his
Sa!vatio11, ed. E. J. Sharpe (Manchester 1973), pp. 75-90; W. G. Kiimmel, Promise and
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62. W.G. Kiimmel, "Schriftauslegung". RGGV, 1519.
63. '"pneumatische Betrachtungsweise ... L. Goppelt, Tvpos: Die 1ypolo1sische De11rung
des Allen Testaments im Neuen (Darmstadt 1969 ( 1939). pp. 183. 243f. D. H. Madvig\ English
translation of Typos (Grand Rapids 1982. pp. 152. 202) renders the phrase ··spiritual approach".
64. Cf. Luz, Paulus, p. 53.
65. D. Daube, The Exodus Pattern in the Bible (London 1963): G. von Rad, Old Testament
Fheolog1•, 2 vols. (London 1960), 1965, II, 272.
66. Heb. 5: 1-10; 9:9; JO: I; Col. 2: 17; cf. Mt. 7: 11; Jn. J: l4f.; 6:32. Hcb. 8:5 {cf. 9:24: Acts
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John (6:31 -39; 14: 1-3) and unlike Philo. Hebrews incorporates the vertical typology into the
horizontal. two-age schema by identifying the "heavenly" with the age to come, that is, with
the ascended and coming Jesus. Cf. Heb. 9:24-28; 10:3 7; L. Goppelt, TDNT 8 ( 1972).
p.258; Rev. 21 :2; Gal. 4:25f.: "present Jerusalem ... Jerusalem above.'' See also C.T.
Fritsch, "TO ANTITYllON", Studia Biblicu [for] T. C. Vrieze11. ed. W. C. van Unnik
(Wagcningen 1966), pp. 100--110.
67. 2 Sa. 7:l 21T.; Ps. 2; 16; 110; Am. 9: I If.; cf. Jn. 7:42; Acts 3:25--36; 13 :33ff.; 15: I 6ff.: I
Cor. 15:25; Heb. 1:5; E. Lohse, TDNT 8 (1972), pp. 482-487. Re Moses cf. J. Jeremias.
TDNT 4 ( 1967/ 1942). pp. 856-873. Re Son of God cf. M. Hengel, The Son of God (London
1976). pp. 42-5.
68. Ps. 8:4, ben- 'adam; I Cor. 15-27, 45; Eph. I :2 If.; Heb. 2:5-10; cf. Lk. 3:38; Acts 6: 14;
7:44. 48.
69. Cf. also I Pet. 3:21f.; Rev. 2:7, 26f.
70. Mk. 14:58 (dxtteo110,ryrn<;); 15:29; Lk. 23:42f. ("kingdom". "Paradise"); Mt. 19:4-9; cf.
Lk. 16:16-18.
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71. See note 55. Cf. W. Wifall, "Gen. 3:15 ... ", CBQ 36 (1974), p.365; The Yahwist has
presented Israel's prehistory within a "Davidic" or "messianic" framework.
72. On. 7:14 ("dominion", "glory"); cf. M. Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark (London
1967), pp. l 7IT., 24-30, 71.
73. On. 7:13f., 27; Test. Levi 18; 2 Baruch 72-74; IQS 4:22f.; CD 3:13-20; 4:20; IQH
6:7f., !Sf.; 17:12-15; IQ34; cf. Is. 43; 65:22.
74. I Cor. 15:22; Rom. 5:12, 15.
75. Acts 3:25; 2 Cor. 3:6-9.
76. Gal. 5:14; Rom. 7:12; 13:8: "Love" (Lev. 19:18) is not a substitute for the commandments (Ex. 20) but a means and guide by which they are interpreted and fulfilled. Cf.
Heb. 10:1.
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law as an expression of God's righteousness, which it ever continues to be, and the (works of)
law as a means of man's salvation, which it is not and never was, leads G. Klein (Rekonstruktion und Interpretation (Miinchen 1969), p. 210 =Evangelische Theologie 24 [1964], 155) to
the totally misguided conclusion that for Paul Moses, the giver of the law, is "the functionary
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Hally demonized." Cf. C. E. B. Cranfield, "St. Paul and the Law", SJT 17 ( 1964), pp. 43-68;
'Notes on Rom. 9:30-33", in E. E. Ellis and E. Grasser (ed.), Jesus und Paulus (Gottingen
1975), pp. 35-43.
78. Luz, Paulus, pp. 59f. E.g. Abraham represents synthetic typology (i.e. his faith) but not
antithetic (i.e. his circumcision, Gal. 3). Moses and the Exodus can represent both (Heb.
11:28f.; 1 Cor. 10:1-4, 6-10; 2 Cor. 3:9); socanJerusalem(Gal. 4:25f.; Rev. 11:8; 21:i).
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79. Cullmann, Salvation, pp. 123; cf. 127-135.
80. Lk. 17:26-30; 2 Pet. 2:6; Jude 7 (.Sefyµa); Mt. 24:3.
81. I Cor. 10:6-11; Heb. 4:5, 11.
82. Rev. 11:8; 17:5; cf. Rom. 2:24; Gal. 4:29.
83. 2 Th. 2:3f.; Rev. 13:1-10.
84. Goppelt, Typos. Cf. Cullmann, Salvation, pp. 127-135; J. C. K. von Hoffman, Interpreting the Bible (Minneapolis 1972 (1880)). Alternative approaches have been advocated by
R. E. Brown (The Sensus Plenior of Sacred Scripture (Baltimore 1955)), by the existentialist
theologians (e.g. M. Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive in der Christologie des Lukas (Giitersloh
1969), p. 209; A. Suhl, Die Funktion der alttestamentliche Zitate ... im Markusevangelium
(Giitersloh 1965), pp. 162-186) and by A. T. Hanson (Jesus Christ in the Old Testament
(London 1965), pp. 6f., 172-178), who believes that "the real presence of the pre-existent
Jesus" best explains, for the most part, this area of New Testament exegesis. Cf. also his
Studies in Paul's Technique and Theology (London 1974), pp. 149-158. Whether sensus
plenior is only a kind of allegorical interpretation, as J. L. McKenzie thinks (JBL 77, 1958,
pp. 202f.), will depend upon the criteria used; cf. R. E. Brown, CBQ 25 (I 963), pp. 274ff.
Hanson's view does not pose an absolute alternative to typological interpretation, as he admits (p. 177); it also does not appear to do justice to certain aspects of the two-age, apocalyptic framework of New Testament thought. The setting of existential decision in opposition to
salvation history (Suh!) is, in my judgement, a false dichotomy. See below, pp. 213.
85. R. Bultmann, "Ursprung und Sinn der Typologie als hermeneutische Methode", TLZ
75 (1950), cols. 205__!._212 = Exegetica (Tiibingen 1967), pp. 369-380.
86. See note 64.
87. Mk. 14:22IT.; Col. I :24; J. A. T. Robinson, The Body, London 1952; R. P. Shedd, Man
in Community (London 1958); Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 88-98, 126-135; B. Gartner, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and in the New Testament (Cambridge 1965), pp.
138-142.
88. Even the phrase "in faith" appears to denote at times a sphere of existence, i.e. "in
Christ". Cf. Acts 14:22; 16:5; I Cor. 16:13; 2 Cor. 13:5; Col. 1:23; 2:7; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2:15;
Jas. 2:5; 1 Pet. 5:9. On baptism, however, cf. L. Hartman, "Baptism 'into the name of
Jesus'", Studia Theologica 28 (1974), pp. 24-28, 35f.
89. H. W. Robinson, Corporate Personality in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia 1964 ( 1935)); cf.
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Deuteronomy and Joshua (The Century Bible) (Edinburgh 1907) p. 266. Cf. J. Pedersen,
Israel (London 1959 (1926), 1-11, pp. 263-296, 474-479; III-IV, pp. 76-86; A. R. Johnson,
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90. Cf. Ellis, Paul's Use, pp. 136-139; Lk. 19:9; Acts 3:22f.; 15:14ff.; Rom. 9:6; Gal. 6:16;
Phil. 3:3; Heb. 4:9; Rev. 2:14. Otherwise: J. Jervell, Luke and 1he People of God,
(Minneapolis 1972), pp. 41-69; P. Richardson, Israel in the Apostolic Church (Cambridge
I 969).
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_
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91. E.g. Acts 4:25ff.; Rom. 8:36; 9.25; 10: 13; cf. M. Simon, Verus Israel (Pans 1964 ), pp.
104-24·; W. Gutbrod, TDNT 3 (1965/1938), pp. 384---388; H. Strathmann, TDNT 4
(I 967/1942), pp. 50-57.
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4Qtest 22, 29f.
93. E. Dinkier, "Earliest Christianity," The idea of Hislory in the Ancient Near Eas/, ed. R.
C. Denton (New Haven 1955), p. 190.
94. Klein, Rekons/ruktion, pp. 180-204.
95. Cullmann, Salvation, p. 248.
96. Luz, Paulus, p. 156.
97. Eph. 4:22IT.; I Cor. 10:2; 15:22, 45; Gal. 3:27; Acts 3:221T.
98. P. Auvray et al., L'Ancient Testament et les chretiens (Paris 1951), pp. 132-148.
99. I Cor. 2:6-16. See notes 15, 50.
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CHAPTER XIII

APPROACHES TO NEW TESTAMENT EXEGESIS
Ralph P. Martin
I. Different Ways of Interpreting the New Testament
Exegesis means interpretation and as we apply the term to the books of
the New Testament we may begin with a provisional definition of the task.
To practise exegesis in regard to the New Testament literature is to enquire
what was the meaning intended by the original authors. The process is one
of uncovering that meaning, and the technique is known as heuristics, i.e.
the study which explains how to discover the sense of a passage of Scripture. This is to be the interpreter's primary aim, requiring that his approach
to Scripture be one of honest enquiry and a determined effort to find out the
intended meaning of the author for his day.
But this approach, expressed in a way which at first glance commends
itself as straightforward and full of commonsense, both proceeds with some
assumptions which ought to be acknowledged openly and conceals several
hidden pitfalls. We can notice these as we set down some of the different
ways in which the approach to the interpretation of the New Testament has
been understood.
J.

THE DOGMATIC APPROACH

Under this heading we refer to a view of the New Testament Scripture
which sees it as an arsenal of proof-texts to be arranged, without much
regard given to their literary form, historical context, theological purpose, or
even their best translation into modern English, to form a network of
probative evidence.
Seen in this light, the meaning of Scripture is atomized by being regarded
as contained in key-words or key-phrases or isolated single verses treated
without respect to their neighbouring context. Little attention is paid to the
teaching of the passage or book in which the individual texts appear. There
is obvious danger in this method. It misuses the text of Scripture by appealing to a truncated part (a verse) instead ofto the larger, more intelligible unit
(a paragraph or longer section, according to the writer's purpose). It cannot
escape the charge of subjectivism when isolated verses are chosen because
of their apparent suitability to "prove a point". And it is forgetful of God's
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providence in conveying his word to men not in fragmented or situation-less
dicta, but in the total context of the historical milieu of an ancient people
(Israel, the early church) and through the medium of a set of languages
which make use of non-prescriptive modes of expression. Failure to recall
this last point turns the New Testament into a legal code or a set of cold
facts, like a telephone directory.
On a different level another version of the dogmatic approach is evident
in those instances in church history when an ecclesiastical authority has imposed an interpretation on Scripture. To give one example, the Council of
Trent gave clear directive about the meaning of Jesus' eucharistic words to
the disciples in the upper room.
He said in plain, unmistakable words that he was giving them his own body and
his own blood ....
These words have their proper and obvious meaning and were so understood by
the Fathers. t

This ruling by the Magisterium indicates an authoritative appeal to one,
highly particularized interpretation of Scripture and its use as a dogmatic instrument to establish church teaching. Again, as with the previous discussion about Protestant proof-texting, Scripture has assumed the character of
a law-book.
2.

THE IMPRESSIONISTIC APPROACH

The impressionistic approach may seem to be the exact antithesis of the
method just described. Its main characteristic is a way of approaching the
New Testament Scripture in which the reader equates the message of the
passage before him with the thoughts which fill his mind as he reads. The exercise is one of gaining impressions from the text which has its function in
exciting and engendering a series of ''thoughts", triggered by the verses in
question. This is a popular treatment of the Bible with some recent
evangelical young people's groups, for example the Jesus people. 2
There can be no doubt that this approach is open to grave objection. It is
a treatment of Scripture which is at the mercy of human feelings; it fails to
submit to some objective control in a recognition of the plain sense of the
text, set in its historical context. Therefore it overlooks the reality that Scripture comes to us in historical dress and requires that we respect its contex tual setting in the day in which it was first given. Moreover, the approach ignores the fact, only too painfully obvious, that the Bible is not an easy book
to understand and its study demands our full attention and the mental dis, cipline of concentrated effort to grasp the import of the words before us if
we are to penetrate to their true meaning. It is a counsel of despair to turn
away from serious Bible study because it is difficult, in preference for the
easy way of impressionism.
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3.

THE GRAMMATICO-HISTORICAL METHOD

The grammatico-historical method has everything to commend it as an
antidote to both of the approaches mentioned. It takes seriously God's
revelation which he has been pleased to communicate in verbal form in the
pages of holy Scripture. The New Testament is the word of God in the
words of men. 3 For that reason, the reader begins his enquiry into the
meaning of a passage with a conscious endeavour to know what the words
(Gr. grammata) meant in their historical setting. And that means that he will
strive to gain understanding of the text through the language-form which
any specific passage employs. Certain corollaries follow from this appreciation of what Scripture is and how God has been pleased to make it available
to his people. For one thing, there is the problem of the best text of the New
Testament in the original Greek. The student will want to satisfy himself, as
far as he is able, that either the Greek Testament in front of him or the
translation based upon it is the "best". By that word is meant that it is as
close to the original autographs as it is possible to get through the science of
textual criticism. The transmission of the New Testament text has been
affected by the contingencies of historical circumstances and, since we do
not possess the original autographs for inspection, it is incumbent upon us
that we use all the means available to recover the text which stands nearest
to the original.
The other matter is the ascertaining of the meaning of the Greek words
and their translation equivalents in our native language. For this we need the
help of grammar books, lexicons, dictionaries and concordances. To be
sure, there will also be a residue of places where the grammatical or syntactical sense is unclear. The first epistle of John contains several instances of
this ambiguity and it is uncertain (e.g. at l John 4: 17) exactly how the
prepositional phrases, dependent clauses and adverbial expressions fit
together as the author originally intended. Several permutations and combinations are possible. 4
Then, the clothing of God's saving revelation of himself in historical
events and their interpretation means that the present-day student must take
history seriously and be alive to the setting of Scripture's story as far as the
New Testament is concerned in the world of first century Graeco-Roman
society. Luke's notice in his gospel (3:lf.) shows the evangelist's purpose in
describing the historical framework in which the gospel events took place.
This anchoring of the saving message in history is of immeasurable importance. It was appreciated by the early Christians in their refusal to evacuate
the gospel of its historical content and to cut it loose from its historical
moorings - a refusal which led them to oppose gnostic influences as
heretical (cf. 2 Pet. l:16fT.).
Furthermore, the grammatico-historical method enters a needed protest
against an inordinate desire for relevance which marks out the impressionistic approach. According to the aim of the latter, the reader
professes a desire to study and to heed only those parts of Scripture which
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have an easily convertible theological and spiritual value and whose application to life stands out most obviously. This proclivity to accept only parts of
the Bible as relevant and spiritually valuable has been severely criticized in
recent years, notably by J. Barr. 5
This is a tendency, however, to be held in check as we pay due recognition to the demands of the grammatico-historical requirements. They include the reminder that the scope of the Bible covers the entire range of life
and offers a comprehensive world-view which is distorted if we choose to
narrow it to our personal interests at any given moment of our Christian experience. A true corrective is supplied by our resolve to treat the whole corpus of Scripture with serious intent and to hear what its total witness may be
by the rigorous and disciplined application of a method which seeks to
elucidate the message in its original setting and in its literal sense.

4.

THE MEANING FOR THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

The question is now raised whether a Christian reader of the New Testament can remain content with a line of study which sets its aim only at the
ascertaining of the first-century meaning. Granted that this is a legitimate
and necessary starting-point, must we not press on to enquire about the
meaning of the text for ourselves today? This second stage of enquiry is the
determining of the true transition point needed to move from "What did the
text mean?" to "What does the text say and how do I understand it for
myself today?" The issue was first pinpointed by W. Dilthey when he drew
the distinction between explanation and understanding. 6
At this point we should notice an approach to the interpretation of the
New Testament which regards as totally unsatisfactory any attempt to stay
with the first-century meaning of the text. This is the existentialist approach,
which is more fully described and criticized later in this book (pp. 294-300).
It will be sufficient to mention here its main emphasis since it is regarded as
the most serious rival to the view which has just been mentioned.
Its starting principle is the acceptance of the thesis stated by H.-G.
Gadamer (in his Wahrheit und Methode Tiibingen 1973 ') that a modern
reader is bound to understand the meaning of an ancient author in a way
different from the one which that author intended. This barrier led Gadamer
to enunciate the principle that interpretation inevitably includes translation
from one situation to another, and that the modern interpreter should ask
what the text is saying to him in his situation. Basically the approach of existential hermeneutics is: Granted that the text meant such-and-such to its
, first writer and his readers, what does the text mean to me today even
though I cannot share the presuppositions of that ancient situation and am
separated by a barrier of world-view and culture from that old-world scene?
Put otherwise, this method of exegesis asks, What would the ancient author
have meant by his words if he had been living in our contemporary situation
and how does he speak to us today? We can hear his message by taking
what we think to be his meaning given long ago and bringing i! over
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(trans-lating) into our frame of reference. The chief exponent of this way of
looking at and listening to Scripture is E. Fuchs. See further pp. 308ff.
But it would be wrong to imagine that this method has gained general
currency outside a limited constituency. Opponents of Bultmann (e.g. 0.
Cullmann, whose teaching on salvation history is based on the priority of
the grammatico-historical method), insist that we must listen to what the
New Testament meant to its first readers and give that our obedience
however unpalatable and "strange" its message may be. Writing from within
the Bultmannian school, E. Kasemann objects that the existential exegetical
method may lead to serious distortions of what the New Testament is all
about and set up a new norm by which the New Testament message is required to be tested. 7
One important way of bridging the gap between the poles of reading the
New Testament in order to ascertain the first century meaning and arriving
at the contemporary application of that message is the approach known as
the seeking of sensus plenior. By this term is meant the deeper meaning of
the text, a meaning not apparently intended by the author but seen to be intended by God when we have regard to the further light which is shed on the
text by developing revelation. 8
A good example of this method is the exegesis of Old Testament
"Messianic" prophecies (e.g. Is. 7:14) which yield their full meaning to the
Christian believer when he reads them in the light of interpretation given by
the New Testament writers (e.g. Mt. 1:23). There is much value in this approach inasmuch as the New Testament itself encourages its readers to see
larger fulfilments of what appeared only in embryo or in part in the Old
Testament revelation (Heb. 1: 1-3). But some firm control is needed, and the
principle of sensus plenior is misused if it opens the door to the notion of a
tandem relationship between Scripture and tradition (even in the modified
form suggested by Y. M.-J. Congar 9 ) or suggests that the later church has
power to sanction as authoritative for Christian doctrine ideas and dogmas
which are held to be latent in Scripture and subsequently elevated to the
status of "articles of belier'. w The criteria by which we may decide what
constitutes sensus p/enior are (a) an authorization in the New Testament
which gives warrant to the "fulle~ sense" to be accorded to an Old Testament passage. This credential would have the effect of placing the Old
Testament teaching in a wider context, and mal<lng it germane for the
history of salvation (e.g. the Immanuel prophecies in Isaiah). Then (b) the
New Testament's "larger fulfilment" should be congruous with the literal
sense. Examples of the possible homogeneity of two passages may be given
in the prophetic psalms 2 and 110 where the original setting in the Israelite
monarchy is capable of wider and deeper application to "great David's
greater Son".
A more cautious way of framing the interrelation between the Old Testament preparation for Christ and the fulfilment in the New is in terms of
typology. 11 According to this method the emphasis is shifted from the words
in the Old Testament passages which are thought to contain hidden truth
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(which later became clarified through further revelation) to events or things
described in the Old Testament which are the subject of interpretative commentary in the New. Thus we are encouraged to see in a series of historical
happenings (the Passover, the manna, the bronze serpent) and persons
(Adam, Melchizedek, Moses, David) the types (for the word typos see Rom.
5: 14 and for the adverb typikos see 1 Car. 10:11) of the later events in the
ministry of Jesus and the explications of the ways in which his person and
work were understood.
5.

SALVATION HISTORY

This brings us to consider the method which goes right to the heart of the
Christian concern with Scripture, particularly the New Testament. We may
express it in terms of salvation history. 12 Scripture is the record of God's
redeeming acts and their interpretation, directed to his people and calculated
to evoke their response in obedience, love and service. The latter part of that
statement is important since it is sometimes objected that when "salvation
history" is narrowly conceived as a recital of dramatic events of God's
redemption it allows no room for the Wisdom literature in the Old Testament, or (say) the hortatory sections in Paul or the Epistle of James in the
New Testament. But these portions in the hortatory sections in Paul or in
the Epistle of James are to be classified under man's total response to the
grace of God and his salvation. The response is as wide-ranging as the
revelation of God and covers the whole of life.
Yet even with this caveat it still remains true that the multiform character
of the New Testament does not permit us to erect a "canon within the
canon" to the exclusion of some parts of the corpus which do not apparently
relate to the person and place of Jesus Christ. We may want to give
emphasis to those parts of the New Testament which (as Luther said) "present Christ bright and clear" and so which "promote Christ". And in our
study of any given passage we should do well to begin with the question of
what the section may have to say to us about Jesus Christ as the focus of
God's saving purpose for the world and the church. But we may have to admit in all candour that the christological teaching is absent in any given section (e.g. James). However, we shall place an appropriate value on that
passage and see it in the total perspective of the New Testament. In this
case, it will have something to say to us as we enquire why it was that James
raised the objection that "faith without works is dead", perhaps in the context of a misunderstanding of Paul's teaching of so/a gratia, solafide and of
a travesty of his gospel which turned freedom from the law into antinomianism and libertinism (as in Rom. 3:8; 6:lff.).
The important guiding principle is that we should seek to begin with the
text in its original setting and try to ascertain all we can about the occasion
of its teaching. Then we shall be in a good position to read off the application (if any) of that teaching for our situation. Isolated verses taken from
their context should be handled with caution (though there is no denying
NTI - O
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that the Lord of the Scripture may speak to his people in exceptional ways,
however much we may wish to hedge about the random method of Bible
selection and indicate its hidden pitfalls to the unwary). More safety is found
in the sense of a larger unity of Scripture - a paragraph, a whole incident or
a book of the New Testament. The recognition that the passage had a
message for its readers long before we set eyes on it will save us from
presumption and arrogance (as though the Scripture were written primarily
for our sakes: see l Cor. 14:36). This salutary reminder is an effective
answer to both dogmatism and impressionism.
The rigorous application of the grammatico-historical method will place a
check on any tendency either to personal idiosyncrasy in wanting to read
into the text what we wish it would say or a spiritualizing of the Bible which
allows its message to float in an undefined vacuum and untethered to the
historical events of the process of God's activity in salvation. That activity is
located in the time-and-space framework of the history of Jesus Christ and
the apostolic church; and whether we like it or not we are shut up to this
segment of world history for the locus of redemption and its inspired int~rpretation. The New Testament both tells the story and supplies the key to
the story. For that reason it remains tne indispensable source of our
knowledge of God and his ways with men.
II. Some Principles of Exegesis

We turn now to consider some principles of interpretation which should
be kept in view as we approach any given passage. First, the principles will
be stated in the form of questions; then, we shall devote the remainder of the
essay to some illustrations of the type ofliterature which is found in the New
Testament.
1.

LITERARY FORM

We may first ask the general question, what is the literary form
(technically known as genus litterarium) of the several New Testament
documents? The twenty-seven books of the New Testament are not written
in the same genre and it is important to know the chief classifications of the
New Testament "library" of books. One question regarding classificati<;m
has to do with the precise type of writing known as "gospel". Is it an
attempted "Life of Jesus" on the analogy of contemporary parallels in the
ancient world (such as Plutarch's Lives)? Or does the first Christian Gospel
(usually taken to be Mark) fall into no category for which antiquity can
produce a parallel? If so, is this unique literary type of writing the way we
should classify the later Gospels (e.g. Luke) which both follow Mark's
general outline and add features of a more "biographical" nature which are
not found in Mark?
A similar question has to be faced in regard to the segment of the New
Testament literature which goes under the caption of "letters". Are they
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pieces of private correspondence between (say) Paul and the churches? Or
were they composed consciously for publication and so fall into the
category of "epistles" (as Deissmann once suggested in his well-known discussion of the two classes of epistolary writing in the hellenistic world)? According to the decision taken in this matter, questions touching the manner
of Paul's composition, i.e. whether his letters were "occasional writings"
composed in the urgency of the moment or carefully constructed discourses
arranged with regard to some well-attested literary forms of the day and
showing evidence of a polished style, will have to be considered. Either way,
there is the problem set by the possibility that Paul may have used a scribe
to take down his oral messages. Indeed the existence of an amanuensis is
seen in Romans 16:22. Then, it becomes a matter of some importance to
know how much freedom Paul gave to a man such as Tertius and whether
the forms of speech and the actual words used are Paul's own or whether he
permitted his scribe to fill in the skeleton he suggested and gave the final
product his approval when he came to append his signature. The latter
method of scribal freedom is found in our knowledge of writing methods in
the Graeco-Roman world. 13
2.

BACKGROUND

We can now turn to consider the literary problems presented by a given
text or passage in one of the books of the New Testament by asking, what
do the words mean in their obvious background? Sometimes this
background will be clearly the Old Testament as when the text is written in
conscious imitation of the poetry of the Old Testament psalms or in a Septuagintal style or with the use of expressions which are identifiable as
Semitic (e.g. hyperbole, gnomic or pithy sayings, liturgical formulas). At
other times, the setting will be that of the Graeco-Roman world, as evidenced by snatches of hellenistic philosophy, lines from the Greek theatre or the
use of language which is seen in the non-literary papyri. 14
3.

CULTURAL SETTING

What is the cultural setting of the passage and how is it illumined by
knowing something of the customs, traditions, folk-lore of the people who
play a part in the narrative or who were the audiences for whom the sayings
or the writing were intended? is At a deeper level, we shall need to enquire
about the religious and theological milieu in which the people of the story
stood and to learn something of the presuppositions (e.g. cosmological
ideas, belief in evil spirits) which informed those religious beliefs.
4.

THEOLOGICAL PURPOSE

Above all, we must ask what is the theological purpose of the author and
how does he express it. 16 Underlying our attempted exegesis will be the
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desire to learn what theological motivation (called a Tendenz) has inspired
the writer. Only in this way can we hope to appreciate the meaning which he
intended in his recording (say) of a parable of Jesus or a piece of descriptive
narration or a statement of religious conviction. This does not imply that we
think that the New Testament writers had an ulterior motive in their presentations. But it does insist that no New Testament author wrote without some
definite purpose in view. Sometimes the purpose is openly declared (e.g. Lk.
1:1-4; Jn. 20:31; Col. 2:2-4; 1 Tim. 1:3ff.; l Jn. 2:1, 7, 12; 5:13) and at
other times it has to be teased out of the overall writing of the author as well
as discovered by a close inspection of the contextual setting of his individual
verses.
Another matter which is raised sometimes acutely for the modern reader
of the gospels emerges from the recognition that these evangelists were also
theologians in their own right. It was not their purpose simply to reproduce
the life and teaching of Jesus in a detached and neutral way. They were men
of Christian faith who wrote to confirm the faith of their readers and qilite
probably to refute some erroneous teaching which had appeared in the
churches. The implicit refutation of docetism which lies in the background
of John's Gospel with its full stress on Jesus' humanity is a case in point.
Many students, however, find problems with another part of this understanding of the gospel tradition. Source criticism has shown more or less
conclusively that the evangelists used materials from the traditions they took
over, and redaction criticism has added the supplementary consideration
that the evangelists were not simply transmitters of that tradition but the
first commentators on it. Their work as editors implies that they adapted
and shaped the tradition in order to bring it into line with their own
theological purpose. It is this study of the pre-history of the gospel records
which causes some important questions to be asked. Specifically, it is asked
whether our exegesis is concerned with recovering "what actually
happened" in the story and "what Jesus really said" by pressing behind the
gospel data which include (in this view) the evangelists' interpretations and
editorial work. An example is the way in which many modern scholars treat
the parables of Jesus. We are faced with a recoverable setting of the stories
in Jesus' own ministry. But in addition the text both contains a transposed
setting in the life and activity of the early church and evinces a certain
embellishment to make the original message of Jesus relevant to life
situations in the later church. The question at issue is how much concern
should the modern exegete show about these adaptations and modifications
which are attributable to the early church's interest.
As a general principle - and we may refer to other sections of this book to
discuss the points in detail - we may concede that our interest should be a
double one. In so far as we can press back to recover the ipsissima verba of
Jesus, or at least to catch the overtone of his ipsissima vox which may or
may not be the same thing, 17 we must do so. For by this route of enquiry we
are assured of being in touch with the historical centre of our faith, the
earthly Jesus as he walked and talked in Palestine. But it is a serious mistake
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to think that we should discard as worthless the testimony of the early
Christians which has become woven, often inextricably, into the narrative.
That interpretative evidence has its own value as a witness, at once inspired
and authoritative, to what the first Christians believed and taught about
their Lord or how they responded to the original version of his teaching. To
that extent both strata of the gospel tradition have their distinctive roles to
play and they should not be set in antithesis.
Nor is it it a wise course to overlook the way in which several parts of the
New Testament were written against diverse backgrounds. An example of
this feature might be given in the use of the terms "faith" and "works" in
Paul and James. Neither writer is saying exactly the same thing by these
words. Conceivably, as we have mentioned, James is correcting a defective
understanding of Paul's teaching on the part of his followers. Or we can cite
the important place given to "righteousness" in Matthew's gospel which
looks as though the term there is a conscious rebuttal of the false notion of
"righteousness by faith" in the hands of some misguided Christians who
turned Paul's teaching into antinomian licence by supposing that Gentile
Christians were free to live as they pleased (see Rom. 3:31; 6:lff.; Gal.
5: 13-15; 2 Pet. 2: 17-22 in the light of 2 Pet. 3:16). 18
In effect, this caution means that every section of the New Testament
must be interpreted in the light of the larger context of the overall purpose
and plan of the book of which it forms a part, and according to the purpose
for which it was intended. Often the purpose of individual verses can only be
known as we see the fuller purpose of the book or the epistle, and (paradoxically) the specific reason for writing is found in the sum of the individual
verses. This is the hermeneutical circle in which the modern interpreter finds
himself. l 9
An example of this inter-relation of the whole and the parts is the book of
the Revelation. Starting from the premise {which in turn is deducible from
an examination of the chapters of the book) that this book of the New
Testament belongs to the literary genre of apocalyptic (see later, p. 234f.),
we may state that its primary purpose is that of the encouragement and
strengthening of the affiicted people of God as they undergo trial and
persecution. This conclusion is borne out by an inspection of individual
verses (e.g. 2:10; 13:10; 14:12) and thus it becomes a principle which helps
us to interpret the message of the whole book.
III. Literary Forms and Styles

We turn now to pass under review specimen exempla of the chief literary
forms which are found in the New Testament. Obviously some choice will
have to be made in this selection; and what governs that choice is the need
~o single out such material as requires some comment if we are to be helped
m the task of exegesis. The literary forms, then, will not be discussed in their
own right as examples drawn from ancient literature but rather as data contributing to a fuller appreciation of Scripture as God's word to man. That
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word was written in the style and manner of a first century writing. Our task
is to throw some light on the literary usages which the New Testament
writers employed as an aid to a clearer exegesis.
1.

GENRE

The literature of the New Testament falls into four categories as we
classify it according to its literary genre: gospel, acts, epistle and
apocalypse.
(a) The literary type of "acts" need not detain us for the purposes of our
discussion. The term n:ea~et,; is known to have been applied to some
biographical works in antiquity but the author of the writing ad Theophilum
does not use the word. He uses loyo~ for his first volume (Acts I: l) and he
calls the work of predecessors in that field by the title of "stories", lJirJY~at:1,;.
The canonical title of "The Acts of the Apostles" was added later to the second volume in the Lucan corpus and it seems "if anything an effort to
describe the contents rather than the form". 20 The later apocryphal Acts get
their name from th~ Lucan model, and in both instances there does not seem
to be any adherence to a stereotyped literary form in the choice of this title.
(b) The term "gospel" is restricted in the New Testament to the activity
and substance of the early Christian preaching. "To preach the gospel"
(Mk. I: 14; l Cor. I: 17; Gal. l: 11) is a common expression. The New Testament invariably connects "gospel" (i.e. the announcement of good news)
with verbs of speaking and responding, and never with verbs of writing and
reading. Even where the meaning is slightly ambiguous (2 Cor. 8:18, AV)
there is no indication that the early Christians thought of the gospel as a
written composition. "Evangelist" in this period meant a herald, a
proclaimer of good news, and not a scribe busy with his reed-pen.
One of the earliest designations of the gospel records was "memoirs"
(Justin Martyr), but this term did not remain in vogue. Instead, the
Christians of the second and third centuries coined the title "Gospels" for
these books. 21
The reason for this is important, and provides a vital key to a reading of
the "gospels" today. No Christian "biographer" thought that he was preserving by his literary records the memory of Jesus, which might otherwise
lapse and be forgotten. To imagine this is to overlook the Christian belief in
the risen Lord whose living presence was assured to the church in every
generation. It is true that Christians may well have desired a permanent account of Jesus' earthly life, words and activity, especially since his first
followers were being removed from the scene by death with the passing of
the first generation. But it still remains a factor of considerable importance
in our understanding of primitive Christianity that the church's thought and
life were not oriented to the past as though the believers were harking back
to some lost "golden age" when Jesus was here among men. His living
presence was vouchsafed by the Spirit and was made a present reality as
often as they acted upon his promise (Mt. 18:20; 28:19, 20) and broke
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bread "in remembrance of" him (I Cor. ll:24f.).
So the first account of Jesus' ministry (the outline of it may be seen in
skeletal form in Acts 10:37-41) boldly carried as its title: Beginning of the
gospel of Jesus Christ, Son of God (Mark I: I). Consistently thereafter
through Mark's account the term "gospel" refers to the content of the
proclaimed message which was designed to tell the story of God's saving action in Jesus and of the human response to it. In this way the "gospels"
received their name because they gave the substance of the "gospel",
declared in Romans 1:16 to be God's power to salvation for all who believe.
This, we may submit, is the first principle of gospel interpretation. We
place a high value on these four books because they contain the essence of
the saving events which formed the bedrock of the apostolic gospel. They
are kerygmatic (i.e. announcing the good news and calling for a decision in
regard to it) in nature and evangelical in design (i.e. intended to lead to faith
in Jesus Christ, according to Jn. 20:31). They are historical in the way in
which they root the life-story of Jesus in the world of first century Judaism
and the times of Graeco-Roman civilization, but it is history with a distinct
bias.
The history of Jesus is reported from a particular and individualistic
perspective in order to show the kerygmatic side of that history. That means
that the separate sections (the pericopae) and the gospels seen as whole
books were intended to direct their readers' faith to a living person, once
localized in Galilee and Jerusalem but now set free from all earthly limitation, and exalted as Lord of heaven and earth as the one in whom alone
salvation is to be found. We might describe this history as salvation-history
or perhaps better as "interpreted history", that is, history angled in such a
way as to bring out the present significance of Jesus as the living Lord,
accessible to all who call upon him, and as the exemplar of faith who trod a
road of victory through suffering which his followers in every age are bidden
to take. This last mentioned feature of the gospel story suggests to A. N.
Wilder that the truest genre of the Christian gospels is re-enacted history
centred on a faith-story in which Christ is recalled as a pattern of meaning
or orientation for the believer. 22 The element of "mimesis" or re-enactment
implies that history is recalled not as a record of the past valuable for its
own sake but in order to contemporize Christ who comes out of the past to
greet his people in the present.
(c) The major part of the New Testament corpus as regards size falls into
the category of "epistle". 23 As early Christianity spread across the
Mediterranean basin and churches were formed in different localities it
became necessary for lines of communication to be extended between the
various centres. In this way the role played by epistolary correspondence
assumed an importance spoken of by Polycarp in his description of Paul's
contact with the Philippians:
During his residence with you he gave the men of those days clear and sound instruction in the word of truth, while he was there in person among you; and even
after his departure he still sent letters which, if you will study them attentively,
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will enable you to make progress in the faith which was delivered to you (To the
Philippians 3 :2).

The fact of apostolic instruction by letter has produced a type of writing
for which there are no ancient parallels. "The letter of Christian instruction
was in fact almost as distinctive a Christian contribution to literary types as
the written gospel." 24
While this statement may be true in the strict sense of letters composed
for a didactic purpose, the format and style of Paul's letters follow conventional patterns known to us from methods of letter-writing in the hellenistic
world. There were four parties involved: the author, the secretary, the
messenger, and the recipient. Three questions are important as they impinge
upon the exegetical task of understanding the New Testament epistles.
First, the two types of correspondence described by Deissmann need to
be borne in mind. He distinguished between an epistle, which is a conscious
literary effort intended for publication, and a letter, which is private in
character, written for a specific occasion and of ephemeral duration. If we
accept this distinction, it seems that the New Testament pieces of correspondence without exception fall into the former category. Many signs in
the epistles point in this direction. (a) Paul and Peter compose in a carefully
thought-out style, the evidence for which we shall see later. John's first epistle contains recurring patterns of thought which have bewildered the commentators but the overall impression is that John is pursuing certain lines of
pastoral counsel with deliberate intention. (b) Apostolic authority runs
through the major epistles of Paul showing that he was conscious of his
teaching office as "apostle to the Gentiles". This is true even in those parts
of Pauline correspondence which are usually regarded as his "tender"
pastoral letters (Philippians: see 1:1; 2:12; 3:17) and private communications (the note to Philemon is addressed to the church in his house,
verse 2, and speaks of Paul as an ambassador, verse 9). (c) Paul intends that
his letters will be read out in assemblies of Christian worship ( 1 Thes. 5 :2 7)
and will circulate among other Christian groups as they are sent on from the
addressees (Col. 4:16). (d) He has in his mind's eye a picture of the church
assembled for public worship as he writes (1 Cor. 5:lff.; Col. 2:5) and in
greeting one part of the church in his epistle he takes into account also the
wider company of the church in every place (l Cor. 1:2). This vision of an
"ecumenical" church (as in 1 Pet. 1: 1, 5 :9; Jas. 1: 1) enforces the belief that
these epistles are all "catholic" inasmuch as their scope reaches out to embrace the Christian brotherhood in the world. Perhaps the only exceptions
to this rule are 2 and 3 John, which seem to be individual.
Secondly, Paul and Peter both make reference to a scribe (Rom. 16:22; I
Pet. 5: 12); and this has raised the question of how much liberty these men
were allowed in the actual composing of the epistles. 0. Roller's thesis has
been mentioned. According to this, letter-writing in the ancient world was
left to professionals who took down in shorthand the substance of the
author's thought and later, at their leisure since transcribing was a laborious
business, wrote up the letter. Then the completed letter was presented to the
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author for final approval and signature. In this way Roller reconstructed the
manner in which some of Paul's epistles came into being. But he also maintains that there is evidence for Paul's activity in writing the whole letter, as
in Colossians 4:18 where no scribe is mentioned. But this is offset by other
pieces of evidence, notably in the places where he seems to be adding his
final words (Gal. 6:1 I), appending his autograph (Col. 4:18), or supplying a
signature as a proof of authenticity {2 Toes. 3: I 7). It has been claimed that
the mark of his revising hand is apparent in (e.g.) 2 Cor. 8:23f. with its
broken syntax and in a sentence which has no main verb.
The "secretary hypothesis" has been invoked to account for the excellent
literary style of I Peter as well as the unusual features of word usage and
style in the Pastoral epistles. 25 Certainly l Peter 5: 12 gives more
information than do the Pauline letters about the status of the scribe, though
it is premature for some scholars to conclude on the strength of this that
"the vocabulary and style are not decisive criteria for settling its authenticity" since the secretary ex hypothesi took part in the composition of an
epistle. 26 W. G. Kiimmel has entered some important caveats regarding this
theory, namely that frequent breaks and interruptions in the flow of the
epistles (e.g. Phil. 3:lf.) show that these are due to pauses in dictation and
that the scribe is writing the letter directly from Paul's lips. Also he appeals
to a consistency of language throughout the Pauline homologoumena,
which suggests that even with scribal assistance it is the real Paul whose personality and teaching comes through the various pieces of his
correspondence. 27 On the other hand, Roller objects that Paul's style is
"mixed" and runs into that of his amanuensis. 28
Thirdly, there is a matter which offers more tangible help in the task of
Pauline exegesis. This is the apostle's custom ofusing a form of epistolary
thanksgiving in the opening section of his epistles. The investigation of P.
Schubert 29 called attention to the use by Paul of the formula, "I thank God
for ..." or "I thank God upon ... " The two points which this discussion established were (a) that as a consistent rule Paul uses the construction of the
verb and the preposition bit with the dative case as a way of introducing the
cause for which thanks are offered; and (b) that, in the epistles, the
thanksgiving period introduces "the vital theme of the letter" or "the
epistolary situation". This discussion throws considerable light on the exegesis of Philippians I :3 and makes very probable the interpretation that
Paul is thanking God for all the remembrance the Philippians have had of
him, i.e. by their support of his ministry and sending of gifts to him. See
Moffatt's translation. This view, if accepted, disposes of the objection often
brought against the unity of the Philippian letter that Paul would not have
waited until chapter 4 to say "Thank you" for the gift brought by
Epaphroditus. On this reading of the text, his opening word is one of
acknowledgement and it introduces the "epistolary situation" of the letter.
J. T. Sanders has pursued this line of enquiry and maintains that the
epistolary thanksgivings are borrowed from the liturgical prayers of the
community after the model of the Qumran community's Hymns. 30 This
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hodaya formula expressing thankfulness to God reflects Paul's conscious
sense of oneness with the worshipping body of Christ, 31 and both in his use
of hodaya (l thank God) and beracha (Blessed be (God)) he is drawing upon
the liturgical vocabulary of the churches which in turn was modelled on
Jewish prayer forms (1 Mace. 4:30-33; Genesis Apocryphon col. 20, lines
12ff.) and later set the pattern for early Christian liturgies (e.g. Polycarp,
Mart. 14; Didache, 9, 10; Acts of Thomas; 1 Clement 59-61; Apostolic
Constitutions 7). 32 The upshot of this investigation is to demonstrate that
Paul's prayer-speech and his requests for the communities were not as spontaneous and ad hoe as is sometimes thought, but that he was consciously
following Jewish patterns as a framework into which he fitted his exposition
of the Christian gospel. And all this served a didactic purpose in that he intended to teach the congregation by means of the liturgical formularies
which were the common property of the churches. The importance of this
conclusion will be apparent when we come to consider Paul's use of Christian hymns in his epistles.
(d) The fourth literary genre is apocalyptic. The presence of this type of
Jewish material is found in the synoptic apocalypses (Mark 13; Matthew
24; Luke 21 ), 2 Thessalonians 2 and the book of Revelation. It is a necessity
for an understanding of these passages that the Old Testament and intertestamental background should be appreciated (e.g. Is. 24-27; Zc. 9-14;
Joel 2, 3 and especially the section of Dan. 7-12 in the canon:ical Old
Testament; and such specimens of "apocalyptic" literature as Enoch,
Baruch, 4 Ezra and the Assumption of Moses which came out of the period
of the two centuries before Jesus and possibly span his lifetime). 33
The similarities of the New Testament apocalypses to the Jewish counterparts are important to notice, even if there are important differences. In the
area of likeness, there are the obvious features that both examples of this
genre of literature share a common religious purpose, namely (a) to
strengthen the faith of God's people under trial and in anticipation of the
decisive intervention of God which will be the denouement of history and
the ushering in of the rule of God over all the world; and (b) to express this
message of consolation and hope against a background of dualism 34 in
which, according to the time-scheme of the two ages, this age is one of
wickedness and persecution for the saints of God and the age to come is one
of triumph and vindication. There is, then, a double vision in apocalyptic
writing. Through the historical circumstances of the clash of earthly
powers 35 the reader is meant to see the nature of the real engagement
between God and evil in the universe. 36
Because the seer's vision includes both the earthly and the heavenly
worlds the language he uses is circumscribed, since he can only describe
events ostensibly set in the heavenly region in a language appropriate to the
earthly scene (e.g. what does Rev. 12:7 mean, if literally applied to the upper
world?). This is the problem of communication which the apocalyptist
solves by his recourse to the language of symbolism, the use of imagery, the
employment of mythological forms and anthropomorphisms. The book of
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Revelation is replete with examples of all these accommodations (e.g. symbolic values attached to numbers in the descriptions of 7:4; 11 :3; 12:6 and
20:3; the imagery of colour in eh. 4 and eh. 17; mythological ideas of the
dragon and the serpent in 12:7, which are interpreted for the reader in 20:2;
and pictures of the celestial Christ dressed in human form 1:13-16;
19:11-16). Unless we recognize the dramatic quality of this writing and
recall the way in which language is being used as a vehicle to express
religious truth, we shall grievously err in our understanding of the
Apocalypse, and mistakenly try to interpret its visions as though it were a
book of literal prose and concerned to describe events of empirical and
datable history. To attempt the latter course is to run into all manner of
problems of interpretation. More seriously it leads to a distortion of the essential meaning of apocalyptic and so misses the great value of this part of
the New Testament as a dramatic assertion in mythopoetic language of the
sovereignty of God in Christ and the paradox of his rule which blends might
and love (see 5:5, 6: the Lion is the Lamb).
2.

HYMNIC AND POETIC FORMS

One distinct advantage of reading the Old Testament in a modern version
is that one is able to see at a glance which parts of the text are cast in poetic
and hymnic style. The canonical Psalms are the obvious illustration, but by
no means are poetry and hymnody restricted to these psalms. Judges 5 is
possibly the earliest example of poetry in the Hebrew Bible, and the song of
Miriam (Ex. 15) is set in quasi-hymnic form.
(a) The reader of the New Testament needs the same guidance to show
him at a moment's glance what are the poetic portions of the literature. The
more apparent examples come in Luke 1, 2 which preserve some early canticles doubtless treasured in the Jewish Christian community, and possibly
forming part of their liturgical worship. These are the Magnificat (Lk.
l :45-55), the Benedictus (Lk. 1:68-79), and the Nunc Dimittis (Lk.
2:29-32). All the Latin titles are drawn from the opening words of the
poetic pieces. Examples of Hebrew poetic forms 37 are to be seen in these
canticles. Synonymous parallelism appears in Luke 1:46, 4 7:
My soul magnifies the Lord,
and my spirit rejoices in God my Saviour.

And to recognize this usage is to avoid the mistake of trying to distinguish
anthropologically between "soul" and "spirit" in this text. The two terms are
used synonymously.
(i) Antithetical parallelism shines through a later verse of the Magnificat
~l :~2). There is a good example of this feature in Luke 2: 14. In the angelic
Jubtlation known as the Gloria in Exce/sis the two lines are set in direct contrast, corresponding to the two spheres of acknowledgement:
To God in the highest, glory!
Peace to his people on earth!

Two additional comments may be made on this snatch of Advent celebra235
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tion. It contains a specimen of chiasmus: the lines cross in their agreements
and so form a diagram represented by the Greek letter chi ( x ). So the
phrase "in the highest (heaven)" matches the corresponding antithesis of
"on earth" but it is set at a different place on the lines, so forming a cross.
There are several other places in the New Testament where chiasmus has
been suspected,38 from the isolated cases in the gospels (e.g. Matt. 7:6 39 ) to
the elaborate attempt to construct Colossians 1: 15-20 in chiastic form. 40
The other element in Luke 2:14 which comes to light when we have
regard to its literary formulation is the sense of Greek iv avOew:;roi, d/fo;iia,
which is decided by this construction. Apart from the textual difficulty, it
cannot now be doubted that the meaning is "Peace on earth to men to
whom God shows his mercy", and not "to men who have goodwill" or "all
those pleasing him" (The Living Bible). The emphasis must lie on God's activity which unites the two spheres of heaven and earth and so "reconciles"
them - a theme which runs through the hymnic confessions of Colossians
1: 15-20 and 1 Timothy 3: 16 where the chiastic device is pressed into the
service of a profound theological interpretation of the restoring work of the
cosmic Redeemer.
Antithetical parallelism produces one notable type of sentence which has
been closely studied in recent research. This is the form known as
"Sentences of Holy Law" 41 and these are all variations of the legal principle
of lex talionis. The basic form is seen in 1 Corinthians 3: 17:
If anyone destroys the temple of God,
God will destroy him.

This is both antithesis, and chiasmus, and expresses in memorable style the
apocalyptic judgment formula: destruction to the destroyer. It is the application of this "law" which accounts for the summary verdict pronounced on
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5: 1-11 ). From this initial premise Kasemann
launches into a full discussion of the role of charismatic prophets and
apostolic authority in the New Testament church and throws some light on
the eschatological dimension which is presupposed in many prescriptive
standards (e.g. in the Gospels, Mark 8:38; in Paul, I Cor. 14:37; in the
Apocalypse, Rev. 22: 18f.).
(ii) The Hebrew custom of setting two lines side by side, or two stichos in
the same line, is called by the Latin term parallelismus membrorum; and
there are several examples of this feature in Paul and Peter. The device plays
a significant theological role, when the early Christians developed the
christological scheme of setting side by side the two stages of Christ's "existence". He was described as Man by his incarnation; and as exalted Lord
by his enthronement to God's presence. The formula for this is given as ;iard
aaexa/xara mit:vµa. Examples are seen in Romans 1:3ff:
Born of the family of David on his human side,
Appointed Son of God from the resurrection of the dead
by the power of holy spirit

and, at greater length, in 1 Timothy 3: 16 and l Peter 3: 18-22. The verse 1
Peter l :20 is an example of a parallelismus membrorum, which utilizes the
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themes of pre-existence/incarnation, and employs the good classical form of
contrast µiv .. . lJi . .. ):
Foreknown before the world's foundation,
Revealed at the end of time for your sake.

One or two fragments of credal formulation apply the same form to a statement of soteriology, as in 1 Corinthians 15:3bff.:
Christ died for our sins
according to the Scriptures;
Christ was raised on the third day
according to the Scriptures

or Romans 4:25:
Who was handed over on account of our trespasses,
But raised in proof of our justification.

(iii) This last mentioned verse also incorporates an Old Testament feature
of considerable exegetical value. It is the "divine passive". 42 There are
excellent grounds for believing that this mode of expression, i.e. using the
passive voice of a verb to denote the hidden action of God as the agent
responsible for the activity, was characteristic of Jesus' way of speaking. A
feature which began as a reverential way of avoiding the use of the sacred
name of God was picked up in the apocalyptic literature and used as a concealed way of expressing divine secrets; and it became customary, with an
extended usage, on Jesus' lips. He uses it over 100 times (Jeremias, p. 1 I)
and some of the best examples are Matthew 5:4: "Blessed are those who
mourn, for God will comfort them", or Luke 12:7: "All the hairs of your
head are numbered (by God)." These are fairly obvious illustrations, once
we grasp the principle involved. A less clear case, but with equal theological
weight, is in Mark 1 :14: "Now after John had been handed over (by God to
his fate), Jesus came ... " 43 where Mark's intention is to suggest a deliberate
parallel between John's fate and the destiny of the Son of man who will at
last be delivered by God into the hands of sinners (Mk. 9:31, 14:41). In a
similar vein we should understand Romans 4:25 and I Corinthians 11 :23:
"The Lord Jesus on the night when he was handed over (to his fateful
destiny by God) ... " 44
(iv) Snatches of hymnody based on the Old Testament model are seen in
the Apocalypse of John. Scattered through the series of visions are songs of
the heavenly world (Rev. 4:11; 11:17, 18; 14:7; 15:3, 4). While these lines
are placed on the lips of the heavenly worshippers, it is likely that in their
form they betray the influence of the synagogues of the Greek-speaking
world of the Dispersion. 45 The most illustrious example of these instances,
however, is the ejaculation which became embedded in the Christian liturgy
of the later church. From the opening words of Revelation 4:8 it is known as
the Ter Sanctus - the Thrice Holy:
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God Almighty,
Who was and is and is to come. 46

(b) Poetic and hymnic forms were more consciously adopted and made
~e vehicle of theological expression in the era when the church moved out
into the hellenistic world. Three prime examples of this style of writing are
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seen in the Pauline corpus. In each case there are good grounds for thinking
that Paul is quoting from some independent source and using a piece of
Christian liturgy (in some cases suitably edited by him) to enforce a point of
teaching.
(i) 1 Timothy 3: 16
The chief literary feature here is the use of antithesis to express two stages of
Christ's existence. These are denoted, as we have seen, by the terms:
flesh/spirit (cf. 2 Cor. 5:16 for the formula).
Since the pioneering work of E. Norden, 47 other literary forms have been
detected in this short, creed-like statement. The authority for these forms is
the rhetorian Quintilian in his Institutio Oratoria. The repetition of the verb
at the beginning of each line and in the same grammatical form produces a
species of rhythm known as parison and homoioptoton (Inst. Or. ix. 3. 76,
78). In the first couplet the verbs have the same syllabic length (5 beats) and
this leads to isocolon (Inst. Or. ix. 3. 80). Moreover, the phrases which close
the lines of the couplet:
b, aae"'

(in the flesh)
(in the spirit)

ev mtEvµaTt

have a similar sound in their ending and this device is known as
homoioteleuton (Inst. Or. ix. 3. 77). These poetic forms make the short verse
one of the most precious instances of a literary piece in the entire New
Testament. 48
(ii) Ephesians 5:14

This single verse provides another good example of Greek poetic structure. The text of this baptismal chant divides into three lines (a feature unfortunately overlooked by RSV) and there is a swinging trochaic rhythm
which cannot be reproduced exactly in English. The nearest we get to it is
offered in the translation: ,
Awake, 0 sleeper,
From the grave arise.
The light of Christ upon you shall shine.

Even that rendering fails to capture the assonance of the final syllables of
lines i and ii:
o xa8evlJwv

ex

TWV

vexewv

which employs the device of homoioptoton. It is interesting that it was
precisely this triplet-form which was used in the initiation chants of the
hellenistic mystery cults (especially the Attis formula 49 ) and in the Hermetic
literature.
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(iii) Philippians 2:6-11
This text yields to the same literary analysis. Since Lohmeyer's study 50
this passage has been recognized as hymnic in form and capable of division
into strophes. Lohmeyer postulated six such stanzas. Later attempts to improve on this arrangement produced a three strophe hymn in which the
device of paralle/ismus membrorum was utilized and a tacit acceptance was
given to Aristotle's judgment that a perfect literary composition requires "a
beginning, a middle and an end" (Poetics 1450b 26). This is held to correspond to the three states of Christ: pre-existent, incarnate, enthroned. 51 The
permanent contribution of Jeremias is that, in his view, the entire hymn is
built up in couplets, though his analysis suffers from some weaknesses. Yet
another proposal is to discard the notion of a hymn set in stanzas and to see
the passage as structured in the form of a set of antiphonal couplets. 52 When
this is done, the several rhetorical and lyrical features which we observed in
respect of 1 Timothy 3: 16 are also seen to be present in this carmen Christi;
and the same is true in regard to Colossians 1:15-20 which has been subjected to scrutiny with a view to discovering items of poetic structure such
as metrical quantity and syllabic length. According to Ch. Masson, there are
patterns of metre in Colossians 1:15-20 which are the result of the regular
sequence of syllables and stresses. If his case could be regarded as plausible,
this hymn to the cosmic Christ would be the nearest approximation in the
New Testament to a Greek poem, with both rhythm and rhyme. But his
case has not convinced many readers. 53
(iv) Some comments on New Testament hymns
It may be thought that the classification of parts of the New Testament
according to the basic patterns of poetic and hymnic form is an interesting
exercise but nothing more. This is not so; and at least three consequences
follow from our conclusion that these passages are set in lyrical form.
First, we are introduced to the worshipping life of the apostolic church
and reminded that the church which meets us in the pages of the New Testament is a worshipping company of believing men and women. This is clear
from the descriptions in the Acts of the Apostles (1 :42; 2:42, 46; 4:3 I; 5: 12,
42; 13:1-3; 20:7-12) as well as from the statements of Paul in his letters
(notably 1 Car. 10-14). Since the post-Pentecostal church and the Pauline
mission churches still retained the first flush of enthusiastic experience and
the dynamism of a new-found awareness of God, it is not unexpected that
this new life imparted by faith in the exalted Lord by the Holy Spirit and expressed in a "conquering newborn joy" would find an outlet and vehicle in
religious song. 54 For the modern reader it is a fact of some importance that
our study of the documents of the early church is not simply a piece of
academic research or an investigation of principles and practice of Christian
belief and behaviour in a clinically detached and "scientific" way. Rather we
are reading the literature of a highly charged religious movement, which was
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conscious of living in days of God's special grace and which reflected that
awareness of the divine presence and power in an uprush of spiritual energy.
The literary deposits of that activity are to be seen in the fragments of
creed-like hymns and confessions which lie just beneath the surface of the
literature and which put us into touch with pulsating life in the apostolic
communities.
Then, we see that much of the hymnic language is poetic and suggestive
of deep spiritual reality rather than prosaic and pedestrian. The early
Christians, giving vent to their deepest emotions as these were stirred by
God's Spirit (as we learn from 1 Cor. 14:13tT., 26ff.; Eph. 5:19 and Col.
3: 16: it has been maintained that glossolalia was a form of rhapsodic
prayer-speech "sung with the spirit"), were seeking to interpret their understanding of God's salvation in Christ in a way which defied rational and
coherent statement. Hence they had recourse to the language of symbol and
"myth". Examples of the symbolism used in the hymns will come readily to
mind, e.g. the imagery of light and darkness; Christ is likened to the sun
which banished gloom and the shadows; the totality of the universe is
summed up in phrases such as "every knee should bow, in heaven and on
earth and under the earth" (Phil. 2: 10), or "thrones or dominions or principalities or authorities" (Col. 1: 16). Exegetical questions which are raised
by these sonorous descriptions are more satisfactorily negotiated if we
remember that Paul's language is consciously poetic. Otherwise, we shall be
hard pressed to say exactly what is meant by demonic forces located in subterranean regions or to explain how Christ's death on the cross of Calvary
in Jerusalem at a specific time in history affected the astral deities which
hellenistic man thought of as controlling his fate and destiny. Paul is dealing
with very real problems - specifically the overthrow of evil and the relaxing
of the grip which planetary powers exercised over his readers when they
were still victims of bad religion under the tyranny of "the elemental spirits
of the universe" (Col. 2:8, 20); but he is couching his thought-forms in a
language which his fellow-believers would appreciate and learn from; and in
some cases he is borrowing concepts and terms from his opponents'
vocabulary, and either arguing ad hominem for the sake of his churches or
disinfecting the terms by placing them in his own frame of reference. This is
very noticeable in Colossians 1:15-20. See the references given in footnotes
53 and 58.
This brings us to the vexed question of "myth". Some scholars deny outright that the New Testam"nt makes use of myth at all, and there are substantial grounds for this conviction. 55 Myth is set in antithesis to truth, and
the New Testament is shown to be exclusively concerned with the record of
"divine fact with all the weight of historical reality" (Stahlin, loc. cit., p.
786). There is no denying the force of the assertion that if "myth" means
non-historical make-believe or fairy tales or the product of the human inventiveness, there is no evidence that the writers interpreted the gospel in this
way. Quite the opposite, as the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim. 1:4, 4:7; 2 Tim. 4:4)
make clear. But if the term "myth" is differently defined and regarded as a
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language-form needed to express in human terms and with human analogies
the transcendent world of God and angels and spirits, then it seems that we
must have recourse to pictorial and mythopoetic language. The issue is
whether, to avoid confusion, we should use a new term or at least qualify the
word "myth". 56 Within this restricted definition we should recognize that
Paul and John do use the scaffolding of the story of the heavenly Redeemer
who "comes down" from the high God and returns thither after his mission
of redemption (Phil. 2:6-11; Jn. 3:31; 6:62). But it is not the use of the
framework which is important nor the presence of a kinetic imagery to
denote the "movements" of katabasis and anabasis which is vital. Both
writers utilize the first century "stage props" and simply use the "myth" to
their own ends by re-casting it in terms of a human life of the earthly Jesus
whose feet stood firmly on Palestinian soil and who tasted the bitterness of
human misery and endured death before his exaltation to the rank of cosmic
Lord. The "evangelical" content which is fitted into the "mythical"
framework really destroys it. There is thus a "mythoclastic" element in the
New Testament. 57
Thirdly, this discussion brings us to the great contribution to exegesis
offered by a study of these "hymns to Christ". They are set in a polemical
context as part of the apostolic concern to defend the gospel against false
christological notions and to ward off heretical attacks on the infant
churches. Paul in particular makes appeal to the common deposit of Christian teaching in these hymns with a view to showing how the churches
should remain steadfast; and he enforces his teaching by supplementing the
"received text" of the hymns and modifying it to his own purpose. This is
very probably the case with Colossians 1:15-20 where Paul has edited an
already existing hymn to bring it into line with his teaching. 58 A simpler case
is seen in Philippians 2 :8 where most modern commentators see Paul's hand
in the insertion of Oavawv be cn:avgov (even the death of the cross) to
emphasize that Jesus' obedience to death meant a death on a cross and so a
death of atoning value (Gal. 3: 13).

3.

LITURGICAL EXPRESSIONS

Several words and phrases in the New Testament belong to the actual
liturgical vocabulary of primitive times. They are most easily recognized by
the simple token that in the Greek of the New Testament they have been
allowed to remain in their original Semitic form, sometimes with a Greek interpretative translation to accompany them. The most interesting examples
are Abba, Amen, Hosanna, Hallelujah and Maranatha.
'Abba was Jesus' favourite name for God. While it was the child's title for
his earthly parents (meaning "dear father"), there is no evidence that the
pious Jew, either in private prayer or in the synagogue liturgy, ever used this
precise form for invoking God. 59 Instead he used a variant form such as
'Abi or 'Abinu ("My Father, Our Father"); but 'Abba was avoided because
NTI - p
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it was thought to be too daring and presumptuous for a mortal to call upon
God in this familiar way.
The wonder of this address to God is that Jesus used it as part of his filial
obedience (Mk. 14:32-9) and taught his disciples to use it in their approach
to God (Lk. 11 :2). Undeniably there is no mistaking in this word the ipsissima vox of Jesus; and so much of his characteristic teaching about God
as Father is expressed in this caritative form of the word for father. That it
quickly was seized upon and passed into the worshipping life of the Gentile
churches is seen from Paul's use of the exact word (in Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6)
where he regards the invoking of God as 'Abba as the sign of the Spirit's
presence and the hallmark of the new life in Christ.
'Amen is known from the Old Testament times as a vocal response made
by people as they endorsed the words of the speaker (e.g. Ne. 8:6). The verb
underlying the cry means "to be firm, true" and is connected with the verb
"to believe". It has a place in the synagogue service when the congregation
replies to the precentor's call or the minister's prayers, and it serves to endorse the worship or the prayer as something the people believe and accept.
There are many examples of this usage in the New Testament, usually at the
close of doxologies or ascriptions of praise (e.g. Rom. I :25, 9:25, 11 :36;
Eph. 3:21; l Tim. 1:17, 6:16; Heb. 13:21; 1 Pet. 4:11 et al.). It belongs too
to the scenario of the heavenly sanctuary and its worship (Rev. 5:13, 14),
though as we indicated this probably reflects the worship of the Asia Minor
churches and is extrapolated from a liturgy with which John and his readers
were already familiar.
There are two special instances of the use of Amen in Paul's epistles,
which take on a distinct significance. First, in 2 Corinthians l :20ff., the
language is rich in liturgical overtones. Paul is probably alluding to baptism
under the figure of a seal applied by the Spirit. The thought is: As God is
faithful in fulfilling his pledge to give the Spirit to all who trust him, and confess Christ in baptism, and we attest his faithfulness with our Amen, so we
as apostolic messengers can be relied on to keep faith with Christian people
and not to play false.
At I Corinthians 14:16 Paul is describing the scene at a worship
assembly at Corinth and points to the need for intelligibility in the service so
that an outsider who comes into the room and hears the church at prayer
may not be utterly confused but may know when to express his agreement
(by saying "Amen") with the prayer of thanks. It is shown by this incidental
allusion that Amen was in common use among the Pauline churches as the
worshipper's assent to what he heard from the lips of his fellow-believers.
Special interest attaches to Jesus' use of the single or double 'Amen placed
as a preface to his public and private teaching. As with 'Abba, this exact formulation is unique; and by the stringent criterion of eliminating from the
records all that has parallels in Judaism and early Christianity,"° the logia
which contain this usage manage to survive. In the gospels the prefacing
Amen (now to be taken as adverbial and meaning "certainly") is found only
on Jesus' lips (familiarly in the Johannine "verily, verily") and in all the
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strata of gospel tradition. 61 The fact that it is retained in its Semitic form
before the Greek ,Uyw vµiv shows that the evangelists attached importance
to it. Its purpose was to draw attention to the vital words of Jesus who in
turn adopted the formula as One standing in the prophetic succession (the
prophets used "Thus says Yahweh" as a claim to an inspired utterance) and
going beyond them in his sublime authority to override the law of Moses
and to utter oracles in his own name as God's unique Son and messenger. ' 2
Hosanna is a Jewish ejaculation meaning "Save now!" and is addressed
as a petition to God the Saviour (Ps. 118:25). Other references to the
Hebrew expression (hosi'an na1 are in 2 Samuel 14:4 and 2 Kings 6:26, but
these are non-significant for our purpose since they are cries addressed to
men.
Psalm 118 was used at the Feast of Tabernacles and the Passover, and at
the former celebration branches of trees were carried by the pilgrims and
waved. These branches took their name from the festival and were called
"hosannahs". This looks to b~ the most natural setting for the incident of
Mark 11: 1-10 and par. 63 In view of the evangelist's silence as to what the
cry was intended to mean it is uncertain whether we should take it as an
appeal for God's aid or as a greeting or benediction addressed to Jesus.
However, the word soon found a place in Christian liturgy. In Didache I0:6
there is a strange snatch of liturgical dialogue in the form of a versicle and a
response. To the invitation May Grace come, and let this world pass away,

the congregation's reply is:
Hosanna to the God of David! 64

Hallelujah is another Hebrew ascription of praise (meaning "Praise be to
Jah", Israel's covenant God). It is found in the New Testament at Revelation
19: l, 6 as a song of triumph to celebrate the victory of the heavenly host.
Maranatha is a more decisive term, since it has considerable
christological interest. In the context of 1 Corinthians 16 :22 it voices the
appeal of the community for the coming and presence of the Lord, and most
likely the Sitz im Leben of the word falls in the dialogue pattern of versicle
and response at the eucharistic service. These are the two conclusions reached by J. A. T. Robinson following suggestions made by H. Lietzmann and
G. Bornkamm, "5 viz.
(a) that in 1 Corinthians l 6:20-24 the language is "not merely of
epistolary convention, but of one worshipping community to another, the
converse of the saints assembled for Eucharist" and (b) that in this pericope
there can be traced the remains of the earliest Christian liturgical sequence
which we possess, and which is pre-Pauline in origin.
These conclusions are now generally accepted; 66 and with this confidence
in a sententia recepta we can proceed to draw out some indications of the
ways in which exegesis is helped.
The meaning of the Aramaic expression Maranatha is a matter of some
debate since a decision about the division of the composite word affects its
7
sense.'' Most commentators agree that it should be divided as Marana tha
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with the translation, "Our Lord, come" (cf. Rev. 22:20; Didache 10:6: both
contexts require an imperative) and this settles the nature of the expression
as a petition for the Lord's coming. In the light of the eucharistic setting of
the passage in 1 Corinthians 16 the cry seems to be one of invitation that the
risen Christ will come to meet his people at his table and be present with
them as they celebrate in his name. 68 But an eschatological "coming" is not
excluded (cf. 1 Cor. 11 :26), and probably is the dominant theme of the cry."''
The christological meaning of Maran (our Lord) is also a controverted
issue. The title cannot refer to God the Father (as was suggested years ago
by some German scholars 70 ), nor can it be placed in any other original
setting than the Aramaic-speaking Palestinian church (against Bousset who
wanted to locate it in a bilingual region of the hellenistic communities of Antioch, Damascus or even Tarsus). 71 It is now accepted that, on linguistic and
ideological grounds, this watchword is embedded in Palestinian Christianity
and represents a species of early christological belief. 72
But even with this admission it still becomes a question of debate whether
the term means that the early Jewish Christians offered cultic veneration of
Jesus (as Cullmann insists) 73 or whether this is no more than an expression
of hope that he will return as Lord-Son of man (so Fuller). 74 It is hard to
accept the attenuated significance given in the latter view, and when Fuller
writes that "even in the later Hellenistic church the exalted Jesus was never
the direct object of worship", the significance of such texts as Acts 7:56-60;
Romans 9:5 and Pliny's report of Christian worship as carmenque Christo
quasi Deo dicere has been overlooked.
Marana tha stands as a monument to Christian belief in Jesus' present
lordship and the hope of the parousia. It places him on the side of God in a
unique way by appropriating a title which properly belongs to God and
shows that, from its inception, the Christian church has felt no incongruity
in confessing one God (I Cor. 8:6) and in the same breath in hailing Jesus as
Deus praesens, God-with-us.
4.

FIGURES OF SPEECH AND LITERARY DEVICES

In this section we shall include a variety of literary forms which the reader
of the New Testament is likely to encounter and which need some brief comment.
(a) Wisdom Sayings and Parables
We have already mentioned that much of the gospel speech-forms is
derived from Old Testament precedents, and this is only to be expected since
both Jesus and his hearers stood in that-tradition. Jesus himself was regarded as "teacher" and "prophet", and more than one aspect of his recorded
teaching is modelled on the wisdom literature of the Jewish people.
The most elemental "form" in this background is the masal, a word which
contains several shades of meaning. It stands for an aphorism used to express succinctly some proverbial wisdom, a legal axiom, a philosophy of liv244
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ing or a rule for conduct. The teaching of Jesus offers examples of an these:
Matthew 6:34:
Mark 8:38:
Luke 12:48:
Mark 2:27:

Do not allow tomorrow's troubles to affect you today.
· Whoever disowns me will be disowned.
All who have great privileges have great responsibilities.
The sabbath day is for man's benefit not the other way
round.

Sometimes the ma§al takes on the form of another Old Testament
nuance, namely a riddle. Examples from the great sermon are: Matthew
5:13 (How can you season salt once it has lost its tang?); 6:27 (Can you increase your height by worrying over it?); 7:16 (Can you pick figs off a thistle bush?). These are conundrums drawn from experience. Some of the
mt'sa/im, however, are given to awaken interest at a deeper level and to set
the enquirer or the audience thinking about God and his kingdom and the
meaning of life. These are the "dark sayings" which needed Jesus' interpretation (Mk. 4: 11, 34); and often the disciples were utterly bewildered
(Mk. 8:17; 9:6, 11; 10:10, 24; and the upper room sayings in John's gospel).
J. Jeremias points out that this type of saying was original with Jesus and
could not have been invented by the church which was interested in explanations, not riddles. 75
When the masal is extended into a larger story or comparison drawn
from a life-situation, it forms a parable. The rabbis told parables and illumined their teaching with analogies drawn from everyday life. 76 But the
parables of Jesus are in a class by themselves for many reasons: 77 (a) they
are not fables which make animals their main characters, nor do trees or
bushes speak (as inJdg. 9:8-15; 2 Ki. 14:9; Ezk. 17:3-8, 31:3-14); (b) little
use is made of extensive allegory (as in Enoch 85-90 where the history of
Israel is told in great detail by means of speaking animals: cf. the use of
animals and reptiles in On. and Rev.). Mark 12:1-11 is the closest the
parables of Jesus get to the allegorical form; (c) the chief part of Jesus'
parables is not the tale as such so much as the "punch-line" which usually
comes at the climax of the story (cf. 2 Sa. 12:1-7 which ends on the note of
a rapier thrust, You are the man!); and (cl) Jesus used parables not to amuse
or to gain a hearing but to proclaim the kingdom as a present reality. In that
sense his words were performative of the grace of God which his message of
the kingdom brought with it (see Luke 15 especially). Where this message
was refused. his words took on iudgmental force and were "weapons of warfare" (Jeremias78 ) attacking Pharisaic pride (Lk. 18:9) as well as announcing
the presence of the kingdom. Above all (e) Jesus' parables were calculated to
make the hearers feel that they were involved in the action of the story. The
parable brings home to the listener the "existential" dimension of Jesus'
teaching and confronts him here and now with a situation from which he
cannot escape but which forces him to take sides. See Mark 4:24, 25.
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(b) Gematria

A device that is likely to cause some trouble to the present-day interpreter
is known as gematria. Since neither Hebrew nor Greek had separate
characters for numerals, the letters of the alphabet were used by being given
a numerical value. When the letters were added together a sum total was
reached; and by reversing this procedure and using the aggregate number as
a cipher it was possible to convey a message in a cryptic way. The most obvious case is Revelation 13: 18 where after the lurid description of the beast
which came out of the earth to embark on a persecuting rampage against
the saints the seer remarks to the reader: "Here is the key; and anyone who
has intelligence can work out the number of the beast. The number
represents a man's name, and the numerical value of its letters is six hundred
and sixty-six" (NEB). The commentaries should be consulted for a full discussion of this text. Solutions begin with the simplest idea that 666 falls
short of the "perfect" number of 777 just as the numerical addition of the
letters for the name "Jesus" in Greek is 888. The message then is that Jesus'
name is supreme, while the name of"Man" (generically considered) means a
persistent falling short. 79 A popular view sees here a concealed allusion to
Nero Caesar who is referred to in the image of the beast with a mortal
wound (13:3, 15). If this name is written in Hebrew characters and the
vowel letter (yodh) omitted, the sum of the letters is 666; if the Latin form of
the name is examined, it yields 616; this is a variant reading of the text of
13: 18. But this seems to be a complicated method of arriving at a solution,
however much it may be conceded that the myth of Nero redivivus as an
epitome of the church's enemy appears to underlie the Apocalypse's
message to the Asian churches. There is an even more intricate solution
offered by E. Stauffer who takes the five names by which the emperor
Domitian was known, and uses the first letters of those titles in Greek. In
this way the total of 666 is produced. 80 This idea has the merit of setting the
Apocalypse in the reign of Domitian where the early fathers placed it and
where it finds its most natural background. But there are difficulties. It is obvious therefore that this verse has not yet yielded its secret.
The other instance of gematria is easier to see. In Matthew's birth list (eh.
1) the account of Jesus' ancestry has been set into the framework of selective periodization with groups of fourteen names built around king David.
This is artificially contrived, as we can see from a counting of the names;
and it leads to the suspicion that the evangelist is deliberately using the name
David with its numerical value of fourteen (Hebrew characters daleth-wawdaleth add up to 14) to set the pattern for this roll-call (I: 17) 81 and so to
prove that Jesus is "great David's greater Son".
(c) Greek Rhetorical Forms

Greek rhetorical forms, in addition to those we mentioned earlier, are
further represented by some passages in which Paul is the speaker. 82
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They include Acts 17:22ff. (Paul's address on Areopagus) where the
speech falls into clearly defined sections corresponding to the rhetorician's
model of exordium (verse 22), narratio (verse 23), divisio (verses 24ff.) and
conclusio (verses 29ff.); and Romans 2, 3 which contain several direct
questions as though Paul were addressing a hostile audience. This is the
device of diatribe by which a speaker or writer enters into imaginary debate
with an interlocutor, raising points which he would make and objections he
would voice, which are then answered and refuted. 83 There are other brief
examples of this in Paul (1 Cor. 9 and 15:35, 36) and the influence of this
Cynic-Stoic method of argumentation has been traced in James, especially
2 :2f. 84
Paul's versatility as a writer is seen in the epistle to the Romans. He can
move with agility from the employment of a hellenistic debating style such
as diatribe to a careful piece of exegesis based on the Old Testament. His
exegesis follows the rabbinic principle of g'zerah sawah and such
illustrations as the "light and the heavy". These are two principles of exegesis which Hille! included in his list of seven (the middoth).
The principle of "analogy" (Heb.g'zerah kiwah, lit. "decision") states
that when the same word or phrase is found in two passages of the Old
Testament, one can be used to illuminate the other. This is Paul's key to
the Christian use of Genesis 15:6 adopted in Romans 4. 85
The principle of a minori ad maius (which is what the Hebrew, translated
literally "light and the heavy," means) is also seen in Romans (at 5: 15;
8:32).
Perhaps these final exempla are themselves a parable, for they remind us
that Paul's exegetical methods are as varied and suggestive as the often unexpected turns in his thought; and such versatility will put us on our guard
against reading Scripture without regard to its literary style and cultural setting, and encourage us to bring as lively a mind to the interpretation of
Scripture as was employed, on its human side, in composing it.
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CHAPTER XIV

EXEGESIS IN PRACTICE:
TWO SAMPLES
R. T. France
This chapter is intended to bring the reader down to earth. Many
theoretical points have been made in the preceding pages, and many ideals
expressed, with carefully selected examples to illustrate the points at issue.
But in practice the exegete, be he professional or amateur, is seldom concerned with carefully selected sample verses, but with the actual New Te~tament text in its entirety. He finds himself faced with the task of determining
the meaning not of the odd word or phrase here and there, but of a whole
connected passage, which may involve quite complex thought-patterns. He
soon finds himself forced, whether he likes it or not, to read the individual
words and phrases in their context.
This chapter will consist, then, not of lists of rules for correct exegesis, but
of an attempt to interpret two actual New Testament passages as a whole
(Matthew 8:5-13 and I Peter 3:18-22). The passages have been chosen to
represent two quite different literary genres, which between them raise many
of the problems of method which confront the exegete in practice. We shall
not stop to point out at every juncture precisely what methods are being
employed. It is for the reader to notice where and how the various techniques of textual criticism, literary criticism, lexical study, study of religious or
literary background, etc. are brought into play. These various techniques
will not occur in any logical order, but as the passages themselves require
them. That is how exegesis must work in practice: it is the passage in front
of us that itself dictates the methods to be used.
Only a few preliminary points need to be made before we turn to the
selected passages:
(I) We are taking "exegesis" to mean the discovery of what the text
means in itself, i.e. the original intention of the writer, and the meaning the
passage would have held for the readers for whom it was first intended. This
is exegesis proper. The further step of application of this original meaning to
our own situation is strictly a separate discipline (see the chapter by J. E.
Goldingay). It is, of course, a necessary step if our study of the New Testament is to be any more than mere antiquarianism, and in practice the exegete is likely to have the contemporary relevance of the text in mind from
the start. But the two stages must not be confused, and short cuts must be
avoided. Exegesis proper should be as far as possible an objective discipline,
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and it is the essential prerequisite for any more existential application of the
message of the New Testament. It is with exegesis, in this sense, that this
chapter is concerned.
(2) Exegesis is seldom a simple case of black and white, where all honest
scholars must inevitably reach the same conclusion. The exegesis offered in
this chapter is not presented as the last word on the passages concerned.
The reader will probably disagree at several points. But this is essentially an
essay in method. Where the reader disagrees with the proposed exegesis, he
should "Rsk himself whether the author has adopted the wrong method to
solve this particular problem, or whether he is using the right method, but
using it wrongly. Both are, of course, entirely possible!
(3) This chapter presents exegesis as essentially a "do-it-yourself" pursuit. The author believes that no serious exegete should be content merely to
follow where some revered commentary or version leads. He should satisfy
himself whether the job has been properly done. But this does not mean the
abolition of all commentaries, lexica, concordances and versions, leaving the
exegete closeted alone with his Greek text (or, ideally, with the original
manuscripts!). It will be very clear, particularly in the second passage below,
how much the author has in fact leaned on commentaries and works of
reference. The exegete needs information, and much of what he needs will
not be found in the pages of the New Testament itself. He needs guidance on
critical, lexical, textual and other principles. He needs to be aware of the
range of suggestions which have been offered on the point at issue. But, in
the last resort, the conclusion must be his own. He must weigh the evidence,
and decide between the options for himself. If he shirks this responsibility,
he is not an exegete.
Without more ado, then, we turn to the two selected passages, trusting
that the discussion will throw up most of the major principles and methods
which must govern the practice of exegesis. The reader should note how the
various methods of study mentioned in preceding chapters are worked out
in practice.
I. Matthew 8:5-13
This passage has been chosen as an example of a pericope in the Synoptic
Gospels where a comparison with the treatment of the same material by
another evangelist may help to throw light on the special concerns of tne
writer, i.e. where exegesis is aided by critical, particularly redaction-critical,
considerations.
The incident of the healing of the centurion's servant is recorded only in
Matthew and Luke.' It may thus be loosely referred to as "Q material"; but
a few minutes with a synopsis will reveal that the relation between the two
accounts is anything but an exact equivalence. There is nearly verbal
equivalence in the dialogue in verses Sb-10 (Lk. 7:6b, 7b-9), but for the
rest, while the essential features of the story are the same, they are told in a
very different way. Matthew is short and to the point, but includes verses
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11 __: 12, a Q saying which Luke records in a quite different context
(13:28-29), and which was therefore presumably preserved independently,
and inserted here by Matthew because he found it relevant in the context. 2
Luke, on the other hand, is more leisurely and colourful in his telling of the
story, including extra detail about the centurion's Jewish sympathies, and in
particular the account of his having approached Jesus through his friends,
rather than in person as in Matthew's version. Other differences in detail will
be mentioned in our discussion of the passage.
Convinced advocates of Q as a single document are therefore reduced to
believing that Q preserved the diaiogue, with perhaps a brief indication of
the narrative setting, and the evangelists were left to supply the details from
oral tradition. Those who in any case find a unitary Q hard to swallow find
here further evidence for an oral tradition which preserved significant
sayings with great fidelity, perhaps jotting them down to aid memory, but
was less concerned with the verbatim form of the narrative.
At any rate, the significant point is that what mattered to the early
Christians in this incident was primarily the dialogue to which it led. Doctrinaire form-critics will therefore label it a pronouncement-story or
apophthegm, rather than a miracle story; those less worried about exact
labelling may be inclined to ask why it should not be both! 3 But it is
certainly not just a miracle story: attention is focused on the sayings about
authority and faith.
Apart from questions of exact wording and emphasis, the only significant
factual discrepancy between the two accounts is the question whether the
centurion approached Jesus through his Jewish friends (Luke) or in person
(Matthew). Which is the original version? Has Luke added the messengers
to emphasise the centurion's humility (see esp. Lk. 7 :7a), or has Matthew
abbreviated the story by omitting what he regarded as an inessential detail?
Here commentators differ, their conclusions depending often on their
presuppositions about the "laws of tradition", whether oral material tends to
lose inessential details in transmission, or to be elaborated in the interest of
story-telling. It must be remembered, however, that it is almost certainly not
a question of either evangelist sitting down with a written account of the
event in front of him and deliberately either abbreviating or expanding it. It
is a question of an orally preserved story which each tells in his own way, including just so much detail as he feels is necessary to make his point.
Matthew, as we shall see, is concerned to emphasise the faith of the centurion, and for this purpose the messengers are irrelevant. Luke, on the other
hand, also wishes to indicate his humility, and here the sending of the
messengers is significant. Thus to the question whether there actually were
any messengers or not, we should probably answer "yes", but we should be
missing the point if we therefore accuse Matthew of falsification. His
deliberate abbreviation is a valid literary device to throw the emphasis clearly onto the central theme of the story, the centurion's faith. His omission
makes no significant difference either to the miracle, or to the crucial
dialogue. If anything, it high-lights the latter.
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What we have been sketching in this last paragraph is the contribution of
redaction-criticism to exegesis in this particular case. A comparison of the
handling of the story by the two evangelists has alerted us to Matthew's
primary intention in telling the story, to teach about faith. This insight is
clearly going to be important in our detailed exegesis.
VERSE

5

Capernaum needs little comment. A Bible dictionary will tell us that it
was one of the leading towns of Galilee, a prosperous lake-side community,
which was Jesus' base for much of his Galilean ministry. This latter fact accounts for the centurion's awareness of Jesus' healing power: it was, no
doubt, the talk of the town.
A Bible dictionary will also supply details about centurions. They were
the backbone of the Roman army, the N.C.0.s on whom discipline depended, responsible and respected officers. There were no Roman legions stationed in Palestine, but Herod Antipas had under his control a small force of
auxiliaries. These were all non-Jewish troops, drawn largely from the area of
Lebanon and. Syria. The centurion was, therefore, certainly not a Jew,
though Luke makes much of his sympathy for the Jewish religion. It is as
the believing Gentile that he finds his significance in Matthew's account. (Is
this perhaps another reason for Matthew's omission of the Jewish friends, to
avoid blurring the sharp Jew/Gentile contrast which is a prominent feature
of his version of the story, coming into sharp focus in his addition of verses
11-12? Luke is concerned only with the man's character, Matthew also
with his nationality.)
VERSE

6

This verse raises two points of translation, both of some importance for
exegesis. The first is the centurion's address to Jesus, Hveie (repeated in verse
8). Should this be translated "Lord", or, as in Moffatt, NEB, Jerusalem
Bible, "Sir"? In other words, is it just a polite form of address, or does it imply more? AG tell us that HV()te. is "a form of address to respected pers.
gener." MM show that in secular Greek, apart from its use of a god, it certainly involves an acknowledgement of superiority, particularly in addressing a higher official. But when used as a form of address to Jesus, the
precise connotation of such a flexible word o~viously cannot be determined
by the dictionary, but by what the context tells us of the person's attitude to
Jesus. The centurion, as we shall see in verses 8-9, regards Jesus as a
superior authority, and a worker of miraculous healing, so "Sir" seems a bit
weak. On the other hand, there is no indication that he attributes to Jesus
any divine status, as "Lord" might well imply. However it be translated,
"'6ete should be regarded as acknowledging the superiority of Jesus, but cannot be pressed into an indication of the centurion's christological understanding.
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More important is the word nai,; which can mean either "child" or
"servant". Traditionally it has always been translated "servant'', but this is
based on Luke, who has used the unambiguous term hovAoc; (as well as nai,;
in 7:7). But was this what Matthew meant? Bultmann 4 pronounces,
"Unquestionably nai,; in Matt. 8:6 is to be understood as child: hov.l.o,; in Lk.
7 :2 is an error in reproduction." Like many of Bultmann's "unquestionable"
pronouncements, this is not supported by any argument. The exegete should
be on his guard against unsupported dogmatic assertions, by however
august an authority! What is the evidence?
llai,; occurs 24 times in the New Testament (see concordance). In only
one of these does it mean "son" (Jn. 4:51); in eight other cases it clearly
means "child", but without implying any relationship to the speaker or to a
character in the narrative. In four cases it refers to a "servant" of a man,
and in eight cases to a "servant" of God. s Thus if nai,; in Matthew 8 :6, 8, 13
means the centurion's "son", it would be agreeing with the only use of the
word by John against all the other New Testament uses (which are in fact all
in Matthew and Luke-Acts). MM also show that both "child" and "servant''
were common meanings in secular Greek, but apparently not "son". In
Matthew, outside this passage, there are three uses in the sense of "child"
(not "son"), and two in the sense of"servant", one of which (14:2) is closely
parallel to the sort of "retainer" envisaged here. Thus there seems no reason
for driving a wedge between Matthew and Luke at this point, or for doubting that Matthew is using nai,; in exactly the same sense that Luke does in
7:7, where it is parallel to oov2o,; in 7:2. 6 Some commentators (e.g.
Lohmeyer, Schlatter) suggest that while oovlo,; was the formal, official term
for a slave, nai,; was used for a slave who was held in personal friendship
(see Lk. 7 :2, lvnµo;). The use of "boy" for servants in colonial days may be
roughly parallel.
Matthew does not emphasise, as Luke does, the centurion's fondness
for his servant, which would be remarkable, but not unparalleled, in nonJewish circles. He is not so interested in the man's character as in his faith.
His kind-heartedness, as well as his friendly relations with the Jewish community, are irrelevant to this purpose, and only what is necessary to the
story is retained.
VERSE

7

This apparently straight-forward verse in fact poses a significant problem.
It all turns on the punctuation: are the words of Jesus a promise, or a
question? Greek manuscripts bore no punctuation marks, and such
questions frequently arise. Often they are of considerable exegetical importance. Sometimes linguistic considerations help to provide an answer. More
often we are entirely dependent on the context.
The one striking linguistic feature is the very prominent eyw. Greek does
not usually include personal pronouns in addition to the person indicated by
the verb-inflection unless there is need to emphasise the person. When the
pronoun comes first in the sentence, the emphasis is unmistakable. So if
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these words are treated as a statement, the eyw is a puzzle. It looks either
redundant, or uncharacteristically pompous - "I myself will come and heal
him." (One is reminded of Longfellow's "I myself, myself! behold me!")
But if this is a question, the emphatic eyro has a real function: "Shall /
come and heal him?" H.-J. Held 7 regards this as an "astonished or
indignant question". It is usually explained on the basis of the racial distinction. For a Jew to enter a Gentile's house was to contract defilement (see
Acts 10-l 1). In fact there is no record of Jesus ever entering a Gentile
house, or even touching a Gentile to heal him. His two healings of Gentiles
were done by a word, at a distance. Such an apparent reluctance, on racial
grounds, would be closely parallel to Jesus' harsh reply to the Syro-Phoenician woman (Mt. 15:24, 26), and the two stories are so closely parallel at
many points that this analogy supports an apparent reluctance on Jesus'
part in Matthew 8:7, rather than the ready response indicated by punctuating as a statement.
Even if the racial overtone be doubted, an interrogative punctuation
makes the dialogue flow more smoothly. The centurion has not, in verse 6,
made any formal request, but simply presented the situation. Jesus' question
is then drawing out the logical implication: "So you want me to come and
heal him ?'1 The centurion's deprecatory reply in verse 8 then follows
naturally.
If then we accept that verse 7 is a question, what is its implication? The
parallel with the story of the Syro-Phoenician woman is illuminating here.
Jesus is testing the faith of the supplicant by an apparent refusal (or at least
reluctance). In each case, faith triumphs over this obsta_de, proving stronger
than the racial barrier, and in each case Jesus then effect$ the cure in explicit
response to this faith. Such a build-up to the story gi~es added point to
Jesus' amazement at the centurion's faith (verse 10), th~{ it is able to see
beyond racial distinctions, and this leads on naturally to the universalistic
pronouncement of verses 11-12. Thus even this question of punctuation
proves to have implications for the meaning of the story: the recognition of
a question in these words of Jesus, and the implication of a testing of the
centurion's faith, introduces already that contrast between Jewish racialism
and the faith of the Gentile which is Matthew's concern here and at several
points in his gospel. Luke significantly does not record this question, with its
apparent reluctance, nor the parallel story of the Syro-Phoenician woman.
VERSE

8

Is the centurion's deferential reply (notice "1!(!te again) due to a con~ciousness of racial distinction, and a respect for Jesus' scruples about entermg a Gentile home (so many commentators), or is the thought more of his
personal unworthiness in contrast with the greatness of Jesus? The whole of
his reply in verses 8-9 says no word about race; apparently his faith is such
that the concept is irrelevant to him. His words are all concerned with the
supreme authority of Jesus, and his ability to heal. In the face of such
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authority he both feels his personal unworthiness to receive Jesus, and
regards a personal visit as unnecessary, since a word will be enough. Thus
the context suggests that his feeling of unworthiness is personal, not racial.
This argument from context is reinforced by the Greek word used, lxavoc;,
which means at root "sufficient", and thus suggests considerations of
character rather than status. A concordance will reveal similar uses, such as
Matthew 3:11; 1 Cor. 15:9; 2 Cor. 2:16, all of which are concerned with
personal worthiness or adequacy. Hence Rengstorf concludes, "It denotes
the impression made by the person of Jesus upon the Gentile centurion ...
He is not thinking of the ritual uncleanness which Jesus as a Jew would incur by entering a non-Jewish house. What he has in view is the majesty and
authority of Jesus which lift him above everything human, especially in the
non-Jewish sphere ... On the lips of the centurion the ov" e;µ't 1"av6c; is thus
a confession of the Messiahship of Jesus." 8 The word "messiahship" seems
misconceived, but the exegesis of htavoc; is both lexically and contextually
sound.
In the request for healing by a mere word, uttered at a distance, we are
shown the extent of the centurion's faith. 9 No such cures had yet been
performed, as far as our records go. The centurion had heard of Jesus' healing work, perhaps seen it, but his faith goes beyond the evidence of his
senses. The only other such healings recorded are that of the Syro-Phoenician woman's daughter, and of the nobleman's son in John 4. The word was
a normal part of the healing process, but it was usually uttered to the patient
in person. The next verse goes on to make explicit the unlimited power with
which the centurion credited Jesus.
VERSE

9

The centurion's confession of faith is one of the two key pronouncements
in the story. Its main drift is clear: he likens Jesus' authority to that of the
army officer, who need only speak the word to receive instant obedience. So
Jesus need only speak the word, and the healing will be accomplished. 10
There is, however, some dispute as to how exactly the comparison is
made. The text as usually printed gives the centurion two contrasting observations, {I) that he is under authority (and so must obey orders), and (2)
that he has soldiers under him, who must obey him. So he knows his place in
a chain of authoritative command. There is, however, evidence of a variant
reading, particularly in the old Syriac version (never an authority to be
treated lightly), which would substitute for ihro e~ovafov something like ev
e~ovai,;i or e~ovafav e;rwv, thus eliminating the idea of subordination, and
restricting the comparison entirely to the authority exercised by the centurion himself." There are, however, good reasons why the reading "under
authority" (which is undisputed in Luke) should have been altered to "in
authority": firstly, a tidy-minded scribe would be likely to take this simple
means of eliminating a contrasting element and reducing the whole verse to
a single point of comparison; secondly, the mention of the centurion's sub-
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ordination might cause embarrassment if it was felt that there must be exact
correspondence at every point - to whom was Jesus "under authority"?
If then we accept the reading "under authority", is not this last point a
problem, particularly in view of the phrase ,cat yae eyw ... ? Must this not
mean, "For I too (like you) am a man under authority ... ", and therefore
make Jesus a mere man, and a subordinate at that? However, an examination of the uses of ,cm' ycie listed in AG (under yae) shows many cases where
it means simply "for" or, better, "for indeed", and where there is no room
for the meaning "also". 12 So here the translation "For I indeed am a man
under authority ... " would be permissible, without drawing the direct comparison between the status of the centurion and that of Jesus. Moreover,
even if one were to insist on the meaning "For I too am ... ", which is
perhaps the more natural translation when eyw follows directly after ,cal ycie,
it is not legitimate to restrict the point of comparison to the first clause only
("under authority"), when in fact it is the issuing, not the obeying, of orders
which is the main theme of the verse. The ,ea, yae governs the whole
sentence, not just its first words. The point could be made by paraphrasing,
rather tendentiously, "For even I too, set as I am within a chain of authority, know what it is to give orders ..."
The mfoor points of text and translation covered in the last two
paragraphs are, of course, quite inessential for a basic exegesis of the
passage. The main point of the verse is beyond doubt, the assertion of Jesus'
absolute authority by analogy with that of a military commander. But the
exegete is not on this account entitled to ignore the incidental details, particularly where these have given rise, as in this case, to doctrinal embarrassment.
VERSE

10

This is the second key pronouncement, the point to which the whole
narrative has been building up. The punch-line is introduced by the statement that Jesus was "amazed" by what he heard. The concordance will
show that 0avµaCw is a verb which is not used lightly. In particular, it is used
only twice of Jesus himself, here and at Mark 6:6. Here the object of his
amazement is faith, there it is unbelief. Good material for the preacher, this!
The saying is introduced by aµ~v };:yw vµiv, the mark of a solemn,
emphatic pronouncement. It is often singled out as one of the characteristic
rhetorical devices of Jesus, as a teacher of unique authority, since no other
Jewish teacher of the time is known to have used the phrase. A statement
thus introduced is to be carefully noted.
The pronouncement is concerned withfaith. This, as we have seen, is the
focal point of the story for Matthew, and it is clinched in the peculiarly
Matthean "As you believed let it be done for you" of verse 13. Faith here is
a practical confidence in Jesus' power to heal, based on a conviction of his
supreme authority: so much we may infer from the centurion's saying in
verses 8-9 which gives rise to Jesus' commendation. It would be quite inap259
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propriate to the narrative situation to ask whether this was saving, justifying
faith in the Pauline sense, or whether it involves a doctrinal acceptance of
the divinity of Jesus. These are questions derived from later theological
development in the New Testament which are certainly anachronistic when
applied to the period of Jesus' ministry. Whether they occurred to Matthew
in his telling of the story we must consider shortly. But for the original setting of the story and of Jesus' pronouncement, "faith" must be interpreted in
terms of its context, as a practical trust based on a conviction of Jesus'
power to heal. It involves a recognition that Jesus has a unique authority,
and wields supernatural power. Beyond that the context forbids us to go.
It is this unreserved confidence and acceptance of Jesus' authority which
amazes him, and calls forth his commendation. Here is none of that suspicion or reservation of judgment which he had met with among his own people. Here is a man who has grasped more fully than any Jew what sort of
person Jesus is, and who is prepared to act decisively on that understanding.
And the man is a Gentile. Jesus' mission was first of all to Israel. He
deliberately restricted his activity during his lifetime to the chosen people,
and forbade his disciples for the time being to preach to Gentiles (Mt.
10:5-6; 15 :24). Yet here, spontaneously, there appears in a Gentile that
very response which his Jewish mission had failed to evoke. It ignores and
overrides racial barriers. The importance of this for Matthew we shall see
shortly, but for Jesus and his disciples it is of tremendous significance. A
whole new horizon has opened up. This incident is a preview of the great insight which ·came later through another centurion's faith, "Then to the Gentiles also God has granted repentance unto life" (Acts 11: 18). The barrier
between the chosen people and the rest of mankind is beginning to crumble.
The precise wording of Jesus' saying is slightly different in Matthew from
that in Luke. Luke has the familiar "Not even in Israel have I found such
faith", but the original Matthean form seems certainly to be, "With no-one
in Israel have I found such faith." 13 W. Grundmann calls this a
''radikalisierten Form" compared with the Lucan. 14 Instead of a general
comparison of the centurion with Israel as a whole, the Matthean form
states that not a single individual in Israel reaches his standard. It is thus a
more all-embracing condemnation of Israel's unbelief, and leads appropriately to the devastating saying added by Matthew in verses 11-12.
The Lucan form could even be construed as a veiled compliment to Israel:
"Not even in Israel (where I would most expect it) have I found such faith."
But the Matthean form leaves no room for a compliment. His emphasis is,
as we shall see, single-mindedly on the rejection of Israel as the chosen race.
VERSES

11-12

This is Matthew's own addition to the story of some words of Jesus
almost certainly uttered in a different context. and preserved elsewhere by
Luke (13 :28-29). The addition by Matthew shows clearly what was for him
the main point of the story. It is two-fold: (1) the centurion, by his faith,
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gives evidence that Gentiles are to find a place in the kingdom of God, and
(2) by the same token the Jews who do not have this faith are to be rejected
from that kingdom. Thus Matthew sees faith as the means of entry to the
kingdom, and race as irrelevant. The days of a chosen race are finished.
God's people are now all those who believe, of whatever race.
It may be objected that Matthew is pressing the story too far. There is no
mention in the story of saving faith, or of entering the kingdom of God. The
centurion's faith is simply a practical confidence in Jesus' healing power.
Certainly; Matthew is developing the theme beyond the actual narrative
context, but is the development illegitimate? Is not the man who recognises
in Jesus a uniquely authoritative figure, and whose faith is praised above
that of any Jew, rightly taken as a symbol of the coming Gentile church?
Matthew is not misunderstanding and allegorizing a simple story; he is
drawing the logical conclusion from the key pronouncement which is the
focus of that story.
VERSE

11

This verse envisages the Gentiles entering the kingdom. lloV..01 does not
explicitly mean Gentiles, of course, but in parallelism with the "sons of the
kingdom" (verse 12), who are clearly Jews (see below), it could have no
other meaning, and the context of Jesus' pronouncement about the centurion's faith in contrast with Israel confirms this.
The words "will come from east and west" echo a recurring Old Testament formula, seen for instance in Psalm 107:3; Isaiah 43:5-6; 49:12. But
the significant point is that these are predictions (or retrospective accounts)
of God's regathering of dispersed Jews. There are similar passages which
speak of Gentiles (probably, though the reference could again be to the dispersed Jews) acknowledging and worshipping God in all parts of the earth,
but not coming (e.g. Isaiah 45 :6; 59:19; Mai. 1: 11). There are also passages
which predict the coming of Gentiles to Jerusalem (e.g. Is. 2:2-3; 60:3-4),
but not in the terms used here by Jesus. So it seems that Jesus, in predicting
the coming of the Gentiles (itself an Old Testament idea), deliberately does
so in words recalling Old Testament hopes of the regathering of Israel. Here
we see already the idea of the supplanting of the chosen race by others
which becomes more explicit as we go on.
The Gentiles are envisaged as gathering for a banquet, dvaxUJrjaovmi,
literally "recline", is correctly translated "sit at table" by RSV, since it was a
common practice in the ancient world to recline on couches by the table
XOA.71:l(J rov 'l71aov
, rather than to sit on chairs (cf. the disciple avaxeiµevoc; ev
at the Last Supper, Jn. 13:23). 15 This is no ordinary meal, however, but one
shared with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. Jesus is
here taking up a common Jewish eschatological idea, where the joys of the
Messianic age are pictured as a banquet. Derived from such Old Testament
passages as Isaiah 25:6; 65:13f, this theme was richly embroidered by later
Jewish writers, both in the apocalyptic and the rabbinic traditions. ''' It

nv
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would be tedious to give all the details here, but it is worth mentioning that
the presence of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob at the banquet (together with
other great Old Testament figures) is specifically mentioned in two rabbinic
passages (Pes. 119b; Ex.R. 25 :8): there will be a very polite debate about
which of them shall "say grace", and in the end the honour will go to David!
But the important point is that in these and most of the other relevant
passages the banquet is regarded as being for the Jews only: it is "for the
children of Isaac on the day when he (God) will receive them into his
favour" (Pes. 119b). Sometimes the banqueters are referred to as "the
pious", but it is, often explicitly, the pious within Israel who are in mind.
Jesus is, then, deliberately predicting that the eschatological banquet with
the patriarchs to which the Jews looked forward as a national right will in
fact include Gentiles as well. For a Jew to sit at table with Gentiles meant
ritual defilement, and such an idea in the eschatological banquet would be
unthinkable. But Jesus is rejecting all racial barriers. Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, the very founders of the Jewish race, will, it is assumed, be happy to
sit with Gentiles, with no thought of defilement. Jesus is not predicting the
conversion of Gentiles to Judaism - that would have been a very acceptable
idea to many in his day. He is envisaging their inclusion in the joys of the
kingdom as Gentiles, apparently on equal terms with the patriarchs. This is
revolutionary stuff! And there is worse to come in verse 12.
VERSE

12

The phrase "sons of the kingdom" would have been readily understood
by Jews - to mean themselves! "Sons of ... " is often used in the sense of
"belonging to ... ", "destined for ...", etc. See e.g. "sons of the
bridechamber" (Mt. 9:15); "son of hell" (Mt. 23:15). The Talmud frequently
uses the phrase "a son of the age to come" (cf. Lk. 16:8; 20:34-35). So the
"sons of the kingdom" are those to whom the kingdom belongs by right.
And such was the Jewish estimate of themselves: as children of Abraham, it
was their birthright. "According to the popular view in the time of Jesus,
Israel's superiority over the Gentiles consisted in the fact that Israel, by virtue of its lineal descent from Abraham, enjoyed the benefits of the vicarious
merits of the patriarchs, and the consequent assurance of final salvation. It
was the current belief that no descendant of Abraham could be lost." 17
Yet Jesus not only says that they must share the kingdom with the Gentiles, but that they, the rightful heirs, will themselves be excluded. Literally,
his words should mean that all Jews are excluded, but Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob are clearly not rejected. The point is that racial descent will be irrelevant. To claim to be a son of Abraham will be worthless. John the Baptist
had said as much (Mt. 3:9), but no other Jew dared to suggest such a thing.
By calling them "sons of the kingdom" Jesus emphasises the paradoxical
reversal of roles which will take place when believing Gentiles receive what
the Jews regarded as their inalienable right.
This theme of the imminent rejection of Israel as a nation from its status
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as God's chosen people is a common one in Jesus' teaching, often seen by
implication in the way he applies Old Testament passages about Israel to his
own disciples, 18 but sometimes quite explicit, as in the parable of the tenants
(Mk. 12:1-9), or in Jesus' laments over Jerusalem (Lk. 13:34-35;
23:28-31). 19
The imagery of "outer darkness", weeping, and gnashing of teeth is all
found in Jewish apocalyptic or midrashic sources. 20 The difference here is
that it is the "sons of the kingdom" themselves who will be the sufferers,
whereas in Jewish apocalyptic it is "the sinners", "the ungodly", and certainly not the Jews. Some commentators suggest that the darkness is
specifically mentioned in contrast with the bright lights of the banqueting
hall, since it is a common apocalyptic theme that the sufferings of the lost
will be increased by their being able to see the blessed in Paradise. 21
Verses 11-12 are designed, then, to express in (for the Jew) the most
shocking manner possible the change which is now imminent in the
economy of God, when the chosen race will no longer have a special
privilege, but the kingdom of God will be for all who believe, from whatever
race, while those who do not believe, even though they may be sons of
Abraham, will not be able to join their father at the banquet; when "the last
shall be first, and the first last."
VERSE

13

Matthew now returns to the narrative, and concludes it with a minimum
of words. Yet even in this brief conclusion a comparison with the Lucan version reveals again Matthew's overriding concern - faith. Matthew alone inserts the healing word of Jesus for which the centurion had asked; taking up
the theme of verse 10, it focuses on his remarkable faith: "As you have
believed let it be done for you." In the Synoptic accounts healing frequently
depends on faith; how much more healing at a distance, paralleled only in
Matthew 15:21-28 and John 4:46-54. The parallel with Matthew 15:27 is
here very close, just as the themes of the two stories have run parallel
throughout, both concerned with Jesus' encounter with a Gentile supplicant,
both focusing on the trial and the triumph of faith despite the racial barrier,
both culminating in healing at a distance. John 4 :48, 50 also points out the
faith of the father.
CONCLUSION

.

So a request for healing from a Gentile centurion, which gave rise to a
significant dialogue with Jesus about authority and faith, has been taken
further by Matthew, both in the details of his telling of the story and particularly by the insertion of an independent saying of Jesus about
membership in the kingdom, to provide a more comprehensive piece of
teaching on the central importance of faith not only for healing but for
salvation, for inclusion in the true people of God for whom his es-
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chatological blessings are reserved. Matthew, the evangelist to the Jews, has
a great deal to say on this theme. The healing of the Gentile's servant
provides him with an excellent paradigm of the universal application of the
work of Jesus, and he makes sure by his telling of the story and in particular
by his insertion of Jesus' devastating saying that the message is not missed.
This understanding is the result of a "redaction-critical" exegesis of the
pericope in comparison with the Lucan parallel. 22 To ignore, or to try to
remove, the differences in treatment would have been to lose a vital part of
what Matthew wants to emphasise. As a miracle story alone the pericope is
of great value, but Matthew is concerned to teach more than the miraculous
power of Jesus, and the modern reader, no less than those for whom
Matthew originally wrote, stands to gain much from a recognition of his
special emphasis.
II. 1 Peter 3:18-22

In contrast to Matthew 8:5-13, which was a relatively straightforward
narrative-cum-sayings Gospel pericope, we tum now to a concentrated
piece of doctrinal-cum-hortatory teaching in a letter. We have deliberately
chosen a notoriously obscure passage, so as to see the importance of proper
exegetical methods in the clearest possible light. As so often in the New
Testament letters, the thought is highly concentrated, and not at all easy to
follow in a logical sequence. One thought leads to another, apparently unrelated to the main theme, in a way which leaves the tidy-minded Western
reader bewildered. The passage contains one notorious centre of controversy, which involves serious doctrinal implications (the "preaching to
spirits" in verse 19), and a fairly obscure piece of typology (the Flood as a
type of Christian baptism, verses 20-21). The whole passage has given rise
to more monographs, additional notes, and excursuses than almost any
other. Yet there is probably no more agreement about its exegesis now than
there ever has been.
For such a passage, the generous use of commentaries is obligatory. Only
so can the new-comer hope to grasp what are the issues involved, and what
the nature of the evidence which has ied to such controversy. One commentary is not enough, for few commentators (including, no doubt, the present
writer) can resist the temptation to make all the evidence point towards their
chosen solution, and to play down or even ignore the less convenient facts.
By using several reputable commentaries, the reader will not find an agreed
answer, but he will be in a fair position to work towards his own exegesis on
the basis of a cautious awareness of the issues, not of blissful ignorance. The
availability of several such commentaries is assumed in what follows, and
the source of basic information is therefore not usually stated. 23
It will soon be discovered that "the difficulty of the text lies not in the
thought of the author, which is neither odd nor fantastic, but in our
ignorance of his background and field of reference." 24 The author of those
words continues, "More recent studies in later Jewish apocryphal writings
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and in early Jewish-Christian literature reveal a whole world of ideas which
was powerfully at work, all the more so because simply taken for granted, in
the writers of the New Testament. The exegete ... must try to immerse
himself as deeply as possible in the mental atmosphere of the biblical writer,
his pre-suppositions, his categories of thought, his literary conventions." 25
In fact, if you are not prepared to dirty your hands in the muddy waters of
apocalyptic and rabbinic speculations, much of the New T•stament must
necessarily remain obscure. To try to understand 1 Peter 3:19-20 without a
copy of the Book of Enoch at your elbow is to condemn yourself to failure.
Space does not allow a discussion of the standard questions of literary
criticism. We shall assume that the letter was written in the second half of
the first century (and probably in the earlier part of it) by Peter or someone
closely associated with him (Silvanus, writing on Peter's behalf?) to the
churches of the northern part of Asia Minor, whose membership was largely, but not exclusively, Gentile. Its occasion was an outbreak of persecution
against the Christians of that area, which, if the letter may be taken as a
unity, had already begun, and was causing serious distress. A particular
connection of the letter with baptism seems probable, but the precise form of
that connection is not clear. Earlier views that it was simply a baptismal
liturgy or ·sermon are now generally discounted, and it is accepted as a
genuine letter (or "epistle" in the technical sense).
Thus the overall context of our passage is an encouragement to
Christians under persecution. How serious that persecution was is disputed.
Many commentators write it off as petty local discrimination against converts to Christianity, stopping far short of martyrdom. Some of the language
is very strong for such a situation, particularly when it is recognized that
naaxw was often used for dying in persecution (cf. its use for Christ's death
in 2:21). The parallel with Christ's "suffering" in 3:17-18 and 4:1 suggests
martyrdom, as does the entrusting of their souls to God by those who
"suffer" in 4:19. And would the "suffering" of a murderer be less than death
(4:15)? Moreover, if we are right in interpreting 4:6 to refer to those who
have died since hearing the gospel, a martyrdom context fits the verse best,
with its contrast between being "judged in the flesh" and "living in the
spirit"; the verse reads most naturally as an assurance on the ultimate fate
of those already martyred. We shall, therefore, assume a context of persecution in which martyrdom was a real possibility. This, as we shall see, increases the relevance of 3 : 18 and the sequel.
The immediate context of our passage is concerned with this same theme,
giving directions for the Christian's deportment under persecution. In
3:13-17 the Christian is envisaged vis-a-vis his persecutors. He may not
compromise his loyalty to Christ, but neither must he give them proper
cause to punish him: if he mu<st suffer, let it be for his good deeds, not for
ba~. The same theme of uncompromising loyalty to Christ despite the suffermg this may bring is taken up again after our passage, in 4:1-6.
Our exegesis must then be consistent with this context. Verses 18-22
must have something relevant to say to those facing fierce hostility in the
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name of Christ. It is the fault of many interpretations of the passage that
they ignore this requirement, and so accuse the author of inserting an irrelevant doctrinal digression in the middle of his exhortation. The context is not
to be thus flouted if the passage will yield relevant sense. The importance of
this discussion of the context for our exegesis will soon become apparent.
We should notice at this point that many scholars have found in various
parts of l Peter traces of early Christian hymns or credal formulae, marked
by a stylized, rhythmic structure for easy memorization. One such "hymn"
is often seen in verses 18 and 22; but the intervening verses are, in comparison, tortuous and prosaic, so that it is not possible to take the whole
passage as a hymn. This hymnic or credal origin for verses 18 and 22 is not
unlikely, and has a limited importance for exegesis. 26
VERSE

18 27

The main drift of this verse, at least up to the penultimate clause, is clear.
It is one of the most direct statements in the New Testament of the vicarious
significance of the death of Christ. But what is the relevance of such a statement in this context? The obvious answer, given in most commentaries, is
that Jesus' death is given as an example of innocent suffering. The
persecuted Christians of Asia Minor must be prepared to accept undeserved
suffering as their Master did. 28 That such an application is intended cannot
be doubted, and the mention that Jesus in his suffering was righteous seems
designed to reinforce the lesson. But why then all the emphasis in this verse
on the redeeming character of Jesus' death? Are his followers called to die
for men's sins to bring them to God? Presumably not, unless Peter is here
stepping right out of line with the rest of New Testament teaching. Hence
the conclusion is generally drawn that Peter, having once mentioned the
death of Jesus, is drawn by the attraction of the subject to explore the meaning of that death and its sequel, and forgets the exemplary purpose for which
he introduced it. 29 Some would suggest that his use of a set credal formula
or hymn leads him to include details from that formula which are irrelevant
to his purpose in the context. Then, having indulged his doctrinal interests in
a wide-ranging digression, he returns to his theme in chapter 4.
We hope to show more fully as we go on that an exegesis which thus disregards the context is quite inadequate. The emphasis in these verses is on
the triumph of Jesus over all opposing powers. This triumph began in his
redeeming death, was established through his resurrection, and is now effective through his ascension and sitting at God's right hand. Verse 18 is the
beginning of this recital, and its relevance to the context is that the
persecuted Christian, facing the powers of evil, may know that these powers
are already defeated, that he shares in the triumph of his Master, to whom
all powers are subject. The apparent defeat of death was for Jesus the beginning of victory. So it is for the Christian martyr: death leads to resurrection
and triumph, because Jesus through his redeeming death has once for all
conquered sin and all the powers of evil. This is no digression, but the very
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foundation of the Christian hope in which the martyr may die. The justification for this overall exegesis will emerge as we go on.
There are several details in the wording of verse 18 which deserve fuller
investigation than space permits us here. It is steeped in Old Testament
sacrificial ideas. /maf introduces the thought of the decisive, once-for-all
nature of Jesus' atonement, stressed so much in Hebrews. 30 neel aµaemiiv
recalls the technical term for the Old Testament sin-offering as rendered in
the LXX.31 dl,tatOt; vnee at51,ewv continues the sacrificial allusion by
reminding of the substitutionary principle, which required an unblemished
animal, and also very likely alludes to Is. 53: 11, "By his knowledge shall the
righteous one, my servant, make many to be accounted righteous."
neoaayay71 introduces the reconciliation aspect of the atonement, reminding
us of the :Jr(!oaaywy~ mentioned by Paul in Romans 5:2; Ephesians 2:18. The
Old Testament background to this term is exegetically very suggestive, especially in a context of sacrificial language, but we cannot explore it here. 32
So verse 18, up to the penultimate clause, concentrates on the death of
Jesus, viewed as a decisive, sacrificial, atoning, reconciling act. It is the doctrine of the atonement in a nutshell.
The last clause of verse 18 begins the transition of thought from the death
of J~sus to the triumph which followed. The rhythmically balanced phrases,
focusing on the two essential events of Easter, seem clearly to come from a
traditional formula, and the close formal parallel of I Timothy 3:16 (cf. also
Rom. 1 :3--4) supports this.
The terms "flesh" and "spirit" need careful handling. In the world of
Greek philosophy th~y would meaIJ the material and immaterial "parts" ofa
man, of which the former dies but the latter survives. Many have
automatically read this clause in such terms, without reflecting that such a
distinction is foreign to Jewish thought, and that it is in the world of the Old
Testament and later Jewish literature that our author moves. Nor is there
any reference here to the divine and human natures of Christ: this is the
New Testament, not a fifth-century doctrinal work, and the New Testament
never speaks of two natures in Christ, let alone using aae! and nvevµa to
describe them. aaef in the New Testament denotes the natural human sphere
of existence, and nvevµa in contrast with it denotes the supernatural
sphere. 33 The closest parallel to the present use is Paul's careful distinction
between two modes of existence, lfVXt,eoi; and nvevµan,eoi;, in l Corinthians
15:42ff. His distinction the:i:e is not between "body" and "soul", but between
two types of body, adapted to two different modes of existence. So here the
contrast is between Christ's death in the natural sphere, and his risen life in
, the eternal, spiritual sphere. His earthly life ended, but that was succeeded
by his heavenly life. Thus the second phrase does not refer to Christ disembodied, but to Christ risen to life on a new plane.
The reason for insisting on this is that some commentators have inter~reted (r.yo1roi170e'ti; nvevµa-r:1 of something less than, and prior to, the resurrection of Christ, of an intermediate disembodied state. This is to make the
clause fit in with an interpretation of verse 19 in terms of a descent of Christ
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to Hades between his death and resurrection. We shall come to the exegesis
of verse 19 shortly, but we must be clear before we do so that the reference
of Cu,ionotri0d~ nvevµan is to the resurrection of Christ and nothing less,
however inconvenient this may prove. An early Christian, reading this formal contrast between Jesus' death and his being "made alive" could not be
expected to think of anything other than the resurrection, 34 least of all of so
foreign an idea as a disembodied state. Whatever verse 19 may refer to, the
last clause of verse 18 refers to the death and resurrection of Jesus. 35
This last clause has a clear relevance to a persecuted church. Jesus was
"done to death" (0avm:w0ek is a strong word, with special reference to
judicial killing), but this was not the end. It terminated his earthly life (oae~),
but issued in a new risen life "in spirit". So the Christian facing martyrdom
(0avar6w would be very appropriate) may be sure that death is only '"in the
flesh"; it will be followed by a new risen life. Verses 19 and 22 will go on to
show that for Jesus death was the way to triumph, a triumph which his
follower can share.
VERSE

19

Here, in these nine words, all the controversy centres. Is this a precursor
of the medieval doctrine of the "harrowing of hell"? 36 If not, what is it
talking about? Why is it so obscurely worded?
Before we go into detail, it would be as well to observe that Peter
presumably wrote to be understood by his readers. What is obscure to us
can hardly have been so obscure to them. The problem lies in our not knowing what were the common ideas, the common background of thought,
which Peter shared with his readers, and to which therefore he can allude
without needing to explain his reference. It is this background of thought
which we must try to discover, rather than insist that the verse must or cannot refer to the harrowing of hell, purgatory, a second chance for the dead,
etc. Our own doctrinal predilections are irrelevant: we want to find out what
Peter meant, from the meagre words he has provided for us.
Most of the relevant issues will be raised by taking the words of the verse
in order, and letting them pose the questions.
(1) 'Ev cµ. In what? Most recent versions and commentators say "In the
spirit", taking nvevµart, the immediately preceding noun, as· the
antecedent. 31 It is doubtful whether anyone would have disputed this rendering, if it did not lead in a direction incompatible with their chosen exegesis.
For nvevµan in verse 18 refers, as we have seen, to Christ's risen state. To
take ev ,µ as "in the spirit" must therefore mean that verse 19 is talking
about an activity of Christ after his resurrection. If you are committed to
referring it to the period between his death and resurrection, such an interpretation must be avoided. Accordingly some commentators take ev 0 as a
conjunction without specific grammatical antecedent, meaning "when", i.e.
in the course of the events mentioned in the preceding clause, viz. the
death-resurrection sequence. In support of this interpretation they note that
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lv ,J occurs in this sort of sense elsewhere in I Peter (I :6; 2:12; 3: 16; 4:4). It
is t~ be noted, however, that in none of these cases is there any masculine or
neuter noun in the preceding clause which could be taken as the antecedent.
Here the presence of an eligible antecedent immediately before ev <p places a
strong presumption in favour of its translation as a straightforward relative.
Dogmatic considerations apart, it would seem that ev <p must mean '"in the
spirit" in the sense of that word in verse I 8, i.e. verse 19 must refer to an activity of the risen Christ.
(2) Toi,; ev 'fiVAa1'fi J'fVEvµaatv. This is the crucial phrase. Who are they?
There are two suggested interpretations of nvEvµa here, either as men who
have died, or as supernatural powers. :rr.vEvµa in the former sense occurs
clearly in the New Testament only in Hebrews 12:23; 38 there is another
clear use in the Song of the Three Holy Children 64, and l Enoch 22 :3-13
has many references to "the spirits of the dead", etc. But in none of these
cases is nvevµa used absolutely: it is always qualified by "of the dead", "of
the righteous", etc. If rci :rr.vevµara here meant "men who have died", it
would be a unique absolute use in this sense. This does not exclude the
possibility entirely, but it casts strong doubt on it. Moreover, a:rr.ei0~aa<Jlv in
verse 20 would go strangely with this sense: one would expect "spirits of
those who disobeyed" rather than "spirits who disobeyed", since on this interpretation they were living men, not spirits, at the time of disobedience.
llvevµa in the sense of a supernatural being, usually evil, is common in the
New Testament and contemporary literature. 39 Note particularly the title of
God in I Enoch as "the Lord of Spirits". Used absolutely, :rr.vEvµara would
unquestionably be understood in this sense by a contemporary reader, especially one at all familiar with Jewish apocalyptic and other inter-testamental literature. Again, the only obstacle to accepting this meaning of the word
is a preconception that verse 19 is about Christ preaching to the dead in
Hades. 4:6 is often used to buttress this interpretation, but it should be noted
that the word nvevµa is not used there, and that there is no reason to suppose that the two verses refer to the same event. 40
The interpretation of :rr.vevµaatv on lexical grounds as referring to supernatural beings is confirmed by the sequel. They are those "who were once
disobedient in the days of Noah". Here we step into a whole world of Jewish
mythology which is foreign to most modern readers. Jewish apocalyptic and
other writings make frequent reference to the passage in Genesis 6: l -4
about the sin of the "sons of God". These are regarded as angelic beings
(often called "Watchers"), who, because of this sin, were cast out of heaven
and imprisoned, awaiting their punishment at the final judgment.
Meanwhile, either in person or through their offspring, they are the source of
evil on earth. 41 These fallen angels and their punishment are referred to
elsewhere in the New Testament in Jude 6 and 2 Peter 2:4. In the latter
passage they are associated with Noah and the Flood, and this connection
was commonly made, since the two events are related together in chapter 6
of Genesis. Testament of Naphtali 3:5 specifically states that they were
cursed by God "at the Flood", and that the Flood came on their account,
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and Jubilees 10:5 regards their sin as taking place in Noah's day.
But it is the Book of Enoch which gives the most detailed account of the
sin and punishment of the angels, to which it returns again and again. The
story is told in great detail in l Enoch 6-16, and the prison where the angels
are bound is described in 18:12-19:2; 2 I :1-10. There are further references
in 54:3-6, and throughout chapters 64-69. The story is told again in symbolic form in chapters 86-88, and a further reference occurs in 106:13-17.
A bare listing of these references is not enough to indicate the extent of the
hold which this mythology had on the minds of the authors of the Enochic
literature: the exegete who wants to get inside the skin of the writer and
original readers of I Peter (and of 2 Peter and Jude at least) should read the
relevant parts of l Enoch in full. As he does so he will discover numerous
points of contact with l Peter 3: 19-20. He will find the fallen angels referred
to a~ ;r;vevµm:a (15:4, 6, 8), he will find many references to their
imprisonment,4 2 and he will find their disobedience (21 :6 etc.) connected
with Noah and the Flood. 43 But most striking of all is the fact that in
chapter 12 Enoch is given a commission to go to these fallen angels and
proclaim to them their punishment; this mission is the subject of chapters
12-16. Here is a remarkable parallel to Christ's mission in l Peter 3:19
(compare 1ioeev8e't,; be71ev~ev with Enoch's commission in 12:4, noeevov xat
ei:rce •• •).44

The evidence is more than sufficient to indicate that i-a iv <fVAaxfi nvevµai-a
must be the fallen angels who, according to apocalyptic tradition, sinned at
the time of Noah, and are in custody awaiting their final punishment. To us
the reference is obscure; to a church which knew and prized the Book of
Enoch (as the author of Jude so evidently did too) it would need no explanation.
(3) lloeev8eti;. Where did he go to, and when? Advocates of a reference
here to Christ's going down to Hades between his death and resurrection
naturally assume that 1ioeev8eti; indicates "descended". But it does not say
so. Indeed, in verse 22 the very same participle is used of his going into
heaven. In itself it is neutral. Clearly he went to wherever the spirits were in
their prison. And on this point Jewish tradition is divided. A prison under
the earth is indicated in Jubilees 5:6, 10 ("depths of the earth"), and this
tradition is apparently followed in Revelation 20, where the 'fVA~ of verse
7 is presumably the aj3voooi; of verses land 3. 45 In l Enoch 17-18, however,
the place is reached by a journey to the furthest west, where heaven and
earth join, and there, beyond a chasm, he finds the prison in "a place which
had no firmament of the heaven above, and no firmly founded earth beneath
it", which is described as "the end of heaven and earth" (18:12, 14}. 46 The
prison of the angels is elevated still further by the rather later 2 Enoch,
which locates it in the second of seven heavens (2 Enoch 7:1-3; 18:3-6; cf.
also Test. Levi 3:2), using a new cosmology developed in Hellenistic circles,
and much valued in late Jewish and early Christian works (see e.g. 2 Cor.
12:2). It has therefore been suggested that 1 Peter 3:19 had this view in
mind, and regards Christ as visiting the fallen angels in the course of his
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ascension (thus taking n:oeev0t:k in the same sense as in verse 22), as he
passed through the lower heavens towards the seventh. This is attractive,
but the text lacks any suggestion of acquaintance with the seven-heavens
cosmology, so we may most prudently record a non /iquet on the precise
location of the prison. The main point to be established is that there is no
mention of going down, or of Sheol or Hades (which is never called 'fVAaX1J
in biblical literature). 47 Christ went to the prison of the fallen angels, not to
the abode of the dead, and the two are never equated.
The question of when Jesus made this journey has already been raised
with reference to the phrase b, rp, which we argued must refer to his risen
state. Unless there is evidence to the contrary, this journey must therefore be
dated at some time after the resurrection. It is tempting to connect it with
the use of n:oet:v0t:t; in verse 22 for the ascension, but n:oet:voµat is a very
general and common verb of "going", and its repetition here need not be
significant. The precise time, like the precise location, may be left undecided.
But what does seem clear is that it was not, as some commentators have
suggested, between his death and resurrection. 48 This conflicts with the
natural meaning of ev rp and also interrupts the sequence of thought which
has already reached the resurrection at the end of verse 18, returns to it at
the end of verse 21, and proceeds to the ascension in verse 22. This sequence confirms that verse 19 should be read as a sequel to, not a precursor
of, the resurrection.
(4)'EX1Jev!eV. What did Jesus preach (or, more literally, "proclaim") to the
spirits in prison? The verb means "to act as herald", and so is essentially
neutral as to the content of the message. This neutral use is found in Revelation 5 :2. 49 But in the vast majority of New Testament uses it refers to
preaching the gospel. Here, where it is used absolutely, it would therefore
need strong arguments to disprove that it carries its usual New Testament
meaning of preaching the gospel of repentance and forgiveness. That is how
the majority of commentators take it.
There are, however, strong arguments against this interpretation in this
particular case. (a) In the LXX, whose language is clearly familiar to our
author, XTJevaaw is used as often of bringing bad news as of good: see e.g.
Jonah 1:2; 3:2, 4. (b) Enoch's mission to the fallen angels, which was certainly in the author's mind, as we have seen, was to proclaim judgment;
when they plead for mercy he has to refuse it (I Enoch 13-15, esp. 14:4-5).
(c) The statement in verse 22 that all spiritual powers are subject to Christ
would cohere better with a proclamation of his victory than with an offer of
salvation. (d) The purpose of the letter, to boost the morale of persecuted
,Christians, would be better served by a mention of Christ's triumphing over
evil powers than of an offer of salvation to them. This last point we shall
develop further shortly. Meanwhile, these arguments seem to the present
writer sufficient to demand here the original neutral meaning of ,crievaow, "to
make proclamation"; the reference would then be to an announcement to
the fallen· angels of his triumph over them and all evil through his death and
resurrection, which have placed all spiritual powers under his control (v.22).
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We conclude then that 1 Peter 3:19 has nothing to do with a descent of
Christ to Hades, or a second chance for the dead, but refers to a tradition
not mentioned elsewhere in the New Testament that after his resurrection
Christ proclaimed his victory to the fallen angels in the "prison" where they
were awaiting their final punishment. Whether the other New Testament
writers did not know this tradition, or knew it but had no occasion to mention it in the writings preserved, it was clearly well-known to Peter's readers.
It is closely related to the common New Testament theme of Christ's
triumph through the cross over Satan, death, and all powers of evil. 50 It
shows the all-embracing sovereignty and control of the risen Christ.
And this was a theme of real practical importance to Peter's readers.
They might be called to endure the worst that anti-Christian prejudice could
inflict. But even then they could be assured that their pagan opponents, and,
more important, the spiritual powers of evil that stood behind them and
directed them, were not outside Christ's control: they were already defeated,
awaiting final punishment. Christ had openly triumphed over them. Here is
real comfort and strength for a persecuted church which took very seriously
the reality and power of spiritual forces. These brief allusive words of Peter
convey the same message of encouragement as Paul's great "more than conquerors" passage in Romans 8:31-39.
It is the greatest strength of the exegesis here proposed that it yields a
sense so pastorally relevant to the context of a persecuted church. 51
VERSE

20

We have already dealt with the disobedience of the spirits in the days of
Noah. The mention of God's patience may reflect a current interpretation of
Genesis 6:3, that the 120 years referred not to man's life-span, but to the
period of grace granted before the punishment should come. 52 The dating of
the angels' sin within this period is in agreement with Jewish tradition, as we
have already seen.
The mention of the flood now leads to a change of scene; the fallen angels
are left behind, and the Flood, once mentioned, becomes the basis for more
teaching relevant to the encouragement of persecuted Christians. Two facts
are isolated from the story: (1) that few were saved; (2) that they were saved
"through water".
That few were saved was of obvious pastoral application. The persecuted
Christians must have been painfully conscious of their small numbers and
relative feebleness compared to the pagan majority among whom they lived.
But Noah and his crew were an even smaller minority: only eight out of the
whole wicked population of the world. Yet they were saved, and the world
destroyed. If Peter had known the cliche, he might have added, "One with
God is a majority"! 53
That they were saved through water is the means of transition to the next
theme, baptism, of which this water is regarded as a type; verse 21 expounds
this typology and its significance for the readers. The precise meaning of
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"through" is debated: is it local (they passed through the water to safety) or
instrumental (by means of the water)? Both could be true of Noah, though
the former is much more obvious: the idea of the water which destroyed the
rest of mankind and from which Noah escaped being nonetheless the means
of his salvation (by carrying the ark) is a little whimsical, though certainly
not beyond the imagination of a keen typologist. On the other hand, the instrumental sense is much easier when one considers the typological
application: the Christian is more easily viewed as saved "by means of" the
water of baptism than by passing through it, though the latter is also possible. Probably Peter is deliberately exploiting the ambiguity of the word Ota
to assist his passage from the Old Testament story to its typological
application. 54
VERSE

21

The first seven words, in which the typological relation is succinctly expressed, are almost impossibly difficult to construe from the grammatical
point of view. 55 The main questions are: (I) What is the antecedent of o? (2)
Does aVTttwwv refer to vµa<; or to {Jamwµa? (3) Assuming that;; is the subject, what is the syntactical function of /3&.mwµa (or, if {Jamwµa is the subject, where does;; fit in!)? Space forbids a discussion of these questions. We
shall assume that the antecedent of ;; is the immediately preceding voaw<;,
that aVTfrvnov refers to vµii<; and that p&.miaµa is an explanatory addition, in
apposition to ;; (viz., water); this gives the translation, "which (water) now
also saves you, the antitype (of Noah and his crew) - that is, baptism."
However, a little juggling with the different grammatical possibilities will
soon show that the various permutations all yield essentially the same sense,
that as Noah and his family were saved through water, so Christians are
saved through the water of baptism, the relationship of the latter to the
former being described as avT1wnov. Exegetically avT1wnov is the key.
The only other New Testament use of avT1wno<; is Hebrews 9:24, where it
refers to an earthly sanctuary as a "copy" of the true sanctuary of heaven.
But within the same word group we also find Tvno<; used for the "model" or
"pattern" from which such a copy is made (Ac. 7:44; Heb. 8:5 quoting
LXX Ex. 25:40), for a moral "example" to be copied (1 Pet. 5:3 and several
other uses), and, most significantly for our purpose, for Old Testament
figures as "types", prefigurations, of New Testament persons (Rom. 5: I 4; I
Cor. 10:6, cf. wmxwc; in 10:11, though in 1 Cor. IO the sense of "example"
is probably adequate in context). Here we have all the materials for, and
probably the actual beginning of, the technical use of Tvnoc; as a
hermeneutical term which quickly developed in the Christian church. That
typology, by whatever name or none, was widely practised by Christians
right from the time of Jesus himself cannot be doubted. 56 Here we have the
beginning of its technical terminology.
The essential principle of New Testament typology is that God works according to a regular pattern, so that what he has done in the past, as recordNT! - R
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ed in the Old Testament, can be expected to find its counterpart in his work
in the decisive period of the New Testament. Thus persons, events and institutions of the Old Testament, which in themselves need have no forward
reference, are cited as "types", models of corresponding persons, events and
institutions in the life of Christ and the Christian church. 57 On this principle,
then, as dvrinmov warns us, Peter takes the salvation of Noah in the Flood
as a model of the Christian's salvation through baptism. He has thus accomplished another change of scene, from the story of the Flood to Christian baptism, which is startlingly abrupt to the modern reader, but which
would seem quite natural to a reader accustomed to typological application
of Old Testament narratives. A grasp of the typological principle will go a
long way towards dispelling the exegetical obscurity of some parts of the
New Testament.
Peter's confident pronouncement that the water of baptism "saves you" is
sure to sound an alarm bell in a faithful Protestant mind. Is this a doctrine of
baptismal regeneration, an ex opere operato view of the sacrament? Two
points may be made in this connection. Firstly, such "realist" language concerning the effect of baptism is by no means unparalleled in the New
Testament; 58 any view of baptism which finds it a rather embarrassing
ceremonial extra, irrelevant to Christian salvation, is not doing justice to
New Testament teaching. But, secondly, Peter is very careful to qualify his
statement immediately by pointing out the true nature of baptism, involving
two aspects, one negative and one positive, which between them effectively
allay fears of a "magical" view of the sacrament.
The negative aspect is given in the strange words, "not a removal of dirt
from the body". This is certainly not a straightforward way of saying "not
the outward act of washing", but that is the meaning assumed by almost all
commentators: 59 Peter is defending the true nature of baptism by asserting
that the outward act does not bring salvation in itself, but only as it
represents a right inward attitude. The words are unusual, but they are certainly not inappropriate to convey the sense of an outward, physical
washing, perhaps with reference to the Jewish ritual washing before meals:
baptism is not a matter of washing away ritual uncleanness, but a transaction with God in the sphere of avvet87101,.
This brings us to the second, positive, aspect of baptism, and to another
very obscure phrase: avve18~oew, dya0ij, bteewT71µa ek 8e6v. The two key
words are clearly avve,871ot, and breewT7Jµa. Etymologically, breewT1/µa
(which occurs only here in the New Testament) ought to mean "enquiry",
"asking a question". That is the almost invariable meaning of the common
verb, eneew-raw. In Matthew 16:1 the verb carries the very unusual meaning
"request",60 and on this basis some have translated eneewT7Jµa here as "a request (appeal) to God for a good conscience". If the more obvious meaning
"enquiry" made any sense here, there would be no need to suggest this
translation, which would be unique in the whole of Greek literature, but it is
not easy to see how baptism could be viewed as an "enquiry" to God, nor
how ovvei8~oew, dya0ij, would fit in with this meaning. We are, then, ap-
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parently faced with a choice between the regular meaning "enquiry", which
makes no sense in the context, and an otherwise unknown meaning, "request", which is at least intelligible, but which introduces a view of baptism,
as an act of supplication, for which there is no parallel in the New Testament or the early church.
The solution to this dilemma is found in the papyri, where breewTT}µa
appears as a technical term in legal contracts, signifying the formal question
addressed by one party to the other and the response, a formal undertaking
or pledge. Etymologically, ineew-r:1Jµa would be expected to denote only the
first or"these, but in fact it is used for the total transaction, and so carries the
meaning "pledge", "undertaking", "contract". 61 Here we have a meaning
clearly relevant to baptism, where the baptizer puts formal questions to the
candidate concerning his beliefs and his moral commitment, and the candidate responds with a "pledge". Such a form of baptism is attested very
early in the Christian church, and may well be referred to in the New
Testament. 62 Most recent commentators accordingly accept the meaning
"pledge".
The genitive preceding ineew-r:1Jµa could be related to it either as subjective ("pledge proceeding from a good conscience") or objective ("pledge to
maintain a good conscience"). The latter seems more consistent with the
New· Testament view of baptism as a transition from the old life to the new:
it looks forward to a life of obedience, rather than being based on an already
good conscience.
The precise meaning of avvetb1Ja1, is never easy to define. It is certainly
much wider than "conscience", as even its other uses in this letter (2:19;
3:16) will show. A long discussion in TDNT6 3 concludes that in the
"Post-Pauline Writings" avveth1Jat, aya{hj is "a formula for the Christian life"
in all its aspects. Commentators suggest "disposition" or "attitude" as
translations for avvdh1Jm, here, with sometimes an element of "loyalty" or
"sense of duty". "4 Thus the total meaning of the phrase before us will be a
pledge to God of a life loyally devoted to his service. The contrast with the
preceding negative clause is thus very strong: the saving significance of baptism does not lie in the external, physical act of washing, but in the moral
and spiritual commitment to God which it symbolizes.
The verse concludes with an unexpected addition, "through the resurrection of Jesus Christ". The connection of baptism with the resurrection of
Christ is expounded by Paul in Romans 6: 1-11. It is a uniting with Christ in
his death and resurrection, leading to a sharing of his risen life. Some such
idea is probably the connection of thought leading Peter to reintroduce the
resurrection in his argument here. It erodes still further any mechanical idea
of· the efficacy of baptism, by adding another aspect of its spiritual
~ignificance. Not only is baptism an act of commitment by the candidate: it
1s also a uniting with the risen Christ giving him the power to live up to his
commitment.
We have now examined verse 21 in detail to see just what Peter is saying
about the nature of baptism, and why he regards it as the antitype of the
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Flood. But why did he mention baptism at all? Was he simply carried away
by the fascination of typology, so that, having mentioned the Flood, he
could not resist pointing out its typical significance? And then, realizing that
he might have laid himself open to misunderstanding, did he feel obliged to
qualify his statement that baptism "saves" before he could return to his
theme? Or is this perhaps a deliberate turn in the argument, introduced
because it was relevant to his readers' situation, and not just an academic
digression? We have so far eschewed the suggestion of irrelevant academic
theorising; must we admit it here?
If, as many scholars believe, the whole letter is closely connected with
baptism, either as incorporating parts of a baptismal liturgy or sermon, or as
written for the occasion when baptism was to be administered, here is an obvious explanation for the "digression" of verse 21. But has it no relevance to
the overall theme of the Christian under persecution? These were men
whose faith was costly, and who were in dire need of assurance that the
salvation for which they faced persecution was a reality. Just as Luther was
to return in times of doubt and despair to the assurance "baptizatus sum",
so Peter reminds his readers of what their baptism means. It marks them out
as God's chosen few who, like Noah, will be saved though all around mock
them and perish. Their baptismal pledge commits them to unswerving loyalty to God whatever the consequences. And their baptism is a symbol of
their being united with the risen Christ, who in his resurrection has triumphed over all the powers of evil. It is a reminder, in fact, of all that they stand
for, and of the strength in which they stand, the victory of the risen Christ. It
is, properly understood, a real assurance of salvation, and as such is intensely relevant to a persecuted minority. This is no academic digression.
VERSE

22

The last phrase of verse 21 has brought Peter back to the theme of the
end of verse 18 and of verse 19, the triumph of the risen Christ. This theme
he now concludes with an exultant description of Christ's ascension and sitting at God's right hand with all powers subject to him. The language used is
based on Psalm l 10:1, and has many parallels in the New Testament. It
poses no serious exegetical problems. Verse 19 has shown the victory of
Christ over the fallen angels; verse 22 rounds out the picture to include the
whole range of spiritual powers. 65 To the modern Western reader this may
appear no more than a picturesque way of expressing the universality of the
dominion of Christ "at the right hand of God". But experience in African
society shows that to a community in which evil spirits are a part of everyday concern, and in which securing protection against the powers of evil
ranks very high among life's priorities, such a bold assurance is breathtaking. We may be sure that Peter's readers, who were facing the very real
onslaught of evil powers through their persecutors, could find real courage
from these words.
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CONCLUSION

We insisted at the outset that the key to the exegesis of such a passage is
its context. The verses both preceding and following our passage are concerned with the Christian's attitude under persecution. It is the exegete's
duty to discover why, in this context, Peter feels it right to delve into the
rather obscure and complicated doctrinal matters dealt with in verses
J8-22. It is not good enough to accuse him of exercising his private
theological hobby-horses in an irrelevant academic digression set in the middle of a serious piece of pastoral exhortation.
It has been our aim in the detailed exegesis above to keep this context
always in mind, and to show how each point introduced is relevant to the
readers' situation. We cannot pretend that the passage is plain sailing. The
author does have a tendency to jump from thought to thought extremely
rapidly, sometimes with little more obvious logical connection than in a
game of word-chains. But he does not lose sight of his readers, and each
point, however obscurely connected with what precedes, has a practical
bearing on the situation of a persecuted church.
We shall attempt to make this clear by concluding with a paraphrase of I
Peter .3: 18-22, along the lines of the exegesis outlined above, adding in
brackets the relevance of the various points to the situation of the original
readers.
" ... 17. It is better to suffer, if suffer you must, for good deeds than for
bad. I 8. Because Christ also suffered for no fault of his own when he, the
just one, died on behalf of the unjust. (So do not complain if your suffering
too is undeserved.) His death was an effective, once-for-all sacrifice to make
atonement for (your?) sins, so that you might be restored to fellowship with
God. (It is for this faith that you are called to suffer;· it is no optional extra,
but the only way of salvation; it is worth the cost.) He was put to death (as
you may well be), but that was only in the earthly sphere: he has been raised
to new spiritual life (as you will be too, if you die for him). (So death was, for
Jesus, the way of achievement and victory; do not fear those who can only
kill the body.) J 9. In the triumph of his resurrection he went to the fallen
angels awaiting judgment in their place of confinement, and proclaimed to
them the victory won by his redeeming death. (Even the most wicked of
spiritual powers have had to recognize the authority of the risen Jesus;
whatever the forces against you, they are not his equal.) 20. These were
those spirits who rebelled against God in the days of Noah, while God in his
mercy was still withholding the punishment of the Flood (as he is now delaying judgment on your persecutors), and the ark was being built, but, when
the Flood came, there were few, only eight, who were saved in the ark. (It is
nothing new to be a minority standing for God. Noah and his family must
have been very conscious of the weight of opposition, but in the end they
were saved, and the rest drowned. "Fear not, little flock.") It was through
water that Noah and his family were saved, 21. and similarly the water of
baptism now saves you, since Noah's experience was a prefiguration of
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Christian experience. (So let your baptism be an assurance to you of your
ultimate salvation.) Of course, it is not the mere outward washing of the
body which is the essence of baptism, but the candidate's commitment to a
life of loyal service to God. (Do not forget your pledge. You are committed,
and can not go back, however strong the pressure. The ceremony without
the commitment is not true baptism, and gives no ground for assurance.)
Baptism involves your union with the risen Christ (and hence gives you the
power to remain faithful), 22. who has now gone into heaven, where he sits
at God's right hand, and all angels and spiritual powers are under his control. (So whom have you to fear? You are on the winning side. Your
persecutors, and the spiritual forces which drive them on, can have no ultimate victory. Your Lord reigns!)"
NOTES

I. The vexed question of the relationship of Jn. 4:46-54 to this Synoptic pericope is beyond
our scope here. Whether or not the Johannine account refers to the same incident (and this is
at least doubtful), it is clearly not derived from the same strand of tradition. See further C. H.
Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge 1963), pp. 188-195.
2. In such cases it is, of course, always arguable that Jesus made the same point in similar
words on two different occasions. There is no inherent improbability in this suggestion, and
many of the parailel traditions in the Gospels may most probably be accounted for in this
way. In this particular case, however, the force of the saying is so clearly in line with the
emphasis Matthew is concerned to bring out by his handling ofthe rest of the narrative (as
the discussion below hopes to show) that it seems more probable that he was responsible for
its insertion at this point.
3. See S. Travis above, pp. 157-159.
4. The History of the Synoptic Tradition (E.T. Oxford 1963), p. 38, n. 4.
5. Five of these refer to Jesus, and derive from 'ebed in Is. 42ff: one (Mt. 12: 18) is an actual
quotation of Is. 42:1. So here the meaning "servant" is certain. The others are in Luke and
Acts referring to David and to Israel as God's ,raic;.
6. T. W. Manson, The Sayings of Jesus (London 1949), p. 64 argues that the original
meaning was "son", on the assumption that Jn. 4:46-54 refers to the same incident. This involves the improbable supposition that the hovAo,- of Lk. 7:8 is a different person from the :n:aic;
of 7 :7 (and, presumably, the hov.l.oc; of 7:2!).
7. G. Bornkamm, G. Barth, and H.-J. Held, Tradition and Interpretation in Ma11hew
(E.T. London 1963), p. 194.
8. TDNT 3, p. 294, s.v. ,,.av&,. This article is a good illustration of the direct exegetical
usefulness of TDNT at many points.
9. Note Matthew's addition of µovov, emphasising the miraculous element in the cure requested.
10. Many commentators press the analogy further: the commander represents Jesus; whom
then do the soldiers represent? To whom is Jesus envisaged as issuing commands? To this
question there can be only one answer - the powers of illness, the demons or spirits to whom
the servant's paralysis is supposed to have been attributed. But was this a right question to
ask? Must we expect point-for-point correspondence? The point of the analogy lies in the
authority which achieves its end by a mere word of command. There is no mention of spirits
or demons in this story, or indeed in any story of the healing of paralysis. (Acts 8:7
deliberately distinguishes between exorcism of spirits and healing of paralysis.) Good exegesis
does not require pressing every comparison or parable to the point of full allegorical correspondence.
11. G. Zuntz argued strongly for this reading in JTS 46 (1945), pp. 183ff; cf. J. Jeremias,
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Jesus' Promise to the Nations (E.T. London 1958), p. 30 n.4, arguing that""" e{ova,av is a
mistranslation of the original Aramaic phrase "i1 authority"; also M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (Oxford 1967 ), p. 159, supporting the same reading on
grounds of parallelism.
12. E.g. Lk. I :66; 22:37; Jn. 4:23; I Cor. 5:7; 11 :9; 12:13, Heh. 5:12; 12:29.
13. Many MSS have substituted the Lucan wording, as frequently happens in Synoptic
passages, but a large number of the most reliable early MSS and versions preserve this text.
2
14. Das Evangelium nach Matthaus (Berlin 1971 ), p. 252.
15. Some commentators (e.g. Lohmeyer, Schlatter) suggest that the reclining in itself indicates a banquet in contrast to an ordinary meal (where one would sit). But avm,1,voµai and
,earaxJ;voµai seem to be more widely used in the New Testament, including the very informal
meal of the five thousand (Mk. 6:39), and the meal at the house of Simon the Pharisee whose
Jack of due ceremony Jesus particularly noted (Lk. 7:36m.
I 6. Details of these expectations may be found by consulting SB (under Mt. 8: 11, where one
is referred to a long excursus in Vol. IV/2 on Jewish ideas of heaven and hell), or, more
briefly, by looking up 8eaivov in TDNT. McNeile's commentary refers one to a useful treatment in G. Dalman,· The Words of Jesus (E.T. Edinburgh 1902), pp. 110--113.
17. J. Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations (E.T. London 1958), p. 48.
18. For details see R. T. France, Jesus and the Old Testament (London 1971), pp. 60-67.
19. Cf. ibid., pp. 67-74. See further Tyn.B 26 (1975), pp. 53-78.
20. See examples quoted by W. C. Allen, The Gospel according to S. Matthew (Edinburgh
I 907), p. 78. SB give further examples: see under Mt. 8: 12 for references to relevant sections
of the Excursus in Vol. IV/2.
21. The Lucan parallel (13:28-29) brings this aspect out more clearly with its use of o'fw8e.
22. The discussion of the pericope by H.-J. Held, op. cit., pp. 193-197, provides a valuable
example of the redaction-critical approach and its positive contribution to exegesis.
23. The following provide a representative cross-section of good recent commentaries in
2
English: E. G. Selwyn, The Fir~t Epistle of St. Peter (London 1947 ); F. W. Beare, The First
Epistle of Peter (Oxford 1970 ); B. Reicke, The Epistles of James, Peter, and Jude (New
York 1964); J. N. D. Kelly, The Epistles of Peter and of Jude (London 1969); E. Best, J
Peter (London 1971).
24. W. J. Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits: a study of I Peter 3:18--4:6 (Rome
1965), p. 7. This detailed study by a Jesuit scholar is a fine example of painstaking, responsible and independent exegesis. A few hours with this book would richly repay the serious stu·
dent, not only as a contribution to his understanding of this text, but as an example of how
the job should be done.
25. Ibid., p. 9.
26. See above, pp. 235-241 on such hymns in the N.T.
27. There are several uncertainties about the text of this verse, but none of them affects the
exegesis significantly. Whether or not .,;,,;,(! vµciiv,
~µciiv, or just ~µciiv is added after "'I!'
aµagrnuv matters little: the thought is of Christ dying for sins, without restriction to any one
group. Similarly, whether vµrir; or ~µar; is read, it is Christians in general who are clearly
thought of as being brought to God. The variants fua0evlani8avev might seem more significant, but in fact it is not doubted that if inaOe-. is read it must refer in this context to the death
of Christ, as in 2:21, so the reference is the same whichever verb is read.
28. Compare the similar sequence of thought in 2:18-21a, leading to 2:2lb--25.
29. Cf. Mk. 10:45, where Jesus' death, introduced as an example of selfless "service", is then
described in terms of its redemptive purpose, which presumably the disciples are not called to
imitate.
30. Heb. 9:25-28; cf. 7:27; 9:12; 10:10.
31. See e.g. Lev. 5:6-7; Ezk. 43:21; Ps. 39:7 (Heb. 40:7; EVV 40:6). The LXX form is
singular, ne(!< apa(!l'tar; but the plural is used in this technical sense in Heh. 5:3; 10:26 (cf. l
Jn. 2:2; 4:10), and would be so understood by a reader familiar with the LXX.
32. See TDNT 1, pp. 131-134.
33. Among many discussions of these and related terms, see the relevant articles in TDNT
and W. J. Dalton, op. cit., pp. 124-134.
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34. ,,~o:no<Ei• is not in fact used elsewhere of Christ's resurrection; but it is used frequently of
believers being raised to eternal life, in Rom. 8: 11 in explicit parallel with the resurrection of
Jesus.
35. The datives aae><i and :rrvev1mn are usually, and rightly, taken as '"datives of reference",
meaning "as to the flesh", "as to the spirit". fl1tevµriu alone could be taken as instrumental,
"made alive by the spirit", but it would make little sense to speak of Jesus being "put to death
by the flesh", and the two balancing phrases may be assumed to have the same grammatical
structure.
36. The doctrine is already well developed in the Odes of Solomon 42, probably written in
the second century, so it is not a priori impossible that it appears in the New Testament.
37. Selwyn argued against this on the ground that nowhere else in the New Testament does a
relative depend on a dative of reference. Kelly replies with reason that the ancient commentators took it that way, and Greek was their native language!
38. In Lk. 24:37, 39 it means a "ghost", probably regarded as man's angelic counterpart or
··double"; cf, Acts 12:15. In Lk. 23:46 (cf. Acts 7:59) it is in a quotation from Ps. 31:5,
where ··my spirit" probably means simply "myself'.
39. For some New Testament examples of the absolute use see Mt. 8:16; 12:45; Lk: 10:20;
Ac. 23:8--9.
40. Note also that the verb in 4:6 is dayyel,?;oµm, not, as here, ><~evaaw, which we shall argue
has a quite different meaning in this context. 4:6 is probably to be interpreted with reference
to Christians who have died: "This is why the gospel was preached to those (who are now)
dead ... "
41. See e.g. Jubilees 5:1-11; 10:1-13; 2 Baruch 56:10-13. For further references see W. J.
Dalton, op. cit., pp. 169-170.
42. See esp. oeaµrvr1ew• in 18:14; 21:10, and the whole idea of bonds in chapter JO.
43. See the sequence from chapter 6 to chapter 10, and within chapters 65-6 7; and esp.
106:13-17.
44. So remarkable is the parallel that some have proposed an emendation of I Peter 3: 19 to
read lv ,_,; ><ril 'Evrox roi, ..., the name of Enoch having been lost from the text because of its
similarity in sound to h ,p xaL This emendation has even found its way into the translations
of Moffatt and Goodspeed. It finds little support today, simply because a narration of
Enoch's mission intrudes without justification into the context here, where Christ is the subject both of verse 18 and of verse 22. But the suggestion is evidence of how irresistibly this
verse recalls the Enoch literature to those who are acquainted with it.
45. Cf. also 2 Pet. 2:4, raer~waa,, though it is questionable whether the word need still convey the classical Greek view of Tartarus as a subterranean dungeon.
46. There is also a mention of the fallen angels being on earth, in the Lebanon region: 13:9.
47. See W. J. Dalton. op. cit., pp. 157-159.
48. Other New Testament evidence for such a journey is very precarious, the only likely
references being Ac. 2 :27, 31 (where Jesus' being in Hades simply means being dead - cf. Mt.
12 :40). and Eph. 4:9, which can also be interpreted of the "descent to earth"' of the incarnation. Rom. 10:7 is a hypothetical suggestion which is mentioned only to be rejected.
49. Cf. Lk. 12:3; Ac. 15:21; Rom. 2:21; Gal. 5:11.
50. E.g. Lk. 10:17-18; Jn. 12:31: I Cor. 15:24-28; Eph. 1:20--22; Col. 2:15.
51. B. Reicke, p. 111, takes the application further, and suggests that Christ is still being
presented here as an example: as he preached even to the very powers of evil, so they should
be prepared to preach to their persecutors. This application would depend on taking "'/f!Vomo
in the sense of "preach the gospel".
52. So Targum Onkelos ad /oc. Note that I Enoch 9:11 also refers to God"s patience before
the Flood. with reference to the sin of the angels.
53. For attempts to find symbolic meaning in the number eight (which interestingly is mentioned also in 2 Pet. 2:5 in the same connection) see the commentaries of Reicke and Kelly.
Rei eke takes it of the totality of the church, Kelly of the eighth day, the day of resurrecti~n
and of baptism. Such numerical symbolism seems to be largely a matter of caste! In context
the more obvious significance is to stress how few they were.
54. So e.g. Beare and Kelly.
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55. So difficult that even the cautious Hort proposed to emend a text which is very firmly
supported in the MSS by accepting Erasmus· conjecture of,!, for;; (for which there is 110 early
MS support,), thus contravening all the accepted canons of textual criticism!
56. For typology in the teaching of Jesus, see R. T. France, op. cit., pp. 43-80; for Paul see
E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh 1957), pp. 126-135.
57. The subject is well treated by G. W. H. Lampe and K. J. Woollcombe, Essays 011
7)-pology (London 1957), pp. 9-38; more briefly, R. T. France, op. cit., pp. 38-43.
58. See e.g. Jn. 3:5; Rom. 6:3-4; Gal. 3:27; Col. 2:12; Titus 3:5.
59. The oddity of the language used has caused W. J. Dalton, op. cit., pp. 215-224. to
suggest that the phrase refers not to an act of washing but to the Jewish rite of circumcision,
commonly regarded as the removal of uncleanness. His case is well argued, but there remains
the difficulty of explaining why it would be relevant to mention circumcision at this point to a
largely Gentile readership, and the question whether such readers could be expected to
recognize such a cryptic way of referring to circumcision.
60. The simple verb le=aw often carries this meaning, but the only other use of the compound /,i:cew-raw in this sense seems to be LXX Ps. 136:3.
61. See MM s.v.; cf. G. C. Richards, JTS 32 (1931), p. 77.
62. Rom. 10:9; I Tim. 6:12. Ac. 8:37, which clearly illustrates the point, is not the original
reading, but is a Western gloss already known by lrenaeus towards the end of the second
century.
63. TDNT 7. pp. 898-919.
64. See esp. 2: 19 for this last element.
65. For lists of spiritual beings comparable to the three-fold list here cf. Rom. 8:38; I Cor.
15:24; Eph. 1:21; Col. 1:16. Such lists are found also in Jewish writings: see SB on Eph.
I :21.
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PART FOUR

The New Testament and the Modern Reader

CHAPTER XV

DEMYTHOLOGIZING - THE PROBLEM OF MYTH
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT*
James D. G. Dunn

The subject of myth is a vast and complex one. To do it justice one would
require an all-embracing competence in such diverse fields as early Greek
literature and drama, the comparative study of religion, anthropology, psychoanalysis and the philosophy of history. It is important, however, that the
problem of myth in the NT - that is whether there is myth in the NT, and if
so what the NT exegete does with it - should not be tackled on too narrow a
front, but rather should be set in the wider context of the investigation and
treatment of myth in other disciplines. We shall first therefore briefly examine the concept of myth in general (I); we should then hopefully be in a
better position to evaluate the various claims made over the past 150 years
or so that mythological thinking and particular myths have decisively influenced the NT writers in their presentation of the salvation event of Jesus
Christ - particularly the key contributions of D. F. Strauss (II), the History
of Religions school (III) and R. Bultmann (IV).
I. The Problem of Definition

The basic problem of myth is the problem of definition. There are two
questions here: (1) What is myth? Is the word "myth" a hold-all for a wide
diversity of meanings, or should its use be restricted as a narrowly defined
technical term - clearly marked off, for example, from legend and saga, folk
tale and fairy tale, symbol and analogy? (2) What is the function of myth;
what does myth do? Or, as I prefer to put the question, What is the truth of
myth? Does one remain at the level of explicit statement and story? Or is
the truth of myth implicit - a subconscious and unintended disclosure of the;
nature of man and his world?
(l) What is myth? "There is no one definition of myth, no Platonic form
of a myth against which all actual instances can be measured." 1 The problem of definition extends back to the original usage of the word µvfJor;. In
terms of etymology it means simply "word" or "story". And in early Greek
literature its meaning can range from a "true story", "an account of facts",
and so "fact" itself, to an invented story, a legend, fairy story, fable or poetic
creation. 2 But in later Greek thought mythos came to stand in antithesis
both to logos (rational thought) and historia, and so came to denote "what
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cannot really exist". In a western Europe conscious of its Graeco-Roman
heritage it was inevitable that this sense of "myth" should be determinative,
so that in the 19th century "myth" usually meant anything that was opposed to reality. For the same reason it was probably inevitable that the
term should become attached primarily to the ancient stories of the Greeks
- the stories of Prometheus, Perseus, Heracles, etc. - so that the "classical"
(and still popular) meaning of myth is a fabulous, untrue story about gods
(or demi-gods) set at the dawn of time or in a timeless past.
In the 19th and 20th centuries however the concept of myth has been
thrown back into the melting pot, and its meaning and the precise demarcation of its meaning are the subject of a vigorous and ongoing debate. In his
recent essay on the subject W. Pannenberg distinguishes three main competing views. 3 (a) "Myth" as used by anthropologists and comparative
religionists - that is, myth as a story whose subject is the primal age and
whose function is to provide a basis for the present world and social order in
that primordial time - what M. Eliade calls "archetypal history". "Myth
narrates a sacred history; it relates an event that took place in primordial
time, the fabled time of the 'beginnings'." 4 (b) Myth as defined originally by
C. G. Heyne - myth, that is, as a primitive conceptual form, the "mode of
conception and expression" in the childhood of the human race, exposing
the structure of primitive consciousness as yet untouched by modern
science; such mythical thought has lJeen rendered obsolete by modern
science. As we shall see, it is this concept of myth which has dominated the
debate about demythologizing within NT hermeneutics. 5 (c) Myth as
poetry, myth as belonging to a sphere where it is judged by standards other
than that of its understanding of the world, myth as symbol and drama able
to awake feeling, "invite thought" and evoke response. 6
When we turn to the problem of myth in the NT we must bear in mind
this diversity of meaning of the word "myth" and not permit any one definition to determine and answer the problem from the outset.
(2) What is the truth of myth? The paradox of a word which could mean
both "fact" and "invented story" did not escape the Greeks, and the
problem of the truth content of myth was one which tested the finest minds
of the ancient world as it does today. Above all we should mention Plato.
Plato was openly critical of traditional myth, though he allowed that the best
7
of them, even if false (ipevhoi;) had a value in teaching children • More important, he recognized that mythical thought was an indispensable complement
to rational thought (logos). "Myth carries the lines of logos organically
beyond the frontiers of conceptual knowledge . . . It arises when there is
need to express something which can be expressed in no other way." ~
In the modern discussion about the truth of myth many answers have
been proposed. The following are probably the most important. (a) The
dominant view among anthropologists at the turn of the century (E. B.
Tylor, J. G. Frazer, etc.) was that myth only tells us something about
primitive man, how he speculated about the heavens and the annual cycle of
nature and fertility, how he handled his fears of the unknown (particularly
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death and beyond), how he conceptualized the mysterious in his present experience (gods, demons, spirits), how he sought to control and manipulate
these powers by ritual magic, and so on. (b) Closely associated with the first
was the view that myth fulfilled a legitimation function: that myth originated
from ritual and its truth lay in legitimizing the cult (W. Robertson-Smith), or
the broader idea of "charter myth" - a story used to assert and justify a
tribe's rights, loyalties and beliefs and lacking any deeper meaning (B.
Malinowski). 9 (c) More recently the recognition of the importance of
dreams in psychoanalysis has led to the understanding of myth as the expression of the subconscious, the archetypal images rising from the depths
of man often drawing on the psychic heritage of centuries and so telling us
something about man as he is. "Myth is the natural and indispensable intermediate stage between unconscious and conscious cognition." "Myths
are original revelations of the preconscious psyche, involuntary statements
about unconscious psychic happenings." w (d) Somewhat analogous is the
structuralist definition of the French anthropologist C. Levi-Strauss who
holds that the true "message" of myth is nothing to do with content as such;
myth is rather a piece of algebra about the workings of the human mind in
the abstract. Levi-Strauss believes that the structure of all myths is identical
with that of the human mind: human thought is a process of binary analysis;
so myth is a model whereby the binary divisions in society, the contradictions in man's view of the world (between village and jungle, male and
female, life and death, earth and sky, etc.) can be resolved and overcome. In
a phrase, myth reveals man striving to create order out of the contradictions
in which he finds himself involved. 11 (e) A fifth understanding of the truth of
myth may be termed the poetic view - myth as the expression of a whole
area of human experience and awareness, of (universal) values and truths,
that can only be presented in symbolic language, what K. Jaspers calls ··the
cipher language of myth" 12 - myth as the poet's awareness of a
"moreness" to life than eating, sleeping, working, loving, without wishing or
attempting to define that "moreness" except by means of evocative images
and symbols. 13 (0 A sixth view is that at least some myth is the expression
of distinctively religious experience, that ultimately myth is not merely
man's response to what he thinks of as divine, but is itself somehow
revelatory of the divine. Thus "stories about gods" may not always simply
be the expression of primitive, unscientific conceptualization but may rather
in the first instance be the product of religious consciousness, "the vestibule
at the threshold of the real religious feeling, an earliest stirring of the
numinous consciousness". 14 So too the "which came first?" controversy in
the myth-ritual debate may be wrongly conceived, since the roots of both
myth and ritual may lie in primitive man's attempts to express an irreducibly
religious experience. Or in Jung's words.
"No science will ever replace myth, and a myth cannot be made out of any
science. For it is not that 'God' is a myth, but that myth is the revelation of a
divine life in man. It is not we who invent myth, rather it speaks to us as a Word
ofGod." 15
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The primary problem of myth is therefore the problem of definition. As
we narrow the focus of discussion to the NT, we must constantly ask of
those who postulate the presence of myth in the NT, What kind of myth?
Myth in what sense? Above all we must bear in mind that mythical thinking
can move on different levels: myths as consciously invented stories intended
merely to give pleasure or to serve a legitimation function; myths as
primitive conceptualizations of reality now wholly superseded by the advance of scientific investigation, though perhaps still retaining a power to
evoke and move particularly by their repetition in the cult; 16 myth as a
veiled window into the reality of man, whether into the structure of his mind
or into the depths of his collective subconscious, or as an expression of his
values and aspirations; 17 myth as man's conscious or unconscious
perception of a "beyondness" in his experience of reality, which comes to
him with the force of inspiration or revelation, which can be expressed only
by means of symbol and image and analogy, and which may neither uncritically nor unscientifically be taken as prima facie evidence of an ontological reality which is "larger" and more complex than our scientific investigations have so far recognized. 18 If myth or mythological thinking is
present in the NT we must not assume that it moves only on one level and
not another, but must always ask, What is the function, what is the truth of
this myth? in each individual instance.
II. The Problem of Miracle - D. F. Strauss
Is there myth in the NT? Insofar as NT writers take up the question the
answer is a blunt and unequivocal No! The word itself is found only five
times (l Tim. 1:4; 4:7; 2 Tim. 4:4; Tit. 1:14; 2 Pet. 1:16) and in every case
the writers completely repudiate myth. For these writers myths are invented
and untrue stories, whether Hellenistic speculations about divine emanations
or more Jewish speculative interpretations of OT stories. Myth is unreal, untrue, unhistorical, in contrast to the reality, truth and historicity of the
gospel. What is rejected here, however, is only one genre of myth. The question of whether other levels of myth and of mythological thinking are present in the NT is neither' posed nor answered.
Subsequent attempts to wrestle with the problem at this deeper level
reveal something of its complexity. I am referring here to the long and
respected tradition of biblical interpretation by means of allegorizing. For by
turning to allegory the allegorizer expresses his dissatisfaction with the obvious meaning of the biblical text (it is unedifying, outmoded, or whatever)
and seeks for a deeper meaning. That is to say, he treats the biblical
narrative as a type of myth whose literal meaning can be disregarded and
whose truth can be extracted by the methods of allegorical exegesis. This
was certainly the way Philo used the OT. So too the Alexandrians (particularly Origen), even though they rejected the charges of opponents that
the biblical accounts are in fact myths, nevertheless by using allegorical interpretation treated the Bible in effect as a collection of myths. 19
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In the 19th century the problem of myth re-emerged with disconcerting
sharpness as the problem of miracle; or to be more precise, with D. F.
Strauss myth was given a central and positive role in the NT as the decisive
answer to the problem of miracle. For much of the 18th and 19th centuries
the question of miracle stood at the storm centre of theological debate. For
many the truth of Christianity stood or fell with the historicity or otherwise
of the biblical miracles 20 - not unnaturally since for centuries Christian
apologetic had presented the miracles of the Bible as sure proof of the supernatural origin of and divine approval for Christianity. But post-Enlightenment man, with his growing scientific knowledge of the cosmos and his high
regard for the perspicacity and sufficiency of reason, found the very concept
of miracle less and less satisfactory: the laws of nature, the chain reaction of
cause and effect, could not be violated and suspended in the way "miracle"
supposed; God would not work in such an arbitrary and unreasonable
manner. Miracle ceased to be an aid to apologetic and became instead an
embarrassment and a problem.
This is Strauss's starting point for his minute investigation of the events of
Jesus' life. 21 Since miracles are incompatible with natural law (and with
reason) they are incompatible with history; and since miracles are incompatible with history, then the Gospels are not historical records. What is the
status of the Gospel narratives then? Strauss's answer is simple: they are
myths. What does Strauss mean by myth? As his negative assessment of the
Gospels shows the influence of post-Enlightenment rationalism, so his
positive assessment shows the influence of German idealism. For Strauss
myth is the expression or embodiment of an idea; it is the form in which the
idea is apprehended. 22 In the case of the Gospels, myth is the expression of
the first Christians' idea of Christ - an idea shaped partly by Jewish expectations concerning the Messiah and partly by the "particular impression
which was left by the personal character, actions and fate of Jesus". It was
this idea of Christ which gave rise to the accounts of miracles in the
Gospels; the miraculous element in any recorded event was created out of
or by the idea.23 Some of these accounts are pure myths - that is, they have
no historical foundation whatsoever: for example, the cures of the blind, the
feeding of the 5,000, and the transfiguration, which all grew out of the disciples' belief that Jesus was Messiah, the one greater than Moses and Elijah
according to Jewish expectation. 24 Others are historical myths - that is, a
historical fact overgrown with mythical conceptions culled from the idea of
Christ: for example, "Peter's miraculous draught of fishes [Luke 5.1-11] is
but the expression about the fishers of men [Mark 1.1 7] transmuted into the
history of a miracle"; and underlying the now mythically presented baptism
of Jesus is the historical event itself. 25 In a word, myth is an invented,
symbolical scene.
Strauss's contribution to our subject has been epochal and is still fundamental to the modern programme of demythologizing. His painstaking
scrutiny of individual narratives, his careful analysis of what the miracle intended by the evangelist would have involved, and his ruthless exposure of
NTI -
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the shifts and artifices to which rationalist explanations of Gospel miracles
resorted, is without equal in NT scholarship. 26 It is largely due to Strauss
that more recent debates on the historical Jesus have focused on the
teaching of Jesus rather than on his "works". Perhaps above all, Strauss
showed the importance of starting with the text as it stood, and of respecting
the purpose of its author; against those who played down or explained away
a Gospel miracle he insisted that where the writer intended to narrate a
miracle his intention must be taken seriously. Furthermore, he showed that
there are other considerations to be taken into account than simply those of
historicity: the idea of Jesus cherished by early Christianity, or, as we would
say now, their faith in the risen Jesus, must have influenced their representation of the historical Jesus; simply to ask after the historicity of this or that
episode or detail may be to miss the author's point. 27
At the same time, Strauss's basic statement of the problem of "miracle"
and his use of "myth" cannot escape criticism. In effect he works with the
equation: miracle = story of unnatural/unhistorical event = myth = idea.
But does the equation hold?
(I) To define miracle as "a transgression of a law of nature ... "
(Hume),2 8 or even to judge an event "irreconcilable with the known and universal laws which govern the course of events" (Strauss) begs too many
questions about natural law. Of course the "law" of cause and effect is axiomatic in all scientific investigation - inevitably so - and its operation can
be easily recognized in such a relatively simple case as one billiard ball striking another. But whenever we are dealing with human relationships or the
relation between the physical world (especially the body) and the psyche
(including such unquantifiables as temperament, will-power, purpose) the
matter is more complex. What is and what causes a decision? What is the
scientific explanation of love and does it begin to do its subject justice? Is
the pleasure and uplift I experience at hearing Beethoven's Eroica
Symphony merely the effect of certain sound waves on my ear drum? And
so on. The "chemistry of human relationship" raises the question of other or
complementary causes which are less determinable than (other) "natural
laws". Such considerations become all the more important when one is discussing the impact of a charismatic figure such as Jesus. 29 And if this line of
reasoning were pursued it would also become possible to postulate divine
activity in a "miracle" even though the closed weft of history and the continuum of cause and effect as it presents itself to objective observation is left
undisturbed. 30
Consequently, we must question any definition of miracle which sets God
as.cause over against the natural world in a dualistic way, so that any effect
attributed to God must be described in terms of "violation" or "intervention". For all the sophistication of our understanding of the universe how far
in fact have we passed beyond the threshold of knowledge of reality in all its
complexity and depth? After all, at the time Strauss was writing his Life of
Jesus, Michael Faraday was only beginning to recognize the nature of electro-magnetic waves with his talk of "lines of force" and conception of a sort
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of cosmic cobweb of electrical forces - a comparatively recent discovery in
the history of scientific investigation. What other sources of energy and
•'lines of force" (particularly in relation to the human personality) have we
yet to discover simply because we have not yet been able to conceptualize
and measure them? I think here, for example, of such parapsychological
phenomena as telepathy and levitation, claims concerning which have been
made for centuries and yet have still been too little investigated. 3 Perhaps
after all reality consists of a sort of intermeshing of physical, psychical and
spiritual forces in a cosmic pattern of which only a few threads at present
are visible, not least in the human being himself, so that, for example, the
concept of "demon-possession" regains in status as the first century's
recognition of the complex forces (not least spiritual) which bear upon the
human personality (to put it no more strongly). Such a conceptualization of
reality can be maintained without lapsing into pantheism or denying the
"otherness" of God. 32
(2) Moving to the other end of Strauss's equation, it is evident that there
are two central characteristics of his concept of myth: myth is the narrative
of an unhistorical event; myth is the embodiment of an idea. These two
characteristics are the two sides of the one coin: where an account is unhistorical (evidenced by historical improbabilities and inconsistencies) there
is mythical idea; where there is myth (evidenced for instance by poetic
form or messianic ideas) there is no history. Idea (myth) and history are
mutually exclusive.
But this dualism between history and idea (or as we would say today,
between history and faith) is too sharp;
(a) Are all accounts of miracles to be explained as inventions to embody
ideas? What, we might ask, are the ideas which created the stories of
miracles attributed to the other Galilean(?) charismatics, Honi the
Circle-Drawer (lst century B.C.) and Hanina ben Dosa (1st century
A.O.)?'-' Perhaps these stories testify to nothing more than the imgination
of the story tellers of the Galilean bazaars and market places. But more
likely they testify to some sort of historical feats on the part of Honi and
Hanina which gave rise to their reputations. So too with Jesus. For the
earliest Christians the most probable source for many of the accounts of
Jesus' miracles would be the recollections of episodes in Jesus' ministry circulating in Galilee and among his first admirers and disciples. 34
(b) Are history and idea (faith) mutually exclusive? No doubt post-Easter
faith is discernible at many points in the miracle stories (see note 27), but
has it created the whole, or is it merely hindsight? Strauss himself recognized that Jesus' role as an exorcist cannot be disputed on historical or literary
grounds,'' but in his view historical improbability tells against the historicity
of other cures attributed to Jesus. 36 Yet he fails to take account of the fact
that Jesus himself appealed to a much wider range of healings, and that it
was Jesus who saw them as evidence of the presence of the blessings of the
end-time (Matt. 11 :5/Luke 7:22). 37 Idea and history are here united by
Jesus himself! If we took this point in conjunction with the considerations
1

a
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marshalled above (p. 290f.) and pursued the argument at greater length than
this paper permits, even the so-called nature miracles would become much
less clear cut in terms of strict historical improbability, 38 and in particular
the possibility would begin to gain in strength that the transformation in
Jesus' mode of existence which we call "resurrection" was not so much an
exception to natural law as a paradigm of the inter-relationship of physical
and spiritual, a partial glimpse of the overall pattern of persons and things.
(c) The logic ofStrauss's dualism between history and idea is worked out
to its conclusion when Strauss attempts to reduce christology to the idea of
God-manhood, an idea embodied in Christ but only mythically not
historically, an idea realized only in (an idealized view of) Humanity. 3' Here
Strauss's Hegelian idealism comes to full flower, only to wither before the
blast of man's inhumanity to man, since he has so completely cut it off from
the one historical root that could give it sustenance.
All this does not demonstrate the historicity of any one miracle attributed
to Jesus. But hopefully enough has been said to show that Strauss's flight
from history at this point was premature, and that his posing of the
problems of miracle and myth in the NT was inadequate. "Myth" (in
Strauss's sense) and "miracle" are not synonymous.
III. The Influence of Jewish and Hellenistic Myths
At the turn of the century the problem of myth in Christianity was posed
in a new form by the History of Religions school. 40 Already at the time of
Strauss the growing awareness of other religions had brought home the
significance of the fact that in laying claim to various miracle stories
Christianity was not at all unique. Even before Strauss the conclusion had
been drawn that if these other stories are to be judged unhistorical myths,
the same verdict cannot be withheld from the biblical accounts of creation,
virgin birth, etc. But in the latter part of the 19th century and early 20th century various influential scholars came to the conclusion that not only did
Christianity have its own myths, but in fact Christianity had been
significantly influenced at its formative stage by particular myths of other
religions; indeed, the plainly mythical thinking of •other systems had
decisively shaped Christian faith and worship at key points. The chief
sources of influence were thought to be the myths of Jewish apocalyptic, of
Gnosticism and of Hellenistic mystery- religions.
( 1) Jewish apocalyptic thought can justifiably be labelled mythical - particularly its concept of an end-time and new age qualitatively different from
this age (restoration of primeval paradise, Zion's glory, etc.) and its portrayal of the end in terms of cosmic catastrophe (slaying the dragon of
chaos, stars falling from heaven, etc.). 41 And it would be hard to deny that
Jesus was influenced by apocalyptic thought or that apocalyptic thought
had a constituent part in the theology of the early church (Mark 13 pars;
and 2 Thess. 2:1-12; Rev. 4-21).42 But in what sense is Jewish and
Christian apocalyptic mythical? Certainly the language of apocalyptic is not
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to be interpreted literally or pedantically, as is clear from the apocalyptists'
use of symbol and cipher (e.g. the "great beasts" and "seventy weeks" of
Dan. 7; 9: "that which restrains" and "the breath of his mouth" of 2 Thess.
43
2; "the lamb" and the beast with the number 666 of Rev. 5; 13). Yet to
describe apocalyptic hopes merely as invented stories created to comfort
believers in time of crisis would be unjust. Rather are they inspired visions of
the future born of confidence in God alone. Thus, for all the mythical
character of its language (for example, the primeval dragon myth in Rev.
I2ff, as in Isa. 27:l; 51:9f),44 the general point can be made with some
force that apocalyptic embodies a dissatisfaction with the present and an insight into or revelation of future reality as God's which is integrally and
irreducibly Christian. How else, after all, can hope which is neither rooted in
nor dependent on the present world express itself? 45
(2) The debate about the influence on NT thought of Gnostic motifs, particularly the pre-Christian Gnostic redeemer myth 46 is long and complex. ,i
It must suffice here to note that already there was speculation concerning
the Primal Man at the time of the earliest NT writings (Paul), that this
speculation is properly described as mythical (myth in the sense of an account of "archetypal history"), and that Paul's Adam Christology shows
Paul's awareness of it and indeed may not unjustly be described as part of
that first century speculation - though Paul's contribution is distinctively
Christian (I Cor. 15:44ff; cf. Phil. 2:6ff).48 Perhaps also Paul's description
of 'the body of Christ in cosmic terms (Eph. I: 10, 23) owes something to
gnostic-type thought. Of course Paul has no intention of reducing Christ to
a symbol expressive of community or to a cosmic idea, though what he conceives to be the ontological reality of Christ underlying this image is not
easy to determine. So too if there is anything that can properly be called a
"divine man" christology, related to Primal Man speculation, which can be
said to have influenced the presentation of Jesus as a miracle worker by the
opponents of Paul in 2 Cor. and the earlier collections of miracle stories
used by Mark and John,49 then the point to note is that all three NT writers
provide a sharp corrective by emphasizing that the character of the gospel is
determined by the suffering and death of Jesus.
(3) A central element in many of the major mystery cults at the time
when Christianity came to birth was the (variously represented) myth of the
god who dies and rises again - the myth deriving ultimately in most cases
from the annual cycle of the earth's fertility. The History of Religions school
claimed that initiation to the cult was conceived as an identification of the
initiate with the god in his dying and risirig again, and consequently maintained that Hellenistic Christianity was strongly influenced by the mysteries,
particularly in its theology of baptism. 50 This interpretation of the mysteries
and hence of their potential influence on Christian thought has been strongly
~nd justifiably challenged; 51 however, the fact remains that the more we
interpret Paul's view of the sacraments in terms of a conveying or bestowing
of grace or Spirit, the less easy is it to deny the influence on Paul of the
mythical thought of Gnosis or the mysteries. 52
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The impact of the History of Religions school on the problem of myth in
the NT has been considerable and lasting. Indeed the parallels between the
Jesus depicted by NT faith and the Jewish and Hellenistic myths were
thought by some to be so striking that they concluded that Jesus himself was
a mythical construct, nothing more than an amalgam of Jewish messianic
and apocalyptic hopes with the Hellenistic myth of the dying and rising
god.'' The artificiality and special pleading of such attempts is their own
condemnation. On the contrary, the parallel between Christian faith and
these Jewish and Hellenistic mythical formulations breaks down precisely at
this point. By applying the same sort of (mythical) language to a historical
individual the NT writers in effect demythologize it. This is true even of the
more history-conscious Jewish apocalyptic: Son of man ceases to be merely
a man-like figure (Dan. 7:13 - in contrast to the beast-like figures, 7:2-12)
and becomes Jesus of Nazareth; similarly Joel's apocalyptic hope (including
the "wonders in heaven" and "moon turned to blood") is taken to be fulfilled
by the events of the first Christian Pentecost (Acts 2: 16-2 I). The contrast is
even sharper with the Hellenistic myths. Sallust said of the Attis myth:
"This never happened, but always is." 54 In direct antithesis, the NT writers
proclaim, "This did happen" (Jesus' life, death and resurrection) and only
thereby can the redemption for which the Jewish and Hellenistic world
longed come to historical realization for man now and hereafter. Thus, even
if the same sort of mythical language has been used to describe the "Christ
event" and Christian experience and hope of salvation in the NT, the point
to be noted is that by its reference to Jesus the Hellenistic, unhistorical myth
has been broken and destroyed as myth in that sense. 55 The parallels
between myth-type language in the NT and the particular myths of
Hellenistic religion and philosophy should not blind us to its particular function and thus distinctive truth within NT Christianity. It is this function and
truth which it is the task of demythologizing to uncover. 56
IV. The Problem of Objectifying God - R. Bultmann

Despite the sharpness of the challenge posed by Strauss and History of
Religions scholars like J. Weiss, W. Heitmuller and W. Bousset, the dominant theology at the turn of the century (Liberal Protestantism) had been
largely able to shrug off the problem of myth. In the last analysis myth in
the NT was of little consequence since it did not touch the heart of the
gospel proclaimed by Jesus. The problem of miracle could be ignored since
Jesus himself assigned nothing of critical importance to his miraculous
deeds. The problem of Hellenistic influence on Paul could be ignored by
emphasizing the gap between Jesus and Paul. Even the problem of
apocalyptic influence on Jesus could be set aside since apocalyptic was only
the shell and husk of Jesus' message which could be stripped off to uncover
a kernel of timeless moral truth untouched by myth. 57 Rudolf Bultmann
destroyed this comfortable position by denying that gospel and myth could
be distinguished in this fashion. For Bultmann the kerygma is expressed
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through myth, not alongside it or inside it. The gospel is not somehow
separate and distinct from myth; rather it is embodied in the mythical
language of the NT. To discard the myth is to discard the gospel. With Bultmann therefore the problem of myth seems to threaten the gospel itself, and
posed in these terms it touched many raw nerves, sparking off a debate
which has as yet produced no large scale consensus.
Bultmann's whole work has in effect been addressed to different aspects
of this problem, 58 but it was his 1941 lecture which set the present debate in
motion. 5" Here, although his summary statements of the problem are oversimplified and confusing, his understanding of myth is fairly clearly that of
C. G. Heyne (see above p. 286): viz. myth is a primitive, pre-scientific conceptualization of reality. There are two key characteristics of myth in this
sense: it is incapable of abstract thought and it lacks understanding of the
true causes of natural and mental processes. 60 Evidently in Bultmann's view
NT thought can be described as mythical because it evinces these
characteristics: for example, it represented the other worldly in material,
spatial terms, the cosmos as a three storied structure (underworld, earth,
heaven); and it attributed mental disorders to demons who were everywhere
on earth and causation of events to spiritual powers who controlled the
lowc;:r reaches of heaven. In the 20th century we no longer conceive reality
in such terms; with the development of scientific knowledge we cannot: "it is
no longer possible for anyone seriously to hold the New Testament view of
the world" (p.4)! 1
The problem is, however, that the gospel in the NT is expressed in these
terms - Jesus' heatings as a victory over demons, his death as a triumphing
over the powers, his "ascension" as a literal going up (from second to third
floor), his "parousia" as a literal coming on clouds from above back down
to earth, and so on. What is to be done? We cannot simply cling to the first
century world view - that "would mean accepting a view of the world in our
faith and religion which we should deny in our every day life" (p. 4). Nor
can we reject the myth while preserving the gospel unscathed (pp. 9f, 12).
The correct solution, argues Bultmann, is to demythologize it - that is, not
to eliminate the myth, but to interpret it.
But to demythologize one must have some insight into the truth of the
myth in question. Such an insight Bultmann claims, though the claim itself is
presented in arbitrary manner and on the basis of the undeclared assumption that mythological thinking (all mythological thinking?) 62 is concerned
with precisely the same questions as Bultmann himself.
"The real purpose of myth is not to present an objective picture of the world as it
is, but to express man's understanding of himself in the world in which he lives.
Myth should be interpreted not cosmologically, but anthropologically, or better
still, existentially ... The importance of the New Testament mythology lies not
in its imagery but in the understanding of existence which it enshrines" (pp. I Of.).

Yet though he fails to justify his starting point he does attempt to justify his
procedure. Demythologizing is not simply a matter of reading Heidegger's
existentialism into the NT. On the contrary, the criterion for determining the
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truth of NT myth is "the understanding of human existence which the New
Testament itself enshrines" (p. 12). 63 Nevertheless, while he does justify his
claim that demythologizing must involve interpretation in existential terms,
it is the "only in existential terms" implicit in his starting point which leaves
him most vulnerable to criticism.
In the second part of the essay he elaborates the NT "understanding of
existence", principally from Paul. And lest his presentation of "the life of
faith" should appear no different from the existentialist philosopher's tal~ of
"authentic existence", 64 he goes on to insist, again in rather arbitrary
manner, that the possibility of such authentic life becomes actual (as distinct
from remaining theoretical) only through "the event of Jesus Christ" (pp.
22-33}. This does not mean however that he has retreated once more into
the language and thought forms of the NT. For when he goes on to talk of
the saving event of cross and resurrection it becomes fairly clear that he is
talking in fact of the proclamation of cross and resurrection as saving event,
about saving event in the here and now of existential encounter with the
kerygma:
"To believe in the cross of Christ does not mean to concern ourselves with a
mythical process wrought outside of us and our world, or with an objective event
turned by God to our advantage, but rather to make the cross of Christ our own,
to undergo crucifixion with him' (p. 36). 'The real Easter faith is faith in the word
65
of preaching which brings illumination" (p. 42).

Similarly, in an essay given over to an investigation of the christological
confession of the World Council of Churches, Bultmann maintains that so
far as the NT is concerned statements about Jesus' divinity "are not meant
to express his nature but his significance." 66
The questions raised by all this are legion, and I have already criticized
Bultmann's setting up of the problem at several points; but here we have
space to take up only three issues.
( l) The real problem for Bultmann is not the problem of mythological
language as such, but the problem of any language which objectifies God
(hence the title to this section). It is the problem of what to do with language
which speaks as though God was an object, as though God's activity consisted in objective acts within the space-time complex which were therefore
open to historical investigation and so to verification or falsification, so that
faith would become dependent on the findings of historical and scientific
research. "1 That this was the real problem of NT mythology for Bultmann
was already evident in the 1941 essay, 68 but it became more explicit in his
subsequent restatements of the problem: "Mythological thought ... objectifies the divine activity and projects it on to the plane of worldly
happenings"; "myths give to the transcendent reality an immanent
this-worldly objectivity"; "mythological thinking naively objectifies the
beyond as though it were something within the world." 69 It is because
mythological language is objectifying language and so threatens faith that
demythologizing is necessary.
For the same reasons demythologizing is possible only in terms of ex296
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istentialist interpretation; only the language of existential encounter enables
Bultmann to speak of God's activity without objectifying it. God acts now;
faith recognizes God acting in the existential encounter of the word of the
cross which addresses me as a word of God, as a word of grace. It is by
wedding faith firmly to the kerygma alone that Bultmann seeks to deliver
faith from the vagaries of historical criticism and from myth. Hence his
claim at the end of the 1941 essay: "It is precisely its immunity from proof
which secures the Christian proclamation against the charge of being
mythological" {p. 44). So too his claim at the end of his later discussions:
"Demythologizing is the radical application of the doctrine of justication by
faith to the sphere of knowledge and thought. Like the doctrine of justification, demythologizing destroys every longing for security." 70
But can we equate the problem of myth in the NT so completely with the
problem of objectifying God? And if existentialist interpretation is really addressed to the latter problem does it provide such a theologically satisfying
answer to the former problem as Bultmann claims? These two questions
provide the cues for my other two comments.
(2) What is NT myth? In the 1941 essay Bultmann defined mythology as
"the use of imagery to express the other worldly in terms of this world and
the divine in terms of human life, the other side in terms of this side" (p. I 0
n. 2). This definition was rightly criticized since its concept of myth is too
all-embracing: 71 in particular the definition confuses myth and analogy and
in effect makes it impossible to speak of God at all. 72 Bultmann recognized
this and subsequently. attempted to defend the legitimacy of talk of "God as
Creator" in terms of analogy. 73 But as soon as one recognizes that "use of
imagery to express the other worldly in terms of this worldly" can be
legitimate (that is, without objectifying God) - use of metaphor, symbol,
analogy - the question arises, How much of the "mythological language" of
the NT is in fact metaphor, symbol and analogy? Does the "God-talk" of
the NT always imply such a naive and primitive conceptualization as Bultmann assumes? We have already noted how the Acts 2 sermon treats the
cosmic spectacle language of Joel 2 as little more than apocalyptic
sound-effects. So we must ask whether the NT writers' concept of the
cosmos was quite so unsophisticated as Bultmann suggests. For example,
the seer of Revelation quite obviously intended his language to be understood symbolically (see above p. 292f.). And if P.S. Minear is right, "the
prophet was aware of the danger of absolutizing the relative and of
diminishing the inexpressible transcendence of God to the dimensions of his
own creation." 74 Paul certainly thought in the current terms of more than
one heaven, but how he conceptualized them and whether he considered any
language adequate to describe them is another question ("whether in the
body or out of the body I do not know, God knows", "unutterable
utterances" - 2 Cor. 12:2m; and though he talked of spiritual powers as
real beings in the heavens (e.g. Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor. 2:6, 8; Eph. 6:12), it is
clear that for Paul the "powers" which pose the greatest threat to man are
the personifications, sin, death and law. 75 To take only one or two other
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examples: was the talk of Jesus' death as sacrifice, of atonement through his
blood, intended as any more than a vigorous metaphor giving a meaningful
way of understanding Jesus' death to hearers long familiar with the practice
of sacrifice, a metaphor, that is, drawn from the life of the times like the correlative metaphors of cleansing, justification, redemption, adoption, etc? It
would certainly be quite justified to argue that the kerygma of the letter to
the Hebrews in effect "demythologizes" the sacrificial ritual and the temple
by emphasizing the reality of forgiveness and of immediate personal
relationship with God in the writer's "here and now". 76
The issue is of course more complex, but at least the point begins to
emerge that much of the "mythological" language of the NT was in fact
analogical and metaphorical language - and consciously so - only the
analogies and metaphors were the ones appropriate to the age and inevitably
took up the language and concepts of the age. But if the beyondness of God
was often conceived in terms of "somewhere beyond the frontiers of scientific knowledge", then the fact that first century frontiers of scientific
knowledge were not very far advanced does not really touch the
metaphorical and analogical value of first century attempts to speak of that
beyondness. In short, Bultmann's posing of the problem of myth in the NT
is inadequate because the questions, What kind of myth? Myth in what
sense? have not been subjected to a sufficiently thorough examination.
(3) What is the truth of NT myth? If demythologizing in existentialist
terms is addressed to the problem of objectifying God does it really answer
the problem of myth? Does Bultmann's reduction of the "God-talk",
Christ-event talk to the kerygmatic encounter of the here and now really uncover the truth of such mythological language as is used in the NT?
Paradoxically, while his concept of myth in the NT is too broad (2), his understanding of the truth of myth is too narrow. 77 Bultmann has been
attacked here from two sides. He has been attacked by his more radical disciples for the illogicality of his stopping place. If the gospel can be translated
so completely into existentialist categories without remainder, why does
Bultmann insist on retaining a reference to Christ, and defend so vigorously
his right to continue speaking of "God acting in Christ"? If "the self understanding of the man of faith is really the constant in the .New
Testament", 7~ then where does christology properly speaking come in at
all? Does Bultmann's flight from history into the kerygma answer the
problem of myth since the kerygma is itself mythological; does Bultmann's
programme of demythologizing not logically involve "dekerygmatizing" as
well? 1 '' If faith is merely man's possibility of authentic existence, then the
realisation of that possibility cannot be tied exclusively to Christ. 80 Why
indeed retain the idea of God at all? Does the first century concept of a
cosmologically transcendent God not demythologize existentially into the
concept of self-transcendence? 81
These attacks bring out a point which should not be ignored - that Bultmann has always seen his task at this point in terms of Christian evangelism
and apologetic (as well as being required by the NT itself). He wishes to
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affirm the gospel and to "defend" faith by setting it free from the objectification and meaninglessness of first century conceptualizations. "The task of
demythologizing has no other purpose but to make clear the call of the
Word of God." 82 Hence his initial setting up of the problem in terms of a
distinction between kerygma and myth 83 - the heritage of German idealism
allowing him to affirm almost as an a priori that the kerygma is the truth
within the myth, a truth which challenges me today without conflicting with
the 20th century scientific world view. Yet it is difficult to see how Bultmann's position can hold before the criticisms of such as Ogden without the
arbitrary appeal to faith born of the kerygma to which Bultmann is in fact
reduced. 84 But his resort to fideism has obviously proved unsatisfactory to
those cited above - and by the very canons to which Bultmann himself
appealed when he proposed his programme of demythologizing. Consequently the apologetic stand must be made further to the right.
The criticism of Bultmann from the right has often been expressed in
terms of reducing theology to anthropology, which is not altogether unjustified, but forgets that Bultmann added "or better still, existentially" (see
above p. 295 and n. 62). The same criticism is better expressed in terms of
reducing christology to soteriology, 85 or as the criticism that he has
telescoped what faith might wish to affirm regarding the past and the future
into the present. On the contrary, Christian faith must make affirmations
about Jesus as Jesus, and about past and future including the past
and future of Jesus Christ (as well as about God) if it is to retain any
meaningful continuity with original. Christianity. 86 In particular, it must
be said that if the phrase "the resurrection of Jesus" is not attempting
to talk about something which happened to Jesus, if it merely describes
the rise of Easter faith, 87 then it is of no more value than the mystery
religions' myth of the dying and rising god, for all that it has been attached
to a (once) historical (now dead) figure. 88 In which case, the focus of
Christianity must shift from the Christ of faith to the historical Jesus, or
Christianity itself reduces to a mystery cult; that is, Christianity becomes a
form of imitatio Christi moralism (Jesus the first Christian) 89 or a modern
vegetation cult (Christ the principle of life, the image of annual rebirth), and
whatever grace is experienced through it cannot either legitimately or
meaningfully be described as "the grace of God in Christ". Moreover, if
"the resurrection of Jesus" is not sayir1g something by way of promise about
the present and future of Jesus as weU as about the present and future of
believers, then we must also point out that_ Christianity loses the purpose
and hope which originally was one of its crucial and distinctive elements. '10
To be sure, the Fourth Gospel's shift in emphasis from future to past and
present ("realized eschatology") can be dubbed a sort of "demythologizing",9i but only if one recognizes that its realized eschatology
does not involve a total abandonment of future eschatology (5 :28f.; 6:39f.,
44, 54; 11:25; 12:48; 14:2f.; 17:24); 92 even for John the truth of the
"eschatological myth" includes a still future hope which does not dissolve
away in the acids of the demythologizing process. Bultmann fails to realize
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how much NT myth cannot be demythologized because it is saying
something fundamental to the Christian gospel and saying what cannot be
expressed in other than mythological terms. 93
In short, it would appear that because it is addressed primarily to the
problem of objectifying God rather than to the wider problem of myth in the
NT, Bultmann's programme of demythologizing fails to do justice to the
truth of NT mythological language by abandoning the very historical and
ontological affirmations about Jesus which that language is able to convey
by its very nature as myth. Space forbids the fuller discussion which the subject deserves.

V. Conclusion
What is the problem of myth in the NT? It is not reducible to the problem
of miracle; the activity of the divine within the world need not be conceived
in terms of intervention and suspension of natural laws. It is not reducible to
the problem of dependency on other mythological formulations which conceptualize the hoped-for deliverance from the frustrations and contradictions of the human condition; when such borrowing does take place the
character of the mythological language is transformed by its reference to the
historical man Jesus. It is not reducible to the problem of objectifying God;
the two problems overlap only in part, and to equate them is to ignore much
of the truth of NT myth.
The problem of myth in the NT is that the NT presents events critical to
Christian faith in language and concepts which are often outmoded and
meaningless to 20th century man. More precisely, the problem of myth in
the NT is ( l) the problem of how to speak of God at all, the problem of
analogy, compounded by the fact that many of the NT metaphors and
analogies are archaic and distasteful to modern sensibilities (e.g. blood
sacrifice); (2) it is the problem of how to speak of God acting in history,
compounded by the fact that in the first century world the activity of divine
beings is often evoked as the explanation for what we now recognize as
natural and mental processes, that is, where the natural cause and effect sequence is not recognized and causation is attributed solely to the divine instead (e.g. epilepsy as demon possession); (3) it is the problem of how to
conceptualize the margin between the observable domain of scientific
history and "beyond" and how to speak of "passage" from one to the other
- compounded by the fact that out of date conceptualizations determine certain traditionally important expressions of NT faith about Christ at this
point - in particular, the problem that "ascension" (Acts l: 11) and parousia
"in clouds" "from heaven" (Mark 13:26; l Thess. 4:16) were not merely
metaphors or analogies but were intended as literal descriptions, but descriptions which derive from and depend on a first century cosmology which is
impossible to us.
The problem is that the faith and hope of the first Christians is not readily
distinguishable from this first century language and conceptualizatipn. On
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the contrary, their faith and hope is expressed through that language; it does
not have an existence apart from that language. The question then to which
demythologizing addresses itself is whether the gospel is forever imprisoned
within these first century thought forms, whether it can be re-expressed in
20th century terms. Are we justified in saying that there is a faith and hope
which can be expressed in other language and thought forms but which
remains the same faith and hope? If such first century theologizing as Adam
christology, talk of spiritual powers in the heavens and ascension can no
longer have the same meaning for us as it had for the first Christians, what
meaning should it have?
The problem of myth in the NT is thus a complex one and an adequate
answer would require careful exegesis of many different passages. Perhaps I
have said enough in the earlier discussions to indicate the broader
theological considerations which would guide my own answers, and the
following chapter continues the discussion on a somewhat different tack.
The point is that each must tackle the problem for himself and no one else
can tackle it for him; for in the end of the day it is the problem of how I express my faith as a Christian. The more one regards the Christ-event and the
faith of the first Christians as normative, the more tightly one is bound to
the expressions of the faith and hope of these first Christians as the starting
point for the elucidation and interpretation of one's own self-understanding
and experience of grace. By this I do not mean of course that one must cling
to the words themselves as though they were a sort of magic talisman.
Rather one must always seek to rediscover afresh the reality of the love and
faith and hope which these words expressed, and then seek to re-express that
reality in language meaningful to one's own experience and to one's
neighbour. The process of demythologizing is therefore a dialectic between
me in all my 20th century conditionedness and the faith of the first
Christians in all its first century conditionedness. Such a dialectic is not a
once-for-all question and answer from one to other, but a continuing
dialogue of question and answer where each repeatedly puts the other in
question and where one wrestles existentially with the text and with oneself
till an answer begins to emerge - an answer which poses a further question
in reply. Nor is it a dialogue which involves only my voice and the voice of
the past~ since it is only part of the wider human search for reality ahd truth
and other voices break in posing other questions and offering other answers.
Nor is it a dialogue which can ever reach finality of form or expression since
each man's question is peculiarly his own and since 19th century gives way
to 20th and 20th begins to give way to 21st and each new generation has its
own agenda; rather is it a dialogue which must be taken up ever afresh by
each believer and by each believing community. In short, the dialectic of
demythologizing is the language of living faith.
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-1961), pp. l2lf. J. Creed, "Uses of Classical Mythology", in Cunningham, pp. 7-15.
9. See Kirk, Myth, pp. 12-29; also Pannenberg, "Myth", pp. SIT; further references to the
myth-ritual debate in B. S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament (London 1960), p.
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case, of the true relationship between cause and effect, nor is it comprehensible as the consequence of such ignorance. Rather, such a way of looking at things expresses the basic
religious experience which apprehends the individual phenomenon not only in its association
with other finite events and circumstances, but with reference to the 'powers' which determine
reality as a whole. Without this specifically religious element even an ignorance of true causes
would not explain why any event was attributed to a divine power" ("Myth", p. 14 n.32).
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25. Life,~~ 71, 51.
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phenomena may be found in H. Thurston, The Physical Phenomena of Mysticism (London
l 952), and C. Wilson, The Occult (London 1971).
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Milieu Divin (E.T. London 1960).
33. See G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew (London 1973), pp. 69-78.
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recognized; see e.g. R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition (E.T. Oxford, 1963),
pp. 23f; R. H. Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament Christology (London 1965), pp.
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Heilsgeschehen und Geschichte (Marburg 1965), pp. 1611T.
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1952), pp. 164-83; Primitjve Christianity in its Contemporary Setting (E.T. London 1956),
pp. 162-71, 189-208.
47. See particularly C. Colpe, Die religionsgeschichtliche Schule Gottingen 1961); E.
Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism (London 1973); cf. J. W. Drane (p. 123 above).
48. See J. D. G. Dunn, "I Corinthians 15.45 - Last Adam, Life-giving Spirit", Christ and
the Spirit in the New Testament: Studies in Honour of C. F. D. Maule (ed. B. Lindars and S.
S. Smalley; Cambridge 1973), pp. 129f, 135f; also Jesus and the Spirit, eh. 10.
49. See e.g. R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition (E.T. Oxford 1963), pp.
241, 371; H. Koester, "One Jesus and Four Primitive Gospels", in J. M. Robinson and H.
Koester, Trajectories through Early Christianity (Philadelphia 1971), pp. 187-93; R. P.
Martin, Mark: Evangelist and Theologian (Exeter 1972), chap. VI; E. Trocme, Jesus and his
Contemporaries (E.T. London 1973), chap. 7.
50. See e.g. Bultmann, Theology I, pp. l40IT, 1481T.
51. For description and critique see particularly G. Wagner, Pauline Baptism and the Pagan
Mysteries (E.T. Edinburgh 1967).
52. See e.g. E. Kiisemann, "The Pauline Doctrine of the Lord's Supper," Essays on New
Testament Themes (E.T. London 1964), pp. 1081T. But see also Dunn, Baptism in the Holy
Spirit (London 1970), Part III.
53. See e.g. A. Drews, Die Christusmythe (Jena 1910); P. L. Couchoud, The Enigma of
Jesus (E.T. London 1924); G. A: Wells, The Jesus of the Early Christians (London 1971 ).
But see also M. Goguel,Jesus the Nazarene-Myth or History? (E.T. London I 926); H. G.
Wood, Did Christ Really Live? (London 1938).
54. Cited by H. Schlier, "The New Testament and Myth", The Relevance of the New Testament (E.T. London 1967), p. 84.
55. Schlier, p. 92. Cf. A. Harnack: "In Christ the principal ~gure of all myths has become
history", cited by G. Miegge, Gospel and Myth in the Thought of Rudolf Bu/tmann (E.T.
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but even here we should note that "the idea of the incarnation ... is contrary to the nature of
myth itself' (Pannenberg, "Myth", pp. 7 If).
56. 0. Cullmann, Salvation in History (E.T. London 1967), pp. 1391T.
57. Each of these observations can be illustrated from the classic expression of Liberal
Protestantism, A. Harnack's What is Christianity? (E.T. London 1901, reprinted 1958); see
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particularly Lectures 2, 3 and 10. It is noticeable that Weiss, Heitmuller and Bousset remained firmly entrenched within Liberal Protestantism at thi,s central point; see J. Weiss, Jesus'
proclamation of the Kingdom of God (E.T. London 1971), p. 135 (also Introduction pp.
16-24); Kiimmel, New Testament, pp. 230tf, 2551T, 2591T; Koch, Apocalyptic, p. 59.
58. Kiimmel, New Testament, n. 466; see also Miegge, Gospel, pp. l 191T; J.M. Robinson,
"The Pre-History of Demythologization", Interpretation 20 (1966), pp. 68f; W. Schmithals,
An Introduction to the Theology of Rudolf Buhmann (E.T. London 1968), p. 250; Johnson,
pp. 103-14,
59. "New Testament and Mythology", E.T. in Kerygma and Myth, pp. 1-44; subsequent
page references in the text are to this essay.
60. Pannenberg, "Myth", p. 9. See also Johnson, pp. 141-151.
6 l. See also Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology (London I 960), p. 37.
62. But see Part I above. K. Barth comments, "What kind of myth is it that recognizes the
existence only of the human subject, and so requires an exclusively existentialist and
anthropological interpretation?" (Kerygma and Myth II, p. I 16); see also I. Henderson, Myth
in the New Testament (London 1952), pp. 30tf - "the non-homogeneous character of the
mythical" (p. 52). Bultmann would presumably justify the claim on the grounds that the subject-object distinction and so the possibility of consciously standing apart from the world is a
modern development beginning with Descartes (cf. Schmithals, Bu/tmann, pp. 29ff.). Existentialism overcomes this subject-objec.t pattern and so enables post-Cartesian scientific man to
get inside pre-Cartesian and particularly NT (mythical) thought. See also F. Gogarten.
Demythologizing and History (E.T. London 1955), pp. 48-68- particularly valuable for his
warning against an unjustified attack on Bultmann's theology as "subjectivist".
63. See also J. Macquarrie, An Existentialist Theology (London I 9 55), pp. 14-21.
64. "This is what is meant by 'faith': to open ourselves freely to the future" (Kerygma and
Myth, p. 19}.
65. Cf. Bultmann, Theology I, pp. 305f. See also Schmithals, Bultmann, chapters 6 and 8:
"'The Christian Easter faith is not interested in the historical question because it is interested
in the resurrection of Jesus as saving event, that is as an existential experience" (p. 138). ""It is
the Word that makes the Jesus-event the saving event"; "apart from this proclamation the
Jesus-event is just an ordinary earthly event" (pp. I 74, I 93).
66. "The Christological Confession of the World Council of Churches", Essays
Philosophical and Theological (E.T. London 1955), pp. 280f.
67. Here Bultmann acknowledges his debt to his teacher W. Herrmann (Kerygma and Myth,
pp. 200{); but influential statements on the same theme had been made by Kierkegaard. M.
Kahler and of course Barth.
68. See particularly his comments on I Cor. 15:3-8 (Kerygma and Myth p. 39); and below.
Cf. his earlier essay, "What does it mean to speak of God?" (1925), Faith and Understanding {E.T. London 1969), pp. 53-65.
69. Kerygma and Myth, p. 197; Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 19; "On the Problem of
Demythologizing", New Testament Issues {ed. R. Batey; London 1970), p. 41; also his reply
to H. P. Owen in The Theology of Rudolf Bu/tmann (ed. C. W. Kegley, London 1966) p.
261. See also H.P. Owen, Revelation and Existence: a Study in the Theology of Rudolph
Bultmann (Cardiff 1957): "Demythologizing would be more accurately called deobjectifyin~" (p. 15); Schmithals, Bultmann, chapter 2; "The basic error of all theology, even of
faith itself ... - God's action is objectified" (p. 141); and particularly Johnson, Origins, pp.
14f and passim, who notes the important influence of H. Jonas on Bultmann's understanding
of myth and of "objectivation" (pp. 114-26, 207-31).
70. Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 84; see also Kerygma and Myth, pp. 210f.
71. Miegge, Gospel, p. 93.
72 - R. W. Hepburn, "Demythologizing and the Problem of Validity", New Essays in
PhUosophical Theology (ed. A. Flew and A. Macintyre; London 1955), pp. 229f; see also e.g.
Kummel, "Mythos im Neuen Testament", Heilsgeschehen, p. 221; J. Macquarrie. The Scope
of Demythologizing (London I 960), pp. 1981T; but see also S. M. Ogden's more sympathetic
comments in Kegley, Buhmann, pp. 111-6.
73 - Kerygma and Myth, pp. I 96f; Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 68f; New Testament
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Issues, p. 42. But see Macquarrie's comment, Demythologizing, p. 205 n. I.
74. P. S. Minear, "The Cosmology of the Apocalypse", Current Issues in New Testament
lnlerpretalion (ed. W. Klassen and G. F. Snyder; London 1962), pp. 32f; "Certainly we cannot accuse him of holding a naive three-storied idea of the physical world. There is nothing
naive about his wrestling with the dilemmas of human existence" (p. 34).
75. Cf. Bultmann, Theology I, §§2 lff. G. Bornkamm characterizes the heresy which Paul attacks in Colossians as an attempt "to gain access to the gospel by way of myth" - "Myth
and Gospel: A Discussion of the Problem of Demythologizing the New Testament
Message", Kerygma and History (ed. C. E. Braaten and R. A. Harrisville, Nashville 1962), p.
181.
76. Cf. F. F. Bruce, "The Kerygma of Hebrews", Interpretation 23 (1969), pp. 9ff.
77. Cf. Barth, Kerygma and Myth II, pp. l 15f.
78. H. Braun, "The Meaning of New Testament Christology", J Th.Ch. 5 (New York,
1968), pp. 117f.
79. F. Buri, Kerygma und Mythos II (ed. H. W.-Bartsch, Hamburg 1952), pp. 85ff: "The
kerygma is a last vestige of mythology to which we still illogically cling" (p. 96). See also
Macquarrie, Demythologizing, chapter 5.
80. S. M. Ogden, Christ without Myth (New York 1961), pp. 76-94, 111-16; Van A.
Harvey, The Historian and the Believer (London 1967), pp. 139-46; see also Jaspers,
Kerygma and Myth II pp. I 73f.
8 l. A. Kee, The Way of Transcendence (Harmondsworth, I 97 I), pp. xvi-xxii.
82. Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 43. On Bultmann's concern to remove the false skandalon of first century mythology from the gospel, see Schmithals, Buhmann, pp. 255f.
83. "Does the New Testament embody a truth which is quite independent of its mythical setting? If it does, theology must undertake the task of stripping the Kerygma from its mythical
framework, of 'demythologizing' it" (Kerygma and Myth, p. 3). Note also the a priori distinction between "the other worldly" and "this world", etc. in the definition on p. 10 n. 2 (cited
above p. 297).
84. "The word of preaching confronts us as the word of God. It is not for us to question its
credentials" (Kerygma and Myth, p. 41); see also his reply to Jaspers, (Kerygma and Myth II,
p. 190), and Schmithals, Bultmann, pp. I 93f.
85. See e.g. Barth and R. Schnackenburg in Kerygma and Myth II, pp. 9 I- 102, 340--9.
86. This is not to deny that Bultmann wishes to say something about "the historical event of
Jesus Christ"; but to describe it only as "the eschatological event ... only present as address" (Bultmann's reply to Ogden in Kegley, Bultmann, pp. 2721) neither meets Ogden's
criticism nor says enough about Jesus.
87. "'If the event of Easter Day is in any sense an historical event additional to the event of
the cross, it is nothing else than the rise of faith in the risen Lord, since it was this faith which
led to the apostolic preaching" (Kerygma and Myth, p. 42). Barth comments: "The real life of
Jesus Christ is confined to the kerygma and to faith" (Kerygma and Myth II, p. 10 I). Similarly Bornkamm: "Jesus Christ has become a mere saving fact and ceases to be a person"
(Kerygma and History, p. 186).
88. Cf. Kiimmel, Hei/sgeschehen, pp. 157-65, 228f; see also Cullmann, Christ and Time
(E.T. London 1951, revised 1962), pp. 94-106; Salvation in History pp. 136-50; H. Ott,
"Rudolf Bultmann's Philosophy of History", in Kegley, Bultmann, p. 58 (note Bultmann's
response, p. 264).
89. Macquarrie's position in effect in Demythologizing, pp. 93, 98f, 224, and in his concept
of "Christhood" in Principles of Christian Theology (London 1966).
90. Note particularly that I Cor. 15: l 2ff seems to be specifically directed against such a
reduction of resurrection hope to the "now" of present religious experience (cf. I Cor. 4:8);
see Dunn,"' I Corinthians 15:45", pp. 127f. Cf. W. Pannenberg, Jesus God and Man (E.T.
London 1968), pp. 106ff; J. Moltmann, The Theology of Hope (E.T. London 1967), chapter
3. Similar criticism would have to be levelled against Bultmann's reduction of the future imminent expectation of Jesus' own message to the crisis of the eschatological "now" of decision (Jesus and the Word (E.T. London 1934, reprinted 1958), pp. 44-7).
91. Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 33f, 80f.
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92. Against Bultmann's arbitrary attempts to attribute sucn passages to the anonymous
"'ecclesiastical redactor" - The Gospel of John (E.T. Oxford 197 I).
93. Kiimmel, Heilsgeschehen, pp. 156f, 160, 164, 225ff. Cf. Plato's distinction between
mythos and logos above (p. 286); and J. Knox, The Death o/Christ (London 1959, reprinted
1967), pp. 146ff; also Myth and Truth (London 1966), chapters 2 and 3.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE NEW HERMENEUTIC
by A. C. Thiselton

I. Aims and Concerns: How may the text speak anew?

(l) The approach to the New Testament which has come to be known as
the new hermeneutic is associated most closely with the work of Ernst
Fuchs and Gerhard Ebeling. 1 Both of these writers insist on its practical
relevance to the world of today. How does language, especially the language
of the Bible, strike home (treffen) to the modern hearer? 2 How may its
words so reach through into his own understanding that when he repeats
them they will be his words? How may the word of God become a living
word which is heard anew?
This emphasis on present application rather than simply antiquarian
biblical research stems partly from connexions between the new
hermeneutic and the thought of Rudolf Bultmann, 3 but also from a pastor's
deep and consistent concern on the part of Fuchs and Ebeling, both of
whom served as pastors for some years, about the relevance and effectiveness of Christian preaching. Central to Fuchs's work is the question
"What do we have to do at our desks, if we want later to set the text in front
of us in the pulpit?" 5
It would be a mistake to conclude that this interest in preaching, however,
is narrowly ecclesiastical or merely homiletical. Both writers share an intense concern about the position of the unbeliever. If the word of God is
capable of creating faith, its intelligibility cannot be said to presuppose faith.
Thus Fuchs warns us, "The proclamation loses its character when it anticipates (i.e. presupposes) confession." 6 Whilst Ebeling boldly asserts,
"The criterion of the understandability of our preaching is not the believer
but the non-believer. For the proclaimed word seeks to effect faith, but does
not presuppose faith as a necessary preliminary." 7
Nevertheless the problem goes even deeper than this. The modern hearer,
or interpreter, stands at the end of a long tradition of biblical interpretation;
a tradition which, in turn, moulds his own understanding of the biblical text
and his own attitude towards it. His attitude may be either positive or
negative, and his controlling assumptions may well be unconscious ones. '
The New Testament is thus interpreted today within a particular frame of
reference which may differ radically from that within which the text first
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addressed its hearers. Hence simply to repeat the actual words of the New
tament today may well be, in effect, to say something different from
!~sat the text i~self originally said. Ev~n if it does no_t positivelr. alter what
s once said, 1t may be to utter "nothing more than Just a trad1bon, a mere
; ~ of speech, a dead relic of the language of the past''. 9 For never before,
;beling believes, was there so great a gulf between the linguistic tradition of
10
the Bible and language that is actually spoken today.
Two undue criticisms must be forestalled at this point. Firstly, some may
believe that this problem is solved simply by an appeal to the work of the
Holy Spirit. Fuchs and Ebeling are fully aware of the role of the Holy Spirit
in communicating the word of God; but they rightly see that problems of
understanding and intelligibility cannot be short-circuited by a premature
appeal of this kind. 11 The New Testament requires hermeneutical
translation no less than it obviously requires linguistic translation. This point
will become clearer as we proceed.
Secondly, Fuchs and Ebeling do not in any way underestimate the power
of the New Testament to interpret itself, and to create room for its understanding. Ebeling insists that hermeneutics "only consist in removing hindrances in order to let the word perform its own hermeneutic function." 12
"Holy Scripture, as Luther puts it, is sui ipsius interpres." 13 The "one
bridge" to the present is "the Word alone". 14 Similarly Fuchs stresses the
importance of Heh. 4: 12-13 ("The word of God is living and active, sharper
than any two-edged sword") even in the present moment. 15 Indeed it is
crucial to Fuch's position, as we shall see, that the New Testament itself
effects changes in situations, and changes in men's pre-conscious standpoints. The language of Jesus "singles out the individual and grasps him
deep down." to "The text is itself meant to live." 17
The key question in the new hermeneutic, then, is· how the New Testament may speak to us anew. A literalistic repetition of the text cannot
guarantee that it will "speak" to the modern hearer. He may understand all
of its individual words, and yet fail to understand what is being said. In
Wolfuart Pannenberg's words, "In a changed situation the traditional
phrases, even when recited literally, do not mean what they did at the time
of their original formulation." 18 Thus Ebeling asserts, "The same word can
be said to another time only by being said differently." 19
. In assessing the validity of this point, we may well wish to make some
~rov~so about the uniquely normative significance of the original formulation m theology. The problem is recognized by Fuchs and Ebeling perhaps
more clearly than by Bultmann when parallel questions arise in his
programme of demythologizing. 20 It is partly in connexion with this
problem that both writers insist on the necessity of historical-critical
rese~rch on the New Testament. 21 At the same time, at least two
const~~rations re-enforce their contentions about the inadequacy of mere
repetition of the text from the standpoint of hermeneutics. Firstly, we
rrea~y recognize the fact that in translation from one language to another,
•terahsm can be the enemy of faithful communication. "To put it into
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another language means to think it through afresh." 22 Secondly, we already
have given tacit recognition to this principle whenever we stress the importance of preaching. The preacher "translates" the text, by placing it at the
point of encounter with the hearer, from which it speaks anew into his own
world in his own language. 23 But this hermeneutical procedure is demanded
in all interpretation which is faithful to the New Testament. For "God's
revelation consisted simply in God's letting men state God's own problems
in their language, in grace and judgment." 24
(2) How, then, may the text of the New Testament speak anew? Four
sets of considerations are relevant to a positive answer, each of which turns
on a given point of contrast.
(a) Firstly, Fuchs and Ebeling draw a contrast between problems about
words (pluraO and the problem of the word (singular). Ebeling laments the
fact that too often preaching today sounds like a foreign language. 25 But he
adds, "We need not emphasize that the problem lies too deep to be tackled
by cheap borrowing of transient modern jargon for the preacher's stock of
words. It is not a matter of understanding single words, but of understanding the word itself; not a matter of new means of speech, but of a new coming to speech." 26 Mere modern paraphrase of the New Testament does not
answer the problem. The concern is, rather, that the word of God itself
should "come to speech" (das Zur-Sprache-kommen der Sache selbst), in
the technical sense which this phrase has come to bear in the philosophical
writings of Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer. 27
(b) Secondly, hermeneutics in the writings of Fuchs and Ebeling concerns "the theory of understanding", and must not be reduced "to a collection of rules'·. iii Indeed, because it concerns the whole question of how a
man comes to understand, Ebeling asserts, "Hermeneutics now takes the
place of the classical epistemological theory." 29 This is why hermeneutics
cannot be separated from philosophy. Because it concerns "a general theory
of understanding", hermeneutics is "becoming the place of meeting with
philosophy''. 30 Similarly for Fuchs the central question of hermeneutics is:
"how do I come to understand?" 31 Yet both writers are concerned not
simply with the theory, but with the practice of setting understanding in motion. Fuchs suggests an analogy. It is possible, on the one hand, to theorize
about an understanding of "cat" by cognitive reflection. On the other hand,
a practical and pre-conceptual understanding of "cat" emerges when we actually place a mouse in front of a particular cat. The mouse is the
"hermeneutical principle" that causes the cat to show itself for what it is. 32
In this sense biblical criticism and even the traditional hermeneutical "rules"
do "not produce understanding, but only the preconditions for it." 33
Admittedly it would not be wholly incorrect to argue that this distinction
goes back in principle to Schleiermacher. An illuminating comment comes
from the philosopher Heinz Kimmerle, whose research on the earlier
writings of Schleiermacher is so important for the new hermeneutic. He
writes, "The work of Schleiermacher constitutes a turning point in the
history of hermeneutics. Till then hermeneutics was supposed to support,
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secure, and clarify an already accepted understanding (of the Bible as
theological hermeneutics; of classical antiquity as philological
hermeneutics). In the thinking of Schleiermacher, hermeneutics achieves the
qualitatively different function of first of all making understanding possible,
and deliberately initiating understanding in each individual case." 34 This
touches on yet another central and cardinal feature of the new hermeneutic.
The concern is not simply to support and corroborate an existing understanding of the New Testament text, but to lead the hearer or the interpreter
onwards beyond his own existing horizons, so that the text addresses and
judges him anew. This fundamental principle will emerge most clearly in
connexion with Hans-Georg Gadamer and the wider philosophical
background.
(c) The problem of initiating understanding brings us to another concept
which is also central in the thinking of Fuchs, namely that of das
Einverstandnis. 15 This is often translated as "common understanding",
"mutual understanding" or "agreement", and in one essay as "empathy".
Fuchs illustrates this category with reference to the language of the home.
Members of a close-knit family who live together in one home share a common world of assumptions, attitudes, and experiences, and therefore share a
common language. A single word or gesture may set in motion a train of
events because communication functions on the basis of a common understanding. Fuchs explains, "At home one does not speak so that people
may understand, but because people understand." 36 The problem of
understanding a language, in the sense of"appropriating" its subject matter,
"does not consist in learning new words - languages are learned from
mothers."-' 7 So important is this category of Einverstandnis for Fuchs that
in the preface to the fourth edition of Hermeneutik he stresses that "all understanding is grounded in Einverstandnis," and in a later essay he sums up
the thrust of his Hermeneutik with the comment, "Ernst Fuchs,
Hermeneutik (is) an attempt to bring the hermeneutical problem back into
the dimension of language with the aid of the phenomenon of'empathy' (des
Phanomens des Einverstandnisses) as the foundation of all
understanding." J8
Jesus, Fuchs maintains, established a common understanding with his
hearers, especially in the language of the parables. Or more accurately, the
parables communicated reality effectively because they operated on the
basis of this common understanding, which they then extended and
reshaped.-'' The hermeneutical task today is to re-create that common world
of understanding which is the necessary basis of effective communication of
language and appropriation of its truth. Such a task, however, stands in
sharp contrast to a merely cognitive and conscious exchange of language.
Like Heidegger's category of "world", it is pre-conceptual. "It is neither a
subjective nor an objective phenomenon but both together, for world is prior
to and encompasses both." 40 It is therefore, for Fuchs as for Gadamer,
primarily a "linguistic" phenomenon, reflecting ways in which men have
come to terms with themselves and with their world. 41
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(d) Both Fuchs and Ebeling view language as being much more than only
a means of information. Ebeling writes "We do not get at the nature of
words by asking what they contain, but by asking what they effect, what
they set going ... " 42 In the terminology of J. L. Austin, Fuchs and Ebeling
are most interested in the performative functions of language, in which "the
issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action." 43 The word of God,
Ebeling believes, enacts "an event in which God himself is communicated
... With God word and deed are one: his speaking is the way of his
acting." 44 Thus the word of Jesus in the New Testament does not simply
provide information about states of affairs. His language constitutes a call
or a pledge. 45 He promises, demands or gives. 46 Actually to make a
promise, or to convey a gift is very different from talking about promises or
gifts. The one is action; the other is mere talk.
In the terminology used by Fuchs, language which actually conveys reality constitutes a "language-event" (Sprachereignis), whilst Ebeling uses the
term "word-event" (Wortgeschehen) in much the same way. 47 Fuchs
comments, "The true language-event, for example an offer, shows that,
though it sets our thoughts in motion, it is not itself thought. The immediate
harmony between what is said and what is grasped is not the result of a
process of thought; it takes place at an earlier stage, as event ... The word
'gets home'." 48 For example, to name a man "brother" performatively is
thereby to admit him into a brotherly relationship within the community.,,,
In this sense, when the word of God addresses the hearers anew, it is no
longer merely an object of investigation at the hands of the interpreter.
Fuchs concludes "The text is therefore not just the servant that transmits
kerygmatic formulations, but rather a master that directs us into the
language-context of our existence." 50 It has become a language-event.
II. Subject and Object: Understanding as experience

Two further principles now emerge from all that has been said. The first
concerns the interpreter's experience of life, or subjectivity. Ebeling writes,
"Words produce understanding only by appealing to experience and leading
to experience. Only where word has already taken place can word take
place. Only where there is already previous understanding can understanding take place. Only a man who is already concerned with the matter in
question can be claimed for it." 51 This is certainly true of a text which
concerns history: "It is impossible to understand history without a standpoint and a perspective." 52 Thus there are connexions between the new
hermeneutic and Bultmann's discussion about pre-understanding.
The second principle concerns the direction of the relation between the interpreter and the text. In traditional hermeneutics, the interpreter, as knowing subject, scrutinizes and investigates the text as the object of his
knowledge. The interpreter is active subject; the text is passive object. This
kind of approach is encouraged by a notion of theology as "queen of the
sciences". But it rests upon, or presupposes, a particular model in
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epistemology, a model which is exemplified in the philosophy of Descartes.
If understanding is viewed in terms of experience rather than knowledge, a
different perspective may also be suggested. James Robinson offers an illuminating comment. In the new hermeneutic, he explains, "the flow of the
traditional relation between subject and object, in which the subject interrogates the object ... has been significantly reversed. For it is now the
object - which should henceforth be called the subject-matter - that puts the
subject in question." 53 Thus Fuchs asserts, "The truth has us ourselves as
its object." 54 Or even more strikingly, "The texts must translate us before
we can translate them." 55
1. LANGUAGE AND PRE-UNDERSTANDING

It is well known that Rudolf Bultmann, among others, has repudiated the
idea that an interpreter can "understand" the New Testament independently
of his own prior questions. One cannot, for example, understand a text
about economic history unless one already has some concept of what a
society and an economy is. 56 In this sense Bultmann rightly insists, "There
cannot be any such thing as presuppositionless exegesis ... Historical understanding always presupposes a relation of the interpreter to the subjectmatter that is ... expressed in the texts." 57 "The demand that the
interpreter must silence his subjectivity ... in order to attain an objective
knowledge is therefore the most absurd one that can be imagined." 58
"Preunderstanding", or a prior life-relation to the subject-matter of the text,
implies "not a prejudice, but a way of raising questions." 59
This principle must not be rejected merely because it has particular connexions with other assumptions made by Bultmann in his programme of
demythologizing. Other more moderate scholars including, for example,
Bernard Lonergan and James D. Smart, have made similar points.
Lonergan rightly asserts, "The principle of the empty head rests on a naive
intuitionism ... The principle ... bids the interpreter forget his own views,
look at what is out there, and let the author interpret himself. In fact, what is
out there? There is just a series of signs. Anything over and above a re-issue
of the same signs in the same order will be mediated by the experience, intelligence, and judgment of the interpreter. The less that experience, the less
cultivated that intelligence, the less formed that judgment, the greater will be
the likelihood that the interpreter will impute to the author an opinion that
the author never entertained." 61
In this connexion both Bultmann and the new hermeneutic look back to
Wilhelm Dilthey, and even beyond to Friedrich Schleiermacher. 62 Both the
later thinking of Schleiermacher after 1819 and also the earlier thinking as
rediscovered by Heinz Kimmerle are relevant in different ways to the new
hermeneutic. At first sight, Fuchs's central concept of Einverstiindnis seems
to relate to the later Schleiermacher's insistence that the modern interpreter
~ust make himself contemporary with the author of a text by attempting
imaginatively to re-live his experiences. Especially if we follow the translator
t,(J
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who rendered Einverstiindnis as "empathy", this looks like Schleiermacher's
procedure of entering into the hopes and fears, desires and aims of the
author through artistic imagination and rapport.
We have seen, however, that "mutual understanding" in Fuchs operates
at a pre-conscious level. It is not primarily, if at all, a matter of psychology,
as it was in the later thought of Schleiermacher. With Manfred Mezger,
Fuchs believes that this psychological approach founders on the existential
individuality of the "I" who is each particular interpreter. 03 Thus Mezger
asserts that we must find "the new place at which this text, without detriment to its historical individuality, meets us. The short cut by which I picture myself as listener in the skin of Moses or of Paul is certainly popular,
but it is not satisfactory, for I am neither the one nor the other" (i.e. neither
Moses nor Paul). 64 Mezger adds that the way to overcome this problem is
"not by treating the particular details with indifference, thus effacing the
personal profile of the text, but by becoming aware of the involvement
(Betroffenheit) which is the same for them as for me, but which is described
in a particular way in each instance." 65 He then quotes Fuchs's redoubled
warning that the modern listeners "are not the same men to whom the
gospel was first proclaimed"; although their concrete situation can
nevertheless be "appropriated" today, when the text is accurately
translated."'
In the earlier writings of Schleiermacher, however, as Kimmerle has
shown, hermeneutics are more language-centred, and less orientated
towards psychology. Understanding is an art, for the particular utterance of
a particular author must be understood "in the light of the larger, more universal, linguistic community in which the individual ... finds himself." "'
"Rules" perform only the negative function of preventing false interpretation. Even on a purely linguistic level the subjectivity of the interpreter has a
positive role to play. What we understand forms itself into unities made up
of parts. In understanding a stretch of language, we need to understand
words in order to understand the sentence; nevertheless our understanding
of the force of individual words depends on our understanding of the whole
sentence. But this principle must be extended. Our understanding of the
sentence contributes to our understanding of the paragraph, of the chapter,
of the author as a whole; but this understanding of the whole work in turn
qualifies and modifies our understanding of the sentence.
This principle prepares the way for hermeneutics in Heidegger and
Gadamer, as well as in Fuchs and Ebeling, and is in fact tantamount to a
preliminary formulation of the theory of the hermeneutical circle. "" It
shatters the illusion, as Dilthey later stressed, that understanding a text
could be purely "scientific". As Richard Palmer puts it, "Somehow a kind of
"leap' into the hermeneutical circle occurs and we understand the whole and
the parts together. Schleiermacher left room for such a factor when he saw
understanding as partly a comparative and partly an intuitive and
divinatory matter ... " 69 Still commenting on Schleiermacher but with
obvious relevance to Fuchs's notion of Einverstiindnis, Palmer adds, "The
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hermeneutical circle suggests an area of shared understanding. Since communication is a dialogical relation, there is assumed at the outset a community of meaning shared by the speaker and the hearer. This seems to involve another contradiction: what is to be understood must already be
known. But is this not the case? Is it not vain to speak of love to one who
has not known love ... ?" 70 Thus we return to Ebeling's comment, "Words
produce understanding by appealing to experience and leading to experience. Only where word has already taken place can word take place.
Only where there is already previous understanding can understanding take
place."n
This helps to explain why the new hermeneutic inevitably involves
problems of philosophy. 72 But it also raises theological questions. In one
direction, the New Testament cannot be understood without reference to the
interpreter's own experiences of life. Thus Fuchs insists, "In the interaction
of the text with daily life we experience the truth of the New Testament." 11
In another direction, it raises questions about the relation between exegesis
and systematic theology. For the total context of any theological utterance
is hardly less than Scripture and the history of its interpretation through
tradition. In Heinrich Ott's words on the subject, Scripture as a whole constitutes "the 'linguistic room', the universe of discourse, the linguistic net of
co-ordinates in which the church has always resided ... Heidegger says,
'Every poet composes from only a single poem ... None of the fodividual
poems, not even the total of them, says it all. Nevertheless each poem
speaks from the whole of the one poem and each time speaks it.' " 74
2.

THE INTERPRETER AND THE TEXT

All that has been said about the subjectivity of the interpreter, however,
must now be radically qualified by the second of the two major principles at
present under discussion. We have already noted Fuchs's assertions that the
texts must translate us, before we can translate them, and that the truth has
"ourselves" as its object. It is not simply the case that the interpreter, as active subject, scrutinizes the text as passive object. It is not simply that the
present experience throws light on the text, but that the text illuminates present experience. Ebeling insists, "The text ... becomes a hermeneutic aid in
the understanding of present experience." 15 In an important and
often-quoted sentence in the same essay he declares (his italics) "The
primary phenomenon in the realm of understanding is not understanding
OF language, but understanding THROUGH language." 76
Both Ebeling and especially Gadamer call attention to the parallel
between theological and juridical hermeneutics in this respect. 77 The
interpretation of legal texts, Gadamer insists, is not simply a "special case"
of general hermeneutics, but, rather, reveals the full dimensions of the
general hermeneutical problem. In law the interpreter does not examine the
text purely as an "object" of antiquarian investigation. The text "speaks" to
the present situation in the courtroom, and the interpreter adjusts his own
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thinking to that of the text. Each of our two principles, in fact, remains
equally relevant. On the one hand, the interpreter's own understanding of
law and of life guides him in his understanding of the ancient legal texts; on
the other hand, that preliminary understanding is modified and moulded, in
turn, as the texts themselves deliver their verdicts on the present situation.
Even outside the courtroom itself, Ebeling believes that "the man who has
no interest in giving legal decisions will be a poor legal historian." "
Similarly Gadamer asserts, "Understanding the text is always already
applying it." n
These two principles operate together in Gadamer's version of the
hermeneutical circle. We have already noted the idea in Schleiermacher and
in Heidegger that we can understand a whole only in the light of its parts,
but also that we can understand the parts only in the light of the whole. But
Heidegger and especially Gadamer take us a step further. 80 The "circle" of
the hermeneutical process begins when the interpreter takes his own
preliminary questions to the text. But because his questions may not be the
best or most appropriate ones, his understanding of the subject-matter of the
text may at first remain limited, provisional, and even liable to distortion.
Nevertheless the text, in turn, speaks back to the hearer: it begins to interpret him; it sheds light on his own situation and on his own questions. His
initial questions now undergo revision in the light of the text itself, and in
response to more adequate questioning, the text itself now speaks more
clearly and intelligibly. The process continues, whilst the interpreter achieves
a progressively deeper understanding of the text.
In his recently published book the American scholar Walter Wink
develops his own particular version of this kind of approach. 81 He criticizes
New Testament scholars for failing to interpret the New Testament in accordance with its own purpose, namely "so to interpret the scriptures that the
past becomes alive and illumines our present with new possibilities for personal and social transformation." 82 Because of a deliberate suspension of
participational involvement, "the outcome of biblical studies in the academy
is a trained incapacity to deal with the real problems of actual living persons
i~ their daily lives." 83 The kind of questions asked by the New Testament
scholar are not those raised by the text, but those most likely to win a hearing from the professional guild of academics. 84 Scholars seek to silence their
own subjectivity, striving for the kind of objective neutrality which is not
only an illusion, but which also requires "a sacrifice of the very questions the
Bible seeks to answer". 85
Nevertheless, Wink is not advocating, any more than Fuchs, a suspension
of critical studies. In order to hear the New Testament speak for itself, and
not merely reflect back the interpreter's own ideas or the theology of the
modern church, the interpreter must allow critical enquiry first to distance
him from the way in which the text has become embedded in the church's
tradition. The text must be heard as "that which stands over against us".""
Only after this "distance" has first been achieved can there then occur "a
communion of horizons" between the interpreter and the text. 87 Thus whilst
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Wink acknowledges the necessity for "rigorous use of biblical criticism", his
primary concern, like that of Fuchs, is "for the'rights of the text". 88
Hans-Georg Gadamer makes some parallel points. Descartes' theory of
knowledge, in which man as active subject looks out on the world as passive
object, provides only o~e possible model for the app~ehension of truth. This
model is more appropriate to the "method" of the sciences than to the art of
understanding in hermeneutics. There has always been a tradition in
philosophy which stressed the connexion between understanding and experience. For example, Vico, with his sensitivity for history, rejected the
narrow intellectualism of Descartes' notion of truth, even in the latter's own
lifetime. In ancient times the Greek idea of "wisdom" included practical understanding of life as well as intellectual theory. 89 Later, Shaftesbury
stressed the role of wit, Reid stressed the role of common sense, and
Bergson stressed the role of intuitive insight, as valid ways through which
truth could be revealed. 90 It is not simply a matter of discovering theoretical
"methods" by which man can arrive at truth. In true understanding, man is
grasped by truth through modes of experience. 91 A more adequate model
than that provided by Descartes is the experience of truth in a work of art,
in which something real and creative takes place. We shall refer to
Gadamer's comments on this in our third section.
One reason why hermeneutics, according to Gadamer, must take account
of something more than cognitive "knowledge" (Erkenntnis} is that every interpreter already stands within a historical tradition, which provides him
with certain presuppositions or pre-judgements (Vorurteile). 91 Gadamer
insists, "An individual's pre-judgements, much more than his judgements,
are the reality of his being (die geschichtliche Wirklichkeit seines Seins)". "'
To bring these pre-judgements to conscious awareness is a major goal of
hermeneutics, and corresponds to what Walter Wink describes as "distancing". For Gadamer believes that the very existence of a temporal and
cultural distance between the interpreter and the text can be used to jog him
into an awareness of the differences between their respective horizons. The
interpreter must cultivate a "hermeneutically trained" awareness, in which
he allows the distinctive message of the text to reshape his own questions
and concepts. 94
Once this has been done, the interpreter is free to move beyond his own
original horizons, or better, to enlarge his own horizons until they come to
merge or fuse with those of the text. His goal is to reach the place at which a
merging of horizons (Horizontverschmelzung}, or fusion of "worlds",
occurs."' This comes about only through sustained dialogue with the text, in
which the interpreter allows his own subjectivity to be challenged and involved. Only in the to-and-fro of question and answer on both sides can the
text come to speech (zur-Sprache-kommen}. 96 Thus in Gadamer's notion of
the merging of horizons we find a parallel to Wink's ideas about "fusion"
and "communion", and to Fuchs's central category of Einverstandnis. But
t~i~ is achieved, as we have seen, only when, firstly, the interpreter's subjectivity is fully engaged at a more-than-cognitive level; and when, secondly,
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the text, and the truth of the text, actively grasps him as its object.
III. The Establishing of New "Worlds" in Language: Heidegger and the
Parables
To achieve a merging of horizons, or an area of shared understanding
amounting to Einverstandnis, involves, in effect, the creation of a new
"world". In common with Heidegger's philosophy in both the earlier and
later periods, Fuchs believes that man stands within a linguistic world which
is decisively shaped by his own place in history, i.e. by his "historicality".
But together with the later Heidegger, Fuchs also looks for a new comingto-speech in which the confines and conventions of the old everyday
"world" will be set aside and broken through. The language-event, especially
the language-event of the parables of Jesus, corresponds to the establishment of a new world through language.
It is difficult to summarize Heidegger's view in a few paragraphs, but we
may note the following major themes.
(1) One consequence of man's historicality (his being radically conditioned by his place within history) is that he views objects from the
man-centred perspective of his own world. He sees things from the point of
view of this relation to his own purposes, seeing them through a kind of grid
of egocentric functionalism. A hammer, for example, is not merely a neutral
"object" of wood and metal; but a tool which can be used for certain jobs.
Thus a hammer is something very different from a broken hammer;
although in "neutral" terms of their physical properties the difference would
not be very great. "1 Man's language both reveals, creates, and sustains this
perspective. Thus in everyday language "time", for example, "has ceased to
be anything other than velocity, instantaneousness ... Time as history has
vanished from the lives of all peoples." 98
(2) Man has lost touch with genuine reality still further by accepting in
his intellectual orientation the legacy of Plato's dualism. In Heidegger's
words, Western philosophy since Plato has "fallen out of Being".•• It
embodies a split perspective, in which subject becomes separated from object. "Appearance was declared to be mere appearance and thus degraded.
At the same time, Being as idea was exalted to a suprasensory realm. A
chasm ... was created." '00 Man thus looks out, in the fashion of Plato and
Descartes, onto a merely conceptualized world, a reality of his own making.
He himself, by seeing "reality" through the grid of his own split perspective,
becomes the measure of his own knowledge. 101 An example of the evil
consequences of this can be seen in the realm of art. Art is divided off into
one of the two realms, so that it is either a merely "material" thing, in which
case it cannot reveal truth; or it is conceptualized into "aesthetics" in which
case it becomes tamed and emasculated and, once again, unable to reveal
truth. By contrast "on the strength of a recaptured, pristine, relation to Being, we must provide the word 'art' with a new content." 102
(3) The combined effect of these two factors is to lead to circularity and
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fragmentation in the use of language. The truth of language now depends on
an artificial correspondence between man's concepts and what he supposes
to be "reality", but which is in fact another set of his own concepts. ioJ For
everything which he thinks and sees, he thinks and sees through the medium
of his own "linguisticality" or language-conditionedness. Thus, Heidegger
concludes, "He is always thrown back on the paths that he himself has laid
out; he becomes mired in his paths, caught in the beaten track ... He turns
round and round in his own circle." 104
Fuchs and Ebeling accept the linguistic and hermeneutical problems
which Heidegger's diagnosis lays down. Ebeling believes that language has
become loosed from its anchorage in reality, to disintegrate into "atoms of
speech ... Everything seemed to me to fall into fragments." io5 This has
precipitated "a profound crisis of language . . . a complete collapse of
language". 10" Today "we threaten to die of language poisoning." "With the
dawn of the modern age ... the path was clear for an unrestricted development of the mere sign-function of language ... Words are reduced to ciphers
... and syntax to a question of calculus." 107 Language has wrongly become
a mere "technical instrument". 108 Yet, Fuchs argues, language and reality
are bound so closely together that there can be no "reality" for us outside
this l,anguage. 109
The solution, if it is a solution, offered by Heidegger, and indirectly by
Fuchs, is to put oneself in the place at which language may, once again, give
voice not to a fragmented set of human concepts, but to undivided "Being".
Firstly, this "Being" is not the .substantial "beingness" (Seiendheit) of
human thought; but the verbal, eventful, temporal Being-which-happens
(Sein or better, Anwesen). Echoing Heidegger, Fuchs declares, "Language
... makes Being into an event." 110 Secondly, when language is once again
pure and creative, Heidegger believes, "the essence of language is found in
the act of gathering." 111 Before the advent of Plato's dualism, the word
(logos) was "the primal gathering principle". 112 Where modern Western
culture and its idle talk merely divides and fragments, the pure language of
Being integrates and brings together. Thus Fuchs writes, "The proclamation
gathers (i.e. into a community) ... and this community has its being, its
'togetherness', in the possibility of its being able to speak the kind of
language in which the event of its community is fulfilled ... The language of
faith brings into language the gathering offaith." 113
Once again this notion of "gathering" approaches the idea of sharing a
common "world", or achieving Einverstandnis. But Heidegger, followed by
Fuchs, insists that language can achieve· this "gathering" only when man
accepts the role of listener, rather than that of subject scrutinizing "object".
~or Heidegger, this means a silent, receptive waiting upon Being. Language
is the "house" or "custodian" of Being (das Haus des Seins ... des
Anwesens). 114 Man's task is to find the "place" (Ort) at which Being may
come to speech. 115 As listeners, whose task is to cultivate a wakeful and
receptive openness to Being, Heidegger urges that "we should do nothing,
but rather wait." ' 16 The listener must not impose his own concepts of
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reality onto Being, but should "know how to wait, even for a whole
life-time". 1 17
Although in principle he is concerned with the word of God rather than
the voice of Being, Fuchs does at times seem to identify the two. The word
of God relates to "the meaning of Being" (der "Sinn" des Seins) and comes
as the "call of Being" (der Ruf zum Sein). 118 But above all man "listens" in
receptive silence and openness to the text of the New Testament. To be sure,
critical analysis, as in Wink's and Gadamer's "distancing", is first necessary
as a preliminary. In this way, by active critical scrutiny, the interpreter
"must in the.first instance strike the text dead". 119 But after this he must
wait for God, or Being, to speak "In the tranquillity of faith, where noise is
reduced to silence, a voice is heard ... It sings out in Phil. 2.6-11 ..." ""
All these principles about language and "world" apply in particular to
Fuchs's handling of the parables of Jesus. By means of the image part or
picture-half (Bildhalfte) of the parable, Jesus creates and enters a "world"
which, in the first place, is shared by the hearer. He stands within the
hearer's horizons. But everyday conventions and everyday assumptions are
then challenged and shattered by the actual message or content-half
(Sachhalfte). The hearer is challenged at a deep and pre-conceptual level. It
is not simply a matter of his assessing certain "ideas" presented to him by
Jesus. Rather, "he is drawn over on to God's side and learns to see
everything with God's eyes." 121 The parable is both a creative work of art,
and also a calling of love, in contrast to flat cognitive discourse. Thus "Jesus
draws the hearer over to his side by means of the artistic medium, so that
the hearer may think together with Jesus. Is this not the way of true love?
Love does not just blurt out. Instead, it provides in advance the sphere in
which meeting takes place." 122
The difference between entering a "world" and merely assessing ideas is
further clarified by Gadamer in his comments on the nature of games and
the nature of art. A game creates a special "world" of experience. The
player participates in this world, rather than simply observing it, by accepting its rules, its values, and its presuppositions. He yields himself to them,
and acts on them. It is not a matter of his consciously carrying them in his
mind. Hence the reality of a game is something shared by the players in the
play itself. 123 Such "real-life" experience (Wirk/ichkeitserfahrung) is also
involved when one is grasped by a true work of art. 124 It is not a mere set
of concepts to be manipulated by a spectator, but a "world" which takes
hold of a man as someone who enters into it. It is not something presented
as a mere object of scrutiny, or source of theoretical concepts. 125
In his treatment of specific parables, therefore, Fuchs insists that the main
point is not simply to convey a conscious "idea". In this sense, he steps
away from Jiilicher's "one-point" approach. For the "point" or verdict of a
parable may come differently to different people. Thus in his work on the
Parable of the Unmerciful Servant, Fuchs declares, firstly, that "the parable
is not intended to exemplify general ethics." 126 Secondly, the verdict for
Israel is "God is harder than you are"; whilst the verdict for the Church is
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"God insists upon his indulgence." 127 If these verdicts, however, are turned
into merely conceptual generalizations, the result is only a self-contradiction: God is hard and indulgent.
Three principles are especially important for understanding Fuchs's approach to the parables.
(J) The image-part or picture-half of the parable is not merely an illustrative or homiletical device to make a lesson more vivid or memorable. It
is a means of creating a common world in which Jesus and the hearer stand
together. When Jesus speaks "of provincial and family life as it takes place
in normal times", of the farmer, of the housewife, of the rich and poor or the
happy and sad, he is not simply establishing a "point of contact" but standing with the hearer in his "world". 128 "We find existentialia wherever an
understanding between men is disclosed through their having a common
world." 129
(2) Conventional everyday presuppositions about life and "reality" may
then be challenged and shattered. This is where Fuchs's approach relates
closely to Heidegger's verdict about the circularity and "fallenness" of
man's everyday concepts and everyday talk. Something new and creative
must break in to res,~ue him; in this case, the creative word and person of
Jesus. Thus in the parable of the labourers in the vineyard (Matt. 20: 1-16)
at first "we too share the inevitable reaction of the first. The first see that the
last receive a whole day's wage, and naturally they hope for a higher rate for
themselves." 130 But then comes the shock: "in fact they receive the
same ... It seems to them that the lord's action is unjust." Finally comes the
verdict on the assumption which has been brought to light: "Is your eye evil
because I am kind?" The word of Jesus thus "singles out the individual and
grasps him deep down." For the hearer, by entering the world of the
parable, has been drawn into an engagement with the verdict of Jesus. "The
parable effects and demands our decision." It is not simply "the pallid requirement that sinful man should believe in God's kindness. Instead it contains, in a concrete way ... Jesus' pledge." Jesus pledges himself to "those
who, in face of a cry of 'guilty', nevertheless found their hope on an act of
God's kindness." 131
The creative language event, therefore, shatters the mould imposed by
man's "linguisticality". Even ordinary life, Fuchs suggests, can provide a
model of this occurrence: "A new observation can throw all our previous
mental images into confusion . . . What has already been observed and
preserved in mental images comes into conflict with what is newly
observed." ui This conflict, this clash, demands a decision and re-orientation. Robert Funk illustrates this principle with reference to the parable of
the Prodigal Son (Luke 15: 11-32). The "righteous" find themselves in the
"world" of the elder brother, endorsing his conventional ideas of justice and
obligation. "Sinners" participate in the "world" experienced by the prodigal
son. Funk writes, "The word of grace and the deed of grace divide the
~udience into younger sons and elder sons - into sinners and Pharisees. This
1s what Ernst Fuchs means when he says that one does not interpret the
NTI - U
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parables; the parables interpret him. The Pharisees are those who insist on
interpreting the word of grace, rather than letting themselves be interpreted
by it." JJ) The judges find themselves judged. Sinners find themselves
welcomed. "It is man and not God who is on trial." 134 The same principle
operates in the parable of the Great Supper (Matt. 22:2-10; cf. Luke
14:16-24). One group is excluded; the other, embraced. "Each hearer is
drawn into the tale as he wills." 135
Walter Wink applies this approach to the interpretation of the parable of
the Pharisee and the Publican (Luke 18.9-14). Most of Jesus' own hearers
would at first identify themselves with the Pharisee as the hearer of religious
and social status; but "then suffer shock and consternation at the wholly unexpected justification of the publican". 136 This of course raises a major
hermeneutical problem, to which both Fuchs and Wink are eager to call
attention. The modern reader already knows that it is the Pharisee who will
be condemned. Hence nowadays "a simple descriptive approach wrecks the
parable." 137 It must come to speech anew, and not merely be "repeated".
For the ending of the parable has now in turn become embedded in the conventional judgements of "religious" man, from which the language-event is
meant to free us!
(3) There is not sufficient space to comment adequately on the importance of Christology for Fuchs's understanding of the parables. We must
note, however, that he stresses this aspect with special reference to the
oneness of word and deed in the ministry of Jesus, and also to the status and
role of Jesus as one who pronounces God's word in God's stead. God is present in the word of Jesus. Moreover, since Jesus enters the common world of
understanding experienced by the hearer, the hearer makes his response to
God's word "together with" Jesus. Thus in the parable of the labourers in
the vineyard "Jesus acted in a very real way as God's representative" especially in "his conduct ... and proclamation". Jesus gives us "to understand his conduct as God's conduct". "Jesus' proclamation ... went along
with his conduct." Finally, if I respond in faith," I am not only near to
Jesus; in faith I await the occurrence of God's kindness together with
Jesus." 118 Similarly, in the parable of the Unmerciful Servant, "God
accepted the conduct of Jesus as a valid expression of his will." The hearer
"lets Jesus guide him to the mercy of God". "Jesus does not give a new law,
but substitutes himself for the law." 139
This means that as Jesus stands "together with" the hearer, he becomes in
some sense, a model for faith. For as the hearer, through the language-event,
enters the "world" of Jesus, he finds a new vision of God and of the world
which he shares with Jesus. For Fuchs this means especially the abandonment of self-assertion, even to the point of death; which is the repetition of
Jesus' own decision to go the way of the cross and way of love. 140 "To have
faith in Jesus now means essentially to repeat Jesus' decision." 141 This is
why the new hermeneutic has definite connexions with the new quest of the
historical Jesus. Fuchs writes, "In the proclamation of the resurrection the
historical Jesus himself has come to us. The so-called Christ of faith is none
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other than the historical Jesus ... God himself, wants to be encountered by
us in the historical Jesus." 142 For the message of Jesus to come-to-speech
creatively and liberatingly as language-event presupposes some kind of continuity between his words and his life. Thus Ebeling also concludes, "The
kerygma . . . is not merely speech about man's existence. It is also a
testimony to that which has happened." 143
IV. Some Conclusions
( 1) Whilst the new hermeneutic rightly faces the problem of how the interpreter may understand the text of the New Testament more deeply and
more creatively, Fuchs and Ebeling are less concerned about how he may
understand it correctly. Admittedly they insist on the need for historicalcritical study, but rightly or wrongly we receive the impression that this is
mainly a preliminary to the real task of hermeneutics. Fuchs and Ebeling are
looking at one side, albeit a neglected and yet important side, of a two-sided
problem. Rather than simply "first" using critical methods, is it not possible
both to "listen" to the text as subject, and also alongside this critically to
test one's understanding of it? May not both attitudes be called into play
suq:essively and repeatedly as if in dialogue?
It will be suggested, by way of reply, that this is necessarily to surrender a
vision of wholeness in exchange for a split conceptualizing perspective in
which the text becomes once again, a mere "object" of scrutiny. But whilst
we may accept the warning of· Heidegger and Gadamer that the subjectobject "method" of Descartes is not always adequate, nevertheless conceptualizing thinking must be given some place in hermeneutics. Commenting
on Heidegger's notion of openness to the call of Being, Hans Jonas points
out that thinking "is precisely an effort not to be at the mercy of fate". 144 To
surrender one's own initiative in thinking in exchange for a mere "listening"
is precisely not to escape from one's own conditionedness by history and
language, but is to make everything "a matter of the chance factor of the
historical generation I was born into". 145 Theologians, Jonas concludes,
have been too easily seduced by the pseudo-humility of Heidegger's orientation. The Christian has been delivered from the power of fate, and must use
his mind to distinguish the true from the false.
We have already seen that Heidegger, and presumably Fuchs, would
regard this as a misunderstanding and short-circuiting of the whole problem
of man's "linguisticality". Subject-object thinking, they believe, as well as
distancing man from reality also sets in motion a vicious circularity by
evaluating one set of human concepts in terms of another. But the New
Testament itself, especially Paul, seems to be less pessimistic than Heidegger
about the use of reason or "mind" (nous). In this respect Heidegger stands
nearer to the sheer irrationality of Zen Buddhism. For it is noteworthy that
after reading a work of Suzuki's, Heidegger declared "This is what I have
been trying to say in all my writings." 146 Moreover the actual practical
difficulties of trying to distinguish between the true and the false in "non-
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objectifying" language are insuperable. They have been exposed, for example, by Paul van Buren in his discussion of Heinrich Ott. 147 Thus, in spite of
its emphatic character, there is some justice in the verdict of J. C. Weber,
when he insists that in Fuchs's thought "there can be no basis for distinguishing the language of the word of God and the language of Being ...
In what way can we know that language does not bring to expression illusion, falsehood, or even chaos? If the criterion of truth is only in the
language-event itself, how can the language-event be safeguarded against
delusion, mockery, or utter triviality? Why cannot the language-event be a
disguised event of nothingness? ... Fuchs's ontology is in danger of dissolving into a psychological illusionism." i 4s
(2) The new hermeneutic is also one-sided in its use of the New Testament and in its relation to the New Testament message. To begin with, there
are large areas of the New Testament which are explicitly concerned with
rational argumentation and with the elucidation of theological concepts.
Bornkamm, among others, has drawn attention to the role of reasoned argument in Paul, and Hebrews also invites consideration in this respect. 14 "
However, the approach of Fuchs and Ebeling better fits such languagecategories as hymns, poems, metaphors, and parables. It is no accident that
Fuchs tends to concentrate his attention on the parables, and also on such
passages as 1 Cor. 13 and Phil. 2:5:....lJ. This seems to confirm our claim
that the new hermeneutic is one-sided. It is tempting to wonder whether if
Fuchs were still pastor to a congregation, they would find themselves confronted regularly by the same kinds of passages. This is partly, too, because
Fuchs tends to see the "translated" message of the New Testament itself in
narrowly selective terms. In the end, almost everything in the New Testament can be translated into a call to love; into a call to abandon self-assertion.
The problem for the new hermeneutic, however, is not only that certain
parts of the New Testament take the form of cognitive discourse; it is also
that it is frequently addressed to those who already believe, and often
spoken out of an already existing theological tradition in the context of the
historical community of the church. But tradition, even within the New
Testament, is for Fuchs a factor that tends to obscure, rather than clarify,
the original proclamation of Jesus, which was to unbelievers. Just as
Heidegger wishes to step back "behind" the conceptualizing tradition of
Western philosophy, so Fuchs wishes to step back "behind" the tradition of
the primitive church.
The consequences of such a move can be seen most clearly in Fuchs's
handling of the resurrection of Christ. This may never be seen as a past
historical event known on the basis of apostolic testimony. Like Bultmann,
Fuchs sees it simply as expressing the positive value of the cross; as expressing, exhaustively and without historical remainder, Jesus's abandonment of
self-assertion in the death of the cross. In his attempt to support such a view,
Fuchs even claims that Paul made a mistake in I Cor. 15:5-8, being driven
to ground the resurrection in history only by the exigency of a polemic
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against the Corinthians. 15° Fuchs can find no room in his hermeneutic for
tradition, the church, or history after the event of the cross. The issue is put
sharply by P. J. Achtemeier: "The church itself could, and did, become a
historical 'security' for faith, thus robbing faith of its announcement of the
danger of all such security ... In this way ... the new hermeneutic attempts
to defend a view of faith based on some portions of the New Testament
from a view of faith based on other portions." 151
Once again, however, these difficulties should not blind us to the positive
insights of the new hermeneutic where they occur. Fuchs does make some
valid comments on the hermeneutics of the epistles; and from this kind of
viewpoint Robert Funk offers some very valuable insights on I Cor. 2:2-16
and especially on "Second Corinthians as Hermeneutic". He sees this epistle
as "a re-presentation of the kerygma in language that speaks to the controversy in which (Paul) is engaged". 152 The main contribution of the new
hermeneutic, however, concerns the parables of Jesus, and here, although
many criticisms about exegetical details could be made, the suggestiveness
and value of the general approach is clear.
(3) Just as it represents a one-sided approach to the hermeneutical task
and also a one-sided use of the New Testament, the new hermeneutic further
embqdies a one-sided view of the nature of language. This shows itself in
two ways.
Firstly, like Heid egger whom they follow here, Fuchs and Ebeling fail to
grasp that language functions on the basis of convention, and is not in fact
"reality" or Being itself. Whilst language admittedly determines, or at least
shapes, the way in which reality is perceived and organized in relation to a
language-community, effective language-activity presupposes "rules" or
conventions accepted by that community. It is an established principle not
only of Korzybski's "general semantics", but also of general linguistics since
Saussure, that the word is not the thing. Saussure himself described "/'arbitraire du signe" as the first principle of language study, and the point is
discussed in the chapter on semantics. 153 Opaqueness in vocabulary,
polysemy or multiple meaning, change in language, and the use of different
words for the same object in different languages, all underline the conventionality of language. But the attitude of Fuchs and Ebeling, by contrast, is
close to that which has been described as the belief in "word-magic". Their
view is sometimes found especially among primitive peoples. Malinowski
comments, "The word ... has a power of its own; it is a means of bringing
things about; it is a handle to acts and objects, not a definition of them ...
The word gives power." 154 Heidegger, of course, would not be embarrassed
that such an outlook is primitive; he is concerned with "primal" language. ' 55
But this does not avoid the problem when Ebeling writes that a languageevent is not "mere speech" but "an event in which God himself is
communicated."''"
Tliis is not to say that we should reject Ebeling's contrast between a word
which speaks about reconciliation and a word which actually reconciles;
between speaking about a call and actually calling. But in two articles I have
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tried to show that the sense in which "saying makes it so" is best explained
in terms of performative language, and not in terms of word-magic. 157
Furthermore, it should be stressed that, in spite of any appearances to the
contrary, Fuchs and Ebeling base their approach on a particular view of
language, not on some affirmation of faith about the "power" of God's
word.
Secondly, the new hermeneutic has a one-sided concern with imperatival,
conative, directive language as over against the language of description or
information. Ebeling writes, "We do not get at the nature of words by asking what they contain, but by asking what they effect, what they set
going." 158 "The basic structure of word is therefore not statement ... but
appraisal, certainly not in the colourless sense of information, but in the
pregnant sense of participation and communication." 159 Here it is
important to see exactly what we are criticizing. We are not criticizing his
concern with function, with communication, with self-involvement. We
welcome this. But it is false to make two exclusive alternatives out of this, as
if description somehow undermined other functions of language. Indeed in
my article on the parables as language-event, I have argued in detail, firstly,
that not all descriptive propositions function in the same way (some may be
open-ended); and secondly that, in Austin's words, "for a certain performative utterance to be happy, certain statements have to be true." 160 Amos
Wilder presses this kind of point in a different way. He writes, "Fuchs
refuses to define the content of faith ... He is afraid of the word as convention or as a means of conveying information ... Fuchs carries this so far
that revelation, as it were, reveals nothing ... Jesus calls, indeed, for decision ... But surely his words, deeds, presence, person, and message rested
... upon dogma, eschatological and theocratic." 161
(4) There is some force in the criticism that the new hermeneutic lets
"what is true for me" become the criterion of "what is true", and that its
orientation towards the interpreter's subjectivity transposes theology too
often into a doctrine of man. We have noted Fuchs's comment that he
proposes "a more radical existential interpretation" than even Bultmann.
The hermeneutical task, he writes, is "the interpretation of our own existence
... We should accept as true only that which we acknowledge as valid for
our own person." 162 At the same time, we should also note that there is
another qualifying emphasis in Fuchs. He insists, "Christian faith means to
speak of God's act, not of ... acts of man." 163
Some conservative theologians believe that we are drawn into a man-centred relativism if we accept either the notion of the hermeneutical circle, or
Fuchs's idea of "self-understanding" (Selbstverstandnis). Thus J. W.
Montgomery calls for "the rejection of contemporary theology's so-called
hermeneutical circle." 164 He writes "The preacher must not make the
appalling mistake of thinking, as do followers of Bultmann and post-Bultmann new hermeneutic, that the text and one's own experience enter into a
relationship of mutuality ... To bind text and exegete into a circle is not
only to put all theology and preaching into the orbit of anthropocentric sin326
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fulness, but also to remove the very possibility of a 'more sure word of
prophecy' than the vagueness of men." 165
The problem formulated by Montgomery, however, turns on epistemology, or the theory of understanding, and not upon theological considerations alone. To begin with, there are some areas of discussion in which
it is possible to distinguish between "Scripture" and "interpretation of Scripture", and others in which it is not. We can and must distinguish between
the two, for example, when we are discussing questions about theological
method in principle and at a formal level. As Ebeling points out, this was
important in the Reformation and for Luther. But as soon as we begin to
consider a particular text, every way of understanding it constitutes an act
of interpretation which is related to the experience of the interpreter. This is
clear, for example, when we look back on Luther's handling of specific texts.
On this level, it is simply philosophically naive to imply that some interpreters can have access to a self-evidently "true" meaning as over against
their interpretation of it. Moreover, the interpreter's understanding, as
Gadamer rightly insists, is a progressive one. In the words of Heinrich Ott,
"There is no final black-and-white distinction between 'having understood'
and 'not having understood' ... Understanding by its very nature takes
plaqe at different levels." 166 Thus the interpreter is in the position of a
student confronted with a new text-book on a new subject. At first his
preliminary understanding of the subject-matter is disjointed and fragmentary, not least because he does not yet know how to question the text appropriately. Gradually, however, the text itself suggests appropriate
questions, and his more mature approach to it brings greater understanding.
At the same time, the parts and the whole begin to illuminate one another.
But in all this the interpreter is not merely active subject scrutinizing passive
object. The text "speaks" to him as its object, moulding his own questions.
The notion of the hermeneutic al circle is not, then, a sell-out to man-centred
relativism, but a way of describing the process of understanding in the interpretation of a text.
The problem of "self-understanding" is often misunderstood. It does not
simply mean man's conscio1:1s understanding of himself, but his grasp of the
possibilities of being, in the context of his "world". It concerns, therefore, his
way of reacting to life or to reality or to God and not merely his opinions
about himself. 101 In one sense, therefore, it is less man-centred than is often
supposed. In Ebeling's words, "When God speaks, the whole of reality as it
concerns us enters language anew." 168 In another sense, however, it is true
that a pre-occupation with self-understanding may narrow and restrict the
attention of the interpreter away from a wider theological and cosmic
perspective. Indeed this underlines precisely the problem of one-sidedness
which we have noted in connexion with the task of hermeneutics, with the
scope of the New Testament, and with language. We saw, for example, that
Fuchs fails to do full justice to the resurrection of Christ.
(5) The new hermeneutic is concerned above all with the "rights" of the
text, as over against concepts which the interpreter himself may try to bring
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with him and impose on it. A "subject-object" scrutiny of the text which
takes no account of man's linguisticality tends to tame and to domesticate
the word of God, so that it merely echoes back the interpreter's own
perspectives. By contrast, the text should challenge him, judge him and
"speak" to him in its otherness. But in order that this word may be understood and "strike home", there must also be a common "world", an
Einverstiindnis, in which the horizons of the text become fused with those of
the interpreter.
Some further strengths and weaknesses of this rejection of mere
"knowledge" and "analysis" can be seen when the new hermeneutic is set in
the wider context of literary interpretation, of art, and even of educational
theory. In the world of literature for example, Susan Sontag argues that interpretation impoverishes, tames, and distorts, a literary creation. "Interpretation makes it manageable, comfortable". Instead of interpreting
literature we ought simply "to show how it is what it is". 169 Similarly R. E.
Palmer sees a further attempt "to transcend the subject-object schema" in
the French phenomenological literary criticism of Blanchot, Richard or
Bachelard, and in the phenomenological philosophy of Ricoeur or
Merleau-Ponty." 110 In the realm of art one could cite the work of Adolph
Gottlieb. In education theory it is possible to see both gains and losses in the
move away from concerns about "knowledge" and "information", in exchange for an emphasis on participation, engagement and "experience". The
pupil will gain from attempts to help him to understand in terms of his own
life-experiences; but he may well lose as less stress is laid on the "content"
part of instruction.
It is our claim that both aspects are important for New Testament interpretation, but that at present there is more danger of neglecting the new
hermeneutic than of pressing its claims too far. Although it would be wrong
to reduce its lessons simply to a few maxims for preachers, nevertheless it
does have something to say about preaching and basic Bible study. For example, it calls attention to the difference between talking about the concept
of reconciliation or the concept of joy, and on the other hand so proclaiming
the word of Christ that a man experiences joy or reconciliation, even if these
concepts are never mentioned. The preacher must concern himself with
what his words effect and bring about, rather than simply with what concepts they convey. The gospel must not merely be spoken and repeated; it
must also be communicated. Similarly in Bible study the student is not only
concerned with "facts" and information, but with verdicts on himself.
Moreover as he "listens" to the text he will not be content only to use
stereotyped sets of questions composed by others, but will engage in a continuous dialogue of question and answer, until his own original horizons are
creatively enlarged.
The otherness of the New Testament must not be tamed and
domesticated in such a way that its message becomes merely a set of predictable religious "truths". Through the text of the New Testament, the word of
God is to be encountered as an attack, a judgement, on any way of seeing
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the world which, in Fuchs's phrase, is not "seeing with God's eyes". The
hermeneutical task is a genuine and valid one. Two sets of horizons must be
brought together, those of the text and those of the modern interpreter; and
this must be done at a more than merely conceptual level. Few questions
can be more important than that asked by Fuchs, namely how the text of
the New Testament, written in the ancient world, can come alive in such a
way as to strike home in the present.
(1985 Postscript) My aim in the exposition and evaluation was to offer a
balanced critique of the new hermeneutic. The result, however, has been
that some readers have interpreted my criticisms as virtually cancelling out
any positive insight represented in the movement. I do not wish to convey
such a negative impression. The new hermeneutic has made us look afresh
at the importance of narrative-world, and at the pre-cognitive dimensions of
understanding. Such gains together with accompanying losses which they
often bring can be seen even more clearly in certain aspects of current
literary hermeneutical theory. Action-models and reader-response models
have rightly demanded more attention. But there is all too often a price to
pay for this. Many theorists leave little room for questions about cognitive
truth-claims. However, the gains of an action-model need not invite such
difficulty unless the model becomes an exclusive one. For a recent attempt
to hold these two aspects together, cf. R. Lundin, A. C. Thiselton, and
C. Walhout, The Responsibility of Hermeneutics (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans;
and Exeter: Paternoster, 1985).
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CHAPTER XVII

THE AUTHORITY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
Robin Nixon

I. Introduction
The problems of the interpretation and the authority of the New Testament have always been closely related. It has been possible to profess acceptance of New Testament authority but to use such a system of interpretation
that the New Testament itself becomes secondary and its message never
bursts out spontaneously and freely but is allowed to run only along carefully guarded canals. So different schools of thought within the church have
argued for hundreds of years about the right method to use and about w.hich
methods are most true to the New Testament itself. We have now moved
into a much more fluid situation in theological debate than there has perhaps
ever been before. Previously the lines of battle were more or less clearly
drawn. There were accepted norms, even if different interpretation of those
norms, and Scripture, church and reason battled with each other for the last
word. In the last few years however two particular factors have changed the
whole scene. First there is the growth of religious pluralism. This has many
implications, and in some cases involves the denial of the uniqueness of
Christianity, while in others it means that the Bible or the New Testament
are not treated as norms. Related to this is the growth of ecumenism. Even
where churches or individual Christians have not been concerned with
denominational union schemes, they can no longer fail to be aware· that
ways of approaching the Bible can no longer run along purely
denominational lines. At almost every level of understanding and interpretation denominational boundaries are largely irrelevant and it would be quite
anomalous in these days for serious Bible study to be carried out in exclusive groups of, say, Anglicans or Presbyterians.
The second factor is the emergence of a whole range of problems facing
the church, because they are also facing humanity, which seem, at least at
first sight, alien to the world and the message of the Bible. The whole cast of
modern thought tends to be man- and experience-centred and some will go
only very reluctantly if at all to God and the objective truths set out in the
Bible for help and guidance. Those who do go to the Bible will often find
that there is nothing there which can be applied direct to the situation in
question. As James Barr has put it:
1
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"The locus of the authority question has shifted. The critical question is no
longer 'What was said back then?' but 'What should we say now?' The centre of
the authority crisis ... lies in the present day ... The sense of doubt ... arises
from a concentration on that which is closer to the present-day-decision as
against that which is more remote." 2
The importance and difficulty of understanding and applying rightly the
authority of the Bible in the situation can readily be appreciated.
The Commission on Faith and Order of the World Council of Churches,
at their meeting at Boldern near Zurich in October, 1968, suggested that
there were six major question areas which could be divided into smaller or
subsidiary questions. 3 They were as follows:
(I) The question of priorities within the Bible itself and its relation to the
community which produced it.
(2) The question of diversity within the Bible.
(3) The question raised by changes of world-outlook since biblical times
and by our temporal distance from the biblical situation.
(4) The question of relations between past and future in respect to the
authority of the Bible.
(5) The question of the relation between biblical authority and other
kinds of authority.
(6)· Questions of the use, function and application of biblical material.
The purpose of this chapter is to cover approximately the same ground
but in a slightly different way. First of all we shall discuss the question of the
meaning of authority. Then we shall examine the problems of interpretation
and authority within the New Testament, paying special attention to those
which arise from the use of the critical methods described in previous
chapters. Finally we shall deal with the problems of interpretation and
authority today.
II. The Meaning ofReligious Authority
The whole question of authority has become a major issue in almost
every sphere of present-day society. There has been something of a swing in
many areas from the objective to the subjective. Attempts have been made
to distinguish between "authoritarian" and "authoritative" as epithets for
the process involved. The first term would indicate that facts had to be
accepted and commands obeyed however unreasonable they might seem
simply because the source of authority had said so. The second is taken to
mean that facts are accepted and commands obeyed because they commend
, themselves to those to whom they are addressed. With the spread of education and man's supposed "coming of age" the "authoritative" model has far
wider approval in most areas of life today than the "authoritarian".
The meaning of "authority" when applied to the Bible or to other sources
of religious information or instruction is likewise taken in different ways. "
Barr uses the terms "hard" and "soft". 5 He defines "hard" authority as
meaning that the Bible has authority before it is interpreted and that that
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authority is applicable generally. This type of concept has normally been
prevalent in the understanding of biblical authority, particularly in the West.
This may be partly connected with the Roman legal tradition which has had
such a great influence in many aspects of church affairs. "Soft" authority on
the other hand suggests that authority comes after interpretation and
application and is limited to passages where an authoritative effect had in
fact been found. He commends this idea, with its more personal and
religious connotation, of a passage that has "spoken to us with authority",
as a correct description of the way in which many people in fact become
convinced of the authority of the Bible. But he goes on to conclude: "When
carried beyond this, however, and given the logical status of the ground for
belief in biblical authority, it is manifestly wrong" (his italics}.
The Christian faith is full of situations where complementary truths need
to be held together. This is basically because of the involvement of God in
human affairs and the possibility of having two levels of explanation of the
phenomena. So we can conceive of Christ as divine and human. We can
also understand the sacraments as having both a divine objective aspect and
also a human subjective one, providing a grace-faith reciprocal. It is not
difficult to extend this to the principle of authority. Jesus is referred to as
speaking or acting "with authority" (exousia) (Mk. 1:22, 27; 2: 10 etc.) This
authority is something which commended itself to those who encountered
him, because he had made no formal claims to divine authority which they
had heard and accepted. 6 But for those who have accepted Jesus as God
incarnate there will also be an objective authority about his teaching. They
will naturally tend to maintain that there is no incompatibility between the
two and that his words have authority because his person has authority. The
difficulty arises when the teaching of Jesus in some field does not commend
itself to the hearer. If he is a believer in Jesus' unique position he will have to
choose between the two types of authority. It is at this point that the concept
of "soft" authority will be found not to have made sufficient allowance for
human sinfulness and blindness and the true way of the disciple is to wrestle
with the saying of the master until it can be seen to mean something in his
own experience.
The principles which are applied to the authority of Jesus may also be
related to the record of the teaching of Jesus which we have in the Gospels
and to the New Testament as a whole. It is on the grounds of its relation to
some aspect of their spiritual experience that most Christians will begin to
accept that the New Testament is authoritative. But once they begin to go
deeper into their faith and to study the New Testament further they will find
difficult passages which do not immediately ring true. The adoption of the
"soft" authority principle would lead to the neglect or rejection of such
passages and very likely to the unbalancing and impoverishment of their
spiritual lives. But to submit to the "hard" authority of the New Testament
does not mean the abdication of the use of the mind. It involves an approach
of humble expectation that God can speak through the whole of his word. It
implies the willingness to enter into dialogue with the most difficult parts of
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the text in the expectation that their true meaning will not yield itself lightly
either to intellectual understanding or to spiritual experience. The grace-faith
reciprocal will be found in the approach to the Scriptures as to the
sacraments and what is accepted as the word of God will still need to
become the word of God to the one who has ears to hear. If in one sense this
may be described as "hard" authority, in another sense it is also something
far deeper than that. For the Bible is not just a collection of commands to be
obeyed. As the Christian grapples with the text of Scripture he will find that
through it the living God encounters him and shapes and guides as well as
judging and testing him. To him what is accepted as the word of God will bit
by bit become in his experience a word of God directed to him and his situation. It is here that the "New Hermeneutic", rightly used, helps to add a new
dimension to some of the rather arid theories of biblical authority which
have sometimes prevailed in the past. '

III. Interpretation and Authority Within the Bible
Any careful student of the Old Testament soon realises that, whatever
critical view of the origin and date of its documents is adopted, the material
contained in it was written down over a considerable period of time and that
what came later very often depended in one way or another on what had
come before. There can therefore be discerned in the Old Testament a continuing process of interpretation and application of truths already received
in the light of new situations experienced for instance by the prophets. The
prophets claimed to speak with authority ("Thus says the Lord") and they
both added to the sum of God's revelation and also re-directed the thrust of
what others had said or written before. We are justified in seeing in some
sense a progressive revelation in the Old Testament and with that goes the
implication of the need for continuing re-interpretation within the biblical
tradition itself.
The very earliest Christians had as their scriptures simply the Old Testament and it is clear that for all its immense and indeed indispensable value it
was not sufficient for the revolutionized situation in which they found
themselves. God's revelation in the Old Testament had been partial and
piecemeal. His revelation of himself in Christ was complete and final (Heb.
I: If.). This meant that a whole new way of understanding the Old Testament had to be developed because the person of the Messiah revealed in the
human form of Jesus of Nazareth, incarnate, crucified and risen, became the
central reference point. g It was not said that the Old Testament had no
meaning in its original context, but all the stress was now laid on its meaning
for those "upon whom the end of the ages has come" (I Cor. 10: 11 ). To
read the Old Testament now was to read it without the veil of misunderstanding or partial understanding that there had been before (2 Cor.
3:12-18). Further things were revealed in Christ which had not been revealed in the Old Testament, but the new treatment of many themes which had
been dealt with in the Old Testament indicated a shift in the locus of authoriNTI - V
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ty. The Old Testament per se no longer had direct authority over the people
of God. It was Christ to whom all authority was given in heaven and on
earth (Mt. 28:18).
The best known example of the way in which the teaching of the Old
Testament was reinterpreted in Christ is to be found in the Sermon on the
Mount (Mt. 5-7). In this collection of teaching various precepts of the Law
are taken and given a fuller and deeper meaning in the light of Christ. There
is a shift from an external authority over actions to an internal one over
thoughts and motives. The contrast of "it was said to the men of old" with
"but 1 say to you" makes it plain that the claims of Christ came higher than
those of the Old Testament. But the general thrust of the teaching is found in
the concept of fulfilment, which involved not the demolition of what had
gone before but the giving to it of a new depth of meaning never previously
recognized. "
A problem is however raised by this. The Sermon on the Mount is
presented by Matthew as a collection of sayings of Jesus. Many scholars
have questioned the authenticity of some or even all of them. Does such a
questioning affect their authority? Some of the issues concerning the ipsissima verba of Jesus have been discussed above. 10 While scholars like
Jeremias and the Scandinavians Riesenfeld and Gerhardsson have done
much in recent years to support the belief that we have a reliable tradition of
the teaching of Jesus, others have been more sceptical. While it is important
that we should know whether there is a good case for the evangelists' recording faithfully the substance of the teaching of Jesus, it can hardly be claimed that the issue of authority is greatly affected by whether isolated sayings
are considered to be ipsissima verba of Jesus. It was presumably in the
providence of God that the incarnation took place in an age without electronic recording devices and the modern Christian would have been very
hard pressed to wade through the millions of words used by Jesus in public
teaching had he had access to them. Further in order to understand them he
would have to be acquainted with Aramaic (as well as possibly Hebrew and
Greek). The attempt by scholars to push back as far as possible to hear the
authentic voice of Jesus is a perfectly proper and indeed a praiseworthy one.
Yet it must be confessed that we cannot avoid the presence of the New
Testament writers as mediators to us of the teaching of Jesus. They, or those
who were responsible for their oral or written sources, selected, edited and
translated the sayings of our Lord and apart from them we cannot hear his
voice at all. If they can be shown to be men of honest intent who were well
placed to be in touch with the teaching of the incarnate Jesus, we may feel
that they have given us faithfully the general sense of his teaching. 11
This discussion has led us to the point where we can see that not only do
Jesus and the New Testament writers interpret the Old Testament in a new
and authoritative way, but that there is a process of interpretation going on
within the New Testament itself. If the interpreter in some way has authority, we must ask who the interpreter is? The Christian of New Testament
times would not think that it was simply the human agent who recorded the
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sayings of Jesus or explained them in some other context. He would think of
it, when rightly done, as being the work of the ri'sen Jesus through his Holy
Spirit. If the word of the Lord Jesus could come in this way to his disciples,
its authority could hardly be less than that of the words which he spoke in
his Galilean ministry. It is of course a real possibility that the Gospels as
well as the Epistles contain such words. Redaction-criticism 12 has reminded
us again of the importance of the evangelists and their creative contribution.
If they were indeed writing under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, it makes
no difference to the authority of their writings whether their creative
editorial role seems to be small, as is probable in the case of Mark, or large,
as in different respects it is with the other three evangelists. It would be very
naive to think of the evangelists as simply writing down all they know. The
problem of the inspiration of the evangelists as creative editors of their
material is not substantially different from the problem of the writers of the
Epistles as interpreters of the Christ event.
The fact that the early Christians regarded the death and resurrection of
Jesus as being central to their faith carries with it the inevitable corollary
that explanation of these things after they had occurred could not be given
by the incarnate Christ. While scholars disagree how much Jesus taught
about these things beforehand, all agree that he could not have explained
them fully if only for the reason that the disciples, brought up in Judaism
with very different messianic expectations, could not have understood
properly. While Jesus apparently gave certain terms and categories (such as
"Son of man" and "servant") by which his death and resurrection were to
be interpreted, it is the New Testament writers who are left to expound
things more fully. What is often implicit in the Gospels, because a Gospel is
a special literary form centred round the telling of a story about Jesus of
Nazareth, is much more explicit in the Epistles. Can we therefore say that
the Epistles are the interpreters of the Gospels? 13 This would be something
of a half-truth, particularly when it is remembered that most of the Epistles
were probably written before most of the Gospels. It would be better to see
the writers of the Epistles as having much greater liberty than the
evangelists. They were not bound by the form of the story but were free to
apply the truths of the revelation of God in Christ according to the particular needs of their readers or hearers. They could concentrate on
systematic doctrinal teaching or on moral and spiritual application according to need. They were also free to refer in a much fuller way to the activity
of the risen Christ through his Spirit in the church. Epistle and Gospel were
meant to go hand in hand but the former is given no authority over the latter
in the canon of the New Testament.
Here we are brought face to face with the problem of diversity within the
New Testament. The formation of the canon was a recognition of the fact
that there were different interpretations of the Christ event current in the
apostolic church. If it were possible to have everything understood "in the
flat", then presumably only one Gospel would have been necessary, for in
that a full and final interpretation of the ministry, death and resurrection of
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Jesus could have been given. Instead of that we have four preserved for us,
three of which cover a great deal of the same ground and yet frequently give
different emphasis and interpretation, as anyone using a synopsis can soon
discover. If we turn to the Epistles we discover what has looked to many
scholars like a straight confrontation between the teaching of some of the
Epistles of Paul and the Epistle of James. If the extreme ideas of thesis, antithesis and synthesis, which had such currency in some circles in the
nineteenth century, have largely been abandoned, there is today an increasing interest in the concept of diversity in the New Testament. The major work in this field has been concerned with the period just after the New
Testament' 4 but now the questions are being pushed back into the canon
itself. It is an observable fact that all spontaneous movements, political or
otherwise as well as religious, if they are to endure must acquire some sort
of institutional form. It is not therefore surprising to see that the unstructured Christian life of the apostles and earliest disciples in due course
developed into the increasingly rigid form of the catholic church. Many
Christians have seen this as a process of corruption and decline in which
both the word and the Spirit came to be stifled. Lutheran scholars have often
gone further than this and have seen in some of the attempts to organize the
church in the New Testament the spectre of Fruhkatholizismus or early
catholicism. 15 Against this tendency, which they see particularly prominent
in the writings of Luke and in the Pastoral Epistles, they set what they
believe to be the authentic New Testament note which is found in the
genuine epistles of Paul. It is possible to approach the problem in a more
constructive way and to see two approaches to theology and to life in the
biblical writings from very early times. 16 The faith of the New Testament
can be shown to be greater than any one man's ability to experience and express it fully. A truly balanced Christianity will contain emphasis on word,
Spirit and church and even if the resultant product comes out rather
differently in different parts of the New Testament it is hard to deny that
they are all present in one way or another in all the canonical writings. It is
true that the writing of a New Testament theology now requires a proper
distinction between the sources and an indication of the differences of
emphasis involved, but there is still such a thing as a New Testament
theology. 17 Even the division between Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity may have been greatly exaggerated. 18 It is not really such an exercise in
hermeneutical gymnastics as is sometimes suggested to find compatibility as
well as diversity between the theology of Paul and that of John or even
James.

IV. Interpretation and Authority Today
While it is possible to reach a measure of agreement about what happened in biblical times, drawing conclusions from that for application to the
situation today is a much more complicated and controversial task. We
have to deal with questions about norms, about the status of the canon,
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about the development of doctrine, about primary and secondary issues,
about cultural transposition and about the actual application of the New
Testament to the situation of the church and of individuals today.
I.

THE IMPORTANCE OF NORMS

Disputes in the past have often been concerned with the use of norms and
in particular the way in which the norms of Bible, church and reason have
been defined and related to one another. Today there has been a good deal
of questioning whether there are or ought to be any norms at all when it
comes to the outworking of Christian principles in the modern world. As
Barr points out, the ideas of"authority" and "norm" are closely related so
that this is one expression of the movement against any external authority.
Amongst proponents of the view that the quest for norms is a false trail is
D. E. Nineham. 20 In an unpublished paper to the Durham University
Lightfoot Society entitled "The Dogma of Normativeness" (a title which he
toyed with but did not use for his John Rylands Library lecture) he described the quest for norms as "Judaistic" and therefore an affront to the
freedom of the gospel. The standpoint adopted by Nineham is strongly
criticized by H. E. W. Turner.
1

''

"Tlie argument that the quest for norms is a false trail in principle ignores the
vital importance of the givenness of God. An unmitigated theological pluralism
leads at once to a theological relativism which would make all theological
statements possible with an equal chance of success or failure. This would mean
21
the end of Christianity as we or anybody else have understood it."

Turner goes on to state that "freedom does not mean unlimited openness
and any possible 'Judaism' lies not in the quest for or possession of norms
but in certain ways in which they can be used or abused." He refutes
Nineham's attempt to force the dilemma, "either unrelated norms or no
norms at all," and points out that the givenness of God is a related
givenness.
It is certainly difficult to convince those who argue that there are no
norms. In the end one can only show that a world-view which makes sense,
though not providing slick answers to every problem, and a present religious
experience which appears spiritually satisfying are both linked to the
historical person and activity of Jesus Christ. Thus he is in some sense a
norm for both doctrine and experience and the documents which witness to
him and which have always been accepted by his followers are also in some
sense at least normative. In the end conviction will only be brought if those
who accept this live it out in all aspects of their thought and conduct. The
· sort of approach which Nineham advocates tends to be much more effective
in demolition than in construction.
2.

THE STATUS OF THE CANON

If there are to be norms at all in Christian theology, few have ever denied
that the Bible should be at least one of them. At times it may have been sub341
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ordinated to the church or to reason, but it has still been counted as a norm.
This means therefore that to certain writings, now ancient, a special status is
ascribed and they are collected into a canon which marks them off from
other contemporary or later writings. There have in the past been relatively
minor disputes about the contents of the canon (Should Esther or 2 Peter go
out or should Barnabas or Hermas come in?) but now the whole idea of a
canon is under attack. ls Holy Scripture Christian? asks C. F. Evans in the
provocative title of a book in which he argues that the concept of a holy
book may not accord with the faith to which that holy book itself bears
witness. 21
We find this same point being made by Nineham when he quotes an eminent English theologian as referring to "the curse of the canon" and of R. H.
Lightfoot's remark to him that the production of the first gospel may have
been "the first serious failure of nerve on the part of the infant Church". 2.1
Nineham himself draws back from a full-scale attack on the idea of a canon
because his spiritual experience is refreshed by returning to the Bible, but he
does not believe that this justifies any dogma of normativeness. Barr draws
attention to "the accidental nature of the process which led to the formation
of the Bible as we know it". 24
Barr confesses himself not to be convinced by the arguments used but
asserts that they have opened up the discussion in a potentially fruitful way.
Those who believe in the providence of God may well also believe that there
was nothing accidental about the formation of the canon even though it did
not happen in a neat and tidy way. After all, the crucifixion is a particularly
clear example of the way in which human limitations and even human sin
can be overruled to fulfill the purposes of God in history.
One of the strongest reasons for treating the biblical documents as Scripture is found in the concept of their being witnesses to the saving acts of
God. 25 But this particular concept is criticized by Barr, who has devoted
much of his work to showing the weaknesses of the methodology of the
modern "biblical theology" school. 26 He concludes that "in general, then,
the possession of proximity to the historical events is an ambiguous quality
and it does not of itself validate the status of the existing Bible as theological
norm for today." 21
Barr likewise follows Evans in rejecting the argument that the New Testament derives its authority from the apostles. "The idea that the writings are
holy scripture because they are 'apostolic' seems therefore to depend on
legends, semantic misunderstandings and erroneous extensions of valid
truths". iM The argument given here is rather brief and seems somewhat
facile. It fails to take into account much of the recent work which has been
done on the idea of tradition in the New Testament, particularly that of
Riesenfeld and Gerhardsson. But it does remind us that we can have no cut
and dried proof that all the New Testament documents were written by
apostles or by their companions. We have again to admit that the evidence
is incomplete and to resort to what many would believe to be a proper
assumption, that the God who had gone to such lengths as he did to reveal
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himself in Jesus Christ for the salvation of mankind would also see to it that
a basically reliable record of that revelation was available for all to whom it
was addressed. 2Y
The problem is that in practice we use the canon selectively. The difficulty
is not just that some like Charles Gore go to Paul for preference and others
like William Temple to John. It is that for many Christians whole books are
practically neglected. K. Aland has drawn attention to this in his important
monograph, The Problem of the New Testament Canon. 30 He shows that
the canon proceeded from the Christian communities rather than being imposed by ecclesiastical authority and that the regulafidei had an important
role in determining its contents. He asserts that the twenty-seven books of
the New Testament canon will not be bettered by any extension though not
all the competing documents have survived. Modern demands are always
for reduction and in practice the canon is undergoing a reduction and
narrowing. He suggests that there are three possibilities open to us. We may
accept the situation as it is, or we may try to formulate principles by which
we can select from the formal canon to make a new actual canon or we can
accept the official canon and see that it is made real by using it all. As a
Lutheran he favours the second course of action. But Luther was at his
weakest when dealing with the canon and it is unlikely that any new canon
could be widely agreed now. It may be that the early church was less naive
than is often supposed in its principles of selection and what has been so
widely accepted and used for so long should not lightly be overthrown. Barr
on the other hand points out that we cannot really change the canon today.
" ... formation of scripture and canonization of scripture, are processes which
were characteristic of a certain time, a certain stage in the life of the people of
God. We are in fact no longer in that stage, it is a matter of history to us, and
even historically we are not too well informed of the arguments and categories
which were employed." 31

There are then strong arguments for keeping the canon as it is and seeking
to understand it more seriously.

3.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE

It is possible to take the Bible as a norm in the sense that it gives us the
raw materials of the Christian faith but to hold a theory of the development
of doctrine which renders its authority very much secondary to that of the
church in successive ages. Newman's "Essay on the Development of Chris. tian Doctrine" is a classical statement of this position. Hanson points out
that he had to abandon the idea that the consubstantiality of the Son had
always been taught in the church as a disciplina arcani. He demonstrates
the attractiveness of the idea that the contemporary church in each age can
correct the decisions of the church in ages before. "People whose historical
consciences cannot accept the old theory can readily accept this one".,! He
goes on to criticize Newman's approach and shows how the Bible ceases to
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be the norm of faith. "Indeed, the Bible becomes Jess and less relevant as the
progress of history leaves it further and further in the dim past". "
If this approach leads to the development of doctrine which is contrary to
that revealed in the Bible or to the making of assertions about supposed
historical events without any evidence from the Bible or other contemporary
sources, it seems to stand self-condemned. On the other hand it has to be admitted that the doctrines of the incarnation and the trinity cannot be read
straight out of the New Testament. It was necessary for the theologians to
grapple with the phenomena of the New Testament and then try and formulate some systematic statement of orthodox belief. The great majority of
the church's leaders and thinkers have accepted for centuries that the formulations were correct. Yet the formulation of the creeds and their acceptance as subsidiary norms has also recently come under attack. Turner
shows the importance of the work of systematization and the making of a
coherent whole. 34
There is nothing absolute about the creeds and there is no a priori reason
why the contemporary church should not seek to restate the
doctrines which they contain in more modern thought-forms. Indeed this is
the task of the church in every age in its role as "a witness and a keeper of
holy Writ". Perhaps Hanson is over-optimistic when he asserts that the
Ecumenical Movement will be the means by which we come to a full understanding of Christianity. "The Holy Spirit has given the Church a norm
of faith in the Bible, but only a united church can fully understand that
norm."" This process of understanding and formulating is of course
something quite different from that of adding to the faith of the Bible and of
providing for the Bible a framework of interpretation which will not let it
stand as it should in judgement over the church. The very fact of the number
of questions that are open now is itself witness to the failure of the church at
any period in history to provide a scheme of biblical interpretation which
will satisfy the church at all subsequent times.
4.

PI,.RMANENT AND TEMPORARY FACTORS

While there have always been major philosophical problems in supposing
that revealed facts about the nature of God or his action in Christ could be
changed, it is much easier to suppose that there are secondary matters
where there could be development from age to age. Within the New Testament itself we find for instance the" Apostolic Decree" of Acts 15. This was
something formulated and promulgated by the leadership of the church as a
result of a top-level conference, but the evidence of the New Testament
writings as a whole is that its effect was decidedly limited. It was a ruling
about practice rather than doctrine. The Pauline churches came to live under grace rather than law but did not think themselves to be overthrowing
the authority of the Old Testament. They were recognizing the temporary
nature of the approach to the Law under the old covenant. It is interesting to
note that nowhere in the New Testament is there made explicit a division
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between the moral principles and the legal and ceremonial aspects of the
Pentateuch but the whole life-style of the churches indicated that most
Christians had taken the point that there was a difference between them.
There is therefore no a priori reason for supposing that ethical instructions
given to individual churches or Christians in the New Testament were supposed to have universal validity in that form. The precise application of the
story of the rich young ruler (Mk. 10: 17-22) to every Christian would seem
to be a recipe for chaos, though every one should face up to its basic moral
challenge.-'"
The question of church order is now also treated by most scholars as a
secondary question. It is true that Paul tries to impose some measure of conformity upon the Corinthian church (I Cor. 11: 16; 14:33-36), but he never
treats this as of fundamental importance. The diversity in church order
between the Pauline churches and that at Jerusalem suggests that there is no
one given form of order and ministry in the New Testament which is valid
for everyone everywhere. 37 To say this does not mean to deny that there are
important principles connected with the organization of the church and the
ordering of its ministry and sacraments, nor to deny that serious error can
occur in these areas and that the best possible pattern should be aimed at.
But it does mean that we have passed the day of sterile inter-denominational
quar'rels, with each side trying to justify its position as the exclusively right
one by an appeal to Scripture.
The possibility of development in the field of ethics or church order is
made possible by an understanding of the need for cultural transposition
between the world and the church of the New Testament and the world and
the church of today. The most often quoted example of this concerns Paul's
injunctions about headdress in 1 Corinthians 11. Most twentieth century
Christians do not find excessive difficulty in understanding that the principle
underlying this can be applied to dress today, in whatever way is appropriate to the national or local conditions. Again it seems likely that the
New Testament writers by and large accepted the social and political conditions of their day but taught such radical principles of love and of the
dignity of man that in the end society would be transformed by this
teaching. A particular social order provided the framework in which they
practised the Christian life, but they did not have the opportunity of shaping
the legislation of professedly Christian states.
There is, as Barr points out, a great danger in "cultural relativism''. This
would mean "a marked passivity of Christian faith and theology in relation
to whatever happens to pass current in the culture of our own time". 1" The
New Testament would lose its authority if it could not stand in judgement
over the democratic ideals of white Anglo-Saxon Protestants as much as
over the tyranny of Herod or of Nero. The principles of human nature,
human conduct and human relationships do not change from age to age and
the New Testament principles are available for translation into our situation.
Does the principle of translation into twentieth century terms allow for
demythologization? The subject has been more fully treated above,''' and
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one must agree that there is an urgent need for translating the gospel into
present-day terms. This is very different from listing what modern man can
and cannot believe, which is often more a statement of what some
theologians with a certain philosophical background can and cannot believe.
A true demythologization of something like the ascension, showing the real
truth which was being expressed in the biblical language and relating that to
modern thought and knowledge, does nothing to diminish the authority of
the New Testament. To rewrite the whole gospel story to fit our own contemporary prejudices is a different matter altogether. We should rather, in
dialogue with the Scriptures, allow them to help shape our presuppositions. ""
Many of the issues mentioned above find their crystallization in a
problem currently facing many sections of the Christian church. Should
women be ordained to the presbyterate? While some frankly ignore the
biblical evidence as irrelevant to the contemporary church, those who take
the New Testament seriously have to grapple with the issues above. What
does the New Testament actually say about the ministry of women? ls it a
primary or secondary matter? Does the Pauline discussion of the order of
creation in relation to the question make it an issue of theological principle
rather than of church order? What sort of cultural transposition do we have
to make and is it so great that we may almost have to demythologize the
biblical doctrine of creation? Has the development of understanding which
eventually brought freedom to slaves also now grown ripe for the freeing of
women from any restrictions on their ministry? In what sense do we talk
about views being "scriptural" or "unscriptural"? Does the matter have to
be instanced or commanded in the New Testament or is it simply sufficient
that it is not forbidden? Can those who claim that genuine pentecostal
phenomena ended with the apostolic age at the same time claim the pattern
of the apostolic church to be normative for women's ministry? 41
V. Conclusion

Since the religion and science controversies of the last century intelligent
Christians have been learning increasingly to see that God works through all
sorts of means for which some explanation other than divine action may
also be given. There is no longer any need to posit a "God of the gaps". If
this is true both in matters of doctrinal and historical truth and also in ordinary Christian living, there should be no great difficulty in applying the
same principle to biblical criticism. If the careful literary and historical study
of the Bible suggests that it came into its present form in certain ways which
are explicable at the human level, that does not mean that it is not also the
word of God. While some solutions of critical problems would be hard to
square with any theory of the inspiration and authority of the Bible, the majority are neutral. The discovery of the role of the early church or the role of
the evangelist in the compilation of the Gospels makes them no less
authoritative than if they had all been simply a verbatim record of what
Jesus said and did. A fearless attempt to interpret the New Testament cor346
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rectly will do more to strengthen than to undermine its authority. 42 For the
authority of the Bible comes home most clearly to us when we understand it
as fully as we are able to do. This understanding is built up for the church as
a whole by the work which scholars and devout Christians have done in trying to grapple with the true meaning of the text and its application in each
generation. The New Testament has the authority of a once-for-all revelation which witnesses to a once-for-all redemption, though the church has
always found that, in the words of John Robinson (one of the Pilgrim
Fathers), "The Lord hath more light and truth yet to break forth out of His
holy word." Nonetheless the church has been given a basic norm by which
to guide and shape her life and which will act as a judge if she neglects it.
The Bible has been given to us to provide eternal principles and not as a
direct solver of current problems. If it is rightly accepted as a norm its principles will be seen to bear on contemporary situations and it is one of the sad
facts of the present church scene that there seems to be little understanding
of how to apply biblical teaching. 43 All the tools at our disposal must be
used to elucidate the original meaning of the text, but there is needed in addition an understanding of the contemporary world, not just from a secular
point of view, but with reference to the way in which the Spirit is working. It
is very rarely the scholar sitting isolated in his study who discovers anything
really fresh in the message of the scriptures. The task of understanding and
application needs interplay between evangelist, pastor and layman in the
world on the one hand and theologian on the other. The individual Christian
should be able to go to the New Testament and find "a command, a promise
or a warning, an example to follow or an error to avoid". 44 But he will do
this, not by reading the Bible in isolation so that he fails to contextualize
what he has read, but by engaging in study of the text and discussion of its
meaning with other Christians also. The authority 9f the New Testament,
rightly understood, will never be fully experienced in this life. But if
Christians approach it desiring to hear the voice of God speaking to them
they will find that the Spirit takes the word in the church and makes it for
them something living and active. Only by those with such an attitude can
its true authority be found.
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CHAPTER XVIII

EXPOUNDING THE NEW TESTAMENT
John Goldingay
"Exegesis", "exposition", and other words in this field are used in various
ways. In this chapter, however, "exegesis" refers to elucidating a verse or
passage's historical meaning in itself, "exposition" to perceiving its
significance for today.' "Interpretation" and "hermeneutics" cover both
these major aspects of the task of understanding the Bible.
All four words are sometimes used synonymously, however. In part this
reflects the fact that these two major aspects of interpretation have often not
been sharply distinguished. The "classic" evangelical treatments of Stibbs 1
or Berkhof3 simply assume that if you can understand a passage's
"meaning", the question of its "significance" will look after itself. Consequently, all that is required of the preacher is "to say again what St. Paul
has already said". His message to us will then be self-evident. There is of
course a realization that a literal application of a text will sometimes be illegitimate. On the one hand, social and cultural changes make anxiety about
women's hats unnecessary today and our job in expounding 1 Corinthians
11 is not to dictate fashion to contemporary ladies but to see what principles
underlie Paul's specific injunctions there. On the other hand, the change in
theological era effected by Christ's coming complicates the application of
the Old Testament to God's New Testament people. With such provisos,
however, the application to today of the Bible's eternal message has not
seemed difficult.
Earlier chapters of this book have shown how modern study of the Bible
has raised major problems for this approach, and "the strange silence of the
Bible in the church" 4 witnesses to it. The development of critical methods,
even when most positive in its conclusions, has made interpreting the New
Testament much more complicated. What if "John (has) written up the
story (of Jesus and the Samaritan woman) in the manner he thought ap,Propriate" which is thus "substantially the story of something that actually
happened" 5 - but not entirely so? What about tradition- and redactioncriticism which, far from revealing "the historical Jesus", might seem to
remove any possibility of knowing what his actual words were, let alone of
saying them again? And, while the study of the New Testament's religious
background may not seem threatening in the same way, to be told that to
try to understand a particular passage "without a copy of the Book of
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Enoch at your elbow is to condemn yourself to failure" 0 may be daunting.
Nor can we still assume that when the exegetical problems are solved, the
application will look after itself. Modern study has striven to read the Bible
in its historical context as a document (or an anthology) from a culture quite
different from ours which thus speaks to quite different circumstances. 1 The
situation of the church, the customs of society, the very nature of life were
unique (as those of every culture are unique - they are not even uniform
within the Bible itselO. But the Bible's message relates to the particulars of
that- situation. There is thus a "hermeneutical gap" not only between the
event and the account of it in the Bible, but also between the Bible and us,
because of the chasm between its situation and ours; a gap which yawns
widest when the Bible speaks of the supernatural realities which are the very
heart of its concern but which are missing from "modern man's" world-view
- hence the pressure to "demythologize" them. 8 Thus elucidating God's
message to Timothy does not establish what is his word to us, to whom he
might actually have something very different to say. Indeed, "simply to
repeat the actual words of the New Testament today may well be, in effect,
to say something different from what the text itself originally said", y and to
contribute further to the "death of the Word". Our task is to stand first in
the Bible's world, hearing its message in its terms, then in the world of those
to whom we have to speak - as we see Jesus doing in the parables 10 - if we
are to relate the two.
Paradoxically, however, we can in fact only rightly hear the Bible's
message as we do bridge the gap between its world and ours. Appreciating
its meaning in its own day, even "objectively", 11 cannot be a cool,
"academic" (in the pejorative sense) exercise. We may only be able to do so
in the act of working out and preaching the equivalent (which may well not
mean the identical) message today. Thus exegesis and exposition are interwoven after all, and sometimes the exegete cannot resist nudging the
preacher, 12 while the preacher finds himself having to come back with additional questions about exegesis.
So how does the expositor go about his task? In exposition "as with most
other human activities ... practice precedes theory". 13 Thus the pages that
follow attempt to suggest answers to this question in connection with the
passages exegeted in Chapter 14 above.
I. Matthew 8:5-13
(1) What is the point of this story about the centurion's servant? The
subject is faith - but this is too broad a definition to be satisfying. Quantitatively, most of the passage is an example of the nature of faith, which
casts itself without qualification on Jesus (verses 5-10); but this cannot be
the point of the whole, because it does not cover verses 11-13. The Lukan
parallel does have such a purport; the difference between the two shows how
one has to treat each version in its own right as bearing a distinctive
message. Often we have been so concerned with harmonizing parallel
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passages that we have failed to listen to them in their distinctiveness. It is
significant that Tatian's Diatessaron is not in the canon! Matthew gives the
story an eschatological orientation by introducing the saying about the
messianic banquet (verses 11-12). He thus turns a story about the nature of
faith into one about the cruciality of faith: "the central importance of faith
not only for healing but for salvation, for inclusion in the true people of God
for whom his eschatological blessings are reserved". 14 This summary also
indicates how the parts relate to the whole: verses 5-10 describe the nature
offaith, verses 11-13 the cruciality offaith both in this life (verse 13) and
with regard to the kingdom (verses 11-12). At least, this is the logical order,
and it corresponds to the material's critical history (that is, it reflects the
awareness that verses 11-12 are Matthew's addition). In the passage itself
the eschatological blessing precedes the physical one. I think this is
Matthew's way of making the former his climax after the dramatic tension
established by verses 5-10; the final verse is now only a coda.
(2) The exposition of the first section will concentrate on the main point
of the nature of faith. Although the passage illustrates Jesus' positive attitude to soldiers and a soldier's consideration for his "boy", it is not about
the ethics of war or about how to be a good employer, any more than John
4 is .about how to win people for Christ. 15 The passages may have
implications in these areas - but "the crucial problem in the theory and
practice of interpretation is to distinguish between possible implications that
do belong to the meaning of a text and those that do not belong." 16 One
check on this, in the case of the Bible, is to ask whether what is claimed to
be implicit is elsewhere explicit. Thus since Jesus is elsewhere set forth -as an
example of ministry and Paul in his ministry exemplifies many of the
features of pastoral care described in John 4, we might infer that the chapter
by implication offers a model for ministry even though we cannot ask John
whether he intended it that way (and even if, in fact, we could, and the idea
proved not even to have been at the back of his mind). We can use the
passage thus; though by imposing our questions on a passage we may miss
the questions it intended to raise.
What then is faith, according to this first section of Mt. 8:5-13'? And
also, what does the word suggest to the minds of our congregation'?
Matthew does not mean "believing things that are not true" or "mental
assent"; nor by the attitude of faith does he mean "we expect well of life"~
refusing to yield to scepticism or despair; 17 nor, however, is this Paul's
"saving faith". It is a practical confidence in Jesus' power to heal, based on
18
~ conviction of his supreme authority, the praying faith that the believer
, is called to exercise in his Lord when he is in need, 19 the faith that lays hold
of the Lord's power to act.
. Jesus has not found such faith inside God's people, now he finds it outside. Within the context of Jesus' ministry, this means among Jews as opposed to Gentiles, but to expound the text in such terms would be exactly to
repeat its words and thereby to convey a very different meaning. The church
would no doubt enjoy a sermon warning the Jews of the possibility of losing
NTI - II
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their places in the kingdom. But now it is the church itself that is in danger
of being of little faith (cf. the challenge of Rom. 11: 17-21). Thus it is offered
the example of an outsider with the warning "Make sure that Jesus does not
have to say of you 'With no-one in the church have I found such faith'".
Quite consistently the significance of the Jews as we expound the gospels is
that they warn us of what the church may become; we are not the sinner in
the parable but the Pharisee.
(3) Similarly, the passage's climax (verses 11-12) goes on to give the
church a warning on the cruciality offaith for salvation: "Many will sit at
table with Paul, Augustine, and Calvin, while the members of the church are
missing." And we must beware of identifying the missing members with
the obviously nominal or those who do not share our particular orthodoxy (or
non-orthodoxy). Part of the point of the passage is that the axe falls on those
who least expect it, and the sermon must confront those present with the
danger they may be in themselves, not bolster their false security by lamenting the fate of those absent.
But how are we to understand the picture of the eschatological banquet
and its alternative of outer darkness, weeping, and gnashing of teeth? Jesus
takes up what were customary ideas (cf. Lk. 14:15) which also however
appear elsewhere in the Bible (Is. 25; Rev. 3:20; 19:9, 17) in contexts which
indicate their symbolic significance. Behm 20 describes the picture of the
eschatological banquet as "a meaningful expression for perfect fellowship
with God and with Christ in the consummation". This, however, is a
colourless abstraction until we have re-expressed it in contemporary symbolism. Think of the best party you've ever been to - when things have gone
well, people have enjoyed themselves, made new friends; think of the wedding that makes the reunion of old friends possible; or the gathering together
of the scattered family at Christmas, or even the more intimate wedding anniversary meal out for two. Recall the feel of such occasions; and then imagine being left out of the in-crowd, the black sheep of the family, the rejected lover. That is how heaven and hell will feel. 21
Beyond the need for such "desymbolizing" of these verses there arises
also the question of demythologizing them. Inside the imagery of the banquet is the "myth" of historical consummation, of final fulfilment and loss.
That this "myth should be interpreted not cosmologically, but
anthropologically or, better stil~ existentially" 22 is unlikely, since the first
century expression of the faith had open to it a non-eschatological form
such as was maintained by the Sadducees, but this was rejected and the eschatological form chosen. Admittedly men today do not think in eschatological terms (except for the "doomwatch" syndrome?), but then they
are not often despairing existentialists either; 23 the call to decision is also
strange to them. But neither the call to decision nor its eschatological
motivation seem to be merely part of the first century expression of the faith.
They are part of "the stumbling-block of the Gospel". 24
( 4) The closing verse of the pericope asserts the cruciality offaith in its
other aspect, in this life. The verse's meaning is clear - the boy was healed.
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But various answers are given to the question of its significance for us.
(a) As the sick experienced healing in Jesus' day, so they may now; the
passage encourages expectant prayer for healing. This is the simple, obvious
interpretation. It is also the approach that leads to prescribing ladies'
headgear. Further, it is often belied by experience. This must make us consider possible alternatives - without letting experience have the final word
either way, lest we become confined within the limitations of what we
currently experience.
(b) Miraculous heatings were a sign that God's Kingdom had come in
Jesus, but as such they were confined to his (and his apostles') earthly
ministry and do not occur today; the passage encourages faith in Christ as
the one who proved himself by these signs. This interpretation matches the
church's general (though not universal) experience; but the theological
justification for connecting miracle exclusively with the time of Jesus and the
apostles is at best an argument from silence, at worst contradicted by such
passages as I Corinthians 13:8-13 (which implies that spiritual gifts, apparently including healing, have a place in the church until Christ's coming).
(c) Physical healing is part of the total wholeness which Christ brought,
whose more important aspects are the non-physical; the passage thus encoura_ges us to seek spiritual wholeness (forgiveness, renewal) in Christ.
Again, this fits experience, though it is in danger of being an argument not
from silence, but from invisibility - there aren't miracles you can see but
there are miracles that you can't see (or are there? 25 )! And there is no
evidence that physical healing, which certainly can symbolize spiritual healing, always does so. 26
(d) Christ's healing miracles are part of his restoring creation's unspoilt
state, which is continued by the efforts of science; the passage encourages us
to seek physical healing from Christ through medicine. This approach is
even more congenial to the modern mind - too much so for comfort. Can
we really imagine that Matthew would acknowledge this as a valid expression of his message for a later age?
We must, in fact, if we are to expound the passage aright, return first to
exegesis. General approaches to the"problem of interpreting the significance
of miracles must give way to looking at particulars. Matthew surely indicates how he understood the incident's significance by his insertion of the
eschatological passage, which moved the emphasis from faith's physical
consequences onto (not the spiritual in a general sense but) the eschatological. He was certainly challenging the church to manifest an expectant, praying faith in the face of whatever crises threatened (these would in.elude, but not be confined to, illness); 27 but his emphasis is on the fact that
the question whether or not the church manifests such faith is of importance
beyond the challenge of coping with earthly crises.
The final verse of this passage thus exemplifies a most difficult aspect of
e_xposition: how may we decide between different opinions as to the application of a passage whose historical-critical meaning may be agreed? The
answer lies in going back to exegesis: an even more rigorous approach to the
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question "What was the author saying?" provides guidelines for interpreting
the passage now. The story was in applied form when it reached Matthew it was a "pronouncement story", one less interested in the miracle than in
the words which accompanied it; 28 Matthew has further applied it. The
Gospel itself thus suggests the area of application of the story within which
we may work out more precisely how it applies to us. 29
(5) The insights of source-, form-, and redaction-criticism thus clarify the
expositor's task. But they also add to his problems, for they show that the
narrative is by no means a straightforward account of an event and its
significance in Jesus' actual ministry. It is a redactor's rewriting of oral
tradition's recasting of any actual event: can it still retain its authority for
us?
The gospels do not simply describe "history as it actually happened" (that
will o' the wisp); they preach the significance of Jesus to the church of their
day. But if this was the evangelist's aim, then we believe that the Holy Spirit
who is the inspirer of Scripture inspired them to do this well. We have gained a daughter, and not lost a son - for the disciplines of criticism can also
take us back behind this preaching, into the meaning of Jesus' teaching and
ministry in its original historical context. We are enriched rather than
deprived as we can see what the Spirit was saying in several different
situations.
( 6) The evangelist, then, is the model expositor, in that he adapts and
transforms the story so that it may speak to his congregation's situation.
But does this mean that we too are free to do what we like with the tradition
as we receive it - to adapt and transform it with the creativity that the Spirit
inspires in us? Does historical-critical exegesis matter after all - does not
Matthew's example (or John's, or other New Testament writers' in their use
of the Old Testament) encourage us to ignore his meaning and let the words
mean today whatever we feel needs to be said?
The Spirit may indeed in this way cause new light to break out of God's
word; "charismatic exegesis" 30 •may still be a spiritual gift. Many have had
the experience of being blessed by some word from Scripture taken in a
sense which they now realize was strictly invalid, though in keeping with the
general tenor of the Bible. At least it spoke relevantly to us, and was not the
mere dead word from the past which historical-critical exegesis has often
turned the Bible into. Nevertheless such exegesis should be the starting-point
of exposition, because:
(a) While it is not clear that the Bible's exegetical practice is meant to be
normative for us, JJ historical-critical exegesis is an expression of our
elemental awareness of history as modern men, which seeks to understand
other ages in their own terms before asking what insights they have for us.
Further, it reflects the fact that God spoke· in history.
(b) Historical-critical exegesis establishes what God was saying at one
point, and that the crucial point for the faith. It enables us then to move
from the known to the unknown, from the general area of application to the
specific, and gives us the former as a check on the latter. While we may be
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sure that the evangelists were inspired, modern charismatic exegesis cannot
be checked!
Exposition is both a cerebral and a pneumatic exercise. The mind is involved in extrapolating from what we know God was saying then to what he
is saying now, though we see the Spirit's activity in this process too. The
Spirit will give flashes of insight but is active also as these are examined,
tested, and followed up by the mind. Surely we need this combination (1
Cor. 14: 15).
II. I Peter 3:18-22

(I) If exposition involves starting from a passage's central idea which is
developed in its various parts, then this will seem a passage as difficult to expound as to exegete if there is no real train of thought running through it as many commentators have concluded. The exegesis, however, has
suggested that the unity of the passage lies in what it says "to those facing
fierce hostility in the name of Christ", 32 in its attempt to answer the
question: "Why should a Christian be prepared to die?" Because:
18a
Jesus set you an example
18b
He is worth suffering for
18c
Death is followed by resurrection
He is Lord of the evil powers
l 9-20a
20b
Judgement on sinners is only being delayed
20c
Minorities hav_e been saved in the end before
21
Your baptism is the guarantee of your salvation
22
He is Lord of all.
Presumably this will be a sermon with eight points!
This passage exemplifies the occasional nature of the Bible, which was
produced in response to specific historical situations. What are we to do
with a passage that answers this particular question, in a day when martyrdom is not a threat?
(a) There will be times when its message is awefully relevant, and such
times need preparing for. If we have not formulated our attitude to persecution (like that to dying generally) before it happens, the moment itself may
be too late. So the passage can be preached as part of educating the people
in the whole counsel of God.
(b) In less sharp ways than was the case for Peter's readers, all
Christians face hostility. The powers of evil which stood behind their
persecution assail us too, finding embodiment in more petty (perhaps only
, verbal) attacks, which a fortiori Peter's argument covers.
(c) We all have to be prepared to die (Mk. 8:34), and that daily (Lk.
9:23). Jesus himself has, perhaps, by anticipation provided the area of
application of Peter's message.
We must beware however of the besetting sins, the occupational hazards
of the expositor who worships the god "relevance": blunting the edge of
Peter's message and losing the pointedness of the specific by g~neralizing or
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trivializing or spiritualizing it away. We must somehow feel this bite in our
exegesis and communicate it in our exposition.
(2) Jesus "died on behalf of the unjust ... His death was an effective,
once-for-all sacrifice to make atonement for (your?) sins, so that you might
be restored to fellowship with God" - so verse 18, which "is steeped in Old
Testament sacrificial ideas". 33 And so, often, are our sermons. Peter uses
this terminology (as well as ideas from contemporary post-biblical Jewish
writings -verses 19-20) because it speaks to his readers, whether Jewish or
non-Jewish, who know about cult and sacrifice. But we do not move in that
world. And therefore while, to understand the Bible, we must learn to think
in that world's terms, we must also learn to speak of the same realities in
our own world's terms. This is not just for the sake of outsiders (it is not to
such, in fact, that the New Testament expounds the technical working of the
atonement), not even just for the sake of younger Christians who have not
yet got into the Biblical world, but for our own sakes, so that we ourselves
may more effectively hear the gospel. It is not enough to explain what
atonement, sacrifice, substitution are; a metaphor that needs explaining is
thereby shown to have lost its force. And in this particular case explaining it
does not solve the problem. For the idea of sacrifices to propitiate God is so
foreign that people may still find it objectionable when they understand it.
They cannot help evaluating it from within the terms of our attitudes which are also culturally determined, of course, but that is less easy to appreciate! We need to go on further in exegesis to find out what is expressed
by the metaphor, and then to find a new metaphor which says as much as
the old.
Unpacking this particular metaphor reveals various layers:
(a) At its heart is the experience - perhaps a universal human one, certainly one we share with the biblical world - of estrangement and reconciliation, and the cost involved in this.
(b) This experience suggests a metaphor for understanding relationships
between God and man: things come between these parties too.
(c) Sacrificial systems provide a way of effecting reconciliation as the
cost is symbolically paid by the offending party and symbolically accepted
by the other side.
(d) The Old Testament describes one particular version of this. Note that
God himself prescribes the system and thus takes the initiative in reconciliation.
(e) The New Testament takes up aspects of the Old Testament sacrificial
system as a metaphor for understanding the cross: Christ was bearing the
cost by offering himself.
(0 His achievement breaks the bounds of the metaphor, however, in that
he was as much on the side of the offended party as on the offender's: God
was in Christ reconciling ...
Having analysed the biblical metaphor, we need, in re-expressing it, to
remove its cultic aspect, which is strange to our world, without losing the
atonement's objective side (what it means for God), as well as the subjective
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side (the need to win man back to God). We might recall how, when we are
attacked, instinct tells us to put up our weapons and return the blow - like
for like, eye for eye, abuse for abuse. It's as if hostility has a force which
must be dissipated, and we have to ensure its deflection away from us back
to the other person, so that it can be absorbed there. Alternatively, however,
we can let that force strike us, affect us, hurt us, be absorbed by us. Man's
rebellion against God (which admittedly does not lie near the surface of his
consciousness but is the theological significance of his general self-seeking
aggressiveness, his hostility to other men, made in God's image, and his
self-destructiveness) is also a hostility which must be absorbed somewhere it can't just disappear into thin air. The cross is in history the concretizing of
God's acceptance of man's hostility, his refusal to return it. God copes with
the sin which prevents fellowship between himself and man by absorbing its
force in himself and thus dissolving it. 34
(3) Jesus "went to the fallen angels awaiting judgement in their place of
confinement, and proclaimed to them the victory won by his redeeming
death ... These were those spirits who rebelled against God in the days of
Noah, while God in his mercy was still withholding the punishment of the
flood." 35 Here is a different world of thought which again raises the
question of demythologizing.
Demythologizing the "spirits in prison" might mean
(a) Shedding the particular imagery of personal, supernatural evil as it is
conceptualized here, while still maintaining that "there is about (Evil) ... the
subtlety of a malevolent personality rather than the crudity of a blind,
irrational force ... (A) degree of perverted ingenuity is required to make the
world go quite so wrong.'' 36 The sin that led to the flood did not just have its
origin in man. 37
(b) Shedding not merely this particular imagery but also the personal
nature of supernatural evil itself, seeing it as powers, forces, laws of an impersonal kind, but still recognizing that there is more to evil than the sinful
acts of sinful men.
(c) Shedding any idea of the supernatural nature of evil, stressing that
Peter is not here arguing the existence of spirits and of angels, authorities
and powers (verse 22), but asserting the risen Christ's lordship over these
entities which were only too real to people. The demythologized equivalents
for us are the driving forces of love, power, knowledge, success and failure,
present and future, death and life - all with the peculiar ambiguity of the
spirits in that they are sometimes good, sometimes tragic and deadly. 38
The Creator's restraint of, and now Christ's lordship over these
demythologized powers must indeed be preached because they are the
powers we are aware of. But we should also realise that the powers of evil
are greater than we are aware of. Paul does explicitly indicate that there is in
the activity of evil another level than the merely human: "We wrestle not
against flesh and blood but against principalities ..." (Eph. 6: 12). The conceptualization may need updating, but there is something ontological to
re-express.
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And what of the way the experience and achievement of Christ is
described?
(a) He was made alive in the spirit (verse 18): even if the conceptualization is mythical on the surface, the claim here made of Jesus is that he rose
from death in history.
(b) He went to preach to the spirits, went to heaven (verses 19, 22 :n:oeev0ek each time): here is language that presupposes a three-dimensional
heaven, but the reality is one that we may seek to re-express, perhaps in
terms of other dimensions than those of time and space.
(c) He is at God's right hand (verse 22): the three-dimensional heaven
may be presupposed here, but more likely writer and readers understood
this particular expression as a metaphor drawn from earthly life (cf. Ps.
l 10); we must not be over prosaic in interpreting the Bible, and treat the
writers as too unsophisticated.
(4) The picture in mythical terms of the evil powers that threaten the
Christian (verses 19, 22) brackets a linking in historical terms of the days of
Noah and of the readers (verses 20-1): a "typical" relationship is ascribed
to the latter. Is typology arbitrary? 39 How does it work? 40
(a) Typology is (here anyway) not a method of exegesis but one of exposition. It does not aspire to be a guide to the original meaning of the flood
story but starts from the historical reality (this is not allegory) and uses
typology as a means of suggesting its significance for a new day, in the light
of Christ's coming.
(b) Near the heart of the answer to the question ''What holds the two
Testaments together?" is the fact that both deal with the same people,
through whom the God of Israel who is also the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ is working out his purpose in the world. This link is implicit here, indeed explicit if avrfrv:n:ov does go with vµa~, though it is
assumed rather than argued. But it provides part of the rationale for trying
to relate what God did with his people in Old Testament times to what he is
doing with them now.
(c) Very probably the significance of baptism as a symbolic undergoing
of death/judgement as the gateway to new life/salvation is in the author's
mind. This theological significance of baptism is thus similar to that of the
flood.
(d) There is no clear evidence to indicate whether or not Peter meant to
extend the parallel as far as asserting that Noah was saved by means of
water - rather than simply that water was involved on both occasions. 41
It seems to me to be unreasonable to accuse Peter of being "arbitrary" in
his use of typology here. Indeed, I doubt if this really is what is usually
meant by typology; he is not suggesting that in Christian baptism you find
the real meaning or fulfilment of the flood, but that the former performs an
equivalent function to the latter (cf. RSV rather than NEB or JB), that there
is a relationship of analogy between them. 42
(5) Can we ourselves use this expository method, then? Can we suggest
other analogies to the flood? And if so, how can we safeguard ourselves
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from being arbitrary?
(a) The Old Testament regards the sea as an embodiment of the powers
of chaos which assert themselves against God and threaten his people; the
flood is an example of the sea at work in this way, though only under God's
control. "The Lord sits enthroned over the flood" and thus protects his people (Ps. 29:10-11). This idea might be further applied by taking the flood as
a type of danger that threatens the church, perhaps by God's own hand but
under his control (an understanding perhaps implicit in the New
Testament43 ). On the other hand, to take the wood of the ark as a type of the
cross 44 is to move into a wholly new area of parallelism and to take a
chance point of contact (the use of wood) as of intrinsic significance, thus
making a "form-mistake". 45
(b) In that the flood story is about God's judgement, it can be used as a
way of picturing the final judgement (cf. 2 Peter 3), and it seems reasonable
to claim that the writer of Genesis would not have regarded this application
of his story as inconsistent with his original intention. On the other hand, to
take Noah in his humiliation as a type of Christ 46 seems to go against the
way the author presents him, even if it fits in with modern work on such
myth as may underlie the narrative. 47
The. fact that the New Testament uses typology does not bind us to do
so; 48 but some application of a principle of analogy such as is illustrated
here enables us to work on biblical passages, not as a substitute for but on
the basis of historical-critical exegesis. But two criteria which set boundaries
to the validity of the exercise are that we move within areas of application
and development of ideas suggested by the Bible itself, 49 and we apply the
passage in the spirit of the original writer.
III. The Expositor's Method

There are no rules that guarantee effective fulfilment of the task of interpretation, but it may be helpful to summarize some guidelines in the light of
the exercise above - not that these can be neatly separated or put in strict
sequence; they rather tend in practice to interact, and insight on a later point
will throw corrective light on conclusions reached earlier.
- Base your understanding of the text's significance for us on its original
meaning (rather than treating the text as a mere jumping-off ground for your
own thoughts).
- Be open to and expectant of finding in the text something fresh, even
contradictory of what you thought (rather than letting your theological
tradition constrict you to finding only what you knew already).
- Keep listening to what the text says, hearing it through on the
questions it raises (rather than cutting it off in mid-sentence because it has
answered the questions we are interested in). 50
- Work persistently at a precise understanding of the specific central
point of the passage, so that you can express in a phrase what it is that holds
the passage together; and also at how the parts relate to it and to each other
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(rather than being satisfied with an understanding only of individual words
and verses, or with a general impression which misses the author's particular purpose here, or with too narrow a definition which leaves one or two
aspects of the passage unembraced).
- Identify the particular circumstances, issues, questions, problems, and
mistakes which the writer was dealing with, and consider how far these were
peculiar to his situation (rather than assuming that what he says is without
context).
- Consider in the light of this understanding what was his specific aim
here and what exactly he says to the situation (rather than presuming that
his statements and imperatives are necessarily general and universalizable).
"In order to find out (a man's) meaning you must ... know what the question was." 5 '
- Note the particular connotations with which he uses theological or
other words or concepts, such as faith, salvation, election (rather than
reading into such words what they may not mean in this particular context).
- Distinguish symbol, metaphor, and myth from literal presentation, e.g.
by parallel usage in the Bible or elsewhere, though realizing that the ancient
mind may not have made the distinction which is inevitable for us (rather
than being woodenly "literalist").
- Get the feel of such images so that they may have the impact on you
that they had on the original readers (rather than being exclusively cerebral
in approach to interpretation).
- Elucidate what such language is referring to (rather than assuming
either that the medium is the message 52 or that we know the meaning of
familiar images such as the good shepherd or being in Christ).
- Establish how concepts present develop within the Bible (e.g. within the
Old Testament, between the Testaments, between Jesus, the tradition, Mark,
and the other evangelists, between Jesus and Paul) as a means to seeing
pointers as to their significance for us.
- In these tasks use the resources available: a synopsis, commentaries more than one53 - and if possible reference works such as TDNT, NIDNTT
and other wordbooks; listen to such authorities as witnesses whose
testimony can help you make an informed decision as to where the evidence
leads (rather than assuming that scripture's perspicuity means that I can
rely on my own uninformed intuition, or that its obscurity means that I must
turn scholarly books into paper popes).
- Use tools such as source-, form-, and redaction-criticism as creative
hermeneutical aids, with discernment but openness (rather than reverting to
a precritical approach on the assumption that they can never be of constructive help or can only be used by experts).
- Identify the particularities of your situation today when set over
against those of the Bible: differences in culture, in the church's situation,
and so on (rather than failing to locate the exposition's target).
- Ask what angles of the biblical message especially apply here, without
failing to preach the whole counsel of God, or to ask whether it is the
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passage that is irrelevant or rather whether we are 54 (rather than assuming
that because all Scripture is equally inspired it is all always equally
applicable).
- Know your congregation, know the connotations that words and concepts (e.g. flesh, soul) have for them, know where they are, know their
hangups (rather than forgetting that you are trying to communicate with a
specific audience).
--,- Discern how the attitudes, assumptions, and challenges, implicit and
explicit in the passage differ from yours and your congregation's and confront them (rather than finding only false comfort in what confirms us in our
present position).
- Apply without trivializing, and reinterpret where necessary without losing the principles expressed in the original word (rather than assuming either
that this specific expression of God's will necessarily relates directly to a
different age, or that it is so time-conditioned that it can be of no help to us
now). 55
- Resymbolize and remythologize so that the significance of the original
may be felt anew (rather than only reusing biblical symbols just because
they are biblical ones).
- Let the dynamic of the passage's own development, as you understand
it, determine the dynamic of your presentation - e.g. the sermon's structure
or the Bible study outline (rather than assimilating it to some preconceived
sermon pattern or set of Bible study questions).
- A void flaunting critical data in the pulpit, but where it is relevant be
open with your congregation about"how you understand the origin of the Bible (rather than maintaining a double standard whereby the simple believer
is left in blissful ignorance of the truth of the Bible's origin 56 - something
less defensible now than it was in the days when criticism was carried on
without a thought for its implications for the doctrine or the preaching of
Scripture).
- Seek to lead your congregation into the same position of being confronted by the text as you have occupied in your preparation.
- Remember that the next time you approach this passage you are a
different person and may find new light there 57 (rather than assuming that
you have now understood it once and for all). Freshness of approach - not
inventiveness, but openness and expectancy - is of key importance in the
preacher (or any Bible student).
So here I am ...
Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt
Is a wholly new start ...

These words from "East Coker" express T. S. Eliot's hopelessness about
ever being able to say adequately what needs to be said. The expositor too
will recognise the impossibility of ever speaking adequately of God and his
ways with men, but by the same God's grace may be less despairing, and
may make the aim expressed here his own.
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NOTES

I. For the distinction between meaning and significance, cf. E. D. Hirsch, Validity in interpretation (New Haven/London 1967), pp. 8, 62-63.
2. A. M. Stibbs, Understanding God's Word (London 1950); Expounding God's Word
(London 1960; revised ed. 1976).
3. L. Berkhof, Principles of Biblical Interpretation (Grand Rapids 1950).
4. The title of a book by J. D. Smart (London 1970).
5. Above, p. 12f.
6. Above, p. 265.
7. Above, p. 345.
8. Above, pp. 294-300.
9. Above, p. 309.
10. Above, p. 320.
11. er. above, p. 252f.
12. E.g. above p. 259.
13. R. Mackenzie, Concilium 10:7 (1971), p. 11.
14. Above, p. 263f.
15. Cf. above, p. 14.
16. Hirsch, p. 62. Note that "implications" denotes what is implicit in the inherent meaning
of the text itself, and is to be distinguished from the "significance-for-us" of the text's total
(explicit and implicit) "meaning-in-itself'.
17. So G. A. Buttrick in The Interpreter's Bible (New York and Nashville 1951), Vol. VII, p.
341.
18. Above, p. 260.
19. See the treatment of faith in Matthew by H. J. Held, op. cit. on p. 278, n. 7 above, pp.
275-299.
20. TDNT 2, p. 34.
21. In The Becomers (London 1973), pp. 89-106, Keith Miller suggests in some detail how
heaven's reality will need to be presented in many different ways as a man's needs and
growth as a person develop.
22. Bultmann; cf. above, p. 295.
23. Cf. A. Kee, The Way of Transcendence (Harmondsworth 1971), pp. 49-51.
l4. Cf. above, pp. 298-300.
25. Cf. J. V. Taylor's doubts as to whether Christians often manifest such renewal in The
Go-Between God (London 1972), p. 124.
26. The exposition is parallel to Strauss's interpretation of the miracles as Jesus himself
appeals to them, as indicating the moral effects of his doctrine (see p. 304, n.37 above)!
27. Cf. again Held, Joe. cit.
28. er. above, p. 254.
29. On the evangelists' fixing areas of application of material that comes to them, see (with
explicit reference to the parables) A. C. Thiselton in SJT 23 (1970), especially pp. 458-461,
466-8.
30. See G. C. Berkouwer, Holy Scripture (Grand Rapids 1975), pp. llOff. and Ellis, p. 214
above.
31. Cf. R.N, Longenecker in Tyn.B 21 (1970), p. 38; also J. Barr, Old and New in interpretation (London 1966), p. 131.
32. Above, p. 265f.
33. Above, p. 267.
34. Of course this analogy does not say all that needs to be said about the atonement (no
more than any one biblical metaphor does); but it does re-express in non-cultic terms the idea
of reconciliation, substitution, and the price being paid by God himself.
35. Above, p. 277.
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36. Colin Morris. The Hammer of the Lord (London 1973), p. 54.
2
37. er. B. S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament (London 1962 ), pp. 50-9 on
Gen. 6:1-4.
38. Cf. Paul Tillich's sermon on "Principalities and Powers" in The New Being (London
1956), pp. 50-9 (reprinted in The Boundaries of Our Being (London 1973), pp. 189-97);
also R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament(London 1952), § 21.3, 26.3. There is also
a fascinating sermon of Tillich's on "Heal the Sick; Cast out the Demons" in The Eternal
Now (London 1963), pp. 4 7-53 (The Boundaries of Our Being, pp. 49-55) in which he
seems to rejoice in using the "mythological" language!
39. So Beare in his commentary, in loc.
40. er. above, 273f.; but note the critique of James Barr, op. cit., chapter 4.
41. Cf. above, p. 272f.
42. r wonder in fact whether ciniroirov here does not have its more usual meaning or"copy"
(the flood being the "original"), rather than the unusual meaning "fulfilment" (the flood then
being the "foreshadowing") as is generally assumed.
43. Cf. G. Bornkamm in Bornkamm, Barth, and Held, op. cit., p. 57.
44. So Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Trypho, - 138.
45. er. Barr, op. cit., p. 117.
46. Examples in Helen Gardner, The Business of Criticism (London 1966), pp. 90ff.
47. Cf. Gardner, pp. 96-7.
48. Cf. n. 31 above.
49. Cf. n. 29 above.
50. Cf. W. W, Johnson, Interpretation 20:4 (1966), pp. 423-4.
51. R. G. Collingwood, quoted in the Tillich Festschrift Religion and Culture, edited by W.
Leibrecht (London lC,58), p. 147.
52. Cf. A. C. Thiselton, The Churchman 87:2 (1973) p. 96, on the necessity for statements
such as "Jesus is Lord" to have ontological as well as existential content.
53. er. above, p. 264.
54. Cf. Smart, op. cit., p. 164.
55. Cf. 0. M. T. O'Donovan in TSFB 67, pp. 15-23.
56. Cf. Smart, op. cit., pp. 68-76.
57. er. Barr, op. cit., p. 197.
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Function, 13, 257, 288, 326
Gathering principle, 319
Gattung, 19
Gattungsgeschichte, 153
Gematria, 246
Geneva Bible, 34
Genus litterarlum, 226
Gesc/richte, 165
Gesc/richt/ich, 178
Gloria in Excelsis, 235
Glossa Ordinaria, 29
Glossolalia, 240
Gnomic sayings, 227
Gnosls, 120
Gnosticism, 22, 49, 106f., 114, 119f., 123, 210,
222, 292f., 302 (n. 17)
God of the gaps, 346
God-language, 294-301
Gospel and myth, 295
Gospel criticism, 53-56, 192
Gospel in a nutshell, 162
Gospel of Thomas, 119
Gospels, 108f., I 82, 226, 230-2, 339f.
Gospels not biographies, 161
Gospels, Dating of, 43
Gospels, Origin of, 37, 181, 188, 228
Grammar books, 222
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Hosanna, 24 I, 24 3
Human agent, 338
Hymnic forms, 234-41, 266, 324
Hyperbole, 227
Hyponymy, 90

Grammatical sense, 35
Grarnniatico-historical method, 222
Great omission, 142
Greek Testament, critical editions, 30, 36, 38f., 44
Greek text, 222
Greek thought, Inferences from, 86f.
Greeting, 243
Grimm's law, 80
Habakkuk commentary, 206
Hallelujah, 241, 243
Hapaxes, 113
Hard and soft authority, 335-7
Harmonization, 132f., 146, 167, 171, 191, 352
Head, in Paul, 165
Healing, 121
Healing story, 156, 158
Hebraic style in Luke 145
Hebrew thought, Inferences from, 86f.
Hebrews, Epistle to the, 106, 111
Heilsgeschichte, 183
Hellenism, 105, 119-22, 172
Hellenistic Judaism, 118, 172f.
Hellenistic myth, 292-4
Heresy, 22
Hermeneutical circle, 52, 68, 229, 314-16, 326
Hermeneutical gap, 352
Hermeneutics, 11
Hermetic literature, 238
Heuristics, 220
Hillel's principles of exegesis, 24 7
Historian, Marks of, 127, 134
Historical accuracy, 126, 131
Historical correspondence, 212
Historical context, 99, 107f., 114, 126
Historical criticism, 38, 60, 68, 126-36, 166, 209,
309, 323, 355
Historical development, 29
Historical inconsistencies, 145
Historical Jesus, 175, 188
Historical myth, 289
Historical probability, 129
Historical problems, 127
Historicity, 131, 133, 288-92
Historisch, 178
History, SS, 210, 212f., 234f., 291,298,300,312,
318, 324, 342, 344
History, Understanding of, 209
History of NT study, 21-59
History of Religions School, 48-50, 211,285,292,
294
History of salvation, 183, 224
History of words, 80f.
Hodaya formula, 234
Holy book, 342
Holy Spirit, 111, 214, 239, 242, 309
Homoioptoton, 238
Homoioteleuton, 238
Homologoumena, 233
Homonymy, 81, 85
Horizons, 316-18, 320, 328£
Horlzontverschmelzung, 317
Hortatory sections, 2:1:5

I-sayings, 157
Idea, 143, 289-91, 318, 320
Idealism, 289
Imagery, 160, 234f., 240f., 297
Imagination, 291, 314
Imitatio Christi, 299
Imperative, 77f., 326
Implication, 25 7, 264
Implicit midrash, 202-4
Impressionist approach. 221, 226
Improbability, 291f.
Inaccuracies, 136
Incantations, 122
Incarnation, 134f., 239
Inconsistencies, 145
Independent units, 182, I 89
Individual existence, 2 I 2f.
Infallibility, 136
Information, 312, 326, 328, 335
Initiation, 238
Inscriptions, 126
Insertions, 142, 185
Inspiration, 65, I II, 132, 145, 346, 363
Institutio of Calvin, 32f.
Jnstitutio Oratorla, 238
Institutions as types, 211, 274
Instruction, 201, 232, 335
Integrity, 105, 107
Intellectualism, 317
Intention, 191, 252, 290
Interchangeability, 92
Interpolation, 145, 150f., 206
Interpretation in apostolic age, 21
Interpretation, Internal, 21
Interpretation, Methods of, 15
Interpretative alteration, 202
Interpretative summary, 205
Introduction, Questions of, I05
Introductory formulas, I 99f.
Intuition, 3 I 3f., 362
Invention, 129, 289, 291, 293
Involvement, 314
Ipsissima verba of Jesus, 167, 228, 338
Ipsissima vox of Jesus, 228, 242
Irrelevance, 266, 363
I so colon, 23 8
Israel, True, 213
James, Epistle of, 106, 225, 229, 248, 340
Jargon, 310
Jerusalem Bible, 65
Jewish myth, 292f.
Jewish scholarship, 63
John, Gospel of, 105, 118, 132, 162, 184, 189
I John, I 06, 222
Judaism, 105, II Sf., 124, 172f., 175, 177f., 201f.,
210, 212, 242, 339, 341
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Jude, Epistle of, 106
Judgment typology, 212
Juridical hermeneutics, 3 15
Justification by faith, 27, 31, 52, 98-100, 297

Luke as historian, 127
LXX, Use of, 173,199,215 (n. 23)
Lyrical features, 239
M source, 185
Magic, 119, 121f.
Magna Glosatura, 29
Magnificat, 203, 235
Man, 212f., 246
Man-centred perspective, 318, 334
Manuscript tradition, 15 9
Maranatha, 241, 243f.
Marean priority, 39, 141, 144
Marcionite prologues, 23
Mark, Gospel of, 109, 121f., 128, 142-7 184f.
191, 226
,
,
Marriage, 190
Masai, 244f.
Maskilim, 208
Matthean priority, 141
Matthew, Gospel of, 108, 142-7, 183 185-7 191.
'
'
229
Maxims, 157
Meaning of Scripture, 56, 220
Meaning, Theories of, 75
Memoirs, 230
Memory, 148 (n. 7)
Memory-lapse, 199
Messianic prophecies, 224
Messianic secret, 46
Metaphor, 81, 93-5, 100, 157, 160,212,298,300,
324, 358, 362
Methods, 253, 317, 361-3
Methods in exegesis, 60
Metre, 239
Meyer commentary, 41
Midrash, 201-8, 212
Mimesis, 231
Miracle, 121-3, )28, 135, 143, 156, 160, 254,
288-92, 294, 300, 355
M!racle stories, 154, 156, 158, 160
Misplacements, 142
Misunderstanding, 14lf., 337
Model, 210, 273, 287, 317
Modification, 185
Moral, 160
Morphology, 85
Moses and Jesus, 186, 211, 213
Motive, 157, 228
Multiple attestation, Criterion of, 176
Mystery cults, 119, 238, 292f.
Myth, 121-3, 157f., 240f., 246, 269f., 285-307
354, 362
'
Myth-ritual debate, 287
Mythoclastic, 241
Mythologem, 250 (n. 56)
Mythological forms, 234f.
Mythopoetic language, 235, 241

Katabasis, 241
Kernel sentences, 78, 98
Kerygma,. 191, 294, 297-9, 323, 325
Kerygmallc, 189, 191, 231, 312
Key words, 220
Kinetic imagery, 241
Kingdom of God, 47f., 175f., 209f.
Knowledge, 120, 214, 317f., 328
Kyrios, 120
Language, Use of, 75-104, 308-29
Language-event, 312, 318, 321-6
Languages, Original, 31
Langue, 88f.
Laodiceans, Epistle to the, 113
Last days, 209
Latin Fathers. 27f..
Law, 157, 185, 190, 211, 218 (n. 77), 236
'
315, 338
Laws of tradition, 159, 254
Lectionary, 206
Legal axiom, 244
Legal material, 177, 315, 345
Legend, 156-9, 285
Legitimation function, 287
Letter-writing, 232
Letters of alphabet, 246
Letters and Epistles, I 11, 226f., 231-4
Lex talionis, 236
Lexicography, 81, 90
Lexicons, 222, 253
Liberal Protestantism, 294
Libertinism, 225
Life-style, 345
Light and heavy, 247
Linguistics (see Semantics)
Listening to text, 320, 328, 361
Literal sense, 26, 28, 224, 309
Literary convention, 265
Literary criticism, 38, 60
Literary effect, 199
Literary form, 226
Literary genre, 136, 153, 201, 226, 229-35
Literary history, 139
Literaty tradition, 161, 169
Liturgical formulas, 227
Liturgical prayers, 233, 242
Liturgical vocabulary, 234, 241-4
Laurgy, 238, 241, 243
Lives of Jesus, 39f., 46, 55 64 226
Logia, 39, 157, 190
'
'
Logico-grammatical parallelism, 76, 86f.
Lord, 120f.
Love, Words for, 89
Luke, Gospel of, 183, 191, 222, 226
Luke-Acts, 114, 139
Luke and Paul, 109

Nag Hammadi, 119
Name of God, 23 7
Natural law, 289
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Naturalistic explanation, 129, 135
Nature miracles, 15 6, 292
Narratlo, 247
Nero redlvlvus, 246
New covenant, 211
New creation, 211, 213
New English Bible, 63
New Hermeneutic, 51-3, 61, 308-29, 337
New man, 213
Non-objectifying language, 323f.
Norms, 334, 340, 344
Novel/en, 156
Numbers, Symbolic, 235, 246
Numerical value, 246
Nunc Dlmlttls, 235
Objectifying God, 294, 296f.
Objective, 31 If., 335
Objective neutrality, 316
Old Testament in the New, 117f., 199-214, 227,
261, 267, 358
Omissions, 14 lf., 185, 254f.
Once-for-all, 347
Onomatopoeia, 85
Opaqueness in vocabulary, 85
Opposition, Semantic, 90
Oral period, 159, 182
Oral tradition, 133, 139, 141, 153-162, 254,356
Oral transmission, 54
Order of events, 126, I 40f.
Original version, 254
Origins, Christian, 188, 192
Ort, 319
Orthodox belief, 344
Otherness of God, 291
Overtones, 93
Pagan myths, 122
Paganism, 105, 117
Pantheism, 291
Papyri, 119, 122, 227, 275
Parables, 52f., 63, 131, 157-61, 166, 205f., 208,
228, 244f., 311, 318-24, 352
Parabolic narratives, 157
Paradigmatic relation, 82
Paradigms, 155-60
Paradox, I 76f., 235, 286
Parallelism, 235, 261
Parallelismus membrorum, 236, 239
Parallels, 105, 113, 160, 242, 257, 294, 362
Paranesen, 15 7
Paraphrase, 310
Parlson, 238
Parole, 88f.
Parousia, 183, 210, 244, 295, 300
Passion, Chronology of the, 132
Passion story, 154f.
Passover, 243
Pastoral application, 272
Pastoral Epistles, 108, 110, 200, 240
Pattern, 211, 273
Pauline studies, 23f., 27, 29, 47, 50

Pentateuch, 38f.
Pericope, 154, 231, 253
Personal interest, 223
Personality, 61, 111, 233
Personification, 297
Perspective, 3 12, 318
Pesher, 203, 206-8
I Peter, 144, 233
Pharisees, I l 8
Philippians, Epistle to the, 233
Philological exegesis, 35
Philosophy, 60, 75, 94, 100, 310f., 313, 315,
317f., 324
Philosophy of living, 244
Pithy sayings, 22 7
Plan, Divinely ordered, 210
Platonism, 25, 210
Play on words, 202
Poetic forms, 235-4 I, 286f., 324
Point of contact, 321
Polemic, 156, 241, 324
Polymorphous concepts, 94
Polysemy, 85, 325
Post-Easter material, 166
Power of words, 88, 326
Praise, 242f.
Prayer, 233, 242
Preaching, 54, 154f., 161, 192, 230, 308, 310,
328, 352
Precision, 94
Preconception, 269
Pre-conceptual, 311, 320
Preconditions, 3 I 0
Predilection, 268
Pre-existence of Christ, 123, 239
Prefiguration, 2 73
Pre-judgment, 3 17
Prejudice, 6 I, 346
Pre-literary tradition, 54f.
Presuppositionless exegesis, 51, 64, 313
Presuppositions, 60-71, 124, 165, 182, 187f., 191,
208f., 212-14, 227, 254, 317, 321, 346
Pre-understanding, 66f., 3 I 2f.
Primal man, 123, 286, 293
Primordial time, 286
Princeton exegesis, 41
Principles of criticism, 1 I 2f.
Private letters, 232
Proem midrash, 203-6
Progressive revelation, 33 7
Promise, 207, 256
Pronouncement stories, 129, 154, 156, 158f., 190,
254, 356
Proof-texts, 201, 206, 208, 220
Propaganda, 156
Prophecy, 207, 211
Prophetic challenges, I 57
Prophetic knowledge, I 28
Prophetic sayings, 157, 337
Prophets, Christian, 200, 208, 236
Proverbial wisdom, 244
Providence, 342
Psalms, 235
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Pseudepigrapha, 112
Pseudonymity, 107, 110-12
Psychology, 314
Punctuation, 256f.
Pure myth, 289
Purpose, 114, 199, 228f., 234, 271
Purpose of NT writings, 69
Q material, 141f., 147, 153, 166, 169, 185f., 253f.
Quest of the historical Jesus, 46, 55
Question, 256, 316, 353, 361
Quotations from OT, 143, 199-214
Qumran, 105, 118, 120, 173, 199-203, 206-8,
214, 233
Rabbinic background, 36, 50, 159, 162, 174,
199f., 203
Rabbinic exposition, 203, 205f., 212, 245, 247
Radikalisierten Form, 260
Rapport, 314
Rationalism, 289
Reality, 295, 312, 318f., 321, 325, 327, 358
Reason, 289
Recapitulation in typology, 212
Redaction criticism, 46, 108, 139, 144, 147, 165f.,
181-92, 228,253,255,264,339,351,356,362
Redaktionsgeschichte, 181, 183, 192
Redeemer, 241, 293
Redemption, 21 Of.
Re-enactment of history, 23 I
Reformation, 29
Relevance, 222f., 272, 357
Reliability of Bible, 130, 343
Religionsgeschichtlich school, 105
Religious background, 117-24
Religious milieu, 227
Religious pluralism, 334
Remythologization, 363
Renaissance, 29
Repetition, 142, 169
Resymbolization, 363
Revelation, 130, 337
Revelation, Book of (see Apocalypse of John)
Revising hand, 233
Rheims New Testament, 34
Rhetorical features, 239, 246f.
Rhetorician's model, 247
Rhythm, 238
Riddle, 245
Righteousness, 83, 98, 229
Rights of the text, 317, 327
Ritual, 287
Romans, Epistle to the, 247
Riif zum Sein, 320
"Rule for conduct, 245

Sachha{fte, 320
Sacrament, 274, 293, 345
Saints, 156f.
Sal~ation history, 209-13, 224-6, 231
Saviour, 243

Sayings of Jesus, 129, 155, 157, 159, 161, 174-8,
187, 338f.
Scholastic dialogues, 156
Science, 286f., 295, 300
Scientific explanation, 290
Scribes, 206, 227, 232, 258
Scripture, 200
Scripture and tradition, 224, 315
Seams in text, 184
Secondary document, 142
Secrecy in Mark, 128
Secretary hypothesis, 233
Secrets, Divine, 23 7
Seiendheil, 319
Sein, 319f
Seins, 317
Selbstverstiindnis, 326
Selection of material, 185, 191
Self-understanding, 326
Semantics, 75-104, 120, 325
Semitisms, 173, 227, 241f.
Sensus plenior, 16, 218 (n. 84), 224
Sentence structure, 113
Sentences of holy law, 236
Sequel, 271
Sermon on the Mount, 141, 338
Signature, 233
Signs, Book of, 53
Sinn des Seins, 320
Sitz im Leben, 19, 154-7, 159, 161, 182, 243
Sola Scriptura, 30
Son of man, 165, 176, 211, 294
Song, 237, 239
Sons of ... , 262f.
Soteriology, 186, 237
Soul and spirit, 235
Source criticism, 139-52, 181, 228, 356, 362
Sources, 12, 53, 182, 340
Sources, Non-apostolic, 113
Specificity, 94
Spectator exegesis, 65, 69, 210
Speculation, 288, 293
Spirit of God, I 34f., 230
Spirit of truth, 111
Spiritual interpretation, 13 I, 2 I 4
Spontaneity, 234
Sprachereignis, 312
Standpoint, 312
Stanza, 239
Statistical analysis, I 43
Statistical norm, 113
Story-teller, 156, 291
Strophe, 23 9
Style, 113, 140, 142f., 145, 147, 158, 199, 227,
229f., 232f., 24 7
Subconscious, 287
Subjective, 191, 220, 31lf., 314, 335
Summary, 131, 185, 200, 203, 205
Supernatural, 121, 123, 128, l34f., 157, 352, 359
Superordinate terms, 94
Superstition, 128
Symbolism, 14, 130, 234f., 240, 261, 280 (n. 53),
286f., 289, 293, 297, 355, 362
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Tiibingen School, 42f.
Two-source hypothesis, 53, 148 (n. 6)
Typology, 210-12, 224, 264, 272-4, 276, 360f.

Synagogue, 203, 205f., 23 7, 242
Synchronic linguistics, 80
Synonymous paralleli~m,
23
Synonymy, 90, 92, 100
Synopsis, 148 (n. 5); 53, 362
Synoptic Gospels/38, 53, 132, 139-44, 153, 162,
181, 183, 202
Synoptic Problem, 144, 148 (n. 6)
Syntagmatic relation, 82, 90
Synthetic typology, 211
Systematic theology, 315
Tales, 156, 158
Targum, 199
Teachers, 156, 208
Teaching material, 157, 160, 189, 192, 338
Teaching methods, 161
Technical term, 275
Tendenz, 133, 147, 228
Ter Sanctus, 237
Testimonia, 201, 208
Testimony book, 201
Text for the day, 203f.
Textual criticism, 11, 38, 132, 222
Textual studies, 36f.
Thanksgiving formula, 233
Thematic clusters, 208
Theological inconsistency, 145
Theological milieu, 227
Theological motivation, 228
Theological perspective, 62
Theological purpose, 227
Theology of evangelists, 182, 185, 188-91
Theology as guide to dating, 143
Time, 210
Timeless moral truth, 294
I Timothy, 108
Titles for Jesus, 185
Tools in exegesis, 60
Topical arrangement, 15 I, 154
Traditio-historical approach, 187
Tradition criticism, 53f., 129, 153, 165, 181, 351
Tradition history, 165-78
Traditions, Overlapping, 140
Traditionsgeschichte, 165
Transcendent world, 241
Translation, Importance of, 12, 132, 255, 309,
315
Translation, Problems of, 75-104
Translation into English, 29, 63f., 78, 95f., 222,
235
Transmission of tradition, 159, 189,191,228,254
Triple tradition, 140f.
Triplet form, 238
Truth, 130-2, 136,240,294,311,313,315, 317f.,
326-8, 334, 336f., 346

Unbeliever, 308, 324
Unconscious, 287
Understanding, Theory of, 308-29
Unhistorical, 136, 288, 290-4
Uniqueness of Christianity, 334
Universal validity, 345
Unnatural, 290
Unreal, 288
Unsolved problems, 136
Untrue, 286, 288
Vagueness, 93
Variant readings, 36, 199, 258
Veneration, 244
Vernacular, 29
Verbal agreement, l 40f.
Verbatim, 132f., 346
Verily, verily, 242
Verner's law, 80
Versatility, 145
Versiclc and response, 243
Vision, 128, 234f., 237
Vividness, 143, 321
Vocabulary, 88, 113, 185, 233f., 325
Vorurteile, 317
Vonierstiindnis, 61
Western text, 38
Wirkllchkeit, 31 7
Wirklichlceitserfahrung, 320
Wisdom, Jesus as, 169f.
Wisdom sayings, 157, 161, 225, 244f.
Witness, 128, 132, 147, 192, 201, 229
Women, Paul's teaching on, 106f.
Word and words, 310
Word, Death of the, 352
Word-event, 312
Word frequencies, 113
Word of God, 200,222,299, 308f., 312,324,337
Word magic, 325f.
Word studies, 84
Words and meanings, 78, 309
World-view, 223, 335
Worlds in language, 318-23
Worship, 154, 161, 232, 237, 239, 242, 244
Wortgeschehen, 312
Yelammadenu pattern, 205f.
Zur-Sprache-kommen, 310, 3 17
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